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ABSTRACT 
 

This study’s principal goal is to engage Eberhard Jüngel’s views on freedom and, 

with the help of this engagement, to think through the intimate connection of the doctrine 

of God and anthropology.  This larger goal contains within itself two objectives.  The 

first is investigative and has to do with critically analyzing the divine-human togetherness 

in Jüngel’s theology through the lens of freedom.  The second, constructive objective is 

to ask critically whether Jüngel’s doctrine of God is able to support the anthropological 

effects that Jüngel ascribes to God’s being; and, in light of this study’s findings, to put 

forth a way of intertwining even more closely and seamlessly trinitarian and 

anthropological conceptualities. 

The argument unfolds in four major moves.  First, I examine Jüngel’s critique of 

the modern notion of freedom as rooted in the self-securing and self-possession of an 

allegedly autonomous subject.  Second, I analyze Jüngel’s account of divine freedom.  

This analysis shows Jüngel’s construal to be ultimately dissonant in its two central 

emphases: the inalienable spontaneity and creativity of God’s being, and the inter-

subjective character of God’s self-determination as a trinitarian event of love.  God’s 

subjectivity is shown to border, as a result, on predominant self-relatedness, which Jüngel 

rejects as unfreedom in anthropological terms.  In its third move, the argument then turns 

to the being of the person as elementally interrupted and so not only freed but brought 
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into correspondence with God.  My focus here is chiefly on the person’s two acts of 

existence.  Finally, I develop the ontological implications of the two existential acts of the 

free person.  With their help I offer a way of resolving the ambiguity present in Jüngel’s 

account of God’s self-determination.  This study’s central, constructive claim is that in 

God there also are two acts of existence, grounded in two distinct manners of trinitarian 

relationality.  Next to what I call the logic of love, there is the logic of freedom.  Without 

sacrificing God’s originary creativity, it enables God to enter into a successful 

togetherness with the humanity God liberates and thus to determine God’s self in an 

inter-subjective manner as an event of love. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION  

 
 
 
FREEDOMS: HUMAN AND DIVINE 

Freedom was the Reformation’s first, pithy statement of what it perceived to be 

the truth of the gospel.  In 1520 Martin Luther published his famous pamphlet, The 

Freedom of a Christian, in which he offered a sustained elaboration of the concept and its 

relevance to Christian self-understanding and the conduct of the Christian life.  The 

following year Philip Melanchthon, Luther’s colleague on the faculty at Wittenberg 

University, declared, in what was to become the nascent reform movement’s first 

dogmatics, that “libertas est Christianismus [freedom is Christianity].”1  It was only 

gradually and for reasons political, as well as theological, that the enthusiastic affirmation 

of freedom yielded the spotlight to the doctrine, or rather doctrines, of justification.2  The 

latter, though no doubt hotly debated, did not have as wide a purchase on the minds of the 

non-theological public.  This, to be sure, significantly reduced the possibility of an over-

enthused misunderstanding, even though, as the tumultuous course of the 16th century 

showed, it did not eliminate it entirely.  However, it also unduly concealed the potential 

for freedom inherent in the proclamation of Christ crucified. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Philip Melanchthon, Loci communes theologici (1521); Melanchthon and Bucer, ed. Wilhelm 
Pauck (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1969), 123; Corpus Reformatorum 21:195.  Cited by Jüngel in 
“Befreiende Freiheit – als Merkmal christlicher Existenz,” Anfänger, 14; and “Die Freiheit eines 
Christenmenschen: Freiheit als Summe des Christentums,” Michael Beintker et al. (eds.), Wege 
zum Einverständnis. Festschrift für Christoph Demke (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 
1997), 119. 

2 The primacy of freedom, as well as the plurality of understandings of justification that were put 
forth during the Reformation, has recently been emphasized by Volker Leppin, “Martin Luther, 
reconsidered for 2017,” Lutheran Quarterly 22:4 (Winter 2008), 373-386; see also Berndt Hamm 
and Michael Welker, Die Reformation: Potentiale der Freiheit (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008). 
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The German theologian, Eberhard Jüngel (1934- ), has been among those 

consciously seeking to retrieve a this-worldly relevance of the early Reformation’s 

rallying cry, without, however, sacrificing the precision and critical edge that the doctrine 

of justification gives to the concept of freedom.  Though the proper understanding of 

justification became again a topic of debate in the 20th century – with much of it focused 

on discerning the various strands of Reformation theology and ultimately aiming at 

ecumenical rapprochement – Jüngel has drawn attention more broadly to the centrality of 

freedom.  “If contemporary theology has any central theme at all, it is Christian 

freedom,” he observes in his commentary on Luther’s Freiheitsschrift.3  For Jüngel, this 

statement constitutes both a critical assessment of the theological landscape of the second 

half of the 20th century, as well as his own programmatic assertion that freedom is part 

and parcel of the gospel.  But as such it must be thought through theologically with all the 

rigor that such thinking demands. 

Before we turn to the specific meaning of Jüngel’s statement, we must note 

several factors that have contributed, in Jüngel’s case, to his placement of freedom in the 

center of the theological enterprise, factors beyond the obvious centrality of freedom to 

the gospel (Galatians 5:1) and its reception as a theological notion in the Reformation.  

Liberation theologies cannot have gone unnoticed, especially if one were to consider 

Jürgen Moltmann, Jüngel’s colleague at Tübingen University, as a theologian of 

liberation.  Those, however, factor at best obliquely into Jüngel’s theological thought.  

More pressing for Jüngel are philosophical and political concerns native to the European 

scene.  Chief among those is the preeminence of freedom in the self-conceptualization of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 FoC, 19. 
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modernity – a preeminence for which the Reformation is said to have provided the 

originary, though incomplete (Hegel) and even self-defeating (Marx) impulse.4  More 

immediately, the fact that Jüngel was born in Nazi Germany and spent his adolescence 

and adulthood, into his early 30s, in the former communist German Democratic Republic 

has no doubt played a formative role in leading him to explore the potential that theology 

offers for conceptualizing freedom.5  A political declaration of freedom does not 

necessarily bring freedom with itself, as Hitler’s rise to Reich’s chancellorship, followed 

by the liberation of the German people by the Red Army twelve years later, both showed 

in very different ways.  Yet, for the deceptiveness of politically constructed freedom, 

Jüngel does not believe that freedom can be made separate from the socio-political realm.  

In this he follows in the footsteps of his mentor, Karl Barth, or, to put it in even more 

precise theological terms, the Barmen Declaration (1934).  There is no freedom without 

an impact on human beings as social and political creatures.  Freedom does not pertain 

merely to the individual, and even less so to some circumscribed aspect of an individual’s 

existence.  A freedom that one might claim to enjoy within one’s self is as illusory as the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Hegel saw in the philosophy of the French Enlightenment a completion of “the Reformation that 
Luther began” (G. W. F. Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy, vol 3: Medieval and 
Modern Philosophy, trans. E. S. Haldane [Lincoln, NE: Bison, 1995], 398).  Marx’s evaluation of 
Luther’s Reformation was far less positive: “Luther, to be sure, overcame servitude based on 
devotion, but by replacing it with servitude based on conviction” (Karl Marx, Critique of Hegel’s 
Philosophy of Right, trans. Joseph O’Malley [Cambridge: University Press, 1972], 138).  Both are 
cited by Jüngel in “Die Freiheit eines Christenmenschen: Freiheit als Summe des Christentums,” 
120. 

5 Jüngel’s own reflections on his youth and subsequent theological development can be found in a 
booklet-length interview he gave to the Italian theologian, Fulvio Ferrario: Die Leidenschaft Gott 
zu denken: Ein Gespräch über Denk- und Lebenserfahrungen (Zürich: Theologischer Verlag, 
2009).  Derek Nelson has written a concise introduction, offering both biographical information 
and an overview of major theological themes; see Derek Nelson, “The Indicative of Grace and the 
Imperative of Freedom: An Invitation to the Theology of Eberhard Jüngel,” Dialog: A Journal of 
Theology 44:2 (Summer 2005), 164-180. 
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politically-decreed freedom that has led one, in the first place, to the creation of a private 

oasis of liberty within the self.  In this sense the peasants and nobles alike who responded 

with enthusiasm to Luther’s proclamation of freedom were right: freedom concerns the 

totus homo, the human person in every aspect of his or her existence, both individual and 

social. 

But, Jüngel insists, it concerns more than merely the total person or this or that 

group brought together by common interest.  To see why and how that is the case, it is 

necessary, first, to consider freedom in its strictly anthropological dimension.  One need 

not even look as far as the totalitarian regimes of the 20th century to realize how easily 

freedom wrested from hostile and oppressive powers – whether political or ecclesiastical 

– degenerates into an even worse unfreedom.  It is enough to call attention to the various 

socio-political experiments that the Reformation’s call to freedom inspired: from the 

notorious, though rather marginal, Anabaptist Kingdom of Münster to Calvin’s influential 

reorganization of Geneva’s social and political life.  Yet something even subtler is 

involved here.  The Reformation, as some scholars have pointed out, left in its wake a 

regime of moral discipline and religious duties far stricter than what had come before – 

stricter because deprived of the cultic props and salvific motivation.  In place of one 

system of values, the Reformation installed another and naturalized it by rooting it not 

only in the will of God but in the immutable divine law reflected in nature.6  What the 

post-Reformation era shows is the remarkably easy ossification of freedom into new, 

often sinister legalisms. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Cf. Euan Cameron, The European Reformation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 389-416; and 
Diarmaid MacCulloch, The Reformation (New York: Viking Penguin, 2004), 531-683. 
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For this reason, Jüngel is less interested in revolutionary contestation than in the 

ways every individual must daily negotiate his or her freedom in the face of the world’s 

impingement.  Two broad sets of strategies are involved here.  One either seeks freedom 

in variously conceived detachment, such as a retreat into one’s inner rationality; or one 

must exert one’s will over against the world and, instead of securing one’s self against the 

world, must make the world secure for oneself.  Of particular importance for appreciating 

Jüngel’s critique and re-envisioning of freedom’s meaning is the fact that modernity 

makes a virtue of this precariousness of the human relation to the world.  Society 

incorporates into its structures, and harnesses for its own ends, the human impulse toward 

self-possession, self-actualization and self-determination.  It thus renders it even more 

compulsive and relentless. 

It is against this backdrop of the modern obsession with self-determination and, 

what is largely only implicit in Jüngel’s critique, the elevation of this compulsion to 

socially expected norm in consumerist society that Jüngel retrieves the Reformation’s call 

to freedom as more than an anthropological reality.  Just as Luther accused Erasmus of 

turning people into “reckless workers,”7 so also Jüngel holds modernity responsible not 

only for effectively reducing humans to the sum of their achievements but also for 

offering no respite from the incessant push toward achieving.  Modernity’s vaunted 

freedom conceals nothing but slavery, Jüngel holds.  We shall examine this claim in more 

detail in the course of this study.  What is important to note here is that, for Jüngel, the 

solution to freedom’s contradictions does not lie in worldly actuality but rather in God’s 

act of unconditionally embracing and acknowledging humanity in the crucifixion of Jesus 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Martin Luther, The Bondage of the Will (1525), LW 33:34-35; WA 18:613. 
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of Nazareth.  It is that event, Jüngel maintains, that has the capacity elementally to 

interrupt the continuity of human existence, and in doing so to distance one from oneself, 

and to open up entirely new possibilities for freedom amidst the compulsiveness of 

actuality. 

From the more localized perspective of freedom, then, Jüngel’s project concerns 

thinking human freedom together with God’s justifying act, and thus thinking together 

God and humanity.  Jüngel’s larger concern, however, has to do with thinking and 

speaking God in a milieu where “God cannot be an intelligible theme for the person 

whose self is realized through activity.”8  What is this milieu? 

Jüngel blames the metaphysical elements in the theological tradition of the West – 

its assertion of God’s “absoluteness and independence, his being over us as absolute 

causality, his infinity and his omnipotence, his immutability and his immortality”9 – for 

the eventual impossibility of thinking God.  Modernity’s fetishization of self-possession 

is thus, for Jüngel, part of a larger trend of the exhaustion of the metaphysical concept of 

God, a trend to which Christian theology has contributed.  According to Jüngel it was 

Descartes who first made explicit, without quite realizing it, the built-in self-

destructiveness of the entire conception of God as the Absolute.  What Descartes 

accidentally demonstrated was human mediation between the assertion of God’s absolute 

essence and the conclusion that God exists.  “God, when he is conceived of by me as God, 

must in terms of his essence be above me and with himself, only with himself.  But in 

terms of his existence, as this essence, God must be with me and only with me, because 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 FoC, 81. 

9 Mystery, 184; GGW 249. 
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only through me can he be present,” Jüngel explains.10  This contradiction dismantles the 

absolute being of God: if he highest essence over me has its existence in and through me, 

then the highest essence may not be high enough.  The declaration of God’s 

unthinkability was, ironically, a last-ditch attempt to secure God’s divinity, his freedom 

from the confines of human conceptuality – but an attempt whose practical upshot was no 

different from the atheistic pronouncement of God’s death.  Thus it may have been 

political fears that evacuated the doctrine of justification by grace through faith of its 

worldly relevance, but it was the trajectory of Western metaphysics that ultimately 

consigned the doctrine of a justifying God itself to the rubbish heap.   

In order to be able to oppose modernity’s deceptive freedom, by thinking freedom 

together with God’s justifying act, one must reestablish the possibility of thinking God.  

Jüngel’s recovery of this possibility is an appropriation, via Luther and St. Paul, of the 

Cross as the locale of God’s self-revelation where God both subverts human conceptions 

of the divine and is known unambiguously as being pro nobis.  For Luther, one finds 

assurance of one’s salvation, and so a respite from the compulsion toward self-justifying 

works, at the Cross, in Christ’s saving work on humanity’s behalf.  Jüngel radicalizes 

Luther’s insight by pointing out that the Cross concerns not merely the revelation of 

God’s attitude to humanity; it is not just the place where God discloses something of 

God’s self.  Rather, the Cross is the locale where God happens for humanity.  In this 

sense Jüngel may be considered to be a continuator – with the help of the early Christian 

kerygma and via the derailment of the metaphysical tradition – of the Reformation’s 

project of thinking God from the Cross. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Mystery, 125-26; GGW 166. 
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The Cross, according to Jüngel, makes it impossible to think God’s essence and 

existence in separation from each other.  It opposes to the metaphysical death of God a 

death that concerns God’s very being and discloses that “the metaphysically postulated 

essence of God [is] a contradiction to the true deity of God.”11  In the event of the Cross, 

God reveals God’s being as vigorously personal – as triune.  By identifying with the 

crucified Jesus of Nazareth, God comes to stand as Father over against the Crucified One, 

declared, in this identification, to be the Son; yet both, despite their separation, are 

brought together by the Spirit.  God’s triunity, revealed in the Cross, is “the event of the 

unity of life and death for the sake of life,”12 or, to put it more conventionally, the event 

of God’s being as love.  In love there is no distinction between essence and existence. 

The Cross makes it possible to think and speak God again, insofar as the triune 

God is not tied to dead-ended conceptions of divine absoluteness.  Those, in any case, are 

little more than projections of perceived human deficiencies and desires and, as the story 

of modernity also illustrates, eventually become burdensome even for humanity.  Jüngel 

expresses this freedom of thinking God – but, crucially, also the freedom of God who is 

thus thought – with the adage that God is “more than necessary” in relation to the 

world.13  More than necessary does not mean unnecessary but rather that God is free to 

come to the world on God’s own terms and so come to the world closer than the world 

can come to itself.  In revealing God’s self, God can reveal the world to itself – both in 

the untruth of its pursuits and in the possibilities that God’s coming opens up for it.  In 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Mystery, 203; GGW 276. 

12 Mystery, 317; GGW 434. 

13 Mystery, 24; GGW 30, et passim. 
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fact, the Cross shows that God has already come to the world and in doing so 

unconditionally affirmed the world.  And it shows that God simply is in coming and by 

being so desires elementally to interrupt the continuity of human being with ever-new 

possibilities.  God desires to share God’s freedom with humanity. 

We shall investigate all this in more detail in the following pages.  What concerns 

us here is that God, as God without absolutes, is neither a prisoner nor a jealous guardian 

of that which properly characterizes and belongs to God: freedom and love.  All the 

divine attributes are communicable, Jüngel insists.14  Yet their communication does not 

divinize humanity.  On the contrary, participating in the freedom of God makes humans 

more human.  It establishes their humanity in a manner that is beyond the reach of the 

spurious freedoms that humans try to wrest from the world.  This, in turn, enables 

humans, as already open to God, to open themselves to the world, even the world that 

impinges on their fragile being.  As the event of God’s freedom in action, the Trinity is 

“the sum of the gospel,”15 because in God’s coming to the Cross human freedom is also 

to be found. 

 

 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY IN LIGHT OF JÜNGEL’S WORK 

My principal goal in the pages that follow is to think, with Jüngel’s help, through 

the intimate connection of the doctrine of God and anthropology, and to do so from the 

perspective of both the doctrine of God and anthropology.  This larger goal contains 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 E.g., “Der Geist der Hoffnung und des Trostes,” TE V, 317 [Thesis 4.752]. 

15 Cf. “Das Verhältnis von »ökonomischer« und »immanenter« Trinität,” TE II, 269. 
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within itself two objectives.  The first is investigative and has to do with critically 

analyzing the divine-human togetherness in Jüngel’s theology through the lens of 

freedom.  The second, constructive objective will be critically to ask whether Jüngel’s 

doctrine of God is able to support the anthropological effects that Jüngel ascribes to 

God’s being; and, in light of this study’s findings, to put forth a way of intertwining even 

more closely and seamlessly trinitarian and anthropological conceptualities. 

The argument will unfold in four major moves.  First, I shall examine Jüngel’s 

critique of the modern notion of freedom as rooted in self-securing and self-possession.  

In this inquiry I shall pay particular attention to the subject’s alleged autonomy.  Second, 

I shall analyze Jüngel’s account of divine freedom.  This analysis will show Jüngel’s 

construal to be ultimately dissonant in its two central emphases: the inalienable 

spontaneity and creativity of God’s being, on the one hand, and the inter-subjective 

character of God’s self-determination as a trinitarian event of love, on the other.  God’s 

subjectivity will be shown to border, as a result, on predominant self-relatedness, which 

Jüngel rejects as unfreedom in anthropological terms.  In its third move, the argument 

will then turn to the being of the person as elementally interrupted and so not only freed 

but brought into correspondence with God.  My focus here will be chiefly on the person’s 

two acts of existence.  Finally, I shall develop the ontological implications of the two 

existential acts of the free person.  With their help I shall offer a way of resolving the 

ambiguity present in Jüngel’s account of God’s self-determination.  This study’s central, 

constructive claim will be that in God there also are two acts of existence, grounded in 

two distinct manners of trinitarian relationality.  Next to what I call the logic of love, 

there is the logic of freedom.  Without sacrificing God’s originary creativity, it enables 
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God to enter into a successful togetherness with the humanity God liberates and thus to 

determine God’s self in an inter-subjective manner as an event of love. 

The Tübingen theologian and historian of dogma, Isaak Dorner (1809-1884), 

remarked quite perceptively that the Reformation managed successfully to integrate 

human freedom into the process of salvation, in the sense that the unconditional and 

personal relation of God-in-Christ to humanity establishes also the freedom of the person.  

But, according to Dorner, the Reformation never succeeded in thinking beyond 

Christology to the doctrine of God’s triunity and likewise rethinking the latter from a 

personalist and ethical, rather than substantive, perspective.16  Jüngel’s trinitarian thought 

is a commanding and intellectually rigorous attempt at such a necessary reformulation.  

In this regard, Jüngel, of course, follows the lead of Karl Barth, though, as we shall see, 

not uncritically and with a notable change of emphasis.  The contribution that this study 

seeks to make is very modest by any account, yet it should, nonetheless, be seen as part 

of this larger trajectory that seeks to think through the Reformation’s principal insights. 

The work that contains Jüngel’s sustained engagement with the doctrine of God is 

his magnum opus, God as the Mystery of the World (1977), bearing the subtitle, On the 

Foundation of the Theology of the Crucified One in the Dispute between Theism and 

Atheism.  Besides Luther and Barth, it draws on a staggering host of critically 

appropriated influences and conversation partners, with Hegel, Heidegger, Rudolf 

Bultmann, Ernst Fuchs and Gerhard Ebeling being the chief among them.  This study will 

not investigate these influences, except where the argument demands it. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Isaak Dorner, Divine Immutability: A Critical Reconsideration, trans. Robert P. Williams and 
Claude Welch (1856-58; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1994), 99-100. 
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Unlike Jüngel’s contribution to the doctrine of God, Jüngel’s engagement with 

anthropological themes has to be gleaned largely from a host of essays and his 

monographs, Death: The Riddle and the Mystery (1971) and Justification: The Heart of 

the Christian Faith (1998).  This is not to suggest, as we have shown, that anthropology 

is a less important theme, whether for Jüngel himself or within the repertoire of the 

theologian, in general.  Jüngel insists that “[t]heology … is obligated to speak definitively 

about humanity”17 – if for no other reason than that God has already done so in Jesus 

Christ.  Jüngel concludes God as the Mystery of the World by laying what he considers to 

be a “foundation for a theology which narrates the being of God as the mystery of the 

world.”  This foundation, he opines, has to do with the manner in which “human acts and 

modes of being … correspond to the divine self-movements.”  He then proceeds to 

briefly to discuss faith, love and hope as such anthropological correspondences.18  What 

this study wishes to contribute in this regard is a precise account of the “divine self-

movement” and the manner in which human being – as elementally interrupted by God’s 

act in Christ – corresponds to those. 

 

 

A NOTE ON JÜNGEL SCHOLARSHIP 

John Webster’s Eberhard Jüngel: An Introduction to His Theology, first 

published in 1986, remains to this day the only comprehensive, book-length introduction 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 FoC, 45. 

18 Mystery, 390ff; GGW 535ff. 
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to Jüngel’s thought.19  It is still a valuable, though dated, survey of the major motifs of 

Jüngel’s oeuvre.  This said, it situates Jüngel in close – I believe too close – proximity to 

Barth.   One of the side objectives of this study will be to problematize the Jüngel–Barth 

relationship, while drawing attention to Jüngel’s conscious and copious indebtedness to 

Luther, which Webster largely overlooks.     

More specialized scholarship on Jüngel has focused chiefly on his doctrine of God.  

These studies range from conceptual explorations of Jüngel’s trinitarianism as a vehicle 

for his engagement with philosophical and theological theism,20 to critical evaluations of 

God’s subjectivity in terms of Jüngel’s reception of Hegel.21  Interpreters have also 

explored Jüngel’s understanding of religious language in general, and his concept of 

analogy more specifically.22  Roland Zimany has furnished an overview of the 

contemporary theological and philosophical influences on Jüngel’s thought.23  Both Mark 

Mattes24 and Arnold Neufeldt-Fast25 have signaled the importance of Heidegger for 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 

20 Paul J. DeHart, Beyond the Necessary God: Trinitarian Faith and Philosophy in the Thought of 
Eberhard Jüngel [AAR Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion] (Atlanta, GA: Scholars 
Press, 1999). 

21 Much of the German scholarship on Jüngel, as well as some of that produced in Anglo-Saxon 
circles, touches on this dimension of Jüngel’s thought.  This scholarship will be discussed in 
Chapter Three. 

22 Joseph Palakeel, The Use of Analogy in Theological Discourse: An Investigation in Ecumenical 
Perspective (Rome: Gregorian University, 1995). 

23 Roland D. Zimany, Vehicle for God: The Metaphorical Theology of Eberhard Jüngel (Macon, 
GA: Mercer University Press, 1994). 

24 Mark C. Mattes, Toward Divine Relationality: Eberhard Jüngel’s New Trinitarian, 
Postmetaphysical Approach (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Chicago, 1995). 

25 Arnold V. Neufeldt-Fast, Eberhard Jüngel’s Theological Anthropology in Light of His 
Christology (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of St. Michael’s College, Toronto, 1996). 
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Jüngel’s thought.  Both agree that Heidegger provides Jüngel with a hermeneutical key 

by means of which Jüngel diagnoses modernity’s ills, comes to reject a causal view of 

God’s being, and proposes instead a non-foundational view of divine-human 

interconnection.  Mark Mattes has also situated Jüngel’s trinitarianism against the 

backdrop of contemporary trinitarian theologies of divine relationality, arguing, 

importantly, that Jüngel offers no convincing resolution to the incongruence of the 

subject paradigm and communal paradigm in his doctrine of God. 

As far as anthropological themes are concerned, Neufeldt-Fast has offered an 

evaluation of Jüngel’s christological thought in terms of the tension that the influences of 

Luther and Barth bring into it.  In another study, Mark Mattes has evaluated Jüngel’s 

understanding of justification as a critical appropriation of Luther and his successors’ 

doctrine.26  Several interpreters have noted that Jüngel’s understanding of justification 

undercuts human agency27 but have not correlated this fact with any particular ambiguity 

in Jüngel’s construal of God as Trinity, as this study proposes to do. 

None of these studies is devoted to a sustained exploration of the topic of freedom 

in Jüngel’s theology.  None, moreover, attempts to critique, let alone constructively to 

engage, Jüngel’s doctrine of God from the perspective of the anthropological effects that 

Jüngel ascribes to it.  To say this is by no means to diminish their genealogical and 

critical contribution but rather to signal what sort of location the present study seeks to 

occupy. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Mark C. Mattes, The Role of Justification in Contemporary Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2004). 

27 Zimany, Neufeldt-Fast; as well as John Webster, “Justification, Analogy and Action: Passivity 
and Activity in Jüngel’s Anthropology,” (ed.), The Possibilities of Theology: Studies in the 
Theology of Eberhard Jüngel in his Sixtieth Year (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994). 
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CHAPTER OUTLINE 

This study’s argument will be developed in the four chapters that follow.  Chapter 

Two will expound anthropological notions of freedom which Jüngel rejects.  Those, as 

we shall see, all involve securing oneself against what one perceives as the vulnerability 

of one’s own humanity and consist in a totalizing self-relation which dominates or 

crowds out one’s relations to others.  For Jüngel, both detachment from and control over 

the world not only involve one in a self-contradiction; they actually lead to the subjection 

of the ego to its own tyranny.  This captivity manifests itself in the relentless imperative 

to self-realization which never affords one any rest and effectively reduces the person to 

his or her own works.  The being of the person who exists in a totalizing self-relation thus 

becomes indeterminate, neither quite human nor yet divine. 

In light of these conclusions, I shall then, in Chapter Three, investigate Jüngel’s 

construal of God’s freedom.  I shall argue that Jüngel aims at, and offers rich resources 

for, the conceptualization of God’s self-determination at the Cross in a robustly inter-

subjective manner that involves both God and humanity in what he calls “a successful 

togetherness.”28  However, despite the care with which he articulates God’s being as a 

cruciform event of love, Jüngel’s proposal is undercut, and that for three reasons.  First, 

Jüngel largely takes for granted the response of the beloved, that is, Jesus and, in Jesus, 

humanity, within the divine-human relationship.  This is all the more surprising 

considering that Jüngel emphasizes divine creativity as accompanying God’s 

identification with the crucified man.  Second, in his construal of freedom’s two 

moments: independence and determinateness, Jüngel does not discriminate between the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 “Ganzheitsbegriffe – in theologischer Perspective,” TE V, 51. 
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inalienable spontaneity and creativity of God and the fact that love entails a reception of 

being also on the part of the lover.  The latter ends up overridden for the sake of the 

former.  Finally, Jüngel construes God cruciform determinateness as entirely anticipated 

within God’s immanent subjectivity.  Consequently, God appears to be a subject who 

merely determines God’s self in relation to the other and incorporates the other into 

God’s self-relatedness.  Not only is Jüngel’s doctrine of God dissonant, but as a subject 

God seems to mirror the types of self-related subjectivity that Jüngel identifies 

anthropologically as unfree.  Largely responsible for all this, I shall argue, is the fact that 

Jüngel considers freedom’s two constitutive moments (and by extension both divine 

freedom and love) to be rooted in a single underlying subjective structure: what I call the 

logic of love. 

In order to suggest ways of clarifying the relation between freedom and love in 

God’s being, Chapter Four will turn again to anthropology.  My focus will be on the 

experience of the elemental interruption: its subjective manifestations and its ontological 

consequences.  Of particular significance for this investigation will be the elementally 

interrupted person’s existence in two acts of being.  In the first, passive act, the person is 

granted determinateness by being effectively removed from the self and so also 

inhabiting the possibilities that flow from God’s being.  Immersed in those, the person is 

able to experience anew, with acute insight, his or her own being and the being of the 

world.   In the second, active act, the person, as free from him- or herself, is able 

concretely to determine the person’s self for the sake of another.  The person, in sum, is 

both in being and becoming. 
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Chapter Five constitutes the constructive portion of the argument.  On the basis of 

Jüngel’s assertion that divine freedom is an attribute that is communicable and actually 

communicated to the person in the event of elemental interruption, I shall propose that 

God’s being is inherently characterized by two subjective acts of existence: the logic of 

love and the logic of freedom.  Those exhibit different types of trinitarian self-relatedness.  

I shall give a detailed account of the logic of freedom as reflective of God’s subjectivity a 

se and intimately connected, precisely in its distinctiveness, to God’s trinitarian, inter-

subjective self-determination and self-disclosure in the event of the Cross.  My 

contention will be that the two subjective structures introduce clarity into the doctrine of 

God, while at the same time doing justice to all of Jüngel’s concerns.  In particular, the 

logic of freedom enables the logic of love in the latter’s full potential for inter-

subjectivity.  So much so that the lover becomes threatened by the possibility of non-

being, should the beloved not reciprocate the lover’s love. 

In addition to resolving ambiguities in the doctrine of the Trinity, this study will, 

as indicated, contribute to a deepened appreciation for human being in the world.  It will 

show the fundamental relevance of human works of love on behalf of those afflicted by 

oppressive social structures and doomed to a dehumanizing pursuit of self-possession.  

Further, it will offer a precise analysis of the self in the two acts of existence and thus 

show that it is not merely the person’s acts that correspond to God but the person, as a 

subject and God’s partner, corresponds to God.  Finally, worldly actions of the person 

will be shown to be indispensable, not only from the world’s perspective but also from 

God’s in that through them God’s love is reciprocated and God’s being is returned to God. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
HUMAN RELATIONALITY AND UNFREEDOM  

 
 
 

In regard to human freedom, the task of this chapter is primarily a negative one: to 

analyze Jüngel’s engagement with anthropological conceptions of freedom that he then 

unmasks as unfreedom.  However, before we embark on this task, it may be useful to 

paint in broad strokes the landscape of which the following discussion is a part.  Jüngel 

understands human freedom primarily as being true to the relational character of human 

being.  What is crucial to note is that freedom remains beyond the reach of an individual, 

or even humanity as such.  For Jüngel, one becomes free, and so true to oneself, only 

when liberated through what he calls “an elemental interruption of the continuity of 

being.”1  Thanks to this interruption, of which faith is an essential part, one can actualize 

one’s freedom as love in the world and on the world’s behalf.  This richly relational 

existence is one in which the free person corresponds to God. 

At the foundation of Jüngel’s understanding of unfreedom lies the Augustinian 

conception of sin as self-love.  It is mediated to Jüngel via Luther’s ontological 

interpretation, which sees the sinner as an imploding human being, one who is turned in 

on him- or herself (incurvatus in se ipsum).2  However, Jüngel is interested not so much 

in merely asserting that such a hubristic posture exists, or in presenting it in exclusively 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “Value-Free Truth: The Christian Experience of Truth in the Struggle against the ‘Tyranny of 
Values’,” Essays II, 206. 

2 Cf. Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans (1515-16), LW 25:291, 313, 345; WA 56:304, 325, 356.  
Jüngel cites Luther’s phrase, e.g., in “On Becoming Truly Human. The Significance of the 
Reformation Distinction between Person and Works for the Self-Understanding of Modern 
Humanity,” Essays II, 222; and Justification, 114, 145. 
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theological terms.  He is, as we shall see, principally preoccupied with uncovering self-

love’s specifically modern manifestations and doing so in a manner that does not 

presuppose acceptance of the Christian notion of sin.  To this end, he seeks to show that 

modernity’s much-vaunted banners – self-possession and self-securing – do not deliver 

the freedom they promise but its opposite.  Though they are highly prized and sought 

after, they actually leave one no alternative other than their incessant pursuit.  They are 

inescapable.  The inescapability is what enslaves one, what turns one in on oneself.  This 

unfreedom manifests itself as a persistent self-contradiction evident in a self-securing 

existence.  However, the actual extent of the damage – the fact that self-possession 

destroys the person – does not become quite apparent prior to the event of elemental 

interruption. 

Jüngel, as noted earlier, does not offer a sustained consideration of theological 

anthropology.  His views need to be gleaned from a variety of sources, some presenting 

lengthy and in-depth engagement with a theme, others a handful of casual remarks.  The 

central ideas, such as Jüngel’s disavowal of self-possession as a path to freedom, are 

relatively straightforward.  But much is also left to interpretive inference and 

arrangement of the material. 

Our discussion will begin with an account of how Jüngel understands the 

fundamental and primordial relationality of human being.  I will investigate why this 

relationality necessarily subverts itself and gives rise to the predominance of one’s self-

relation.  Second, I will discuss, on the basis of human action and rationality, how the 

primordial relationality does offer glimpses of itself by showing human self-securing to 

be a contradiction of the self.  Finally, under the rubric of unfreedom, I will address the 
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toll that self-securing takes on the being of the human subject, and gesture toward a 

potential resolution of the self-contradiction. 

 

 

HUMAN RELATIONALITY AND ITS SUBVERSIONS 

Humans, according to Jüngel, are relational beings.  Human relationality is not a 

matter of transcendence of, or addition to, some prior self-contained subjectivity.  

Relationality is not a function of an already established subject, an existential posture that 

the subject may, or may not, choose to assume.  Rather, the opposite is the case: 

“Personal being is being in relation.  Personal identity is relational identity, and 

consequently identity full of tension. … The relations in which a person exists do not 

exist independently of the life of the person; rather, they are the life of the person.”3  

Jüngel distinguishes four kinds of fundamental relations that together constitute the 

human being as relational.  These are: (1) relationship to self, (2) relationship to one’s 

social environment, (3) relationship to one’s natural environment, and (4) relationship to 

(one’s) God.4  Importantly, all of these, although never separate, are distinct dimensions 

of human relationality.  By asserting this distinctiveness, however, Jüngel does not mean 

to indicate what is necessarily the case in the way one exists.  What is the case will more 

often than not belie this rich relationality.  Yet neither is Jüngel’s assertion unreflectively 

axiomatic.  He is at pains to show how these relations emerge as constitutive dimensions 

of human being, woven into its very fabric.  What Jüngel intends to establish is a 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 “The Dogmatic Significance of the Question of the Historical Jesus,” Essays II, 112. 

4 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden.  Zum christlichen Verständnis des Menschen aus theologischer 
Sicht,” BR, 19; “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 32. 
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“fundamental ontology,” to borrow a term from Heidegger.5  Subjectivity, one’s self-

aware relation to oneself, emerges because one already exists in relation.  Rich 

relationality is primordial.  It is, therefore, beyond, or rather prior to, actual choice. 

That relationality is integral to one’s being is evident, according to Jüngel, in the 

fact that even when humans believe themselves, and act as if they were, self-contained 

and isolated subjects, the relational nature of their being can at most be perverted and 

obscured.  It cannot, however, be eradicated.6  Consequently, an attempt to absorb all the 

other relations into one’s self-relation, or to secure one’s self-relation against them – even 

though it may seem like an assured pathway to freedom – is bound to involve one in a 

self-contradiction.  The more one tries to possess oneself, the more the fundamental 

relationality of one’s being will stand in the way.  This possibility of self-contradiction is 

what, according to Jüngel, distinguishes human beings from all other creatures.7  The 

self-contradiction creates fissures in one’s self-securing that allow one a glimpse into the 

fundamental human relationality.  But those faint manifestations are insufficient to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 B&T, 132. 

6 “Zur Verankerung der Menschenrechte im christlichen Glauben,” Günter Nooke et al. (eds.), 
Gelten Menschenrechte universal? Begründungen und Infragestellungen (Freiburg: Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung, 2008), 173.  Jüngel would no doubt agree with Heidegger that it is not 
required “that the ontological structure of existence should be theoretically transparent” (B&T, 
12).  Still, in each and every individual case, the human being situates his or her existence within 
and vis-à-vis this relational structure. 

7 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 218.  It must be noted in this connection that, although 
Jüngel is highly critical of the Cartesian turn to the subject and Descartes’ elevation of doubt to 
the status of a hermeneutical principle (see esp. Mystery, 111-26; GGW 146-167), Jüngel’s 
emphasis on the fundamental relationality of human being does not grow out of critiques of 
Descartes which underscore the priority of the relation between consciousness and the world to 
any attempt at their conceptual distinction.  As will be shown, for Jüngel relationality is a 
theological assertion grounded in the possibility of a human being existing in self-contradiction – 
a possibility whose entire destructive potential becomes visible, so to speak, only in light of 
God’s revelation but glimpses of which are nonetheless anthropologically available. 
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furnish a precise and comprehensive diagnosis of the human condition, let alone point to 

a resolution.  It is because of the indeterminacy that self-possession brings with itself, as 

well as the relentlessness with which humans double their efforts in response, that self-

possession will lead to bondage instead of freedom. 

Let us analyze this dynamic in more detail.  I shall first discuss the linguistic 

conditions under which humans emerge as relational beings.  We shall observe how these 

very conditions lead to the rise of the relation to self as the dominant relation.  This will 

then enable us to examine the fissures that open up within the totalizing self-relation, in 

its attempt both to secure the world for itself and to secure itself against the world. 

 

 

The human as a linguistic being 

According to Jüngel, it is language that is constitutive of human relationality.8  On 

the one hand, it is through language that one makes sense of one’s own being in the world, 

or, to put it more precisely, of oneself as a world-being (Welt-Wesen) – and in so doing 

relates to oneself.  On the other hand, the fact that the self-relation is achieved through 

none other than language is in itself an indicator that relations to others, which one’s 

being-in-the-world necessarily entails, are given with one’s self-relation yet as distinct 

from it.  In both of these dimensions of self- and other-relation, the primary task of 

language is the granting and securing of recognition, including self-recognition. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 Cf. “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 145.  In keeping with our anthropological 
point of departure, we are leaving aside for the moment the question of God’s prior address as the 
enablement of language. 
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In a set of theses, dealing with “The Limits of Being Human,”9 Jüngel points out 

that the world, as experienced by humans, is disjoined into the past, present and future.  It 

is this very disjunction, in all its inevitability, that gives rise to the human as a language-

being (Sprach-Wesen).  Humans must protect the unity of their world, that is, they must 

safeguard the continuity of their being (Seinszusammenhang), by relating to it and 

appropriating it linguistically.  Out of their ever-present life, humans acknowledge their 

own history, not only by making it their own through speech but also by relating it to 

present actions and states.  Out of the same ever-present life, humans give themselves a 

future by allowing their thoughts to transcend the present moment.10  In other words, they 

recognize themselves in, and discursively come to own, their past and their future.  This 

makes time a form of human self-relation.  But the past and the future both presuppose 

relating to others.  After all, a distinction between past, present and future makes little 

sense in “splendid isolation.”  Insofar as relations to others are also given with 

temporality, space, too, is a form of human self-relation.  “Man relates to himself 

temporally in that he already always relates spatially to other people and things,” Jüngel 

comments.11 

What Jüngel’s account hints at is an essential fragility of human being.  This 

fragility, understood here in a neutral sense, is what characterizes the very spatiotemporal 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 “Grenzen des Menschseins,” TE II, 355-61; cf. Mystery, 171ff; GGW 230-31. 

10 In Books XI-XIII of The Confessions, Augustine speaks of the human soul’s ability to hold 
present the modes of time by remembering (memoria) perceiving (contuitus) and expecting 
(expectatio).  Jüngel makes a brief reference to Augustine’s discussion in “The Emergence of the 
New,” Essays II, 53.  As will become clear in subsequent chapters, Jüngel opposes to this 
understanding of time the never-waning newness of the elemental interruption present in the 
Christian understanding of time. 

11 “Grenzen des Menschseins,” TE II, 358. 
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structure of human being.  But it concerns not only the plurality of relations involved but, 

above all, the self-relation as grounded in the spatiotemporal structure.  It concerns the 

self-relation as the locale of one’s identity.  The entire spatiotemporal structure of human 

being is what enables the self-relation, that is, makes it possible for humans to manifest 

themselves as language-beings for the sake of the continuity of their being.  But crucially, 

the structure does hardly more than enable.  Without actively appropriating one’s past 

and assuring one’s future, there is only discontinuity and no identity.  Put differently, the 

self-relation, while given with one’s being, demands constant actualization.  It is not 

automatic.  Rather, it is constantly re-established through awareness and recognition of 

one’s past, present and future.  To be sure, the self-relation is always also accompanied 

by relations to others, and, as we have noted, Jüngel argues it cannot exist without them.  

Yet it is only the self-relation for which one is personally, as it were, responsible, as one 

comes to own one’s past and one’s future.  An actualized self-relation is the condition of 

one’s being oneself. 

As can be seen, the very spatiotemporal structure of human being is what makes it 

possible for the subtle balance between the self- and other-relations to be easily upset.  

The self-relation, as one’s personal responsibility, can crowd out, dominate, and absorb 

into itself one’s relations to others.  In fact, it will inevitably seek to do so.  Human 

world-being (Welt-Wesen), with its plurality of erratic relations, cannot but appear as a 

threat to one’s being.  One will come to see oneself as, in effect, threatened by oneself: by 

the past one must own, even though it is not entirely one’s own, and by the future, even 

though it unpredictably involves others.  One will come to see oneself as threatened by 

one’s own humanity, by its susceptibility to impingement and interference.  The self-
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relation will then cease to be a simple dimension, one of several, of one’s world-being 

and the structural locus of identity.  Instead, it will seek to establish itself as the be-all 

and end-all of one’s existence – a totalizing relation for the sake of oneself.  The essential 

human fragility will thus turn into an all-consuming and daunting task of making sense of 

one’s existence in the face of its ever-looming disintegration.  One will become 

consumed by the dual project of securing oneself against the world and, at the same time, 

securing one’s world, making it controllable and predictable.  All this ultimately with a 

view to removing one’s mistrust of oneself.12 

To put it more precisely, the self-relation will take upon itself the project of 

assuring human wholeness: what it perceives as an infallible closure of being that makes 

it impregnable and invulnerable to outside influences beyond one’s control.  Jüngel 

indicates this when he writes: “Without his relation to other humans, without his relation 

to his natural and social environment, and without his relationship to God, the human 

being is something other than whole.”13  Crucially, this ought not to be understood 

merely as a statement of fundamental ontology, or a programmatic assertion on Jüngel’s 

part.  Being “something other than whole” is an ontic reality, one that is readily available 

to the human being who sees him- or herself as threatened by the world.  When the world 

is perceived as a threat, the ontological truth that human being cannot be whole without 

openness to its own worldly dimension is transformed – not entirely incorrectly – into a 

realization that humanity in and of itself suffers from an acute lack of wholeness.  Left to 

itself, it is incomplete and, as it were, unfinished.  Where things go wrong is with the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Cf. Mystery, 197; GGW 266. 

13 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 32. 
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diagnosis that the world is to blame for this state of affairs and the conclusion that, to 

prevent its own dissolution, humanity must remedy this lack of wholeness out of its own 

resources.  It now appears to be self-evident that humanity must transform itself into a 

new humanity, able at all times to prevail against the world.  The self-relation – precisely 

on account of its very humanity, correctly diagnosed as less than whole – will thus seek 

to establish and define itself beyond what it perceives as human vulnerability.  Towards 

this contradictory goal – in which it is always ahead of its human self – it will direct all 

of its energy.14 

A key consequence of this is withdrawal of the foundational relationality 

underlying human being: not merely in the sense of its non-negotiability as a fundamental 

fact beyond one’s choice but, above all, in the sense of hiddenness and obscurity.  For a 

human being consumed by his or her self-relation, the rich relationality of humanity is 

neither self-evident nor empirically accessible.  The very idea seems to be a denial of 

humanity.  It is so because a change has, in fact, taken place in the person’s being, a 

“radical negation … not simply logically but ontologically.”15  This change has the 

character of the sharpest possible disjunction between the ontic level (what is) and the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Jüngel does not enter into dialogue with contemporary critical theory and its accounts of 
selfhood.  Yet it is obvious that his account could be significantly enriched if brought into 
conversation with the works of such figures as Michel Foucault or, more recently, Judith Butler.  
They share some continental antecedents as well as intellectual opponents.  Beyond this 
genealogical overlap, which of course as such carries no obligation to dialogue, there is, I believe, 
a genuine possibility for conversation and mutual enrichment of perspectives.  To give only one 
example, in her Giving an Account of Oneself (New York: Fordham University Press, 2005), 
Butler discusses the emergence of the ego in the context of what she calls “ethical violence,” 
which is mostly the world’s impingement on one, understood as guilt formation.  Jüngel, for his 
part, is interested in the way the individual responds to this impingement by doing violence to the 
world and, not least, to him- or herself.  Those two viewpoints could profitably be brought 
together. 

15 “The World as Possibility and Actuality. The Ontology of the Doctrine of Justification,” Essays 
I, 106. 
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now hidden ontological relationality.  It manifests itself ontically in the privatization of 

language.  Language becomes a casualty, in that its communicative character yields 

priority to rational thought (by definition, interior) in the service of self-actualization.  

This leads, further, to the prioritization of action as indispensible for the maintenance of 

the self-relation.  Action no longer follows on the heels of speech as a vehicle of 

interrelation, but instead, subjected to the exigencies of the self-relation, it becomes a 

means of thought’s externalization. 

Before we discuss action and rationality further, what needs to be made clear is 

that we have here a vicious circle that has no anthropological resolution: humans use their 

relational potential, as speech- and world-beings, to obscure this very relational potential.  

Herein lies the chief self-contradiction of human being.  It is by means of none other than 

language, despite and in the face of its capacity for interrelation, that humans reduce all 

of their relations to their own self-relation and so come to see themselves, ostensibly for 

their own sake, as subjects in isolation from others.  Yet an all-dominating self-relation, 

despite appearances to the contrary, cannot simply do away with the fragility of human 

existence.  Its exertions continue rather to be a testimony to this fragility.  Human world-

being, now seen as dangerous vulnerability, cannot be dissolved or absorbed by means of 

language and the self-relation, which this worldliness has given rise to, in the first place.  

However, because humans are by themselves unable to take a step back from themselves, 

so to speak, and to see their world-being and other-relation as fundamentally belonging 

alongside of their self-relation, they feel compelled even further down the isolationist 

path in order to assure the integrity of their being.  Needless to say, this obscures 

humanity’s essential relationality even further. 
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Keeping in mind that, for Jüngel, language has its foundation in human 

relationality, let us now turn to the symptoms of this relationality’s contradiction.  Those 

are the primacy of action and the self’s entrenchment in rationality.  Jüngel views both as 

perversions of human language-being.  Our aim will be to show how, according to Jüngel, 

action and language – even when they fall victim to human relationlessness – do not 

cease to attest to human fragility and continue to offer glimpses of humans’ primordial 

relationality. 

 

 

Homo Faber 

Jüngel considers the primacy of action largely in its collective dimension.  But it 

is assumed that what happens on the collective level has its parallel and prototype in the 

emergence of the self-securing subject.  For an individual, the goal of action is to make 

an identity for him- or herself, an identity that is free from unwanted interference, 

genuinely his or her own.  An individual seeks to transcend his or her fragile world-being, 

now considered old, and to construct a new, impregnable self – which can be done only 

by pushing back against the world.  Importantly, as suspended between the old and the 

new, the self-securing person cannot refrain from action, as that would be tantamount to 

admitting defeat and allowing one’s being to disintegrate.  Action comes to define the 

person; it is the sine qua non of being. 

Modernity has made action into its defining characteristic.  In its collective 

dimension, the primacy of action, however, concerns not only aggregated individuals, 

each pursuing his or her own self-contained and secured subjectivity.  The primacy of 
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action, Jüngel holds, concerns also humanity as such.  It manifests itself as (1) the 

absence of meaning, the meaning of humanity, and (2) the compulsion to construct this 

meaning at the world’s expense.  It is the rise of action in response to human 

meaninglessness that is of particular concern to Jüngel.  This area of Jüngel’s 

anthropological critique is perhaps the most dated, but that is a risk which inevitably 

attends any contextualization of theological concepts.  Let us examine Jüngel’s views 

first, before we determine whether one may still speak of the self’s contradiction brought 

about by the self’s orientation to action.  We shall pay particular attention to the ways in 

which the fundamental human relationality continues to reassert itself by subverting the 

human quest for meaning. 

In asserting humanity’s meaninglessness, Jüngel zeros in on the Enlightenment 

project of human emancipation and this project’s eventual failure to secure the meaning 

of human being.  The roots of Jüngel’s critique can, however, be found already in 

Luther’s skepticism of reason’s capacity to grasp itself or humanity as such.  In his 1536 

Disputation Concerning Man, Luther invokes a long-standing definition of the human: 

“Philosophy or human wisdom defines man as an animal having reason, sensation, and 

body [animal rationale, sensitivum, corporeum].”  Luther notes that reason, “the 

principal part of man,” appears to be that which essentially distinguishes humans from 

animals.  However, reason has no a priori access to itself and thus cannot know whether 

it is corrupt or not.  It knows itself a posteriori through its engagement with contingent 

realities – with the rationalities and irrationalities of human existence.  Consequently, it is 

itself unable maintain a strict distinction between human and animal.  And so, already 

when it comes to reason, as the material cause of humanity, “it will appear that we know 
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almost nothing about man.”  Things, Luther alleges, get only more desperate when it 

comes to the efficient and final causes, which in each case point beyond the human as the 

source and locus of humanity’s definition.16 

But what do they point to?  “The origin of human existence can be a question 

neither of mere chance nor of pure necessity.”  With these words, Jüngel gives expression 

to the pervasive sentiment that can be traced from the late modern “radical 

questionableness” of humanity all the way back to the Enlightenment.17  He notes that it 

is far easier to assert where humanity is not from.  We know of no higher necessity that 

mandates human existence.  Yet it is impossible for us to insist with certainty that our 

humanity is simply a product of chance, especially when one considers human ability to 

transcend the element of chance in our individual lives.18  If then both chance and 

necessity are out of the question, this implies that a definition of humanity is absent but 

not impossible; it is absent only in the sense of not being immanent and thus self-evident.  

This combination of absence and possibility, acutely felt, makes the meaning of humanity 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 LW 34:137-38; WA 39I:175.  With very much the same point in mind, Jüngel cites the 
philosophical anthropologist Helmuth Plessner’s article on anthropology from a philosophical 
perspective in Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 3rd ed., vol. 1 (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 1960), 411, where Plessner states there that humans are “beings whose origin and 
destination are equally obscure” (“Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 129).  In FoC, 
44, Jüngel offers another citation to the same effect, this time coming from Ernst Bloch’s work, 
Experimentum mundi: Frage, Kategorien des Herausbringens, Praxis (Frankfurt am Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1975), 239. 

17 Jüngel’s comment appears in an exegetical passage on Gotthold Lessing: “Humanity in 
Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 128, 130; cf. “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 222-23. 

18 Jüngel illustrates this by quoting Saladin’s words to Nathan from Lessing’s Nathan the Wise: 
“A man like you stands not where accident / Of birth has cast him.  If he so remain / It is from 
judgment, reasons, choice of best” (Act III, Scene V; trans. E. Frothingham [New York: Henry 
Holt, 1892], 110). 
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– who or what it is – into a question that will not go away and a problem that humanity 

cannot avoid facing.19 

It is in the ambiguous location between necessity and chance that the homo faber 

finds his origin.  For the modern self-securing subject, the ambiguous location of 

humanity between chance and necessity constitutes a challenge to attempt a positive self-

determination.  Humanity is important enough to assert its own importance.  What Luther 

meant, of course, was one’s relationship to God as Creator.  But, to the modern human 

ensconced within his or her self, the same absence of immanent meaning promises only 

one thing: the possibility of self-creation.  And this can be done only by wresting one’s 

identity from the world.  For the homo faber the world is no longer something that is 

encountered and welcomed in the process of encountering oneself; nor is it a place, as it 

were, which actually enables one truly to encounter oneself.  Instead, the world’s expanse 

threatens to disrupt one’s self-relation and to reduce humanity to insignificance.  The 

world’s openness imperils the precarious security and self-importance of the subject.  It 

must therefore be done away with, subjugated by one’s self-relation, and harnessed for its 

purposes.  At the end of this process, one hopes, humanity will finally be all in all, having 

come to itself totally and in foolproof security. 

Contrary to this modern conviction, Jüngel does not see humanity’s indefinability 

as a temporary misfortune, eventually to be rectified by action.  He argues rather that, 

from an immanent perspective, indefinability is both inevitable and insurmountable.  

When human action, which was to reflect the relational, linguistic make-up of the human, 

is employed for the purposes of self-determination, language (Sprache) becomes a means 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 FoC, 45. 
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of violence through which the threat the world poses to one’s self-relation is diffused – 

only to reemerge in the most unexpected of ways.  How does this happen?  For the homo 

faber, Jüngel observes, nothing has meaning in and of itself.20  Bent on acquiring self-

meaning, the human seeks to gain it by manufacturing it for everything around.  “When 

things are transferred into concepts, they are acted upon.”21  Jüngel calls this a “gnostic 

flight from the world” which renders the world as a whole “a completely human work, in 

every respect a manufactured and artificial world.”22  Yet precisely here one encounters a 

contradiction that offers a glimpse into the true nature of humanity.  A totally humanized 

world turns out to be positively inhuman and uninhabitable.  A fabricated world is a 

world without openness, over-familiar and utterly predictable; it turns out to be a stifling 

and dehumanizing world.23  This world holds up a mirror to humanity, but it is doubtful 

whether, in the end, its makers can, or would even wish to, recognize themselves in it.  

Human action, aimed at colonizing the world, thus proves unable to solve human 

indefinability.  It at best affords another negative determination, indicating that humanity, 

to put it simply, is not a product of its action.  Human action cannot heal human fragility. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 20. 

21 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 146. Jüngel does not wish to exclude 
altogether the stating function of language as it is reflected in our ability to act on the world and 
to make use of it.  There is responsible dominion over the world.  But for mastery over the world 
to become responsible, human action must first find its own limits, it must, to put it more 
precisely, be freed from its limitlessness.  Only in this way will one be liberated for an encounter 
with the world in which one will be able to make something both of the world and of one’s self.  I 
will speak to this in Chapter Four. 

22 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 149.  In Justification, 263, Jüngel comments: 
“We manufacture meaning by so reducing the excessive complexity of the world that we are able 
to fit in with the world.”  Cf. Mystery, 178; GGW 240. 

23 This point, echoing the later Heidegger, has been made especially well by Leszek Ko!akowski 
in The Presence of Myth, trans. Adam Czerniawski (1972; Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1989), 74-77.  
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At bottom, the failure to overcome humanity’s indefiniteness is a failure of 

language when the latter is enlisted in the forcible overcoming of the world’s openness 

and used conceptually to subjugate the world.  Employed discursively, rather than for the 

purpose of facilitating encounter, addressing, and doing justice, language shows itself to 

be limited.  The fact that it can be (mis)used to impose meaning on the world does not 

entail that it is capable of bestowing the same kind of meaning on humanity.  Jüngel 

underscores this by drawing attention, in his discussion of Luther’s Disputation 

Concerning Man, to the necessarily partial, piecemeal nature of conceptual definitions 

which, as discursive, are unable to grasp the “homo totus et perfectus.”24 

This inherent shortcoming of conceptual discourse finds its reflection in the 

modern sciences.  Their very plurality, Jüngel notes, while advancing specialized 

knowledge of numerous dimensions of human existence, appears to indicate that “a 

definition of humanity as a whole seems to have become impossible.”  What has 

remained glaringly unanswered is “our question about ourselves,” which the “multitude 

of positive findings” simply fall short of answering, unless the findings are pushed to 

“say more than they really signify.”25 

The entire scientific enterprise, when viewed in light of Jüngel’s critique of the 

homo faber, appears to be suspended between the poles of chance and necessity.  The 

“multitude of positive findings” may lead one to believe that a critical mass will 

eventually be reached and disclose humanity to itself in keeping with its aspirations.  But, 

where human self-making is concerned, science seems immovably lodged in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 “Ganzheitsbegriffe – in theologischer Perspective,” TE V, 43-45. 

25 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 128-29; cf. “On Becoming Truly Human,” 
Essays II, 223. 
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ambiguous zone where it constantly undermines and reestablishes human uniqueness.  In 

doing so, it continues to fuel the compulsion to overcome humanity’s indefinability.  

Thus, admittedly, science has made this indefinability all the more egregious.  The 

sciences, from biological through psychological to sociological ones, have in many 

respects undermined humans’ claim to uniqueness within their own environment.  But 

science, in principle, has not excluded the possibility of establishing human uniqueness.  

The sciences continue to demonstrate this uniqueness, without, however, being able to 

specify what it all means.  Unlike wild animals, for example, humans are open to the 

world, incomplete, as it were, in their instinctual constitution and throughout their lives 

exhibit an attitude of curiosity towards the world which in animals is present only at a 

young age and is later replaced instinct.26  Humans have also been shown to be capable of 

gratuitously inflicting pain on, maiming, and even killing members of their own species.  

Finally, as already hinted at by Luther in his discussion of reason, the scientific enterprise 

continues in itself to be testimony to humanity’s uniqueness,27 even as it appears 

constantly to undermine it.  Thus the sciences – like the reduction of language to concepts 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 A good example of how these observations are interpreted scientifically is furnished by the 
work of the Austrian zoologist and Nobel Prize laureate, Konrad Lorenz; e.g., The Foundations of 
Ethology: The Principal Ideas and Discoveries in Animal Behavior, trans. R. W. Kickert (New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 1982).  In his essay, “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” 129, 
Jüngel makes a brief reference only to Helmuth Plessner and Max Scheler, while in his 
Reformation Day sermon on “Freedom under God’s Protection” (Von Zeit zu Zeit [München: 
Keiser, 1976], 92), he makes a general observation that in comparison to animals humans are 
without inherent restraints, since nature does not restrain them. 

27 I realize that this is not an uncontroversial point, esp. when one considers, as does Leszek 
Ko!akowski, the generation of scientific theories to be “a shorthand technique of recording the 
performed experiments” in which humans make use of the same capacity that is available to all 
beings equipped with a nervous system, namely, the ability to acquire conditioned reflexes; see 
The Presence of Myth, 111.  For a different account that emphasizes the personal, idiosyncratic 
element in the formulation of scientific theories, see Michael Polanyi, Personal Knowledge: 
Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962). 
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in general – do not simply exacerbate human indefinability, but also, in doing so, they 

simultaneously hold out a promise to overcome it.  As such, for the homo faber science 

constitutes a summons, as it were, to doing, to continued self-determination in the hope 

that humanity’s uniqueness will in the end yield the meaning of being human. 

Let me conclude this discussion of action’s primacy, as it emerges from Jüngel’s 

own account, with a few general observations.  The indefinability, or, as Jüngel puts it, 

“radical questionableness,” of humanity, is not simply the outcome of humans’ losing 

sight of the fundamental relationality of their being.  Rather, it is a product of humanity’s 

own pursuit of self-actualization in the face of that loss.  It is an inevitable corollary of 

human self-understanding as a homo faber.  The homo faber labors under the delusion 

that, because language can impose meaning, it will also give meaning to humanity, or, in 

the case of science, that, because its findings do not entirely undermine human 

uniqueness, those findings will eventually reach a critical mass that will yield humanity’s 

overall meaning.  One must simply press on.  Three things must be emphasized in this 

context.  First, for a human being bent on self-actualization, action is the sine qua non of 

being; it is primary and inevitable.  Second, the contradiction between action’s promise 

and what it actually delivers is an indication of the underling self-contradiction in which 

the homo faber exists.  Third, the fact that linguistic colonization fails at the most crucial 

point, that of providing humanity’s meaning, coupled with the fact that even for the homo 

faber self-meaning is not immanent, is itself a glimpse into the fundamental relationality 

of human being.  Humanity’s meaning is to be found through world-being, but it is 

questionable whether it can be wrested from the world for the sake of self-creation. 
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As noted earlier, Jüngel’s critique of the homo faber constitutes his response to 

humanity’s questionableness.  This questionableness, as humanity’s inability to establish 

its own meaning, is a direct outcome of the Enlightenment assertion of humanity’s 

autonomy.  However, at the turn of the third millennium, it is doubtful whether humanity, 

or Western society to be more specific, experiences anxiety over the absence of its own 

meaning.  This may very well be due to the fact that ours is a “culture of analgesics,” as 

Leszek Ko!akowski put it.28  But it seems more plausible that the contradiction of self-

securing is today simply more evident in individual lives, rather than in the presumption 

of humanity’s sense of senselessness. 

Zygmunt Bauman points out that in late, “liquid” modernity the outcomes of 

human actions have become not only inscrutable but also random.  Human actions can no 

longer be trusted as capable of moving toward their intended goal, for example, that of 

humanity’s security.  Today’s society is one in which power is increasingly global and 

exterritorial and so free from institutional constraints.  Ours is, moreover, a “risk society” 

in which modernization, in minimizing the unpredictability of the natural world, has 

manufactured its own unpredictability and a new host of risk factors.  The late-modern 

society, according to Bauman, is characterized by a fundamental uncertainty, the absence 

of ready-made recipes for a decent life, and the pervasive threat of the future.  In this 

setting, autonomy no longer constitutes the promise of self-security, whether collective or 

individual, but a fate that dooms a person to confront systemic uncertainties and 

contradictions on an individual basis and so to attempt a biographical solution to them.  

What late modernity shares in common with its earlier avatars is thus the relentlessness of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Ko!akowski, The Presence of Myth, 83-109. 
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action – action is simply not a choice, even if it now seems to be deprived of a specifiable 

course and horizon.  The self-contradiction in which liquid-modern autonomy involves a 

self-securing individual is defined by a disjunction between self-assertion, from which 

one cannot withdraw, and self-constitution, of which one is now decidedly incapable.  

One’s actions are able at best only temporarily to stave off the risk of the future, because 

they themselves are part of the volatility of social settings in which they take place and 

which they perpetuate.29 

This is only a brief sketch of how Jüngel’s critique of the homo faber and the 

primacy of action could be developed.  I believe that Bauman’s and others’ assessment of 

the late-modern condition actually reinforces the notion of self-contradiction inherent in 

the existence of a would-be autonomous human being.  More importantly, it provides an 

account of this contradiction that not only focuses on its collective and social 

manifestations but also convincingly translates those into individual predicaments.  

Jüngel, as we are about to see also in his account of human rationality, has the tendency 

to view the self-contradiction in collective and universal terms, which makes the passage 

to freedom as the elemental interruption of an individual existence not as developed 

theoretically as it could be.  To explore the possibilities offered by recent critiques of 

“liquid” modernity is, however, beyond the scope of this study.  At this point we must 

rather turn to the corollary of making the world secure for oneself, that is, to the construal 

of the self in rational terms and Jüngel’s interpretation of it. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 See especially Zygmunt Bauman, “Freedom and security: The unfinished story of a 
tempestuous union,” The Individualized Society (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2001), 41-56.  Cf. 
Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, trans. Mark Ritter (London: Sage 
Publications, 1992); and Ulrich Beck, World at Risk, trans. Ciaran Cronin (Cambridge, UK: 
Polity, 2009). 
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Retreat into Rationality 

The enlistment of speech in the project of colonizing the world betrays the 

elevation of rationality to the status of the command center of one’s self-securing as well 

as its fundamental locale.  Subjected to the exigencies of self-determining action, 

language comes to coincide with thought.  It assumes, as Jüngel puts it, a commending 

(empfehlen) function, that is, “it makes recommendations to thinking,” whereas the 

commanding (befehlen) role is reserved for thought.  The communicative function of 

language is thus absorbed into, or at best made subservient to, the conceptualizing power 

of thought.  The “fundamental linguistic structure of human beings,” when harnessed for 

the purposes of self-determination, becomes a modality of rationality.30 

The privileging of rationality over relationality as the defining characteristic of 

humanity necessarily accompanies self-securing.  Self-securing (though action) logically 

presupposes control over the self, if not quite self-possession (through reason).  This is 

not to say that rational self-possession can be taken for granted.  The two are rather 

simultaneous undertakings that constantly reinforce each other.31  The self’s 

disentanglement from the world more often than not enables one to impose one’s will on 

the world, though it may also be the case that it is the failure of one’s attempt to browbeat 

the world into submission that fuels a retreat into rationality and the self’s detachment. 

Yet even in the case of mere rationality, self-possession is impossible in the end – 

and that in a way analogous to the failure of action.  The imposition of meaning on the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 147-48. 

31 Thus, in FoC, 81, Jüngel argues that complete self-possession is also the overarching goal of 
action. 
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world does not give one meaning, at least it does not yield the sort of meaning in which 

one would, in the final analysis, recognize oneself, showing in a surprising reversal that 

one ought perhaps to receive oneself from the world.  Likewise, a rational retreat, when 

relentlessly pursued, opens up in the rational self a dimension beyond reason’s control.  

The project of rational securing posits a “beyond” which becomes the domain of faith, 

and about which nothing can be done.  Jüngel appeals to Kant to make this point.  Before 

we examine Jüngel’s engagement with Kant, we must, however, situate the reason-

centered understanding of the self more broadly. 

 

The rational animal 

Following Heidegger, Jüngel occasionally invokes the ancient Greek definition of 

the human as a!zw|~on lo&gon e1xon.32  Thanks to a largely etymological analysis of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 E.g., “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 146; “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 207; 
FoC, 90.  The question of Jüngel’s indebtedness to Heidegger is a complicated one, and, since it 
is beyond the scope of this project, it cannot be given full attention.  According to Jüngel, 
theology has indubitably benefitted from attentiveness to Heidegger’s thought.  This being said, 
Jüngel underscores, against uncritical appropriation, that “Theology is not ontology, although 
every theological statement has its ontological implications.  Theology asks not about being as 
such, but about the being of God, human being and the being of the world.  And it asks, because it 
has heard, not because it is after something that is yet to be interrogated” (“Gott entsprechendes 
schweigen? Theologie in der Nachbarschaft des Denkens von Martin Heidegger,” Martin 
Heidegger: Fragen an sein Werk [Stuttgart: Philipp Reclam, 1977], 41).  For Jüngel’s view of the 
theological relevance of Heidegger’s thought, see, in addition, his article, co-authored with 
Michael Trowitzsch, “Provozierendes Denken: Bemerkungen zur theologischen Anstößigkeit der 
Denkwege Martin Heideggers,” Neue Hefte für Philosophie 23 (1984), 59-74. 

I shall here limit myself to several methodological comments.  First of all, Jüngel’s 
indebtedness has been variously judged as “unthematized” (Mark Mattes, Toward Divine 
Relationality: Eberhard Jüngel’s New Trinitarian, Postmetaphysical Approach [unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis, University of Chicago, 1995], 310) or, on the contrary, principled and well thought 
through.  The latter view is that of Arnold V. Neufeldt-Fast, who argues that Heidegger’s thought 
has provided “the Anstoß – that is, both impulse and offence … driv[ing] Jüngel’s assessment of 
modern anthropology … and creatively provok[ing] Jüngel’s own non-metaphysical theological 
constructions” (Eberhard Jüngel’s Theological Anthropology in Light of His Christology 
[unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of St. Michael’s College, 1996], 72).  I believe there are 
other influences at play which the spotlight on Heidegger obscures.  Jüngel is also strongly and 
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noun!lo&goj, Heidegger came to believe that the phrase, in its original meaning, denoted 

a “living thing whose Being is essentially determined by the potentiality for discourse.”  

It was only later, according to Heidegger, that the phrase became synonymous with an 

animal rationale, something living (understood as an object) which has reason 

(understood as “some superior endowment”).  Heidegger did not consider the later 

definition to be false but clearly parasitical on the earlier one and with a tendency to 

conceal this indebtedness.33  Jüngel believes that what paved the way for the emergence 

of the!zw|~on lo&gon e1xon!in its rational meaning was Plato’s distinction between the 

soul’s parts, of which the highest, divine one must achieve mastery over the entire human 

being, in order for one’s life to be happy and self-sufficient.  The distinction was given 

further currency by Plato’s insistence that this mastery involved a subordination of 

sensuous desires to knowledge and reason.34  Plato’s views – originally expressed in the 

context of his indictment of an unjust, tyrannical life – were taken over by a line of 

epigones (of whom Plotinus was one) and gave rise, as Jüngel notes, to a school.  The 

school emphasized the need for the rational inner man to exist apart from sensuous 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
independently influenced by Luther’s attempts to overcome Aristotelian substance metaphysics in 
favor of a relational ontology of the person, and the same influence can be demonstrated for 
Heidegger (e.g., Benjamin D. Crowe, Heidegger’s Religious Origins: Destruction and 
Authenticity [Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006], esp. 35-66).  Neufeldt-Fast’s view is 
somewhat problematic in that he tends to reduce Luther’s impact on Jüngel to the former’s rather 
narrowly construed and artificially isolated doctrine of justification, and does not at all register 
Luther’s influence on Heidegger’s philosophy. 

33 B&T, 25, 48, 165.  Cf. Luther’s philosophical definition of man above.  It must be noted that 
the definition of the human as a rational animal is commonly attributed to Aristotle; Jüngel 
himself takes this attribution for granted in his article “Der Mensch – im Schnittpunkt von Wissen, 
Glauben, Tun und Hoffen,” Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche (2004), 329.  It is questionable, 
however, whether Aristotle’s theory of predication, where this definition is allegedly found, 
yields an actual definition of this sort (cf., e.g., the opening pages of Aristotle’s Categories). 

34 FoC, 89-90; cf. The Republic, Book IX, 588-591 and 586-587 respectively. 
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entanglement.  It was the inner man that was then identified with the human being 

proper.35 

Jüngel situates his ontology of the person in general opposition to what he sees as 

the Platonic notion that the human is a “being destined for knowledge,” that is, one 

whose “true essence is deduced from what is understood to be the essence of 

knowledge.”36  He specifically objects to the corollary understanding of the human as a 

being that is composed, on the one hand, of an immaterial soul, alone capable of being 

grasped by knowledge, and, on the other, of an animal body, which is not only largely 

negligible but actually constitutes an impediment on the soul’s path towards its epistemic 

destiny.  Thus, with his call for a theological “de-Platonising of Christianity,” Jüngel,37 

like Heidegger, situates himself in opposition to the metaphysical tradition which views 

the human as, first and foremost, an animal rationale. 

Of course, Jüngel is not opposed to rationality as such, just as he is not opposed to 

human action in the world.  He comments positively on humanity’s intellectual and 

technological achievement in very much the same spirit as Luther’s affirmation of the 

“majesty of reason” in The Disputation Concerning Man.38  These are not rhetorical 

ornaments.  What Jüngel does oppose is rationality, insofar as it implies self-possession 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 FoC, 90. 

36 Death, 43. 

37 Death, 53. 

38 E.g., “Befreiende Freiheit – als Merkmal christlicher Existenz,” Anfänger, 21-22.  Like Luther, 
Jüngel has been accused of undervaluing human agency (e.g., John Webster, “Justification, 
Analogy and Action.  Passivity and Activity in Jüngel’s Anthropology,” John Webster (ed.), The 
Possibilities of Theology: Studies in the Theology of Eberhard Jüngel in His Sixtieth Year 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 140-41; and, in a less nuanced manner, Neufeldt-Fast, Eberhard 
Jüngel’s Theological Anthropology, 394ff).  One of the goals of this study is to show that that is 
not necessarily the case. 
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and constitutes the basis of human self-realization.  Neither self-realization nor, for that 

matter, self-possession offers a solution to humanity’s ills.  Jüngel’s entire philosophical-

theological endeavor may be seen as directed towards constructing a reasoned argument 

to that effect.39  A large portion of this task involves theological engagement with 

philosophy through a respectful, yet uncompromising, “conflict of the faculties.”40 

According to Jüngel, Kant’s is the crowning effort in the anthropological tradition 

whose trajectory starts with Plato.  What characterizes the tradition, broadly speaking, is 

the disproportionate importance it attaches to rationality as the determinative trait of 

humanity.  This tradition embraces not only thinkers, such as Boethius and those 

following his famous definition of the person, most notably, Thomas Aquinas.41  It 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Jüngel writes: “Though Christian theology is certainly indebted to Western thought, faith 
recognizes that Western thought is following a path beset with difficulties, insofar as it reduces 
reason to rational activity and to its own model of rationality, in which perceiving reason falls 
victim to the independent and self-securing activity of the knowing subject” (“‘My Theology’ – A 
Short Summary,” Essays II, 9). 

40 In his essay, “Der Mensch – im Schnittpunkt von Wissen, Glauben, Tun und Hoffen: Die 
theologische Fakultät im Streit mit der durch Immanuel Kant repräsentierten philosophischen 
Fakultät,” Jüngel develops the parameters for such a theological-philosophical engagement.  He 
does this by taking as his point of departure Barth’s three models of theology’s engagement with 
Kant.  Like Barth, Jüngel opts for the third model, which has theology “stand on its own feet in 
relation to philosophy … recognizing the point of departure for its method in revelation, just as 
decidedly as philosophy sees its point of departure in reason.”  The goal is theology’s “dialogue 
with philosophy.”  In regard to Kant, this entails specifically “at least questioning not only the 
application of the Kantian conception of the problem, but that conception itself, and therefore the 
autocracy and its competence to judge human reason in relation to the religious problem” (Karl 
Barth, Protestant Theology in the Nineteenth Century, trans. B. Cozens and J. Bowden [Grand 
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002], 292-93; cited partially by Jüngel in “Der Mensch,” 316-17).  
Jüngel develops this method further, in that he allows theology to stand in the wings, as it were, 
thus, on the one hand, priming the stage for the universality of its claim.  On the other hand, by 
delaying theology’s entrance, he pushes philosophy towards a level of exhaustion, at which point 
it, too, begins to manifest its fissures.   

41 Boethius: “Persona est naturae rationalis individua substantia” (Liber contra Eutychem et 
Nestorium, IV.8); Aquinas: “omne individuum rationalis naturae dicitur persona” (Summa 
Theologica, I, q. 29, a. 1). 
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includes Descartes and his now infamous reduction of the ‘I’ to a res cogitans.42  More 

interestingly, especially when one considers the practical nature of Kant’s emphasis on 

reason, the tradition also includes a host of Christian thinkers, such as Meister Eckhart, 

who might be broadly described as proponents of mystical theologies.  In its mystical 

strand, whose preoccupation is with the cultivation of a proper existential posture, the 

tradition translates this singling out of rationality into a detachment of what it often terms 

the “inner man” from distracting and harmful sensuous entanglement in the world.  In 

consequence of this detachment, the inner man, identified with reason (and usually also 

the divine spark in the soul), attains to superior and supramundane epistemic insight.  In 

detachment the person becomes truly him- or herself.  The person – which is significant 

for this study – becomes truly free. 

What the mystical tradition leaves largely concealed is that the self-emptying it 

calls for and seeks to cultivate, oftentimes described as an “annihilation of self,” 

constitutes the ultimate act of self-possession – a triumph of reason over desire and, 

further still, a triumph of the human self over God, insofar as, in the words of Meister 

Eckhart, “God must of necessity give himself to a heart that has detachment.”43  In Kant’s 

case, there no longer is any doubt that an act of the human self is involved through and 

through.  As a result, Kant views the human as only an animal rationabile (“an animal 

endowed with the capacity of reason”) who then, through an act of the will motivated by 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Rene Descartes, Discourse on Method, Part IV, in The Philosophical Writings of Descartes, 
trans. J. Cottingham et al. (Cambridge: University Press, 1985), 127. 

43 Meister Eckhart, “Counsels on Discernment,” and “On Detachment,” The Essential Sermons, 
Commentaries, Treatises, and Defense, ed. E. Colledge and B. McGinn (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 
1981), 280 and 286 respectively. 
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pure reason, achieves the status of an animal rationale.44  Only in this way can an 

individual attain to “the worth [Werth] of the person.”45  In this way, it could be said, one 

becomes a human worth the name.  What is significant, an act of self-possession, also for 

Kant, is at the same time an inevitable actualization of God.  In Kant’s words: “I will that 

there be a God.”46 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Immanuel Kant Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View, ed. R. B. Louden (1798; 
Cambridge: University Press, 2006), 226 [7:321].  Jüngel emphasizes this point in “Der Mensch,” 
329-30. 

45 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason (1788).  In Practical Philosophy, trans. and ed. 
Mary J. Gregor (Cambridge: University Press, 1996), 258 [5:147]. 

46 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 255 [5:143].  In God as the Mystery of the World (esp. 105-
52; GGW 138-203), Jüngel is occupied chiefly with demonstrating that Western (substance) 
metaphysics – beginning with Aristotle’s argument for God as a necessary being, moving through 
Aquinas, Descartes and Kant, and culminating with Feuerbach and Nietzsche – posits, with 
increasing self-awareness but also discomfort, the securing of God’s essence and existence 
through the thinking human I.  Human reason, as cogitans, guarantees the existence of God while 
determining the essence of God, on the basis of that which humans lack, as exclusively perfection.  
Kant represents a turning point in the trajectory, in that he relegates God beyond the realm of the 
cognizable in order to avoid self-contradictions of rational, knowledge-oriented thought.  By thus 
taking the trajectory to its logical conclusion, Kant inadvertently paves the way for the 
subsequent atheistic denial of God’s existence. 

My choice here of the medieval affective traditions as antecedents to Kant has in view, 
first of all, the correspondence between their understanding of freedom as rational detachment 
and the Kantian conception of freedom as located in the practical exercise of pure reason.  More 
importantly, for Kant (as is, of course, true of the mystics), the nexus of rational self-possession 
and self-actualizing action gives rise to a dimension of faith that escapes the all-conquering 
dominance of the human self-relation.  For all of Jüngel’s criticism of Kantian rationality and its 
disastrous consequences for the thought of God, this emergence of belief, despite all the 
ambiguity it entails, is seen by Jüngel as a good thing.  Finally, Jüngel’s critique of the Kantian 
notion of self-possessed freedom, together with the dimension of belief that inadvertently opens 
up within it, has its parallel in Luther’s critical appropriation of the mystical tradition.  Just as 
Jüngel critically appropriates Kant, so also did Luther critically appropriate the mystics.  These 
two appropriations share significant emphases, with Jüngel following Luther’s lead. 

Jüngel’s theology represents in many respects a conscious extension of Luther’s project 
to overcome the anthropologically harmful influences of Aristotelian substance metaphysics by 
constructing in its place a relational ontology.  Luther based this new ontology on the affective 
traditions, which he appreciated for their ambiguous attitude to the self-contained human self (the 
apex of self-realization brings into view the divine element in the soul and is often ecstatic).  
Luther, however, modified those traditions at one absolutely crucial point: the immanent 
divinized rationality was replaced with relationally understood faith (see my “Luther and the 
Lutherans,” in the forthcoming Oxford Handbook to the Reception History of Christian Theology, 
ed. Sarah Coakley and Richard Cross).  Jüngel’s conscious, though not uncritical, treading in 
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It is this dimension of belief that appears at the apex of self-possession that is of 

particular interest to us here as another fissure through which, according to Jüngel, the 

fundamental human relationality can be glimpsed. 

 

Reason’s faith 

As we are about to engage Kant more closely, it is important not to lose sight of 

his (and this study’s) overarching concern.  Kant’s critical exploration of the extent of 

human knowledge, properly motivated human action, and the role of religion in human 

life is at bottom animated by the more fundamental question, “What is man?”47  In this 

sense, Kant is part of the intellectual tradition that views rational self-possession as the 

differentia specifica of humanity.  We shall first consider Kant’s view of rational self-

possession as freedom from empirical entanglement.  Then, drawing on some of the 

critical points Jüngel raises, we shall investigate the dimension of faith that opens up in 

Kant’s conception of essential human rationality. 

According to Kant, an individual realizes his or her rational potential and so 

attains to humanity worth the name and to freedom only when the individual’s acts of 

will are not grounded in the individual’s world-being.  They must not have their basis in a 

pursuit of happiness, not even ostensibly universal happiness.  Happiness, Kant explains, 

is dependent on objects of experience.  Thus, although the notion can rise to a level of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Luther’s footsteps sheds light on his ambivalent attitude to Kant: he remains critical of Kant as a 
successor of the metaphysical tradition of rationality, while he is cautiously appreciative of Kant 
for exploding that very tradition in its practical dimension and for bringing belief back through 
the back door, so to speak, as an integral part of the human self.  But Jüngel, like Luther, will 
seek to replace Kant’s belief with relationally construed faith. 

47 A question Kant himself poses in his Logic, trans. R. S. Hartman and W. Schwarz (1800; New 
York: Dover, 1988), 29 [9:25]; cited in “Der Mensch,” 318. 
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generality, it cannot achieve universality.48  Even less so can acts of the will be governed 

by inclination.  The will must rather act in accordance with a purely formal law that 

cannot proceed from anywhere else other than pure reason – the moral law.  This is an 

overarching law that requires all the principles that direct the will’s activity to be of such 

a nature that they could be made into universal laws.  The moral law alone, according to 

Kant, has the capacity to keep the specific rules of volitional engagement under control, 

assuring that they are not empirically conditioned.  This does not mean, of course, that 

volitional acts will be devoid of a worldly object; it is rather that the acts cannot be 

motivated by such objects.  Kant writes: “the sole principle of morality consists in 

independence from all matter of the law (namely, from a desired object) and at the same 

time in the determination of choice through the mere form of giving universal law that a 

maxim must be capable of.”49  Reason, and with it the will, becomes autonomous only 

through the moral law.  Reason’s freedom is both negative, in the sense of its 

independence from empirical conditioning and positive in the sense of its self-legislating 

capacity.  A rational individual alone is thus self-sufficient, notes Kant, insofar as the 

determination of his or her will is free, at least in its origin, from inclinations and needs.  

This self-sufficiency is analogous to that ascribed to the supreme being.50 

It is against this backdrop that Jüngel asks critically: “How can reason, which 

does not ask after goals but commands unconditionally, say, as it were, to itself: et 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 168-69 [5:35-36]. 

49 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 166 [5:33]. 

50 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 235 [5:119]. 
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respice finem [keep in mind the goal]?”51  What is it that keeps reason engaged in its 

endeavor?  To answer this question, it is necessary, first, to consider how Kant explodes 

the traditional understanding of the human being as an animal rationale.  It is true, on the 

one hand, that Kant espouses and takes to its logical conclusion the idea of self-

possession, which analytically is part and parcel of the rationality-centered understanding 

of humanity.  Kant cements the tradition, as it were.  But, on the other hand, Kant’s 

critical engagement with reason, precisely with a view to elevating rational self-

possession, leads him to conclude that the human is not a being of knowledge!  Human 

being, human rationality cannot be reduced to a concept of knowing.  Even when we 

think of the human as a rational animal, Jüngel observes, this entails a careful division of 

thought into opinion, knowledge, and faith.52  What motivates this division is not 

primarily reason’s self-legislating capacity, which is, after all, withdrawn from the 

empirical.  The division of thought is, above all, motivated by the fact that reason’s ideas 

do not originate in empirical data processed by the understanding and, therefore, need not 

always find support in such data, as Kant argues in his Critique of Pure Reason.  “Reason 

… is the faculty of inferring.”53  In the absence of empirical, experiential data, reason’s 

inferences must not, however, be confused with knowledge. 

Further, this precise circumscription of rational activity allows Kant to affirm God, 

but in such a way that God will not compromise but rather aid the project of human self-

possession.  Jüngel draws attention to the fact that, for Kant, morality must not be derived 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 “Der Mensch,” 332. 

52 “Der Mensch,” 324-25. 

53 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (1781, 1787).  Trans. and ed. Paul Guyer and Allen 
W. Wood (Cambridge: University Press, 1998), 403 [B386]. 
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from religion, undergirded by its seeming dogmatic certainties, which religion tries to 

pass off as knowledge.  To derive morality from religion would compromise the person’s 

rational character, making his or her conduct machine- or puppet-like.  Kant readily 

admits that religion, with its capacity to impose a moral code, could elicit moral behavior.  

But, in Kant’s words, “most actions conforming to the law would be done from fear, only 

a few from hope, and none at all from duty, and the moral worth of actions … would not 

exist at all.”54  Only when morality does not proceed from religion, but from self-

legislating reason alone, will human beings finally come into their own and emerge from 

their “self-incurred minority,” as Kant famously put it in his essay “What is 

Enlightenment?”55  It is at this point that Kant allows God back into the picture as a 

purely rational inference.  God is necessary because, as the author of all, God makes it 

possible to view the self-legislating human reason as consonant with the purposes of the 

world.  To put it differently, by postulating God, Kant is able to naturalize rational self-

possession as the promotion of the world’s highest good and the execution of the divine 

will itself.  However, as a postulate of reason without empirical grounding, God remains 

hidden.  Kant, as Jüngel observes, considers this hiddenness to be grace.  By remaining 

hidden, God allows, and himself appears, to take seriously human self-possession and so 

also human freedom.56  In all, though Jüngel is quite critical of “the ambiguous 

invisibility of a God who becomes definable primarily through human activity,”57 he 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, 258 [5:147]; cited in “Der Mensch,” 330. 

55 Immanuel Kant, An Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment? (1784).  In Practical 
Philosophy, trans. and ed. Mary J. Gregor (Cambridge: University Press, 1996), 17 [8:35]. 

56 “Der Mensch,” 330-31. 

57 FoC, 31. 
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regards Kant’s insistence that “Morality … inevitably leads to religion”58 as a significant 

and intriguing assertion one must not simply gloss over. 

This is the answer to our question: What keeps reason engaged in its endeavor?  

How does reason keep in mind the goal and yet remain pure?  Reason, as Kant shows, 

respicit finem in the very exercise of its self-legislating, moral capacity.  The imperative 

to rational self-possession, as that which makes one human and free, brings with itself the 

conviction that self-possession is precisely what harmonizes with the very structure of 

reality.  Because the goal that reason keeps in mind is itself a rational inference, 

otherwise veiled in hiddenness, reason’s self-legislation stands immune to ever being 

tainted by that which does not belong to reason, or by ever being tempted to fall back on 

a familiar prop.  Kant can thus say: “the belief in a God and another world is so 

interwoven with my moral disposition that I am in as little danger of ever surrendering 

the former as I am worried that the latter can ever be torn away from me.”59  Belief in 

God is, for Kant, an inalienable aspect of reason’s impulse toward self-possession.60 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58 Immanuel Kant, Religion within the bounds of mere reason (1793).  In Religion and Rational 
Theology, trans. and ed. Allen W. Wood and George di Giovanni (Cambridge: University Press: 
1996), 59 [6:6].  Cited in “Der Mensch,” 332. 

59 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 689 [B857]. 

60 Jüngel notes that, in the philosophy of Kant, the combative and expansive reason of the 
Enlightenment was led reluctantly to acknowledge what it had sought so desperately to overcome, 
namely, the once peaceful scholastic distinction between faith and reason.  “In the ultimate 
consequence of the Enlightenment,” comments Jüngel, “we are dealing with a reason which is 
restricted to being the antithesis of the absolute, and yet it cannot absolutely posit that antithesis.”  
What Jüngel means is that reason voluntarily and yet quite unexpectedly excluded itself from 
theoretically grasping “its noblest subject.”  Worse still, reason – withdrawn and yet colonizing – 
turned out to know only itself; in the words of Kant, it “has insight only into what it itself 
produces according to its own design” (Critique of Pure Reason, 109 [Bxiii]).  Mystery, 68-71; 
GGW 90-93.  In Jüngel’s anthropology, as we have already seen, this observation goes beyond 
epistemology and becomes part of an ontological critique.  Humans, obsessed with self-
possession and self-determination cannot gain self-meaning from the world; they remake the 
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In the final analysis Jüngel finds “unacceptable” Kant’s definition of religion as 

“the sum of all our duties regarded as divine commands.”61  But, from Jüngel’s 

perspective, it is significant that Kant’s radical notion of rational self-possession 

acknowledges a dimension of faith within human rationality, a dimension which is 

beyond what can be known and thus beyond human control.  Significantly, it is this 

dimension, as the presence of God in God’s hiddenness, that makes possible human self-

possession.  Consequently, though Kant insists that what decides about our humanity is 

shutting out all external influence, with none but reason determining the will, more than 

reason’s determination of the will is required for one to become moral, and thus human, 

and thus free.  The Kantian faith, Jüngel notes, is a moralistically inflected faith, but it is 

faith all the same: “a virtuous atheist is in fact unthinkable for Kant.”  While this faith 

does not constitute human identity, it, nonetheless, preserves human identity (worth the 

name human, that is).62 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
world in their own image, and the world so remade does not yield any surplus which could 
provide the meaning of humanity but a deficit; it becomes an inhuman world. 

61 Immanuel Kant, The Conflict of the Faculties (1798).  In Religion and Rational Theology, 262 
[7:36].  Discussed in “Der Mensch,” 343. 

62 “Der Mensch,” 327-28.  One must not forget Kant’s oft-invoked adage from the second preface 
to the Critique of Pure Reason: “I had to deny knowledge in order to make room for faith,” 117 
[Bxxx].  For Jüngel’s less appreciative interpretation of Kant’s rationalization of faith, with faith 
seen as still located within the perimeter of knowing, see an earlier essay, “Womit steht und fällt 
heute der christliche Glaube?” Spricht Gott in der Geschichte? (Freiburg: Herder, 1972), 157. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Our discussion thus far has focused on explicating Jüngel’s assertion that humans 

are fundamentally relational beings.  Jüngel, as we have seen, locates this fundamental 

relationality in the linguistic character of human being as being in the world.  We have 

observed that it is this very worldly structure that enables one’s relation to self.  But it 

also makes possible the eventual transformation of one’s self-relation into the totalizing 

relation.  In the latter case, the self-relation will strive simultaneously to submit one’s 

other world-relations to itself, and to secure itself against their impingement.  This 

undertaking, perceived as a pursuit of freedom, transforms language from a medium 

primarily of recognition and address to a medium of meaning imposition.  Action, rather 

than receptivity, becomes the individual’s dominant mode of relating to the world, while 

rational thought becomes the locale of the self’s entrenchment. 

However, it is also the fundamental relationality that stubbornly prevents one 

from making the world secure for oneself, or from securing oneself against unwanted 

impingement.  It thus involves the self-securing individual in a self-contradiction and so 

creates fissures through which human relationality can be glimpsed.  We have analyzed 

two broad instances of this self-contradiction.  The first, pertaining to action, shows that a 

secured world, whose otherness and unpredictability are annihilated, will only disclose 

human potential for dehumanization but will not yield a positive meaning of being human.  

What is thus disclosed is humanity’s vital relation to the world as something that one 

cannot simply fabricate but must rather receive.  In a similar fashion, rationality posits a 

beyond, a domain of faith, within reason itself.  This domain shows itself as being beyond 

reason’s control; at the same time reason is shown to depend on it for its own self-control.  
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What the self-contradiction of reason discloses is that faith is a fundamental mode of 

receptivity in which, before all else, one must first receive oneself.  Yet neither fissure 

offers a solution to the problems it poses, leaving fragile humans with no choice but to 

continue down the desperate path of self-securing and self-possession. 

 

 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION AS UNFREEDOM 

Humans in pursuit of self-securing and self-possession are, according to Jüngel, 

neither here nor there.  They are always transcending the old self, perceived as hopelessly 

fragile, and constructing a new, impregnable self.  This undertaking, as we have seen, 

consists in simultaneously withdrawing from, and pushing back against, the world.  What 

is crucial to note is that self-securing requires constant maintenance.  And it demands 

one’s entire self.  The essence of self-securing lies in constant actualization of the self as 

a self-possessed self.  The relentlessness of this process is precisely what helps to obscure 

its futility. 

Jüngel declares the freedom promised by self-actualization to be nothing but 

captivity.  We shall examine this claim from two angles.  First, we shall consider the self 

as withdrawing from the world in order rationally to possess itself.  The basis for this 

investigation will be Jüngel’s critique of Kant’s understanding of freedom.  Second, we 

shall analyze the toll that the actualization of one’s freedom takes on the human subject.  

Here we shall pay particular attention to the subject’s indeterminacy. 
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Kantian Withdrawal into Rationality 

Jüngel agrees with Kant in one basic point, namely, that freedom denotes “the 

faculty of beginning a state from itself [das Vermögen, einen Zustand von selbst 

anzufangen].”63  This is, however, as far as the agreement goes.  Jüngel believes that, 

when understood in this manner, that is, as absolute spontaneity, freedom can be properly 

predicated of God alone, yet, crucially, it can also be communicated to humans.64  Kant, 

for his part, insists that freedom can never be a matter of sense experience, and so of 

knowing oneself as a being in the world.  Though Jüngel, as we have seen, does give a 

qualified approval to Kant’s removal of God from the realm of knowledge to the realm of 

moral belief, he is far less appreciative of Kant’s relegation of freedom to that same 

domain.  He sharply criticizes Kant’s conception.  Kant, according to Jüngel, misses the 

target, in that his notion of freedom proves simultaneously too little and too much.   

Let us begin with the under-determination of the Kantian conception.  What Kant 

calls “freedom in the cosmological sense” is, by his own admission, a “pure 

transcendental idea.”  Freedom does not arise out of experience.  The reason for this is 

that there is nothing in the entire field of experience that is not subject to the universal 

law of causality.  One’s ability to make sense of experience, according to Kant, actually 

depends on this law.  Experience cannot grasp anything uncaused.  However, as reason 

also strives to make sense of natural causality in its totality, it creates the idea of 

spontaneity to raise itself above the realm of nature and to account for its causality.  In 
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63 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 533 [B561]; cited in “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 17, cf. 7. 

64 Mystery, 36-37; GGW 45-47; and “Die Freiheit eines Christenmenschen: Freiheit als Summe 
des Christentums,” Michael Beintker et al. (eds.), Wege zum Einverständnis. Festschrift für 
Christoph Demke (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1997), 124-25. 
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practical terms, human freedom, as we have seen, consists in the will’s submission to 

reason’s moral law alone, the law that commands the will to act only in accordance with 

such principles which, in acting on them, one would also wish to become universal laws.  

For Kant, freedom lies in reason’s ability to give this law to the will independently of 

experience (since experience always entails one’s being-in-the-world).  In the practical 

sense, explains Kant, freedom “is the independence of the power of choice from 

necessitation by impulses of sensibility.”  By contrast, an action that is brought about by 

sensibility, reduces the human power of choice from freedom to animality.65  Hence 

Kant’s assertion that only in possession of the moral strength is an individual “‘free’, 

‘healthy’, ‘rich’, ‘a king’, and so forth and can suffer no loss by chance or fate, since he is 

in possession of himself and the virtuous man cannot lose his virtue.”66  What is 

important to observe here is that, for Kant, not only is freedom not derived from 

experience but, even more importantly, it is located and realized outside of experience, in 

the self-legislating capacity of reason. 

Jüngel agrees with the critiques of the Kantian understanding of freedom put forth 

by Herbert Marcuse and Max Scheler.67  In his 1919 essay, “Von zwei deutschen 

Krankheiten,” Scheler criticizes Kant’s distinction between the homo phaenomenon and 

the homo noumenon.  Before we address Scheler’s (and by extension Jüngel’s) criticism, 

let us look briefly at how this distinction – to some degree, a restatement of the animal 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
65 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 532-33 [B560-62]. 

66 Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals (1797-98).  In Practical Philosophy, trans. and ed. 
Mary J. Gregor (Cambridge: University Press, 1996), 534 [6:405]; cited partially in “On 
Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 234. 

67 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 217-18, and the longer discussion in FoC, 50-56.  In 
those pieces Jüngel’s primary goal is to show, contra Marcuse and Scheler, that Luther was not a 
harbinger of the Kantian conception. 
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rationale conception of the human – functions in Kant’s anthropology.  With this 

distinction Kant alleges that humans exist, on the one hand, as sensible beings, endowed 

with reason understood simply as a theoretical faculty, which exerts a causal influence on 

their actions.  They are rational animals in the empirical sense of the phrase.  But, 

according to Kant, humans also exist as intelligible beings “cogniz[able] only in morally 

practical relations, where the incomprehensible property of freedom is revealed by the 

influence of reason on the inner lawgiving will.”  This dimension of human existence is 

that of personality, where the human, disclosed as “a being endowed with inner 

freedom,” can place him- or herself under obligation.68  It is in this dimension that one 

can elevate oneself from an animal rationabile to an animal rationale in the proper sense.  

(It must be noted that Kant introduces this distinction to account for the apparent paradox 

of placing oneself under obligation to oneself.  The placement of oneself under obligation 

happens purely within the intelligible dimension of one’s being.  It is there that, in 

separation from the sensible self, one has the freedom to dispose over oneself, as it were, 

and to determine oneself.  It is there that one can be one’s own.)  Once one has exercised 

this inner freedom, one can then project it towards the sensible animal self, in order to 

provide for it and to rein it in.  As can be seen, the self-related person is, for Kant, non-

sensible and non-empirical; it is knowable only in this practical moral self-determination.  

And if that does not take place, the human, even when otherwise rational, is little better 

than an animal. 

Scheler points out that the Kantian distinction between the homo phaenomenon 

and homo noumenon does not entail that, even in the properly rational person, there has 
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68 Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, 544 [6:418]. 
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to be any correspondence between the sensible and the personal.  Kant’s “good 

intention,” notes Scheler, can by definition be linked to any material content, whatever 

this content’s origin.  As Kant himself put it, virtue “is not a property of [empirical, 

material] choice but of the [immaterial] will, which is a faculty of desire that, in adopting 

a rule, also gives it as a universal law.”69  Thus, on the one hand, an individual can 

absolve him- or herself of wrongdoing by pointing out that he or she did nothing other 

than dutifully obey orders.  On the other hand, Kant’s distinction does not prevent 

material exploitation of fellow humans.  After all, human worth has its seat “in the 

unknown and unrecognizable sphere of the thing-in-itself,” from where it cannot be taken 

away.70  In sum, whatever one does, as long as it is done out of duty, and whatever is 

done to one, which can only be done in the empirical realm, cannot compromise the 

freedom of the perpetrator or sufferer.  Freedom is a purely inward, detached reality. 

Marcuse’s critique focuses less on the question of justifying wrongdoing and 

mistreatment, and more on how, through the Kantian doctrine of freedom, “actual [social] 

unfreedom is subsumed into the concept of freedom” – which “makes it possible entirely 

to depreciate ‘outer’ misery and to justify it ‘transcendentally.’”  Kantian freedom, notes 

Marcuse, precedes all of the person’s acts and does not require acting either on the part of 

the person, or on the person’s behalf.  Only one act (of sorts) is required: one must make 

oneself free by submitting one’s will to reason’s formal law, “but this liberation leaves all 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
69 Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, 535 [6:407]. 

70 Max Scheler, “Vom zwei Deutschen Krankheiten,” Gesammelte Werke, vol. 6: Schriften zur 
Soziologie und Wetanschauungslehre (Bern & München: Francke, 1963), 213-14; cited partially 
by Jüngel in FoC, 102. 
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types of actual servitude untouched.”71  Marcuse is especially interested in how this 

understanding of freedom entails submission, out of freedom, to political authority by 

voluntarily limiting one’s freedom as part of duty to oneself as a social being.  At best 

this produces, empirically and phenomenally, a purely intellectual exercise of social 

freedom: freedom becomes freedom of thought.  A notorious illustration is provided by 

Kant’s statement in “What is Enlightenment?”: “Argue as much as you will and about 

whatever you will, but obey.”72 

In light of these criticisms, Jüngel finds the Kantian understanding of freedom as 

self-possession and self-determination to be woefully under-determined.  Kantian 

freedom can be used to absolve oneself either of wrong action, or inaction, or even of 

instrumentalization of fellow humans.  Any type of content can be governed by a formal, 

moral law that finds its satisfaction purely in the realm of rational interiority.  What’s 

more, freedom, understood only as antecedent to all action, must remain without any 

practical impact on the structure of society.  “The concrete world with its good and evils, 

and the concrete human being in this world, become ethical abstractions,” Jüngel 

argues.73 

In addition to the under-determination of Kant’s conception of freedom, Jüngel 

clearly also considers it over-determined.  Whereas the under-determination has to do 

with the location of freedom and the impact, or rather lack thereof, that it has on one’s 
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71 Herbert Marcuse, “A Study on Authority: Luther, Calvin, Kant,” Eduardo Mendieta (ed.), The 
Frankfurt School on Religion: Key Writings by the Major Thinkers (New York & London: 
Routledge, 2005), 141. 

72 Kant, An Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment? 18 [8:37]; cited in “Der Mensch,” 
321. 

73 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 198. 
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world being, the over-determination concerns the impact of Kant’s construal on the self.  

Kant asserts: “two things are required for inner freedom: being one’s own master in a 

given case (animus sui compos), and ruling oneself (imperium in semetipsum), that is, 

subduing one’s affects and governing one’s passions.”  Therefore, “unless reason hold the 

reins of government in its own hands, [man’s] feeling and inclinations play the master 

over him.”74  Because in this conception freedom precedes all of the person’s acts, it 

renders the individual, in a sense, doomed to freedom.  The individual, as an empirical 

entity, will have to live with the consequences of the fact that he or she is an empirical 

entity, always going against him- or herself, always torn, and never quite able to catch up 

with his or her intelligible self, always struggling for mastery, and never being given a 

respite from the struggle.  Jüngel hints at the oppressiveness of the Kantian conception of 

freedom in his discussion of the Last Judgment, at which Christ will finally put an end, 

for the humanity bent on self-possession, to the inevitable discrepancy between the 

“quaestio facti,” that which, in actuality, is, and the “quaestio iuris,” that which, in fact, 

ought to be.75  What Jüngel’s statement implies is that Kantian freedom is an 

overburdened conception that inevitably has humans fall short of the categorical 

imperative, of the ‘ought’ which the moral law commands, and yet leaves them with no 

choice but only to double their effort. 
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74 Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, 535-36 [6:407-08]. 

75 “Das jüngste Gericht als Akt der Gnade,” Anfänger, 61-62; “Der Geist der Hoffnung und des 
Trostes,” TE V, 319. 
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The Doer’s Indeterminacy 

What our discussion of Jüngel’s critique of the Kantian understanding of human 

freedom has shown is that the location of freedom in rational self-possession is indeed a 

Pyrrhic victory.  It leaves out aspects of human being that cannot by any account be 

considered negligible.  Humans are not Platonic souls trapped in the material world.  

Humanity’s world-being cannot be simply bracketed or wished away.  In this regard, as 

we have seen, there is more to Kant’s notion that Jüngel finds problematic than its 

implied justification of various types unfreedom in the world.  What Kant’s view shows 

is that – in a very practical, day-to-day manner – one’s empirical existence will not let 

itself be made negligible.  Even when embodied existence is by definition excluded from 

the essence of freedom, what human freedom amounts to in practice is a relentless 

browbeating of the passions into submission and never being able to relax one’s grip on 

oneself.  One can possess oneself only against oneself! 

This latter dimension (what I referred to above as freedom’s over-

determinateness) is one that Jüngel is particularly interested in.  In Kant’s case it has to 

do with the constant actualization of one’s self-possession through the reining in of the 

passions.  But the above critique of Kant should be taken as no more than a signal case of 

the problems evident in the conceptualization of freedom as self-possession.  Jüngel is 

interested in much more than simply critiquing Kant.76  As we have already seen, the 
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76 Scattered as Jüngel’s references to Kant are, there is no doubt that Jüngel singles out Kant’s 
conception of freedom as paradigmatically too narrow in focus and too excessive in its mechanics.  
It comes as somewhat of a surprise that he simply takes for granted other conceptions of freedom 
put forth since the Enlightenment and, seemingly, assumes that they will exemplify one or both of 
Kant’s failures.  It may very well be the case that all humanly posited freedoms place the would-
be free person under a law (Gesetz des Handelns) that demands constant action – both 
safeguarding and actualization – on the person’s part, and, as such, they all fall short of the gospel 
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actualization of one’s self-possession may take the form not only of (attempted) 

detachment from the world’s impingement but also of controlling one’s relations to 

others and even fabricating the world.  All in the hope of coming to oneself with new, 

foolproof security. 

Regardless of the specific manner in which one reacts against the world’s 

impingement, what is of importance here is the fact that the actualization of one’s self-

possession is an ongoing activity.  It needs to be undertaken over and over again.  It thus 

reduces the person to the person’s activity, insofar as it is only through that activity that a 

semblance of self-possession is created.  It is in this sense that Jüngel warns that 

“unassailable self-possession damages human persons.”77  Jüngel associates unfreedom 

not primarily with narrowly construed freedoms but precisely with the disappearance of 

the distinction between person and works.  As captive, the person becomes indeterminate.  

Let us take a closer look at Jüngel’s explication of this unfreedom. 

 

The tyrannies of self-actualization 

Jüngel’s critique of action, as we have seen, proceeds from the fundamental 

insight that humans do have the capacity to determine the world, a capacity they should 

by all means exercise – but they are not “determining subjects in relation to 

themselves.”78  Even “will to power” is not wrong in and of itself, much as it is through 
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freedom from compulsion to deed (Zwang zur Tat); cf. “Die Freiheit eines Christenmenschen: 
Freiheit als Summe des Christentums,” 131.  But this still requires careful engagement and 
unpacking. 

77 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 235. 

78 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 225. 
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this will that humans enslave themselves to themselves.79  Only when the self’s capacity 

for action becomes harnessed for the purpose of self-determination does action damage 

the self.  This damage manifests itself, first of all, as being tyrannized. 

The first type of tyranny, to which we have already alluded, may be called a 

tyranny of the future.  It has to do directly with the fact that self-determination, as a state, 

is always on the horizon of self-determining action, always within reach – but never quite 

reachable.  Action holds out a promise, but never quite delivers on it, relentlessly 

spurring self-seeking humans on to further self-directed works.  Self-determination 

through action never offer any respite – it never leads to a mission accomplished.80 

However, what tyrannizes the self-actualizing individual is not only works that 

seemingly still remain to be done, for the ever-receding goal to be reached.  Works 

already accomplished also have a tyrannical effect.  As Jüngel notes, for humans 

unassailably to possess themselves, “they would have to be equally the sum of their acts – 

and no single act could speak against them.”81  This applies both to reprehensible and 

praiseworthy acts.  Because humans not only have a past, but also exist in a necessary 
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79 “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 21. 

80 Simply put, self-determination as an accomplished state of affairs is “an impossible actuality” 
(a phrase that is Jüngel’s more precise restatement of Karl Barth’s definition of sin as an 
“impossible possibility”).  We may note in this context Jüngel’s insight that “now and not yet,” as 
a hermeneutical principle for eschatological statements, reflects more the structure of human self-
determining action rather than the presence/absence of the kingdom of God; “The World as 
Possibility and Actuality,” Essays I, 99-100, 111.  Interestingly, Zygmunt Bauman renders this 
modernist goal even more problematic when he points out that in “liquid modernity,” the pressure 
exerted on the individual is no longer about the construction of an identity which, once 
constructed, could bring all self-determining efforts to their end.  Rather, in its distinctly 
postmodern form, the pressure has as much to do with the construction as with a timely 
discarding of identities.  There is thus no longer any horizon but only the inner compulsion 
toward, and outer pressure on, never-ending performance.  See Bauman’s “Identity in the 
globalizing world,” The Individualized Society, 140-52. 

81 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 235. 
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identity-relation to this past, there are always past accomplishments to live up to and 

failures to live with.  It is not only past transgressions that we have to live with, but it is 

also the good that we may have done and now, for whatever reason, fail to do.  Success 

obligates as strongly as failure indicts.  Jüngel calls this “the tyranny of the past.”82  This 

tyranny is also, in a sense, a tyranny of the future (of a different kind from the one just 

noted), in that a past that has become an integral part of one’s works-identity will tend to 

impact, and even crucially determine, one’s future actions.83  In this way the human 

individual remains in bondage to actuality, and his or her self-realization does not 

produce anything new beyond the replication of existent actuality in ever “new” actions.  

A totalizing self-relation is trivial in its actualization. 

The tyranny of the past in its most acute form is the tyranny of guilt.  One may try 

to diffuse it by appealing to mitigating factors, or by otherwise explaining one’s past 

wrongdoing, or mistakes away.  (It does not matter whether they were objectively such, 

or are only subjectively perceived as such).  The actions themselves, however, cannot be 

revoked.  And so the conscience can at best only be anesthetized.  In the midst of coming 

to oneself one is thus repelled by oneself.  I believe guilt’s tyranny is what Jüngel has in 

mind when he observes that “the sinful person can no longer agree with himself.”84 

Guilt and self-justification together point to yet another type of tyranny.  Self-

determination, even when it concerns fabricating a world, more often than not involves 
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83 “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 26-29; “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 27. 
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some standard by which one’s works are judged.  One thus comes under the “the tyranny 

of values.”  The phrase, as Jüngel notes, was coined by Nicolai Hartmann (1882-1950), 

as part of a program to oppose Kant’s ethical formalism, as well as the materialism and 

empiricism implicit in Kant’s epistemology.85  Hartmann distinguishes between stratified 

real being and ideal being, with the latter understood not as a lofty sphere of which the 

former is but a shadow, but, in more Hegelian terms, as the ground of the real.  It is to 

this sphere that values belong, and their knowledge is, therefore, a priori, like 

mathematical or logical knowledge.  “Hartmann’s ethics are in essence an effort to … 

vindicate the pre-modern conception that values cannot be invented but can merely be 

found, and are therefore objective and absolute.”86  This does not mean, however, that 

real being always corresponds to ideal being.  Values must be laid hold of affectively by 

the conscience and real-ized.  However, the realm of values can never be grasped in its 

entirety.  Instead, individual values tend to demand absolute commitment and dull the 

sense of other values in the person or community they grip.  They have a tyrannical 

tendency.  What co-exists in the sphere of ideal being generates potentially conflict-laden 

situations in the sphere of the real. 

Jüngel could not be more skeptical that the restoration of value discourse 

constitutes a remedy to the self’s disembodiedness in Kant’s ethical theory and the de 

facto unfreedom lurking in it.  Jüngel bases his critique of Hartmann on the observations 

of the political theorist Carl Schmitt (1888-1985), who developed Hartmann’s notion of 
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85 Jüngel’s discussion can be found in “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 198-204. 

86 Andreas A. M. Kinneging, “Introduction,” Nicolai Hartmann, Ethics, trans. S. Coit, vol. 1 (of 
3): Moral Phenomena (New Brunswick: Transaction, 2002), xvii. 
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“the tyranny of values.”87  In all, Jüngel agrees with Schmitt that recourse to values was a 

self-deceptive program on the part of some who sought to overcome the nihilistic crisis of 

the late nineteenth century.  Value is at bottom an economic term, and it cannot be 

applied indiscriminately.  For this reason, states Jüngel, “Value thinking is thoroughly 

aggressive,” and to claim that values exist objectively is only to strengthen this potential 

for aggression.  “No one can valuate without devaluing, revaluating, and evaluating.”88  

The tyranny of values emerges when one’s conscience presumes to judge, as it inevitably 

will, what another is to do or to allow.  Out of this arises political conflict, which leads to 

the disappearance of (political) community: “the terror of value” is the “end of political 

culture.”89  Thus, Jüngel concludes, “[t]he determination of values only empowers the 

threat against which humanity seeks to protect itself precisely by determining values.”  

This is all aside from the fact that, when it comes to persons, they “have no value [Wert] 

but rather dignity [Würde].  And dignity is precisely not amenable to valuation.”90 

Value discourse, in other words, may offer a quick fix to the under-

determinateness of the Kantian conception of freedom, but, contrary to expectations, an 

emphasis on values (and morality) neither alleviates guilt nor creates a community.  It is 

true that values inhibit some (chiefly negative) actions.  However, value discourse only 

exacerbates further the identification of person and work by making explicit what was 
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87 Carl Schmitt, “Die Tyrannei der Werte,” Eberhard Jüngel and Sepp Schelz (eds.), Die Tyrannei 
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88 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 203. 
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largely implicit for Kant: the criterion of worth, the worth of a person.  Hence, values 

leave the ‘I’ solitary and burdened even more by the self’s works.  

All of these tyrannies – of the future, of the past, and of values – in the end come 

down to one fundamental tyranny, that of the ‘I’.  Mastery over oneself means “being 

mercilessly delivered up to [oneself].”91  What Jüngel has in mind specifically is the 

havoc self-love wreaks not only with one’s fundamental relationality but also with one’s 

being in the world – humans are often the most effective destroyers of their own dignity. 

But there is also another, subtler dimension of this tyranny implicit in Jüngel’s 

anthropology.  It has to do with the fact that one’s self-determination always takes place 

within a larger social and political context, in a milieu where self-determination is the 

way to be.  Because humans seek to define themselves by means of their works, they 

must inevitably compete with others, who, armed with works of their own, perhaps even 

better works or better executed ones, threaten the uniqueness of one’s painstakingly built 

identity.  Self-determination becomes in this context subject to an “ought,” an unrealistic 

demand that one’s works furnish the sort of uniqueness to which works, by nature 

reproducible, simply cannot attain.  Jüngel indicates this broader framework of self-

realization when he states that “To realize oneself means to procure recognition of 

oneself.”92  The tyranny of the ‘I’ is thus a tyranny of the I, which has absorbed all of its 

worldly relationality into itself and now stands in judgment on one not in some private, 

subjective, and negotiable verdict of conscience but as a proxy for the mercilessly 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 Justification, 144; cf. “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 26, where Jüngel states: “Von allen 
Tyrannen ist unser eigenes Ich der mächtigste und listenreichste.” 

92 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 235. 
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competitive public arena.  The ‘I’ demands and indicts, but its demand and indictment are 

those of a public verdict. 

This paradox of self-realization – the fact that it cannot be accomplished unless 

the uniqueness of one’s identity, and thus one’s irreplaceability, is also publically 

confirmed – leads to two other modalities of the I’s tyranny: the compulsion toward self-

judgment in anticipation of what is perceived as the impending public judgment, and 

toward self-justification in its face.  One justifies oneself by claiming that, despite 

appearances, one’s actions do conform to the current valuational law, or by claiming 

exemption from the law, or by forcefully opposing new valuations to the existent law.  In 

doing so, we must also judge others, whether fairly or unfairly.  The world of self-

possessed humans, notes Jüngel, is a world of judgment, of self and of others, from which 

there is no human release.93 

 

Lack of boundaries 

The unfreedom of self-securing concerns not only one’s self-experience, however 

oppressive it may turn out to be.  The predominance of one’s self-relation also gives a 

particular shape to the self, which sets it on a course of progressing relationlessness.  

Self-actualization through works entails a loss of boundaries, resulting in violence both to 

one’s self and to God, yet in such a way that it is fellow humans that bear the brunt of 

one’s unfreedom. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 “Das jüngste Gericht,” Anfänger, 60, 68.  Cf. Jüngel’s statement in Justification, 140: “We use 
our knowledge of good and evil to divert attention from our own evil nature by identifying others 
as evil. … It is no longer a case of being able to decide between god and evil.  Now we are forced 
to do so.” 
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Let us consider the human dimension first.  Jüngel claims: “When we cease to set 

ourselves limits and to affirm the limits imposed upon us by our societary ontological 

structure we deny our humanness de facto.”94  According to Jüngel, there are three types 

of boundaries that pertain to our humanity.  The first two are the Word of God, a 

boundary which we shall take up in Chapter Four, and time and space, that is, the world 

in its totality as a boundary.  These two are ontologically inviolable, in that they establish 

our humanity.  The third type of boundary includes humanly established boundaries 

within the world.95  These boundaries are meant to be transcended in acts of genuine, 

non-totalizing lordship over the world; each act of such transcendence leads to the 

creation of new limits which, in turn, call for further acts of transcendence.96  Problems 

arise when one’s self-relation becomes a totalizing force behind human action, a pursuit 

of lordship without limits.  This brings about a simultaneous collapse and destructive 

distendedness of our human being. 

Our being collapses, because the ‘I’, as tyrannized by itself, cannot avoid self-

alienation, as we have seen.  This is only exacerbated when responsibility for this self-

alienation is shifted onto others.  They are seen as those who have deprived one of self-

security and from whom this security must be wrested back.  “Sinners,” writes Jüngel, 

“are characterized by a belief that they must and can seize their own right.”97  And they 

take it away from others.  They secure themselves at others’ cost.  A self-actualizing 

individual will seek to control his or her worldly relations, to bring them within the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 142. 

95 “Grenzen des Menschseins” TE II, 360. 

96 “Lob der Grenze,” TE II, 376; “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 148. 

97 “Living out of Righteousness: God’s Action – Human Agency,” Essays II, 252. 
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confines of his or her self-relation.  By attempting to do this, one destroys those other 

relations, insofar as they entailed a togetherness which is now perverted into suspicion 

and often hostility.  In the end, the fragility and the apparent enmity even of one’s self-

relation find their expression and confirmation in death, which, as Jüngel points out, is 

the “definitive end of all relations.”98  In death, the relationlessness of the sinner’s being 

is exposed, as the sinner’s final relationship, that to self, is undercut. 

 Beyond day-to-day human interaction, Jüngel does have some interest in how 

this implosion of relationality affects the structure of human communities.  The most 

radical and notorious communal manifestations are, of course, totalitarian regimes with 

their methods of control and surveillance.99  But less ominous social structures, founded 

on a mutual restraint of individual egoisms, do not constitute an exception.  Where the 

“wolf-nature of man” is given up for the sake of a higher entity responsible for order, this 

higher entity, the state, can very easily become “the super-beast.”100  Even in more 

“agreeable” instances, societally reconciled egoisms are ultimately driven by self-interest, 

too – a patronizing self-interest that wishes to be seen as care.101 

In addition to this all-pervading collapse, self-actualizing human being is also 

disproportionately distended, overblown to the point of limitlessness, even to the point of 

divinity (or what it misperceives as divinity).  “The unfree human being is a god-less 

human being who does not wish to be able to renounce his god-lessness and precisely by 
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98 “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 252; Death, 115ff. 

99 “Böse – was ist das?” EmE, 73. 

100 For Jüngel’s critique of Hobbes’ Leviathan, see “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 18-22. 

101 Like any law, such social structures inhibit certain actions but do not resolve the problem of 
person vs. works; they do not make people any less self- and control-seeking. 
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this understands himself as his own god.  But no one can be god by himself and play god 

for himself alone,” Jüngel notes.  Admittedly, one may wish to play god with ostensibly 

the best of intentions, and for the sake of another who, seemingly, does not know any 

better.  But that hardly changes the status of the other vis-à-vis one’s self-relation.  Hence 

Jüngel’s sobering equation: “homo homini deus = homo homini lupus.”102  This god-

lessness, in the end, does violence to God – not only because the human sets him- or 

herself up in place of God, often thus incapacitating others.  It does violence to God also 

because it suggests that to be like God is to exercise totalizing control.  Through reckless 

self-actualization, humans not only leave no room for God, as they ride roughshod over 

all boundaries, but they also seek sanction for this by lying about who and what God is 

(or should be).  Jüngel comments: “human beings miss the nature of the God they assume 

to exist because they themselves want to be as God.  They desire those very predicates of 

deity which apart from God’s loving self-emptying as easily crate a devil as a god.”103 

All in all, an individual bent on self-possession, Jüngel notes, has become 

verhältnislos in both senses of the German term: self-indulgent and knowing no restraint 

(maßlos), as well as relationless (beziehungslos).104  One’s pursuit of self-securing not 

only makes one unfree but makes others hostage to one’s unfreedom. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
102 “Freiheitsrechte und Gerechtigkeit,” TE I, 248; cf. “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 18-22. 

103 FoC, 24.  Cf. Justification, 138: “Unbelief mistrusts God’s goodness by insinuating that God 
does not really give to human beings everything which is good for them.  This is why their 
distrust of God is at the same time a lust for what is apparently being withheld.  And this is not 
God’s divinity; it is what sinners imagine it to be.” 

104 “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 19; cf. “Das jüngste Gericht,” Anfänger, 69. 
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Concluding Remarks 

For Jüngel, as the foregoing investigation has shown, self-determination does not 

deliver the freedom it promises but only reinforces one’s unfreedom.  This captivity has a 

number of facets.  The location and realization of freedom within one’s rational self is 

simply a case of under-determined freedom, because what is bracketed cannot simply be 

ignored.  Freedom must extend beyond rational self-possession into one’s world-being, or 

have its necessary correspondence therein – unless, in one’s praise of freedom, one is 

prepared to turn a blind eye to all manners of worldly unfreedom.  But even if one is not 

prepared to do so, the compulsion constantly to actualize one’s freedom is likewise 

unfreedom, according to Jüngel.  It makes little difference whether this actualization 

concerns the will’s submission to reason’s control, or one’s action in the world.  At 

bottom, self-actualization is unfreedom, in that it makes the individual captive to his or 

her works.  It reduces the person to works.  Again, it does not matter whether the work is 

understood as making an animal rationale out of an animal that is merely rationabile, or 

whether one’s ability to have the world submit to one’s will is concerned.  Self-

actualization means self-destructive existence under the tyranny of one’s own ego. 

What our discussion has also drawn crucial attention to is that, as unfree, humans 

remain indeterminate.  This lack of determinateness stems from the suppression of human 

world-being, which, as we have noted, gives rise to one’s self-relation in the first place.  

The totalizing self-relation is simultaneously imploding and distended.  As bent on self-

securing, humans lose all proportion.  They remain suspended between overcoming their 

fragility and creating themselves as self-secure.  This indeterminacy has not only an 

individual dimension but also a collective one.  In its collective manifestation, it means, 
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according to Jüngel, that humanity as whole lacks a definition.  It has become mysterious 

to itself.  “[W]e moderns,” Jüngel writes, “understand ourselves exclusively on the model 

of our relation to the world: namely as subjects who determine ourselves by our acts” – 

and that regardless of whether this self-understanding is idealist, materialist, existential, 

or positivist?105  Yet, despite the fact that humanity is increasingly (and sometimes 

frighteningly so) able to impose meaning on the world as its object, that is, to 

manufacture the world, which it can then navigate securely and control, it remains 

unclear what being human – in the world and together with fellow humans – really means. 

  

 

BY WAY OF A CONCLUSION:  (THEOLOGICAL) ANTHROPOLOGY 

Jüngel’s goal, as he engages the modern conception of freedom as self-possession 

and self-actualization, is to uncover the contradictions in which the pursuit of self-

possession involves both individuals and humanity in general.  By drawing attention to 

these contradictions, Jüngel wishes both to pose the question of the truth of human being 

and to underscore the absence of an immanent solution to the contradictions he has 

identified. 

In what follows, I shall briefly situate Jüngel’s procedure against the backdrop of 

his claim that God is more than necessary and then, in that light, evaluate the status of 

this chapter’s findings.  This discussion is intended as a foray into our analysis of God in 

the following chapter. 
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105 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 227, 224. 
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God as A Selfless Concept 

Jüngel’s view of God as more than necessary finds its reflection in properly 

oriented theological discourse.  Specifically, it means that the idea of God can be used to 

critique worldly contingencies without the need to be made explicit.  Theological 

discourse can have an ostensibly anthropological point of departure, thanks to which its 

claims may become universally recognizable; yet this point of departure in reality reflects 

the character of God and is governed by the doctrine of God.  How does this work? 

Jüngel argues that theological language, when properly oriented by God’s Word, 

possesses universal anthropological intelligibility.106  This fact is arguably far from self-

evident, especially if one takes seriously Jüngel’s insistence that God must be defined 

with the highest possible specificity, that is, through the cross of Christ.  Jüngel counters 

this fear by pointing out that, because it is none other than the concept of God that is 

involved, and so one capable of “theoretical selflessness,” statements in theological 

anthropology are, in fact, possible without an explicit reference to God.107  This 

“secularized modus loquendi,” Jüngel claims, can speak to the reason even of those who 

are without God and, in the end, enables them to affirm the validity and justifiability of 

such statements.108 

But, significantly, this sort of entry-level universality does not come without a 

price.  When employed in this manner, theological-anthropological language will retain 

its analytical capacity – but, what is crucial, its findings will remain “inherently 
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106 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 126. 

107 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 126. 

108 Cf. “Zur Verankerung der Menschenrechte im christlichen Glauben,” 179. 
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ambiguous [in sich ambivalent].”109  What Jüngel’s means is not so much that 

anthropological discourse will somehow suffer from a lack of clarity, but rather that this 

discourse will do little more than point to a lack of clarity in the being of those it 

addresses. The discourse will bring to light contradictions and inconsistencies woven into 

the lives of those to whom it speaks.  But it will do so without “making things good 

[eindeutig wohltun].”  By raising questions and awakening anxiety – without, however, 

providing an answer or remedy – such anthropologically centered theological statements 

will perform a function that Protestant theology has traditionally associated with the 

proclamation of the law. 

The disambiguation of theological-anthropological statements can only be 

achieved through the gospel: God’s word of address in which God makes God’s self 

known.  Only when the identity of God is made explicit in its utmost concreteness will 

the un-clarity and self-contradiction that is a universal predicament of human being find a 

resolution.110  This said, it should be noted carefully that the gospel here is not a type of 

discourse that follows upon the law’s pronouncements as a solution to the lack which the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
109 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 126. 

110 I remain skeptical of Mark Mattes’s sharp distinction between preaching and what he 
perceives as Jüngel’s “ordering between the divine and the human … established by theory.”  
Preaching, Mattes believes, is the sole way to accomplish this ordering (Mark C. Mattes, The 
Role of Justification in Contemporary Theology [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004], 45; for this 
view Mattes is actually indebted to Steven D. Paulson’s study Analogy and Proclamation: The 
Struggle over God’s Hiddenness in the Theology of Martin Luther and Eberhard Juengel 
[unpublished Th.D. dissertation, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago, 1992]).  However, to say 
that Jüngel is a theoretician and that what he theorizes about does not lend itself to, or is not 
derived (in part at least) from, proclamation is unfair.  Jüngel, it seems to me, makes a conscious 
effort to indicate the proclamatory value and dimension of his theological thought.  But, like 
Barth, Jüngel is less interested in the proper distinction of law and gospel than in their proper 
relation, specifically the relation of the law to the gospel; see “Gospel and Law: The Relationship 
of Dogmatics to Ethics,” Karl Barth: A Theological Legacy, trans. Garrett E. Paul (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1986), 105-126.  I will return to the alleged disjunction between proclamation and 
theory in Chapter Five. 
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law identified and defined.  God is not a quick fix to problems that emerge from within 

human identities, whereby the identities themselves determine the character of the 

solution.  Rather, the gospel is that which clarifies what has been true all along and what 

the law was able to grasp only in an incomplete and distorted manner.  The gospel, in 

other words, clarifies its own truth, the truth.111 

 

 

Intimations of the Problem 

Our analysis in this chapter has drawn attention to the way in which one’s self-

relation emerges from one’s world being.  We have also indicated why the self-relation 

inevitably becomes the dominant relation, crowding out or seeking to control all one’s 

world-relations.  Briefly put: because one is personally responsible for assuring the 

continuity of one’s being, which one does by relating to one’s past and one’s future.  

Self-possession is thus not a modern phenomenon, as both the Augustinian notion of self-

love and Luther’s homo incurvatus in se ipsum demonstrate.  What makes modernity 

distinct is that it defines itself by the concepts of self-possession and self-actualization – 

which in part has to do with the unthinkability and unspeakability of God also 

characteristic of modernity. 

Our analysis has shown, further, that self-possession is, in fact, impossible.  It 

requires constant actualization.  Yet, even if one throws oneself into it with abandon, not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
111 Cf. “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 206.  ‘Lichtung’ is a Heideggerian term with its roots in 
antiquity; see, e.g., B&T 170.  Jüngel can also speak more conventionally about the elucidation 
[Aufklärung] of our lives lived through the light [Licht] of the gospel; see “Das jüngste Gericht,” 
Anfänger, 56. 
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only does this not alleviate the world’s impingement, but, in addition, renders one 

hopelessly mired and tyrannized by one’s own self, by the past, which one has to own, 

and the future, which only tries to live up to or live down the past.  In its impossibility, 

self-possession renders one’s being indeterminate and trivial.  Besides this, self-

possession is impossible, further, in that it leads one to a self-contradiction.  This self-

contradiction – evident in the case of both human action and rationality – discloses 

vaguely that perhaps human being lies in receptivity.  Yet this disclosure only sends one 

back, and with a vengeance, down the path of self-securing.  To allow oneself to receive 

one’s self from the world is to allow one’s self to be destroyed by a world hell-bent on 

self-securing.  To allow oneself to believe is to throw oneself down an abyss of 

unknowability with no guarantee that in its depths one will encounter a god who might 

grant one the self-security one seeks. 

Reduced to its purely anthropological dimension, Jüngel’s critique of modernity 

offers only vague intimations of the problematic situation of humanity.  But it does not 

make the nature of the human predicament specific.  Thus, even when one accepts the 

validity of Jüngel’s argument, one’s desire will still be for self-possession as the only 

possible way of human being in the world.  Anything else is pure fantasy.  One’s desire 

will be for a solution to the problem as one sees it, and the problem concerns how one 

can make oneself free.  Given the vague intimation of the problem, even less so, then, can 

such anthropological critique offer a solution to the contradiction of the fundamental 

human relationality. 

According to Jüngel, one can become free, both from one’s delusion in regard to 

oneself and from one’s impossible way of being, only through being addressed about 
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oneself by the Word of the gospel.  Through this Word, God elementally interrupts the 

continuity of one’s being.  In doing so, God liberates one as a language being and unfolds 

the fullness of one’s relationality. 

 

Our critical task in this study – which explains its own seemingly anthropological 

point of departure – is to ask whether, in Jüngel’s formulation of the doctrine of God, 

God can have the anthropological effects Jüngel ascribes to God.  Or does God 

dangerously border on what this chapter has described as a totalizing self-relation?  With 

these questions, we now turn to Jüngel’s doctrine of God. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
THE CONTRADICTIONS OF DIVINE FREEDOM 

 
 
 

When left to their own devices, humans, Jüngel argues, plunge deeper and deeper 

into unfreedom.  Unfreedom consists in the fundamental human relationality being 

inflected by, and absorbed into, one’s relation to self.  It is a surprising, yet in the end not 

so unexpected, product of a quest to overcome one’s human fragility and in this 

overcoming to possess and secure oneself as more than human.  Jüngel sees human 

freedom in God’s interruption of this distended relation to self.  This, as he calls it, 

“elemental interruption” restores proper proportion and role to one’s self-relation.  It 

brings one’s ontic being into correspondence with human ontological relationality, which, 

though suppressed, has manifested itself in the impossibility of final self-securing and the 

failure of complete self-possession. 

Though Jüngel’s case for human unfreedom draws on both anthropological and 

theological resources, Jüngel’s point is ultimately a theological one.  Only a relation to 

God, as one who is more than necessary, can restore proper balance between one’s self- 

and other-relations.  God alone makes humans free.  For Jüngel, freedom is, properly 

speaking, a divine predicate.  Like all divine predicates, however, it is communicable.  

Humans come to share in God’s freedom and so become truly free.  They do not become 

divinized, but rather, by sharing in God’s freedom, they become properly human.  “The 

human being may be in a human way what God is in a divine way, namely, a free lord 
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over all things and subject to none, and a willing servant in all things and subject to 

everyone.”1 

 I shall postpone further consideration of human freedom till the next chapter.  

This chapter will take up, instead, God’s freedom.  My reason for this ordering has to do 

not only with the fact that God’s freedom is the ratio cognoscendi and presupposition of 

human freedom.  More important for me is subjecting Jüngel’s understanding of God’s 

freedom to close scrutiny.  The argument I wish to advance in this chapter is that Jüngel 

is unable to provide a coherent account of what he identifies as two moments of divine 

freedom: independence and determinateness.  As a result, God emerges from Jüngel’s 

account, despite his intentions to the contrary, as a fundamentally self-related subject.  It 

is with this particular problem in mind that we shall, in the chapter to follow, return to 

human freedom as divinely communicated.  On the basis of the anthropological impact of 

divine freedom, thanks to which humans, in their very humanity, correspond to God, I 

shall then propose a way of eliminating the incoherence in Jüngel’s account of divine 

freedom, as well as its excessively self-relational overtones. 

The argument of the present chapter will unfold as follows.  I shall begin by 

locating Jüngel’s discussion of divine freedom in the broader context of his critique of the 

metaphysical tradition, drawing attention in particular to the freedom of God in God’s 

revelation vis-à-vis the only-apparent freedom of the God of the metaphysical tradition.  I 

shall then outline Jüngel’s understanding of divine freedom, following which I shall 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “Theses on the Relation of the Existence, Essence and Attributes of God,” Toronto Journal of 
Theology, vol. 17:1 (Summer 2001), 67.  The statement is, of course, an echo of Luther’s 1520 
treatise, The Freedom of a Christian.  Cf. also “Die Freiheit eines Christenmenschen: Freiheit als 
Summe des Christentums,” Michael Beintker et al. (eds.), Wege zum Einverständnis. Festschrift 
für Christoph Demke (Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt), esp. 124-25. 
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analyze, in quite some detail, its constitutive moments: determinateness and 

independence.  This chapter will conclude, first, with a discussion of what I take to be 

Jüngel’s attempt, an unsuccessful one, to resolve the tension in his account of God’s 

freedom.  Second, I shall present an overview of external evidence, from Jüngel’s 

interpreters, for the tension analyzed in this chapter, pointing out the one-sidedness of 

their interpretations and their tendency to collapse one of freedom’s moments into the 

other.  This will prepare the ground, in subsequent chapters, for taking Jüngel’s account 

of freedom beyond his formal elaboration as a way of preserving divine freedom’s 

complexity and giving the concept internal coherence.  What I believe is ultimately 

responsible for the disjointedness and ambiguity is Jüngel’s purely formal analysis of 

God’s freedom.  He never considers whether freedom might itself have a concrete, 

trinitarian structure in a manner similar to love. 

 

 

GOD’S FREEDOM 

Jüngel’s Opposition to the Metaphysical Tradition 

Chapter One already touched on Jüngel’s doctrine of God in the context of the 

overall design of his project.  Jüngel’s intention, it will be recalled, is to trace the 

trajectory of western metaphysics – a trajectory at whose end one finds, in the works of 

Kant and Fichte, a declaration of the unthinkability of God.  This declaration, according 

to Jüngel, is hardly a surprise.  Theism conceives of God as the absolute and necessary 

essence.  However, this conception has its starting point not in God but in the self-

reflection of the human subject, who sees itself as imperfect; it is rooted in the 
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speculation of the human subject who determines God’s divinity and then seeks to secure 

God’s existence but in truth strives, above all else, to secure itself through the God it 

postulates.  From an absolute God, existing at the mercy of human reason, it is but a 

small step to atheism, as Jüngel shows.  And even if one does not wish to take this step, 

one cannot but recognize that God’s sublime divinity can only be spared its dependence 

on human rationality when the human subject simply gives up all thought of God.  

Atheism, for its part, is all too eager to pronounce the death of the God of theism, as was 

done by Nietzsche, and to announce liberation from metaphysical thought-forms that, 

allegedly, have only stifled human flourishing.  In atheism the human subject discovers 

that self-securing does not require the theistic God after all.  One is actually encouraged 

to reclaim from this God humanity’s best qualities which have become alienated as a 

result of their misguided projection onto the divine.   

Against this backdrop Jüngel enquires into the conditions under which God can be 

thought and spoken of again.  He concludes that the atheistic pronouncement of the death 

of God is premature, to say the least.  It is premature because theism, of which atheism is 

but a logical outgrowth, has never seriously entertained God’s biblically-attested 

identification with the crucified man Jesus.  Theism has never seriously considered God’s 

death – not as atheism’s pronouncement but as an event of God’s self-definition that 

contradicts all human speculation about God.  Faced with the mirror alternatives of 

theism and atheism, Jüngel turns to the cross as the locale of God’s self-disclosure par 

excellence. 

In this section I wish to revisit Jüngel’s opposition to the metaphysical tradition.  

But I will do so not so much from the perspective of God’s thinkability and speakability 
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as from the perspective of honoring divine freedom.  Freedom, Jüngel maintains, 

properly belongs to none but God; yet, in his freedom, God chooses truly to share 

freedom with his creatures.  Jesus’ cross, according to Jüngel, not only enables speech 

and thought about God; it is the site where God determines God’s own being.  God 

determines God’s being as, among others, liberator and does so freely, on God’s own 

terms, and thus against the better judgment of the theistically-minded defender of God’s 

divine absoluteness.  Jüngel opposes traditional metaphysics because it practically 

deprives God of his freedom.  It excludes the sharing of freedom by God, and, by doing 

so, it leaves him at the mercy of human use and abuse. 

The metaphysical notion restricts freedom to God alone.2  It does so because any 

communication of freedom on God’s part would undermine God’s divinity, which 

consists in being absolutely distinct from all that is not God.  The metaphysical tradition 

conceptualizes God in terms of an infinite substance, pure energy, a prime mover, or a 

perfect and necessary being.  Even when it concludes that God’s essence is ultimately 

unspeakable (or precisely because it makes this claim), it still insists that God is singular, 

allowing of no division, no self-communication, let alone inner opposition or 

contradiction.3 

A super-being of this sort must necessarily be in competition with his creatures 

whose very existence, not to mention self-assertion, poses a direct threat to his godhood.  

This threat is diffused through a number of conceptual moves.  It is claimed, for example, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Consider, e.g., Luther’s assertion contra Erasmus: “free choice is plainly a divine term, and can 
be properly applied to none but the Divine Majesty alone” (The Bondage of the Will [1525], LW 
33:68; WA 18:636; cited in Mystery, 36; GGW 45). 

3 Jüngel traces this tradition back to Parmenides and Aristotle; see “Nemo contra deum nisi deus 
ipse: Zum Verhältnis von theologia crucis und Trinitätslehre,” TE V, 244-45. 
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that if God is, then humans are not.4  If God acts, then human action is negligible, being 

only a modality of divine action (unless it is sinful or evil, but even so, to the chagrin of 

his defenders, God, in order to remain God, cannot be entirely absolved of involvement).5  

If God wills, then humans are an externalization of the divine will, obedient to the point 

of dissolving their will in God’s, or else they are willful, which is a sin and for which 

they will eventually pay.6  If God is free, then humans have no freedom (with the 

apparent exception of some mundane choices where the bondage of the human is happily 

negligible).7 

This situation is hardly improved when one attempts to make a virtue out of 

human self-negation and maintains that it is only out of love that God desires to draw all 

to God’s self and that in the face of such love one simply can do no other but surrender 

one’s self.  If anything, this claim relativizes the notion of love by turning it into a 

modality of divine omnipotence.  It preempts any possible protest by insisting, quite 

axiomatically, that one simply cannot quarrel with love.  But it does not diffuse the 

totalizing and exclusive dimension that characterizes God’s relation to his creation.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 For example, Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, The Divine Names 5.4 (817D); 5.10 (825B). 

5 For example, Luther, The Bondage of the Will, LW 33:176; WA 18:709.  The problem of evil is a 
conundrum par excellence for the metaphysical doctrine of God.  See in this context Jüngel’s 
essay, “Gottes ursprüngliches Anfangen als schöpferische Selbstbegrenzung.  Ein Beitrag zum 
Gespräch mit Hans Jonas über den »Gottesbegriff nach Auschwitz«,” TE III, 151-62.  Jüngel 
speaks here of God’s ongoing creativity; yet it is precisely as Creator that God also limits himself 
for the creature, makes room for the creature, gives the creature time, suffers with the suffering, 
all of which gives suffering eternal value and creates new possibilities where all possibility seems 
to be extinguished.  More to this below. 

6 For example, The Theologia Germanica of Martin Luther, ed. Bengt Hoffman (Mahwah, N.J.: 
Paulist, 1980), 138-39. 

7 For example, Luther, The Bondage of the Will, LW 33:68-70; WA 18: 636-38.  Even Barth’s 
doctrine of election lends itself to such interpretations.  For a discussion and critique, see Hans 
Theodor Goebel, Vom freien Wählen Gottes und des Menschen (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 
1990), 281-92. 
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Jüngel offers this comment on the unenviable fate of the ill-fated competitor: “One could 

then become unstable – yes, so frightened, by such a divine lord whose essence solely 

consists in a concept of abstract omnipotence that one then is only silent about him in 

powerless rage or in powerless contempt.”8  To speak of human partnership with this God 

would not only be presumptuous but also oxymoronic. 

This singular and imperious divinity seems, at first sight, to be completely 

removed from all things human as their absolute antithesis.  The God of the metaphysical 

tradition remains solitary in his godhood.  For the sake of his perfection he cannot be 

affected by transient human affairs; nor does he have any real need of humans, not even 

by his own decision.  Without injury to his perfection, he can truly love only himself: 

“Neminem amat deus nisi deum ipsum.”9  Yet, precisely as supremely divine, this God is 

also supremely manipulable by humans to browbeat others into submission.  Human 

distendedness need not always be openly godless and usurping godhood for itself.  It may, 

in fact, appear to be very pious and even self-deprecating, and, under that mask, be 

expansive and colonizing.  In inter-human relations the word ‘God’ may be used to 

justify all manners of unfreedom that humans inflict on others.  Humans may seek their 

own self-security at others’ expense, as well as control over their world – both in the 

name of God and with the word ‘God’ on their lips.  Jüngel observes, in the context of his 

discussion of human liberation, that tyrannical and being-destructive interruption with the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” T. Hart and D. Thimell (eds.), Christ in our Place: 
The Humanity of God in Christ for the Reconciliation of the World. Essays Presented to Prof. 
James Torrance (Exeter, UK: Paternoster, 1989), 301. 

9 Jüngel credits Spinoza with finally saying it firmly and clearly: “Deus … neminem … amat” 
(The Ethics, Part V, prop. 17; cited in “Nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse,” TE V, 245; see also 
Mystery, 329; GGW 451). 
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word ‘God’ is possible.  The latter, however, is not a divine interruption, and the being of 

God it discloses is, in reality, a mask hiding nothing but humanity’s own distendedness.10  

Humans can easily interrupt others’ lives with the word ‘God’ but, instead of wholeness, 

leave only brokenness in their wake.  Here I again call attention to Jüngel’s equation: 

“homo homini deus = homo homini lupus.”11 

God lends himself to this (ab)use even, and perhaps especially, in the name of 

love, which, because it has no real mooring in God’s being, becomes a handy veil for 

power claims and an excuse for violence.  The philosophical reason why this distant and 

totalizing divinity, antithetical to everything human, can be manipulated with such ease 

lies in the fact that it is nothing but a product of human reason.  Theologically speaking, 

it is a product of “lust for what is apparently being withheld.  And this is not God’s 

divinity; it is what sinners imagine it to be.”12  The God of the metaphysical tradition 

embodies the unassailable godhood for which self-securing humans quest.  His godhood, 

represented by the classical “ways” of negation (via negationis), eminence (via 

eminentiae) and causality (via causalitatis), constitutes a repudiation of that which is 

fragile and an intensification of that which is scarce and hence valued in human existence.  

And it remains a thinly veiled image of humans’ own relationlessness and lack of all 

proportion even when, in a seemingly final act of deference, human thought stops short of 

the divine, calls into question the three ways, and, through a second act of negation, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 300-1. 

11 “Freiheitsrechte und Gerechtigkeit,” TE I, 248. 

12 Justification, 138. 
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proclaims God to be infinitely superior to every predicate and incapable of definition 

(deus definiri nequit).13 

 

 

God’s Free Self-determination 

It is out of concern for divine freedom that Jüngel affirms, in opposition to the 

metaphysical tradition, that God is more than necessary in relation to the world.  Now, 

this must not be taken to mean that God is unnecessary.  Rather, God’s being more than 

necessary overcomes the false alternatives of (theistic) presence or (atheistic) absence, 

both equally forced.14  It allows for divine self-determination and, in this way only, for 

self-disclosure on God’s part.  In freedom, “God is present as the one who is absent in the 

world”15 and so really present – as God and on God’s own terms. 

Jüngel defines God’s freedom as consisting of two, in themselves abstract, 

moments: “(a) self-determination [Selbstbestimmung] as the opposite of alien 

determination [Fremdbestimmung], but also (b) self-determination as the opposite of 

indeterminateness (arbitrariness) [Unbestimmtheit (Beliebigkeit)].”16  In brief, freedom 

consists in independence and determinateness, inseparably conjoined. 

As more than necessary, God is independent.  God is not determined by worldly 

contingencies, and, as such, he has nothing to do with human reason’s flights of fancy.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Cf. Mystery, 231ff, esp. 257-58; GGW 314ff, esp. 350-52. 

14 Mystery, 55; GGW 71. 

15 Mystery, 62; GGW 81. 

16 Mystery, 36; GGW 46. 
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God is neither the ultimate solution to the world’s perceived imperfections nor the final 

conclusion of rational calculation.  In other words, God is not an object necessitated by or 

proceeding from humanity’s need.  Jüngel makes this point pithily:  “God comes from 

God.”17  This assertion, often repeated by Jüngel, constitutes the core of his trinitarian 

doctrine.  It expresses the freedom of God to reveal God’s self on God’s terms instead of 

being a worldly given.  And, as far as God’s being is concerned, it affirms that God, and 

not others, decides who or what God should be.  God’s coming from God means that 

“God stands under no conditions of any kind.”18  Jüngel adds that divine freedom, so 

understood, implies independence not only of outer but also inner necessity.  God is not 

determined by worldly contingencies; more than that, he is under no compulsion, in his 

own being, to reveal himself in any way, let alone to identify with the man Jesus and to 

make this man integral to God’s being.19 

But freedom also entails determinateness – an actual decision with regard to one’s 

own being.  For “without the goal of determinateness [freedom] would be an 

impermissible abstraction” warns Jüngel.20  God is free, truly free, in that he actually 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Mystery, 34, 381ff; GGW 43, 522ff. 

18 Mystery, 35; GGW 44. 

19 This is contra Hegel.  Jüngel remains much appreciative of Hegel’s “grand theological 
accomplishment … a philosophically conceived theology of the Crucified One as the doctrine of 
the Triune God.”  It is precisely this achievement that, in Jüngel’s judgment, enables God’s 
speakability in the wake of Kant.  The theological criticism that Jüngel levels at Hegel is that 
“Hegel’s God needs man” in order to come to himself.  This not only compromises divine 
freedom and love but also exploits and destroys humanity by divinizing it.  Hence Jüngel’s 
insistence on God’s being moved by no inner necessity toward identification with the crucified 
Jesus.  See Mystery, 63-97, esp. 94-95; GGW 83-128, esp. 124-25.  Jüngel, to be sure, avoids 
making humanity necessary to God’s self-realization, but whether he can give as unambiguous an 
account of divine love as he wishes to is, as this chapter will show, quite another story. 

20 Mystery, 36; GGW 46. 
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allows himself to be experienced, “on the basis of his self-revelation,” as the one who 

comes to humanity, the one who loves, and the one who bestows gifts.21  God’s 

determinateness consists even more specifically in “the christological identity of God 

with the crucified Jesus.”22  It is important to underscore here that the import of the cross, 

for Jüngel, is ultimately not merely negative and polemical but also positive.  The cross is 

not only the site of the retrieval of God’s speakability; as the event of God’s 

identification with the man Jesus, the Cross gives expression to the basic presupposition 

of Jüngel’s doctrine of God, namely, divine freedom.  In his freedom, God is that which 

God and God alone decides to be: “God not without man,”23 God in relation to an other. 

 

 

Tension-fraught Freedom 

What can already be gathered from this preliminary foray into Jüngel’s construal 

of divine freedom is that, on the one hand, God is a single subject, with sole prerogative 

over God’s self.  Freedom is a correlate of God’s subjectivity, in that in freedom God 

remains who God is.  This will be especially important for an understanding of God’s 

creativity and God’s prevalence over death.  On the other hand, God enters into a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Mystery, 34; GGW 43.  This is not to say that traditional metaphysics aprioristically excluded 
any special revelation.  What, according to Jüngel, saves theism from complete derailment, is an 
inconsistency that must be recognized as such: what theistic speculation arrives at and identifies 
as God remoto deo, it frequently conflates with a notion of God obtained from another source, 
namely, divine revelation.  Distortion, however, is inevitable and it is usually revelation that bears 
its brunt by being thrust into the alien mold cast by theistic speculation.  See Jüngel’s critique of 
Aquinas’ “five ways” and his relative preference for Anselm’s proof in “Theses on the Relation 
of the Existence, Essence and Attributes of God,” Toronto Journal of Theology 17:1, 58-60. 

22 Mystery, 40; GGW 51. 

23 Mystery, 37; GGW 47. 
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relationship with otherness.  This relationship, as we shall see, is not only one of self-

limitation but also, as love, one that involves reciprocity.  From the viewpoint of divine 

determinateness, God’s subjectivity is a relational subjectivity, realized supremely in 

God’s love for humanity, which leads God to identification with the dead Jesus, in such a 

manner that “God himself is dead.”24 

Together these two moments – independence and determinateness – are said to 

constitute God’s freedom.  In Jüngel’s words, “Only as one who is determined on the 

basis of his self-determination is God a concrete reality [konkret].”25  However, already a 

mere theoretical consideration of the two moments leads one to ask whether – and if so, 

then how – they can be maintained simultaneously as equally weighted focal points.  

Freedom invariably exhibits the characteristics of one at the expense of the other.  And it 

does so in such a way that the gravitational pull of the one moment distorts, or even 

contradicts the other.  This lack of equilibrium is thus clearly not a mere matter of 

emphasis.  It must rather be attributed, in part at least, to a serious discordance between 

the two foci, as well as the absence of a clear set of principles to specify how and under 

what circumstances one of the moments should be highlighted or privileged, so that the 

other one is not undermined. 

What is this discordance?  To begin with, it needs to be noted that independence 

is a presupposition for self-executed determinateness.  It is the point of departure for 

determinateness.  As such, it represents a range of possibilities, infinite perhaps, prior to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Jüngel traces the origin of this pronouncement via Hegel, the seventeenth-century chorale, “O 
Traurigkeit, O Herzeleid,” back to Tertullian; see Mystery, 64-65; GGW 84-85.  The Lutheran 
Service Book (St. Louis: Concordia, 2006) restores the more controversial version of the chorale’s 
second stanza: “O sorrow dread!  Our God is dead, Upon the cross extended” (#448). 

25 Mystery, 36; GGW 46. 
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their closure.  As independence, freedom is a potentiality that appears to be undone 

through its actualization.  By contrast – and somewhat counter-intuitively – freedom, 

understood as self-posited determinateness, is not possibility but the act itself of closure 

of all possibilities but one.  These are very different dimensions: the one implies detached 

self-preservation, the other committed self-limitation. 

Abstractly, it may seem possible to maintain the two foci: freedom as the logical 

presupposition of, or the conclusion to be drawn from, self-determination.  The tension 

between them is diffused (though not eliminated) when only one of the foci is concretized 

while the other remains merely logical or rational.  But God’s freedom, Jüngel insists, is a 

reality, an ongoing reality, a reality permeating God’s entire being-in-act; no dimension 

of it is just a logical construct.  The question then remains how freedom is both a state 

presupposed by the act of self-determination and the reality established in particular 

determinateness that is inter-subjective to boot?  How is independence at once overcome 

through specific actualization only to be re-established with new vigor?  What is the 

concrete reality of divine freedom – concrete precisely in that it accommodates the two 

tension-fraught dimensions: self-preservation and self-limitation? 

Before these questions can be addressed constructively, we must examine how 

Jüngel maintains the two focal points of divine freedom and, in so doing, demonstrate 

that the tension just identified is indeed present in Jüngel’s doctrine of God.  That is, we 

must show that in his discussion Jüngel does in fact oscillate between the one and the 

other understanding of freedom, without accounting for how they cohere with each other.  

We must also show that, as a result, there occurs a distortion of the other moment. 
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FREEDOM’S DETERMINATENESS 

We begin our analysis with Jüngel’s articulation of God’s determinateness.  When 

Jüngel’s writings are considered against the backdrop of their theological milieu, one can 

discern a push, on Jüngel’s part, toward asserting not only the determinateness of God’s 

being but a particularly robust sort of determinateness.  Jüngel locates God’s self-

determining decision in time.  This then enables him to propose a vigorously relational, 

cruciform account of God’s subjectivity and to mine the rich mutuality that God’s being a 

temporal event of love entails.  The following discussion will take up three aspects of 

God’s relational determinateness, as those are articulated by Jüngel: decision, cruciform 

subjectivity and love. 

 

 

Determinateness as God’s Decision 

Jüngel emphasizes, first and foremost, that God’s determinateness is grounded 

solely in God’s decision.  This leads him to reject two splits present in traditional 

metaphysical formulations of the locus de Deo.  The first split is that between God’s 

essence and God’s existence.  Jüngel, as we have seen, blames this conceptual split for 

the trajectory of Western theism, in that the split enabled the human subject to lodge itself 

between God’s essence and existence, declare what God’s essence was to be, and than 

stand in judgment over God’s existence.  Jüngel’s rejection of the split, however, is not 

driven by polemic alone.  The dismissal is intended to underscore that, where God’s 

determinateness is concerned, there is no essence that is given apart from the concrete 

manner in which God exists.  God’s particular existence, his more-than-necessary 
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existence out of himself, is his very essence.  In other words, God determines God’s self 

through God’s very existence.  God alone, in his existence, disposes over God’s being. 

To underscore that God’s self-determination is indeed God’s self-determination, 

Jüngel rejects a further split: between God’s being in God’s self and God’s being in 

relation.  There is no disquieting deus absconditus behind and beyond the deus 

revelatus.26  Nor is there divine aseity that, though somehow knowable, remains 

indifferent to God’s relational self-determining.  We shall discuss this in more detail 

when we consider Jüngel’s account of divine independence.  It will suffice to say here 

that, for Jüngel, self-determined determinateness belongs to God in God’s self. 

The above two points are of particular significance for Jüngel’s understanding of 

divine freedom.  To recapitulate: God alone determines God’s self and for this reason it 

truly is God’s own determinateness.  This fundamental insight owes much to Barth’s 

influence on Jüngel.  But Jüngel wishes to emphasize even more: determinateness is not 

only grounded in God’s decision, but it is grounded in a specific type of decision.  This is 

where Jüngel and Barth diverge, and Jüngel offers his own, temporal construal of God’s 

self-determining decision. 

For Barth, the divine election is God’s primal decision – of fundamental 

significance for both humanity and God himself.  As Barth famously expressed it, “God 

was not alone, nor did He work alone, at that beginning of all His works and ways. He 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 To Jüngel’s appropriation of Luther’s categories that avoids the ethical and ontological split 
within the being of God, a split the threatens to undermine the genuineness of God’s self-
disclosure, see “The Revelation of the Hiddenness of God. A Contribution to the Protestant 
Understanding of the Hiddenness of Divine Action,” Essays II, 120-144; and “Quae supra nos, 
nihil ad nos: Eine Kurzformel der Lehre vom verborgenen Gott – im Anschluss an Luther 
interpretiert,” TE II, 202-51. 
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was not without man.”27  This means that the humanity of Jesus Christ, in Barth’s 

Christology, is emphatically not “a contingent fact of history.”28  Very likely it may mean, 

in addition, that election constitutes not only the ground of Christ’s human being but also 

the ground of God’s own triune being: God is eternally triune because he is his primal 

electing decision.  Jüngel’s own interpretation of Barth tends in this direction.  He writes, 

for example, “we have to understand God’s primal decision as an event in the being of 

God which differentiates the modes of God’s being.”29 

The focus changes when Jüngel states his own position: “The death of Jesus 

Christ … forced a differentiation between God and God…  [T]he divine modes of being, 

Father and Son, … in this death separated into such a great differentiation than which 

nothing greater can be imagined.”30  Though God’s identification with the dead Jesus was, 

it must be added, effected wholly by God, with the resulting differentiation being 

uncoerced31 – it must likewise be pointed out that, in Jüngel’s formulation, there no 

longer is any sense of God’s decision as a primal, inner-trinitarian event aimed at that 

which only is to be beyond God (opus ad extra internum).  Jüngel accentuates, instead, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 CD IV/2, 32. 

28 CD IV/2, 31. 

29 Becoming, 86.  For this reason, Jüngel is eagerly enlisted by Bruce McCormack in support of 
McCormack’s own reading of Barth in a debate which has, particularly within the last decade, 
exercised a number of Barth scholars in the United Sates.  The issue being debated concerns the 
logical relation of Trinity and election.  See Bruce McCormack, “God Is His Decision: The 
Jüngel-Gollwitzer ‘Debate’ Revisited,” Bruce L. McCormack & Kimlyn J. Bender (eds.), 
Theology as Conversation: The Significance of Dialogue in Historical and Contemporary 
Theology. A Festschrift for Daniel L. Migliore (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 48-66; and 
“Election and the Trinity: Theses in response to George Hunsinger,” Scottish Journal of Theology 
63:2 (2010), esp. 207-8. 

30 Mystery, 374; GGW 513. 

31 Mystery, 363; GGW 498. 
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the event of divine love and God’s historical engagement culminating in God’s self-

differentiating identification with the dead man Jesus: “in the event of Jesus’ death, and 

thus at the point where God-forsakenness reached its apex, God became one with this 

man.  God identified himself with Jesus, with this mortal man, so that, in unity with the 

dead man, he might be there for all mortal humans.”32  Not only is there an arguably 

stronger emphasis on actuality over against (its corresponding) possibility, but what is 

emphasized is a specific, unambiguously historical actuality, into which God enters.  This 

actuality is not a mere repetition or realization in time of what has been resolved and 

determined eternally.  Rather, it expresses itself both in the contingency of Jesus’ death33 

and in the resultant – yet entirely gratuitous – self-identification of God with the dead 

Jesus.  In other words, when Jüngel’s theology is seen in the context of Barth’s, by which 

it is undoubtedly influenced, there is a marked shift from that which is largely intra-

divine – that is, the proleptic presence of the man Jesus in God’s eternal self-determining 

decision – to that which is temporal: God’s triune “happen[ing] as love in the death of 

Jesus.”34 

What these two christological elaborations of the doctrine of God share in 

common is a fundamental commitment to God’s own self-determination.  God’s decision 

alone is the ground of God’s being.  As such, this decision is the ground of human being 

only because God makes room for humanity – for Jesus – in his self-determination: “the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 “Was ist ‘das unterscheidend Christliche’?” TE I, 298 (emphases added). 

33 Jüngel discusses the various historical dimensions of Jesus’ death in “Das Sein Jesu Christi als 
Ereignis der Versöhnung Gottes mit einer gottlosen Welt: Die Hingabe des Gekreuzigten” TE II, 
279. 

34 Mystery, 221; GGW 301. 
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triune God affirms us and himself with one and the same yes.”35  What thus constitutes 

the fundament of God’s “ways and works” – for Barth as well as for Jüngel – is God’s 

uncompromisable subjectivity.  In his discussion of Barth’s theological development, 

Jüngel credits Barth with the insight and insistence that “the doctrine of the Trinity 

should be formulated in terms of ‘the problem of the inalienable subjectivity of God in 

his revelation.’”36  For his part, Jüngel, too, affirms that “God is the unconditional subject 

of himself [unbedingtes Subjekt seiner selbst] and as such is accessible only because and 

to the extent that he makes himself accessible.”37 

 

 

God’s Cruciform Subjectivity 

Though the point on which Jüngel differs from Barth seems to echo the standard 

and rather superficial Lutheran criticisms of Barth, according to which Barth locates the 

entire salvation drama outside of history, Jüngel knows better than that.38  His 

temporalization of God’s self-determination is not meant, therefore, to be a corrective of 

Barth in this regard, that is, a relocation of the salvation story from the eternity of God’s 

election into history. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 “Unterbrechung des Weltlebens: Eberhard Jüngel über »Gottes Sein ist im Werden« (1965),” 
Henning Ritter (ed.), Werksbesichtigung Geisteswissenschaften: Fünfundzwanzig Bücher von 
ihren Autoren gelesen (Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, 1990), 138.  Cf. Becoming, 103. 

36 As Barth put it in a 1924 letter to Eduard Thurneysen; cited in Jüngel’s Karl Barth: A 
Theological Legacy, trans. Garrett E. Paul (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986), 38. 

37 Mystery, 158; GGW 212. 

38 A good summary of, as well as a response to, the Lutheran critique can be found in Gerald 
McKenny, The Analogy of Grace: Karl Barth’s Moral Theology (Oxford: University Press, 2010), 
173-5. 
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Rather, Jüngel’s move has to do, as I will show, with the specific character of 

God’s triune subjectivity.  Despite the fundamental commitment, on both Barth’s and 

Jüngel’s part, to God’s being the subject of his own determination, it is on the issue of 

divine subjectivity that Barth’s and Jüngel’s construals of God’s triunity ultimately part 

ways.  Jüngel’s views, as we shall see in due course, are not always as clear as one might 

wish, and one of the tasks of this project is to propose a way in which such clarity can be 

achieved.  However, what remains quite clear is that, whereas Barth’s understanding of 

God’s subjectivity is clearly incarnation-oriented, Jüngel’s understanding of God as 

subject is distinctly cruciform.  This has considerable implications, for two different 

modes of subjective being are, in fact, involved here.  Jüngel, I wish to argue, aims at a 

more unambiguously and robustly relational understanding of God’s being. 

To appreciate the difference between Barth and Jüngel in their respective 

conceptions of the divine subject, let us, first, compare the accounts the two theologians 

offer of God’s subjectivity in revelation.  On this basis I will then provide a precise 

description of what the relationality of the divine subject means for Jüngel. 

For Barth, Jesus of Nazareth is present to God “even before the dawn of his own 

time.”  In fact, “[a]t no level or time can we have to do with God without having also to 

do with this man.39  Significantly, however, even though Barth comes astonishingly close, 

as McCormack points out, to identifying the second mode of God’s triune being (that is, 

the Son) with Jesus, he does in the end shrink back from doing so.40  The Logos and Jesus, 
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39 CD IV/2, 33. 

40 Bruce McCormack, “Participation in God, Yes, Deification, No,” Ingolf U. Dalferth, et al. 
(eds.), Denkwürdiges Geheimnis: Beiträge zur Gotteslehre. Festschrift für Eberhard Jüngel zum 
70. Geburtstag (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004), 369. 
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though inseparable, remain distinct.41  The eternal Logos, as a mode of God’s triune 

being, constitutes, by virtue of God’s primal decision, a stopgap for the historical man 

Jesus of Nazareth.42  Both the presence of Jesus to God in God’s eternity and the 

carefully maintained distinction between the divine Logos and the humanity of Jesus 

mean that God’s revelation in Jesus of Nazareth amounts to a temporal realization of the 

eternally constituted being of God as subject.  The being of God as subject is eternally 

oriented to Jesus who, in addition to being human, is also the incarnate God the Son. 

By contrast, Jüngel views God’s revelation as more than an execution of a 

subjectivity which enters history in its eternally established self-determination and 

orientation.  God’s revelation is, for Jüngel, not only God’s self-interpretation in time.  It 

is also a self-definition: “God defines himself when he identifies himself with the dead 

Jesus.”43  As self-definition, God’s revelation has two dimensions: first, God, as is to be 

expected, can be located only in a particular historical, that is, spatiotemporal, locality, in 

a particular event; and, second, this event is not without impact on the being of God, 

which, aside from God’s revelatory will, is the reason why God is available only in the 

locale of that event.  In the backdrop here is Luther’s emphatic insistence that God not 

only is known but actually “wish[es] … to be recognized in suffering.”  In fact, according 

to Luther, “God can be found only in suffering and the cross.”44  Human salvation 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 “in the eternal election of God [Jesus Christ] is with [mit] God’s Son the first, i.e., the primary 
object and content of the primal and basic will of God” (CD IV/2, 33, emphasis added). 

42 CD II/2, 96. 

43 Mystery, 363-64, see also 221; GGW 498, see also 300. 

44 Martin Luther, The Heidelberg Disputation (1518), LW 31:52-53; WA 1:362 [Theses 20 and 
21]. 
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crucially depends on “God’s death and a dead God.”45  Jüngel takes these Lutheran 

insights to their logical conclusion.  In the Cross God defines himself so completely and 

exhaustively46 that God’s being can be understood in no other way than on the basis of 

the integration of Jesus’ death into it.  This endows the event of the Cross not only with 

epistemological reliability (pertaining to God’s revelatory will) but also ontological 

reliability (pertaining to God’s very being), so much so that “one can experience who or 

what God actually is only on the basis of this event.”47  Jüngel offers the following 

systematic-theological elaboration: 

Christ’s death can be understood no more as a salvation event, one among 
others, or, for that matter, as an event sui generis to be interpreted through 
a presupposed concept of God…  Rather, God’s being is to be understood 
from the event of this death…  Because when, in Jesus’ death, God has 
defined himself as God, then death has ontological relevance for the being 
of God and also for the life of Jesus Christ. For God defines himself not 
with propositions, but with his own being.48 
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45 Martin Luther, On the Councils and the Church (1539), LW 41:103; WA 50:590.  The guiding 
concern behind Luther’s turn to the Cross, a turn exemplified programmatically in both the 
Heidelberg Disputation (1518) and The Bondage of the Will (1525), is to critique the works-
obsessed piety of the late middle ages.  Luther believed that it not only encouraged foolhardy 
confidence in one’s natural powers in relation to salvation but, in doing so, obscured the 
redemptive dimension of Christ’s death.  When confidence eventually gives way to despair over 
the quality and quantity of one’s works, the person is left with nowhere to turn to.  For Luther, the 
Cross is the only source of certainty of one’s salvation; such certainty, Luther holds, can never be 
afforded by works and is, therefore, appropriated not through doing but only in faith.  Jüngel’s 
appropriation of Luther’s theology of the Cross shifts the focus from human guilt before God and 
the question of the certainty of one’s salvation to what are largely epistemological concerns with 
regard to God’s being.  Yet, as I will show in the following chapter, Jüngel does draw 
substantially on the Reformation’s critique of works and on its lifting up of faith as constitutive of 
the person in his anthropology.  In his doctrine of God, this influence is more oblique. 

46 “Das Sein Jesu Christi,” TE II, 277. 

47 Mystery, 221; GGW 300. 

48 “Vom Tod des lebendigen Gottes: Ein Plakat,” TE I, 119 
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As Jüngel puts it elsewhere, the freedom in which God identifies God’s self with the dead 

Jesus constitutes “a substantive moment of [God’s] self-definition.”49 

Jüngel appeals to the Easter proclamation of the resurrection of the crucified Jesus 

to support his view of “the Crucified One as the self-definition of God.”50  The Easter 

kerygma, especially as formulated by St. Paul (Romans 1:4) and his Lutheran 

interpreters,51 constitutes, according to Jüngel, the material necessity of locating God’s 

own being in the crucifixion of Jesus.  The formal necessity of doing so lies in the 

consequences of modern metaphysics and has to do with the recovery of the thinkability 

and speakability of God.  These two necessities, Jüngel claims, exist in fruitful tension.52  

Presumably the formal necessity gives sharpness to the proclamatory impulse and 

extends the scope of its application. 

But what specifically, in terms of God’s subjectivity, does it mean that the 

crucified Jesus is the self-definition of God?  How is Jesus’s death integrated into God’s 

being?  According to Jüngel, God’s free self-determination becomes “concrete 

freedom,”53 in that what takes place in the event of the Cross is God’s self-differentiation 

as Father, Son and Spirit.  Jüngel explains God’s self-differentiation thus: 

By [God’s] identification [with the crucified, dead and buried man Jesus] 
is … understood an event, in which God, who relates himself to himself, 
so relates himself to the man Jesus, who is distinct from him, that, in 
complete unity with this man, God – in the distinction between Father and 
Son – opposes himself; yet in this opposition, which has become 
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49 Mystery, 221; GGW 300. 

50 Mystery, 364; GGW 498. 

51 E.g., Mystery, 37, 205-7; GGW 47, 279-82. 

52 Mystery, 193, cf. 185; GGW 261, cf. 250. 

53 Mystery, 221; GGW 300. 
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unsurpassable through the antithesis of divine life and human death, God – 
as Spirit – remains related to himself.54 

It is also at the Cross, one might add, that the man Jesus is defined as the Son of God.55 

Thus far we have shown that Jüngel posits a temporal location for God’s self-

determination.  The chief implication of this is that, in contradistinction to Barth, it is in 

history, as God reveals God’s self, that God establishes his determinateness as a triune 

subject.  This is a crucial point that raises further considerations about Jüngel’s Cross-

centered articulation of God’s triunity.  These considerations have to do – beyond the that 

or the how of God’s subjectivity yet on the basis of these two – with the what.  The 

question, in other words, is: What exactly does Jüngel gain through this particular 

trinitarian construal?  What is the divine subjectivity that emerges from God’s self-

determination as subject in this particular, temporal manner? 

To answer this question, I shall mention here two influences on whom Jüngel 

draws and from whom he chooses to differ: Barth, to whose critical (though not 

uncritical) impact on Jüngel we have already given some attention, as well as the Roman-

Catholic theologian Karl Rahner.  But before we consider the two theologians, let me 

situate my comments against the broader backdrop of Jüngel’s criticism of traditional 

trinitarian dogma.  Jüngel writes: 

That God became man was for the classical trinitarian doctrine not the 
constitutively determining event of the trinitarian being of God, although 
it [= classical trinitarian doctrine] then derived from that event as a further 
consequence of the basic thought [that God became man].  One could 
think God as God without having thought of the Crucified One as God. 
The death of Jesus concerned the concept of deity, the divine nature, as 
little as the life of this man was significant for the concept of divine being.  
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According to this view, God comes to himself even apart from Jesus.  
God’s freedom, therefore, was conceived of without his concrete self-
determination.56 

What is interesting about this passage is the subtle shift from the incarnation to the death 

of Jesus.  Jüngel is, of course, right that the death of Jesus, in classical trinitarian dogma, 

was not “the constitutively determining event of the trinitarian being of God.”  But he is 

only partially right when it comes to the incarnation.  Luther’s thought, for example, 

offers resources that call for understanding the being of God from the incarnation, or, to 

be more precise, from the communication of properties between the divine and human 

natures in the person of Jesus Christ (as opposed to the more narrow death of Jesus).  I 

believe it is significant that, for all his appeals to Luther, Jüngel does not wish to develop 

Luther’s incarnational model into a full-blown trinitarianism.  Why? 

Let us keep in mind Jüngel’s preference for the Cross versus the incarnation, as 

we now turn to the more contemporary influences who actually share Jüngel’s criticism 

concerning the theological irrelevance and consequent marginalization of classical 

trinitarianism.  Jüngel enthusiastically endorses Rahner’s axiom that the Trinity in 

revelation is none other than the triune God as he is in God’s self, and that the triune God 

in himself is none other than the God revealed.57  “The Trinity is a mystery of salvation,” 

Rahner insists famously, “otherwise it would never have been revealed.”58  If so, “the 

doctrine of the ‘missions’ is from its very nature the starting point for the doctrine of the 

Trinity.”59  So far, so good: Jüngel echoes these comments closely in his own emphasis 
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56 Mystery, 37; GGW 46-47 (emphasis added). 

57 Mystery, 369-70; GGW 506-7. 

58 Karl Rahner, The Trinity, trans. Joseph Donceel (New York: Crossroad, 1997), 21. 

59 Rahner, The Trinity, 48. 
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on God’s self-revelation as the source of God’s knowability.  But, for Rahner, more 

specifically, it is the unio hypostatica, not the Cross, that makes sense of and warrants 

trinitarian dogma.  Jesus as the Father’s Word in the flesh discloses the eternal procession 

of the Word from the Father.  This raises Jüngel’s concern, in that Rahner achieves the 

identity of the immanent Trinity and economic Trinity by viewing the Logos as 

essentially characterized by the property of incarnability.  To put it differently, if Jesus is 

the Father’s Word in the flesh, then, for Rahner, the Logos alone must be both 

enfleshable and to be enfleshed.  The identity of the Logos rests in his predisposition to 

become incarnate.  Jüngel worries that the incarnation, as so grounded in God’s eternity, 

carries with itself overtones of necessity and inevitability. It does not have the same force 

of a historical and contingent demand as does Jesus’ death.  Jüngel asks “whether Rahner 

has considered the hypostatic character of the Son also in the sense of a soteriological 

predisposition, namely, that to the Son of God belongs, as his ontological quality, not 

only the incarnation but also becoming flesh (in the Pauline sense).”  If the latter indeed 

belongs there, as Jüngel maintains, “there can be no compulsion towards the ontic 

execution of this ontological property.”60  God’s freedom must not be compromised.  For 

only in freedom – understood as God’s own decision with regard to God’s self – can 

God’s identification with humanity be a gracious identification.  Jüngel’s polemic with 

Rahner is ultimately carried out in the interest of the gratuity of divine grace. 

Jüngel’s worry in regard to Barth has a somewhat different orientation because of 

Barth’s central emphasis on God’s primal decision of election, in which God determines 
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60 “Das Verhältnis von »ökonomischer« und »immanenter« Trinität,” TE II, 272.  Cf. Reiner 
Dvorak, Gott ist Liebe: Eine Studie zur Grundlegung der Trinitätslehre bei Eberhard Jüngel 
(Würzburg: Echter Verlag, 1999), 315. 
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himself for humanity and humanity for himself.  The divine election is, for Barth, 

explicitly “an election of grace.”61  But, given Jüngel’s departure from Barth, there 

clearly is some uneasiness on his part also with Barth’s incarnation-centered 

understanding of God’s triune being.  As we have seen, Jüngel considers the grace of 

God’s self-determination for humanity to be of fundamental importance.  But for him this 

grace has a very specific dimension.  It is directed not to humanity which has yet to be, or 

to humanity in its humanness; it is directed to humanity afflicted by sin, to humans whose 

lives desperately need God’s elemental interruption of the continuity of worldly being.  

For Jüngel, God’s grace shows itself as grace, in that it embraces, first and foremost, the 

disgraced and God-forsaken one, the crucified Jesus of Nazareth.62 

In order to evaluate Jüngel’s critical reception of both Barth and Rahner, it is 

important to recognize the fundamental commitment of all the three theologians to 

making trinitarian doctrine directly relevant to God’s self-revelation in Jesus Christ.  

God’s revelation in Jesus cannot be understood in any other way than as the revelation of 

the triune God.  On this basis, all three would agree that God must not be viewed as “the 

absolutely self-related essence [das schlechthin selbstbezogene Wesen]”63  What Jüngel’s 

reception of Barth and Rahner evidences in this context is a desire to open up God’s 

triune being, as it were, by providing a stronger account of God’s relation to otherness.  

The incarnation, because it can be variously anticipated in the eternity of God’s being, 
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61 E.g., CD IV/2, 31, 37. 

62 Mystery, 360-1; GGW 393-95.  The irony, of course, is that “Jesus suffers the death which the 
law foresees for the godless, because he identified this godlessness as such” (Mystery, 367; GGW 
503). 

63 Mystery, 369; GGW 506 (emphasis added). 
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remains fraught with lingering overtones of God’s self-contained subjectivity which 

merely or straightforwardly actualizes itself in time.  When God’s self-determination only 

anticipates history – even if in this anticipation it should already presuppose a 

relationship to an other – this self-determination remains imbued excessively with 

notions of lordship, self-possession and self-control.  In addition, it renders the genuinely 

historical dimension of the other – the other’s God-forsakenness and death – of lesser 

importance.  Hans Küng’s warning is pertinent here: “Christology is not only the 

theology of the incarnation which would anticipate the event of redemption and make the 

suffering and death of Jesus a mere appendix.”64 

Bruce McCormack claims that the concept of identification, though not entirely 

clear in Jüngel’s thought, is intended by Jüngel to do the work of the traditional language 

of incarnation, hypostatic union, etc.65  In support of this claim, McCormack invokes 

Jüngel’s discussion of the resurrection kerygma: in Jesus’s death, says Jüngel, “God 

himself happened” by identifying himself with the dead man, with his God-forsakenness, 

and with his life.66  McCormack is, of course, right that Jüngel employs the concept of 

identification in place of the more traditional christological notions to express God’s 

unity with Jesus.  But, I believe, more than Christ’s theanthropic unity is at stake in 

Jüngel’s preference, especially when one observes that the language of identification is 

more conducive to Jüngel’s Cross-centered interpretation of God’s unity with humanity, 
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64 Hans Küng, The Incarnation of God: An Introduction to Hegel’s Theological Thought as 
Prolegomena to a Future Christology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1987), 448. 

65 McCormack, “Participation in God, Yes, Deification, No,” Dalferth, et al. (eds.), Denkwürdiges 
Geheimnis, 368. 

66 “… sich in diesem Tod Gott selbst ereignete” (Mystery, 363, translation altered; GGW 497). 
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whereas the traditional categories call for an incarnational construal of this unity.  Jüngel, 

as we have seen, does not wish to interpret Jesus’ identity through the incarnation.  In this, 

as I have shown, lies his difference from Barth and Rahner.  He follows, instead, 

Wolfhart Pannenberg, according to whom only in the resurrection does God confirm 

Jesus’ pre-Easter claim to be God’s Son.  Importantly, this confirmation, for Pannenberg, 

has retroactive ontological force.67  Despite a different placement of emphasis, Jüngel’s 

claim is essentially the same.  God identifies with Jesus’ death, and with his life only 

retroactively, insofar as he identifies with Jesus death.  Jesus’ life belongs to, and can 

only be made sense of in the context of, his death.  His death, its particular manner, is not 

subsumed under his life as its inevitable outcome; it is rather his death that makes sense 

of his life.68 

Why this reluctance to construe Jesus’ identity on the basis of the incarnation?  I 

am persuaded that what ultimately is at stake here is the triune being of God.  Jüngel 

wants there to be no doubt as to the robustly relational and inter-subjective character of 
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67 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Jesus – God and Man, trans. L. L. Wilkins and D. A. Priebe 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1968), 135-36. 

68 In an early essay, “Jesu Wort und Jesus als Wort Gottes” (1966), Jüngel still appeals to Barth’s 
concepts of anhypostasia and enhypostasia to describe Jesus’ humanity.  For Barth the two terms 
convey that Christ’s human nature, inseparably and simultaneously, is without its own personal 
center of subsistence and subsists in the person of the eternal Logos.  Significantly, even as he 
adopts the terms, Jüngel, already then, distances himself from Barth’s usage and opts for a 
“historical [geschichtlich]” ordering of the two notions, with Easter marking the point of 
transition (TE I, 137).  A decade later Jüngel will affirm Jesus’ status as subject and agent even 
more unambiguously, while at the same time drawing attention to the “fellowship [Gemeinschaft] 
with God which made Jesus, in an incomparable way, an individual, a special, unmistakable 
person in his individual existence and thus, in a certain way, the loneliest of men” (Mystery, 354; 
GGW 485).  The anhypostasia/enhypostasia schema will give way to an assertion, already present 
in the earlier essay (136), that “Jesus’ life and death was an ek-sistence from the coming reign of 
God and an in-sistence on God’s fatherly will” (“Das Sein Jesu Christi,” TE II, 283).  It is 
noteworthy that the language of Jesus’ unparalleled obedience to God’s will – emphasizing his 
subjective act considered from the perspective of his death – eventually supersedes the rather 
incarnationally oriented language of Jesus’ anhypostatic/enhypostatic subsistence. 
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God’s triune being, and he strives to give such an account of God’s trinity in the belief 

that the incarnational model of God’s triunity is ambiguous in its relationality and not as 

clearly inter-subjective.  On Jüngel’s cruciform model, therefore, “the incarnation of God 

cannot be deduced from his being as triune God.”69  Only God’s death can, as in the 

event of his triunity God resolves to identify with the crucified man taking into himself 

all of the latter’s God-forsakenness.70 

A strongly inter-subjective, relational character of God’s subjectivity is what 

Jüngel’s emphasis on the Cross ultimately aims at. To undergird this divine relationality, 

Jüngel underscores, first of all, the freedom of God to engage otherness.  Not inner 

necessity but only sheer grace motivates God to make himself available to the other.  At 

the same time, the Cross, with all its force of historical contingency, assures the robust 

otherness of the other.  Both of these dimensions – the gratuity of God’s relationship and 

the radical otherness of the other – are brought out unambiguously by the inimical 

character of the other.  Identification with the dead Jesus – though it by no means leads to 
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69 Mystery, 221; GGW 300. 

70 It may be worth drawing another contrast with Barth.  In a recent study (The Humanity of 
Christ: Christology in Karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics [London: T&T Clark, 2008]), Paul 
Dafydd Jones has defended quite vigorously the “ontological and agential integrity” (170) of 
Christ’s humanity in Barth’s theology, “suggest[ing even] that God organizes the temporalized 
eternity of God’s second way of being around Christ’s contingent existence” (192).  Yet, despite 
this robust construal of Christ’s humanity, Jones’ model cannot avoid what from Jüngel’s 
perspective are the weaknesses of the incarnational view: it may be relational but it is doubtful 
whether it allows for genuine inter-subjectivity.  Thus, on Jones’ reading of Barth,  “Christ’s 
human essence … actualizes itself alongside the actualization of the divine Son, realizing the 
identity assigned to it in an act of self-constitution” (142, emphasis added); it “take[s] up and 
enact[s] the identity that God proposes” (143); “Christ humanly ‘finalizes’ the identity that God 
assigns him, positing himself as the human assumed by God – even as this action renders his 
human essence ‘secondary’ to that of the divine Son” (143); Christ “enacts perfectly the history 
that God intends” (157).  For Jüngel, by contrast, God’s identification with Jesus only at Jesus’ 
crucifixion allows for a consideration not only of Jesus’ subjectivity, unencumbered by some 
constitutive mission, but, consequently, also of the inter-subjectivity of God’s trinitarian self-
determination through identification with the Crucified One.  
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a distortion of God’s being – does, nevertheless, entail for God a struggle.  Confrontation 

with nothingness forces God to stand against God in this self-identification.71  As God 

stands against God’s self, God stands unambiguously for the other, and, more importantly, 

does so for the other’s sake. 

 

 

God is Love 

An uncoerced and selfless embrace of the other, for the other’s sake, is what, 

according to Jüngel, characterizes love.  The Cross thus allows one to give an account of 

divine subjectivity not only as relational and inter-subjective in a further unspecified 

sense but specifically as a subjectivity in which love plays a constitutive role. 

Before we explore what it means for God to be a loving subject, it is important to 

clarify the relation between God’s love and human love.  “To think God as love is the 

task of theology,” Jüngel insists, its task par excellence.72  As we embark on this task, we 

will invariably work with a “pre-understanding” of love.  There is nothing wrong with 

this: we actually must, says Jüngel, “first ask[] about the essential meaning of the word 

‘love.’”  Care must be taken, however, not to deduce the being of the triune God merely 

“from the logic of the essence of love,” apart from God’s historical self-determination.  

To affirm that God is love can be done only on the basis of the New Testament 
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71 Mystery, 221, 363; GGW 300, 498.  Jüngel makes use here of “Goethe’s mysterious statement” 
– “Nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse” – which functions as the epigrammatic clasp holding 
together trinitarian explication and the theology of the Cross.  To the genealogy and the 
theological utility of the saying, see Jüngel’s “Nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse: Zum Verhältnis 
von theologia crucis und Trinitätslehre,” TE V, 231-52. 

72 Mystery, 315; GGW 430.  This entire paragraph is based on Mystery, 315-17.   
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proclamation of the Cross.  This procedure is observed, for example, in 1 John (4:8); we 

have tried to observe it here, as well.  It respects God’s self-determination, God’s own 

subjective act.73  It is then God’s identification with the dead man Jesus that discloses that 

God’s “being as subject in a trintarian way” coincides with what humans know as the 

essence of love.  Moreover, it gives further specificity to our essential understanding, 

particularly when we consider that, while humans love, God is love.  Taking all this into 

account, Jüngel warns that theology, in its task of thinking God as love, must, on the one 

hand, make sure that the essence of love is preserved: as love is predicated of God, it 

“may not contradict what people experience as love.”  On the other hand, even in this 

coincidence and especially because of it, it is necessary to distinguish between the event 

of God’s love and human love, with a view to doing justice to God’s ontological 

subjectivity. 

In what follows, I shall, first, discuss Jüngel’s articulation of the essence of love, 

both from a formal and a material angle.  Particular attention will be paid to Jüngel’s 

emphasis on reciprocity.  I shall then focus on that which, in the event of God’s love, 

exceeds the speculative definition supplied by Jüngel, namely, divine love’s spontaneity 
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73 Jüngel is generally rather scathingly critical of Ludwig Feuerbach, but it is a criticism not 
without appreciative points.  The fundamental lesson that, according to Jüngel, must be learned 
from Feuerbach, is “not to differentiate God and love ontologically in the sense that God’s being 
is not defined by love” (Mystery, 316; GGW 432).  But Jüngel immediately cautions, contra 
Feuerbach, that it is illegitimate to conclude, on the basis of God’s being his self-determination as 
love, that God and love are interchangeable: while one must assert that God is love, one is not 
thereby authorized to declare that love is God.  Love must not be transferred to the subject 
position and God made the predicate.  God is not Feuerbach’s logical subject of a logical 
predicate, which enables transference between the subject and the predicate.  He is not, to put it 
differently, shorthand for human phenomena.  God is a non-transferable ontological subject.  
Because God is more than necessary, God’s inalienable subjectivity can be acknowledged only in 
faith.  Unlike reason, with all its objectifications, faith acknowledges God’s fundamental 
ontological subjectivity.  See “Nihil divinitatis, ubi non fides,” Zeitschrift für Theologie und 
Kirche 86 (1989), 219. 
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and creativity.  Here I shall emphasize the impact of divine love on the creature.  This 

will, finally, lead me to pose the question of reciprocity again and the impact of God’s 

relation to the creature on God himself. 

 

Love and death 

In his discussion of love, Jüngel focuses not only on selflessness and other-regard 

where those concern the beloved; his preoccupation is with the subject of love, God.  

Where the lover is concerned, Jüngel is careful to note, love has as its two dimensions 

both agape and eros – it is not wholly devoid of a relation to oneself.  But it is a self-

relation of a particular sort.  Love involves both estrangement from, and newness to, 

oneself.74  As one relates to the beloved, one surrenders oneself to the beloved, and 

receives one’s being from the beloved – and only in this way does one relate to oneself.  

“I am united with myself in a new way in that … the beloved Thou, coming closer to me 

than I am able to be to myself, brings me close to myself in a new way,” asserts Jüngel.75  

Significantly enough, when Jüngel speaks of the beloved coming closer to me than I am 

able to come to myself, this is not a mere trope.  He suggests rather that love inevitably 

involves a self-differentiation – not only in the case of God but also humans.  “Self-

differentiation as the implication of identification with another is … the expression of the 

fact that that other profoundly defines my own being from outside of myself.  That other 
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74 “Eros is to be understood as the process of attraction to another person without which a person 
knows that he is not complete. … [L]ove … will not exclude eros from itself. … [A]gape is a 
power which integrates eros” (Mystery, 337-8; GGW 461-64). 

75 Mystery, 324; GGW 444. 
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one steps between me and me, so to speak.”76  Love consists in allowing room for the 

other – for the beloved – within one’s own being.  I will discuss the anthropological 

implications of this statement in the next chapter.  Here it will suffice to note that all of 

the above statements can be summed up in Jüngel’s structural, formal definition of love 

“as a still greater selflessness in the midst of a great (and justifiably so) self-relatedness, 

and accordingly as a self-relation that, in freedom over itself, goes out of itself, shares 

itself and gifts itself.”77 

In material terms, love, declares Jüngel, is “the event of the unity of life and death 

for the sake of life.”78  It is important to observe what Jüngel means by death here.  In 

anthropological terms, death has to do with the radical change that love brings with itself, 

a complete change of one’s way of being-in-the-world.  In love one relates to the beloved, 

in order unreservedly to give oneself, more than that, to surrender oneself to the beloved 

Thou.  One thus dies to one’s old self.79  And one receives oneself, as we have observed, 

as a new, self-differentiated being.  But, crucially, the dimension of death seems to linger.  

There is an apparent vulnerability that comes with love as such: “The existence from the 

other is an existence which is burdened with the potential of [the lover’s] own 

nonbeing.”80 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 Mystery, 363; GGW 498. 

77 “Das Verhältnis von »ökonomischer« und »immanenter« Trinität,” TE II, 270.  Cf. Mystery, 
317; GGW 434. 

78 Mystery, 317; GGW 434. 

79 Mystery, 323; GGW 442. 

80 Mystery, 324; GGW 443. 
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The vulnerability evident in these definitions is worth noting.  It expresses itself in 

a scarcity of being, in that the lover surrenders his or her being to the beloved; and it 

manifests itself in a simultaneous plentitude of being which is the lover’s but only as 

received from, and together with, the beloved.  The lover thus not only has died to him- 

or herself, insofar as both essentially and existentially he or she is a new (kind of) being, 

but the lover never ceases to be in this state of death-to-self and self-reception.  Only 

because the lover relates to the beloved does he or she also relate to him- or herself.  The 

lover, of course, does all this gladly. 

 

God’s creative love 

God’s self-determination through identification with the crucified Jesus does 

appear to correspond to the above definitions.  There is a sense in which the beloved, 

when embraced, impacts the being of God in God’s triune self-differentiation.  But there 

is also a curious shift, as far as I can tell completely unacknowledged by Jüngel, that is 

evident at two points: where Jüngel locates death and where he locates the reception of 

being.  God’s self-determination does not involve death, as it functions in the essential 

definition of love, that is, as a threat of non-being in the face of the beloved.  It involves 

instead the very real death of the beloved, the human death of Jesus of Nazareth. This 

death, in addition to its actual, biological dimension, is the cursed death of one who, for 

his righteousness, is unjustly judged to be a criminal and who experiences the violent 

irony of this judgment as God-forsakenness.  It is with this death of another that God 

identifies in his self-determination.  He identifies with it to such a degree that, in the self-

differentiation between the Father and Son, Jesus’ death becomes God’s own death, a 
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death that God makes God’s own.  In consequence of this self-differentiation, God makes 

room for death itself in his triune being.81  But, oddly enough, it is not God who receives 

his being in vulnerable openness to the other.  Rather, it is the vulnerable other on whom 

being is bestowed.  As for God, God’s identification with Jesus remains an exclusive self-

determination.  At no point does God’s existence seem like an “existence from the other 

… burdened with the potential of [God’s] own nonbeing,” whereby “the other profoundly 

defines [God’s] own being from outside of [God’s ]self.” 

To appreciate why this shift happens, as Jüngel at this crucial juncture conflates 

the various modalities of death, and moves rather too easily from one to the other, we 

must keep in mind that there are two things which Jüngel wishes to do justice to: the 

spontaneity and the creativity that he associates with God’s love.  The shift is intended to 

demonstrate that God loves out of himself and does so in an inherently creative manner.  

God does not need a lovable object to spark his love.82  For this reason God is able to 

involve himself with the utter lovelessness of a particular man, with the very inimical 

force – nothingness – that has rendered this man loveless beyond all hope.  And in that 

desperate situation, against all odds, love prevails over death and enables life to triumph. 

What happens when God’s love ventures into nothingness?  Jüngel holds that 

when God prevails over nothingness – when God makes room for nothingness and its 

representative, death, within God’s being83 – he does not leave nothingness to itself.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
81 Mystery, 364; GGW 498. 

82 Mystery, 327; GGW 448. Jüngel follows here in the footsteps of Luther, who, in the final thesis 
of his Heidelberg Disputation, stated famously: ‘The love of God does not find, but creates, that 
which is pleasing to it’ (LW 31:57; WA 1:365). 

83 Mystery, 221; GGW 300. 
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Rather, “he contradicts and resists the annihilating power of nothingness” and, in doing 

so, defines it.  In itself, nothingness is unlocatable, indeterminate, and without being.  

Because of this, it is aggressive and expansive – “it wants everything.”84  But, as it 

annexes being to itself, it annihilates it: it extinguishes not only the actuality of being but 

also all possibility.  From nothingness, nothing can be salvaged or derived. God’s act of 

defining nothingness as integral to God’s self involves both nothingness and God in what 

becomes a struggle between being and non-being.  In this struggle, nothingness is 

transformed, in unity with God, into perishability.  And what, according to Jüngel, is 

distinctive about perishability is possibility: “The perishable tends, as what is perishing, 

back toward the possibility out of which it came.”85  God’s reining in of nothingness thus 

gives rise to possibility.  And possibility, Jüngel insists, must not be understood in 

Aristotelian terms as a deficiency, but as the absolutely creative power which opens up 

new avenues, even where nothingness seems to have carried the day and, what is equally 

important, even in dead-ended actuality.  Possibility has to do with capacity and promise.  

In the Cross, possibility takes the form of belief in the resurrection of Jesus from the 

dead.86 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
84 Mystery, 219; GGW 297. 

85 Mystery, 216; GGW 293. 

86 Mystery, 216-8; GGW 293-96.  Jüngel’s approach to nothingness, in contradistinction to 
Barth’s, further highlights the cruciform, relational nature of God’s subjectivity.  God defines and 
determines, “contradicts and resists the annihilating power of nothingness” in and for the sake of 
his relationship with the crucified Jesus.  God does not involve himself in nothingness, Jüngel 
holds, “in order to destroy nothingness but rather so that nothingness will be drawn into God’s 
history” (Mystery, 219; GGW 297).  As that which has engulfed Jesus and thus become the 
beloved’s defining characteristic, nothingness is taken on by God and transformed into a fount of 
possibility.  Thus, because of God’s relational intervention into the struggle between being and 
non-being (specifically, into the death of Jesus by crucifixion), God is in no other way than in 
unity with perishability, whereas the dead Jesus is the risen Son of God.  In his struggle with 
nothingness, God establishes his subjectivity as unquestionably relational.  By contrast, Barth 
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Divine self-relatedness or selflessness? 

Keeping in mind this creative impact that God’s love has on the beloved, let me 

now return to the issue of love’s inter-subjectivity in regard to God’s own being.  I have 

underscored Jüngel’s localization of God’s cruciform self-determination in temporality 

not only in negative terms, as a counter-(a)theistic move, but also in positive terms as an 

attempt to give expression to the inter-subjective character of God’s self-revelation.  This 

inter-subjectivity is particularly evident in the early Christian kerygma, and it is preserved 

in its later reception in the two-natures Christology.  What lends support to this construal 

is Jüngel’s interpretation of God’s revelation as love, more than that, as love that is not 

fundamentally different from the human experience of love. 

Love, to state the obvious, involves a lover and a beloved.  This said, what strikes 

one in Jüngel’s account of love as such is the remarkable passivity of the beloved.  

Admittedly, the beloved “comes closer to me” and “profoundly defines my own being.”  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
views God’s assault on nothingness as grounded in the incarnation.  This means that God’s 
struggle against nothingness is not constitutive of God’s self-determination as such; it is rather 
carried out by the incarnate Word on behalf of humanity in “ratification of the faithfulness which 
[God] pledged to the creature when He made it.”  Barth writes: “when the Word of God became 
flesh, God took up the cause of sinful man enslaved to nothingness [das Nichtige] and subject to 
sin, putting His creative will into operation…  Himself becoming a creature, and attacking and 
overcoming that which offended Him, He has dealt with it also as an offence to His creature, and 
completely destroyed it” (CD III/3, 309).  Two corollaries are worth noting here.  First, for Barth, 
the whole life of Jesus, not just the crucifixion, constitutes God’s exposure to nothingness: “In the 
incarnation God exposed himself to nothingness even as this enemy and assailant … [and] the last 
and true form in which Jesus exposed himself to this total enemy is that of His crucifixion” (311).  
Yet, despite this exposure, nothingness has no impact on God.  The divine subjectivity is already 
determined, and what defines it is its lordship and claim on humanity.  It comes as no surprise, 
therefore, that Barth makes no mention of either God’s unity with perishability or the 
transformation of nothingness into possibility – both of which, for Jüngel, are constituents of 
God’s relational subjectivity.  Second, with there being no room or role for nothingness, however 
transformed, it can only be destroyed.  As “that which God does not will”, “ as the “negation of 
his grace,” and simply put “evil” (352-3), nothingness is in Christ “consigned to the past … 
destroyed … routed and extirpated” (363).  Barth’s treatment of nothingness reinforces his 
incarnational view of God’s subjectivity that lacks the bold inter-subjective dimension of Jüngel’s 
view. 
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Yet what is not obvious is whether this involves any actual action on the beloved’s part, 

or whether it is merely the lover’s self-perception.  True, “the I who truly loves promises 

itself nothing.”  It is also true that “Love itself promises new being.”87  But the emphasis 

should be on the word ‘promises.’  The threat of the lover’s own non-being is a real threat, 

as Jüngel points out.  But it can only be real because the beloved is a subject, rather than 

mere object, of the lover’s love.  What distinguishes love from both abstract eros and 

abstract agape is the togetherness that love gives rise to.  For such togetherness to take 

place, however, the beloved must respond to the lover’s love. The beloved must 

recognize him- or herself in the lover’s self-determination for the beloved’s sake and, in 

turn, affirm it for the lover’s sake.  The beloved’s reciprocation can neither be taken for 

granted, nor can it be dispensed with, as some of Jüngel’s statements might suggest.  To 

be sure, love is not motivated by this response, but even unconditional love aims at this 

response.  In short, there is no love – understood as a genuine inter-subjective relation – 

without reciprocity.88 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87 Mystery, 321; GGW 439, 440. 

88 It is not only togetherness, as the goal of love, that calls for reciprocity but also Jüngel’s 
integration of eros within agape, a move whose reciprocal potential Jüngel does not quite realize.  
Jüngel, as noted earlier, integrates eros within agape for the sake of the lover’s transformation – a 
renewed self-relation on the lover’s part that only follows on the heels of the lover’s relation to 
the beloved.  But this integration of eros cannot be seen as merely bringing one’s self-relation 
within the purview of agape.  It also, I wish to argue, eliminates abstract agape that simply erases 
the particularity of the beloved.  By itself, while agape does not instrumentalize the other in the 
same way as eros does, it, nonetheless, remains unable to regard the other as an end.  Neera K. 
Badhwar has shown that Andreas Nygren’s influential conception of agape as unconditional love, 
insofar as it denies the worth or lovability of the individual, denies that the individual is loved for 
his or her sake (“Friends as Ends in Themselves,” Alan Soble [ed.], Eros, Agape, and Philia: 
Readings in the Philosophy of Love [St. Paul, MN: Paragon House, 1989], 172-73).  The 
integration of eros within agape thus allows not only for a radical transformation of the lover’s 
self-relation, but, more specifically, it allows for a transformation of the lover in which, crucially, 
the beloved plays a reciprocal role in his or her subjective particularity. 
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Two objections could be raised here.  First, one could point out astutely that in the 

event of the Cross the beloved cannot reciprocate.  The beloved is dead.  But one could 

retort that Jüngel’s emphasis on creativity should allow all the more for the beloved’s 

response.  Jesus is – in all his graceless God-forsakenness – graciously caught up into the 

livingness of God.  God prevails over death.  Yet, despite this victory of life and 

selflessness, reciprocation does not seem to be no among the possibilities that arise from 

it.  Second, one could also object that, in the death of Jesus, God actually identified with 

the history of Jesus, with Jesus’ entire life, which he had lived by receiving himself from 

God.89  Though one could indeed read this as inter-subjective mutuality, on God’s part it 

appears to come inexplicably late, when the possibility of reciprocal togetherness is 

extinguished and not quite revived.  In response to both of these objections, it is 

necessary to insist that to the early Christian kerygma (as Jüngel knows, of course) 

belongs not only the Cross but also the proclamation that the Crucified One had been 

raised from the dead by God (the Father) (1 Corinthians 15:1-8).  Jüngel’s account of 

God’s being as a cruciform event of love, as we have seen, emphasizes the beloved’s, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89 Mystery, 301; GGW 411.  Jesus’ entire existence, as evidenced in his proclamation of God’s 
kingdom, exhibits “the being of the Son of God … [who] receive[s] himself totally and 
completely from God the Father … [and] want[s] to be nothing for himself,” who, in other words, 
understands himself as conditioned by the in-breaking of the kingdom of God (“The Dogmatic 
Significance of the Question of the Historical Jesus,” Essays II, 113-14; cf. 103).  The Cross then 
represents the final recognition of Jesus’ existence as God’s Son and conclusive definition of this 
status through God’s self-differentiating embrace of the dead man.  It bears repeating that Jüngel 
understands Jesus’ theanthropic personhood in this precise manner, i.e., relationally.  In so doing, 
he continues the Lutheran transformation of Chalcedon’s rigid understanding of Christ’s two 
natures.  They are to be distinguished.  But distinction may lead to a surprising nearness.  Luther 
understood this nearness in terms of the communicatio idiomatum; Jüngel construes it as a 
mutually determining relation.  Jesus is divine precisely in his humanity.  By not usurping (false) 
godhood for himself, Jesus distinguishes himself from God.  In this self-distinction, he remains 
truly human.  As truly human, however, “Jesus … ek-sists totally and completely from the Father 
and therefore in-sists on God’s parental will.”  As such, as God’s Son, he is, at his crucifixion, to 
be identified with God himself.  Ibid., 116-17.!
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rather than the lover’s, death and reception of being, and does so explicitly for the sake of 

divine creativity.  So it comes as somewhat of a surprise that this creativity is presented 

only in terms of nothingness becoming perishability and the rather vague assertion that 

“in the event of the resurrection of Jesus from the dead” God ascribed “an eternal future 

to this period of time [i.e., Jesus’ life].”90 

The point I am making here is that Jüngel’s account of God’s self-determination 

as an event of love does not seem to go much further than God’s self-differentiation 

which includes the crucified man, to whom God relates, as one crucified, in God’s 

definition of God’s own being.  The crucified Jesus, as already mentioned, moves the 

eternal being of God to a trinitarian self-definition.  But can one speak here also of God’s 

openness to receive one’s being from the beloved, of a real threat by the possibility of 

nonbeing? 

Before we answer this question, we must keep in mind the following.  First of all, 

Jüngel characterizes the Cross as divine self-limitation.  In God’s identification with the 

dead Jesus there takes place a self-limitation (Selbstbegrenzung) on God’s part – a self-

limitation that is willed by God.  God’s freedom, Jüngel claims, can, in fact, limit itself.  

What is this self-limitation?  At the Cross, divine power withholds itself, as it were, for 

the sake of God’s identification and unity with the depotentiated; but, because this self-

identification is a relational event – involving a differentiation between God and God – it 

opens up new and powerful possibilities, as God the Father, through God the Spirit, 

relates to him who now is the Father’s Son in the Son’s utterly desperate predicament.  

Powerlessness thus turns out to be true power – the power of God’s love, the power of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
90 Mystery, 301; GGW 411. 
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creative possibility.91  The stage, it would seem, is set for the beloved’s role.  This point 

is reinforced when one considers, further, that, in so identifying with the dead Jesus, God 

does not contradict God’s being.  Rather, God corresponds (entspricht) to himself.92  

Jüngel draws attention to God’s self-correspondence so as to rule out any notion of self-

abandonment (Selbstaufgabe) on God’s part.93  The Cross is emphatically not an act of 

divine kenosis, an act in which God divests himself of his deity.  To interpret the Cross 

this way would be to miss its point and to draw a mistaken conclusion.  As an act of 

divine love, the Cross is an act of God’s self-correspondence that discloses the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 John Webster claims that Jüngel “somewhat confusingly” uses the language of identity and 
unity alongside of that of God’s identification with Jesus.  Identification, unlike the former two, is 
an event, Webster points out.  The concept, therefore, “serves additionally to highlight the 
freedom of God in the event of Jesus’ death.  God is not in any simple way the same as the 
crucified; his manifestation of himself does not mean complete disclosure or availability” (John 
Webster, “Jesus in Modernity: Reflections on Jüngel’s Christology,” Word and Church: Essays 
in Christian Dogmatics [Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2001], 176; cf. Webster’s Eberhard Jüngel: An 
Introduction to his Theology [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986], 145).  While 
Webster is correct that “God is not in any simple way the same as the crucified,” what he 
identifies as the point of contrast (identity vs. identification) misses the point Jüngel seeks to 
make and leads to confusion about Jüngel’s language.  Jüngel is actually quite precise in his 
employment of all these terms.  Simple identity and unity of God with Jesus would mean a self-
emptying on God’s part.  The language of identification and the concomitant self-differentiation 
on God’s part ensures that God’s identity and unity with Jesus are not at the same time a kenosis.  
They indicate rather that the beloved plays a constitutive role in the lover’s self in such a way that 
the lover does not exist other than with the beloved.  In trinitarian terms: as the Son, God is 
completely and truly one with Jesus; as the Father, God stands against God’s-self-in-God’s-
identity-with-Jesus and yet, in the Spirit, God continues to relate to God’s self as Father and Son, 
and so remains one God in God’s inter-subjectivity.  “In light of God’s identification with one of 
his creatures, even with the man Jesus, trinitarian thought, if nothing else, allows one to escape 
having to think of God’s relationless identity with his creation and enables one to think God in 
relation to his creation, in praedicamento relationis,” says Jüngel (“Gottes ursprüngliches 
Anfangen,” TE III, 159).  Failure to comprehend the precision with which Jüngel uses language 
here lies also at the bottom of Michael Murrmann-Kahl’s rather unfair claim: “Jüngel’s speech of 
‘God’s identification with’ remains the logic of a monadic, but not trinitarian Subject and arrests 
his inner movement towards identity” (“Mysterium trinitatis?”  Fallstudien zur Trinitätslehre in 
der evangelischen Dogmatik des 20. Jahrhunderts [Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1997], 127). 

92 Mystery, 346; GGW 474. 

93 “Säkularisierung – Theologische Anmerkungen zum Begriff einer weltlichen Welt,” TE II, 289; 
Becoming, 122. 
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uncompromisedly relational character of God’s subjectivity, so uncompromisedly 

relational that it reaches into, and takes into itself, lovelessness and the expansive 

ugliness of death.94  By embracing it, God does not abandon his being, contradict himself, 

or become something other than God.  Self-limitation, Jüngel declares, belongs to the 

“mystery of love.”95 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94 It is against this backdrop that we must understand Jüngel’s claim that God is against God in 
his identification with the Crucified One.  Jüngel’s assertion is an indication of God’s robustly 
inter-personal subjectivity, a subjectivity that opens itself up to another even in this other’s 
deformity.  This can be seen even more clearly once we have contrasted Jüngel’s view with 
Barth’s rejection of the possibility of God’s being against God in Barth’s incarnational construal 
of God’s subjectivity (CD IV/1, 184-186).  To be sure, the incarnate Word “enters into our being 
in contradiction … [and] takes upon Himself its consequences”; yet, Barth insists, “It is not for us 
to speak of a contradiction and rift in the being of God” (186, emphasis added).  Barth 
emphatically rejects the view that it pleased God, in his redemptive work, “to deny the 
immutability of His being, His divine nature, to be in discontinuity with Himself, to be against 
Himself, to set Himself in self-contradiction” (184).  For Barth, God acts always “within God’s 
nature” (186).  The possibility of the incarnation cannot thus lie in God’s determination to be 
“God against God” (184).  What is interesting about these statements is that they presuppose an 
identity – the Word, whether incarnate or to be incarnated – within God’s eternal triunity.  This 
identity is closed, as it were, in its determinacy.  Consequently, what Barth focuses on is not 
divine subjectivity in its relational unfolding but a potential change of God’s essence or nature, 
which he denies.  Barth affirms a non-negotiable self-consistency on God’s part: by becoming 
human God does not deny his divinity.  Jüngel likewise considers it essential to affirm that God’s 
actions are never out of character: to identify with the dead Jesus is not inconsistent with God’s 
being.  But this does not mean that, in the actual commitment to the beloved, God cannot be 
against God.  With this, Jüngel shifts his consideration of the axiom from substantive to 
subjective being.  In his identification with the crucified Jesus, we indeed have to do with God’s 
being against God, with death, in its many dimensions, impacting the being of God as subject.  
God is now identical with the Crucified One, but this identity is at the same time manifested as 
God’s being the Son standing over against God’s being the Father.  Both subjective identities, 
however, are united in their mutual opposition by the Spirit, the bond of love.  Even with God 
against God, “God does not contradict himself” – the doctrine of the Trinity gives expression to 
this fact (Mystery, 346; GGW 474).  Thus, in God’s identification with the crucified Jesus, we 
have to do with an event of divine love which leads to a trinitarian self-differentiation of God’s 
being, whereby the “maxime contraria” (Luther’s phrase, LW 5:219; WA 43:580) become 
accommodated by an even stronger relationality.  See especially “Nemo contra deum nisi deus 
ipse,” TE V, 251-52. 

95 “Gottes ursprüngliches Anfangen als schöpferische Selbstbegrenzung,” TE III, 156.  Jüngel 
formulates this view in response to the kenotic notion of God put forth by Hans Jonas in a 1984 
lecture at Tübingen University (ET: “The Concept of God after Auschwitz. A Jewish Voice,” The 
Journal of Religion 67:1 [January 1987], 1-13).  For Jonas, God, by virtue of the creative act, 
abdicates his omnipotence and, as a result, ends up being not only limited but also essentially 
altered.  Jonas affirms, in this context, a self-renunciation and a becoming that God undergoes.  
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Given that God’s self-limitation is also God’s self-correspondence, the crux of the 

matter lies in how one interprets the fundamental relationality that characterizes God’s 

being and comes to expression in the event of the Cross.  God identifies with the dead 

man and so comes to stand, as Son, against God, as Father; though this opposition 

between life and death within God’s being is, by all appearances, insurmountable, God 

overcomes it for the sake of life, in that God, as Spirit, continues to relate to himself by 

being the bond of love between the Father and his dead Son.  What is of particular 

interest to us here is the sudden appearance of the Spirit.  Does the Spirit’s reconciling 

presence as the bond of love reflect a divine self-relatedness that is there prior to the 

event of the Cross?  It would appear so.  Because God is fundamentally relational, God 

can identify God’s self with the dead Jesus without self-abandonment.  Further, God can 

identify with Jesus spontaneously, out of God’s very self.  Hence just as one must not 

speak of God’s renunciation of divinity, one must likewise, with reference to the material 

dimension of love, not speak of God as somehow redeemed from a prior absolutizing 

self-relation by an act of love.  To put it differently, there is no death-to-self that God 

undergoes and which is sparked by the presence of a love-worthy object.  Finally, 

because God is fundamentally relational, God can love in a creative way.  In sum, love 

has its beginning and inexhaustible source in God alone. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Both of these ideas are superficially quite close to what Jüngel himself advocates in his cruciform 
makeover of the doctrine of God.  It is, therefore, important for Jüngel to emphasize, in 
contradistinction to Jonas, that the self-surrender and being-in-becoming of which he speaks are a 
surrender and becoming which are essential to love, rather than a renunciation of divine 
omnipotence.  As love in action, God does not renounce his identity but rather remains consistent 
with himself.  Then, as Jüngel explains in God as the Mystery of the World, “God’s omnipotence 
is understood as the power of his love.  Only love is almighty” (22; GGW 26).  
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Yet, having said all this, we must now crucially ask: But does the Spirit also 

belong to God’s cruciform self-determination?  In other words, is the Spirit now also the 

Spirit of the Crucified One who must respond to the Spirit’s procession from the Father 

through which the Father embraces the Son?  Should God’s relation to the beloved, once 

established, not allow for reciprocity in such a way that God also receives God’s being 

from the other and God’s “existence from the other … is burdened with the potential of 

[God’s] own nonbeing.”  Jüngel, it seems, does wish to do justice, in addition to God’s 

creative initiative, also to the essence of love, which, he claims, God’s historical self-

determination exhibits.  He actually appears to speak of God’s death with the full force 

that that notion has in the essential definition of love.  He posits a self-surrender 

(Selbstpreisgabe), even a self-sacrifice (Selbsthingabe) on God’s part.96  God, he writes, 

“allowed the continuity of his own life to be interrupted through the death of Jesus Christ.  

For the cross of Jesus Christ is that event through which the living and eternally alive 

God accepted death for himself.”97  Though Jüngel is generally reluctant to use the notion 

of risk, especially when it is applied to God’s being,98 Jüngel does, nonetheless, affirm it.  

He writes: “God … lets himself be interrupted in an elemental way by humanity 

threatened by the possibility of non-being… risks himself for them [sich … für diesen 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
96 “Value-Free Truth: The Christian Experience of Truth in the Struggle against the ‘Tyranny of 
Values’,” Essays II, 209.  In God as the Mystery of the World, Jüngel speaks also of God’s 
“Dahingabe” (369; GGW 505). 

97 “The Truth of Life: Observations on Truth as the Interruption of the Continuity of Life,” 
Richard W. A. McKinney (ed.), Creation, Christ, and Culture: Studies in Honour of T. F. 
Torrance (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1976), 235-36. 

98 Hans Jonas speaks of “an endangered God, a God who runs a risk” (“The Concept of God after 
Auschwitz,” The Journal of Religion 67:1 [January 1987], 8).  For Jüngel’s trinitarian, anti-
kenotic critique, see “Gottes ursprüngliches Anfangen,” TE III, 157. 
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Menschen einsetzt].”99  Elemental interruption, as we shall also see in the following 

chapter, is, for all its creative possibilities “a negation that deeply endangers that which is 

interrupted.  It exposes a being to the possibility of non-being.”100 

This latter dimension of God’s love, though posited in the essential definition, 

remains rather undeveloped in Jüngel’s doctrine of God.  It becomes submerged by his 

preoccupation with divine love’s spontaneity and creativity.  Because Jüngel does not 

seem to notice the shift that occurs as he reads God’s historical self-determination 

through the lens of love’s essential definition, he conflates that which is unique about 

God’s love with that which actually points to its being love in the first place – to the 

detriment of the latter.  No attempt is made at distinguishing the two dimensions and 

theorizing their inter-relation.  This is unfortunate.  In consequence, Jüngel’s exposition 

depicts God’s love as by all means relational, but it is doubtful whether this relation is 

one of “a still greater selflessness in the midst of a great (and justifiably so) self-

relatedness,” or rather of a still greater self-relatedness in the midst of a great selflessness. 

 

 

Concluding Remarks 

As the foregoing has shown, Jüngel construes God’s subjective determinateness 

in a robustly relational manner.  He does so, first, by locating God’s self-determining 

decision in time.  This move is not intended as a stock Lutheran criticism of Barth, 
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99 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 209 (emphasis added). 

100 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 207. 
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changing the setting of salvation drama from God’s eternal being back into temporality; 

instead, it is meant to draw attention to the otherness of the one with whom God comes to 

identify God’s self, to his historical particularity.  This otherness is underscored further 

by the fact that it is with the crucified man Jesus that God identifies himself in God’s 

self-determination.  Jüngel’s preference for the Cross, rather than the incarnation, as the 

locale of God’s trinitarian self-determination precludes the otherness of the other as 

somehow anticipated within God’s being.  This is reinforced by the inimical character of 

the other.  Hence Jüngel’s articulation of the New Testament kerygma of the Crucified 

One as the Son of God aims not only at a relational but an unambiguously inter-

subjective view of God’s self – God’s cruciform subjectivity, as I have termed it here.  In 

absolute freedom over his being, God determines himself to be inter-subjective in his 

existence. 

Jüngel identifies Gods inter-subjective determinateness as love.  But it is here that 

his entire effort is, rather unexpectedly, called into question.  Although Jüngel does speak 

of God’s self-surrender in God’s act of trinitarian identification with the crucified Jesus, 

it does not seem that, in his specific determinateness, God in any meaningful sense 

receives his being from another.  Jüngel unreflectively collapses the reciprocity of divine 

love into this love’s unique characteristics: spontaneity and creativity.  As a result, God’s 

relation to the other borders on a modality of God’s self-relation.  God’s inter-subjective 

determinateness appears in the end as nothing but subjective determination, performed by 

a subject who makes a show of the risk he faces when, in fact, he does not seem to face 

any. 
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Having said all this, let me now return to the two moments – independence and 

determinateness – by which Jüngel characterizes divine freedom.  Jüngel’s program is 

rooted in a passionate defense of God’s freedom.  Jüngel declares, for example, “God is 

the unconditional subject of himself and as such is accessible only because and to the 

extent that he makes himself accessible.”101  But the goal of this program, in its 

orientation to the early Christian kerygma, is not to distance God from humanity but to 

announce that God has come to humanity closer than it is able to come to itself.  In the 

act of revealing himself, God no longer is “the unconditional subject of himself,” because 

he reveals himself as one resolving not to be that kind of subject.  But for all his talk 

about love and its reciprocal impact, Jüngel shies away from this conclusion.  He shies 

away from it in the interest of affirming the spontaneous and creative dimension of God’s 

love.  This shows how tension-fraught his understanding of God’s freedom as 

independence and determinateness is.  It is tempting to make independence a mere logical 

precondition of God’s determinateness, whereby God himself surrenders himself to his 

creature, comes to rely on his creature, and receives his being from the creature in all the 

vulnerability that such a relationship entails.  But Jüngel cannot take this step because 

divine independence means precisely loving initiative and creative power.  These are 

non-negotiable as an abiding reality of the divine life.  The only alternative is to articulate 

a relationship of determinateness and independence that transcends their abstract 

conceptualization as freedom’s constitutive moments.  This task I shall undertake in 

Chapter Five. 
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101 Mystery, 158; GGW 212. 
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The task at hand is to examine Jüngel’s construal of divine independence.  It will 

be shown that just as independence, in the end, distorts divine determinateness, so also 

determinateness leads to a distortion of divine independence in Jüngel’s account.   

 

 

DIVINE INDEPENDENCE 

Jüngel is concerned that divine independence not be reduced to a mere logical 

postulate, or given the status of a divine past that is overcome through God’s taking upon 

God’s self human destiny gone awry.  Jüngel wants to preserve independence as an 

actual dimension of God’s being.  For to divinity belongs not only the self-surrender of 

love but also, in the midst of this self-surrender, God’s unimpaired and ongoing capacity 

to create.  Jüngel, as noted in the previous chapter, shares Kant’s view that freedom 

denotes “the faculty of beginning a state from itself [das Vermögen, einen Zustand von 

selbst anzufangen]” and, as such, can be properly predicated of God alone.102  It is this 

absolute spontaneity that Jüngel wishes to safeguard for the sake of God’s creativity. 

Safeguarding divine independence would not, of course, seem like such a pressing 

issue, were it not for Jüngel’s own insistence on the inter-subjective relationality of God’s 

love.  Even as one determined by a human other, determined to the point of being in 

God’s self determined for and by the other and stamped with the other’s nothingness – 

God must remain God.  As love, God must, to be sure, be the one who embraces utter 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
102 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 533 [B561]; cited in “Befreiende Freiheit,” 
Anfänger, 17, cf. 7.  See also Mystery, 36-37; GGW 45-47. 
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desperation and plunges into death itself; but God must also be the one who, against all 

odds, overcomes nothingness and brings into being new possibilities. 

Jüngel, as I have noted, remains largely unaware that his account of God’s love 

and God’s inter-subjective self-determination is not as robust as it might at first appear.  

This lack of awareness leads him to take God’s cruciform subjectivity for granted and 

prevents him from articulating the precise relation between love’s inter-subjectivity and 

divine creativity.  Both of these aspects then come to play a role in Jüngel’s construal of 

divine independence.  How does this happen?  To begin with, because he simply takes for 

granted God’s inter-subjective determinateness, Jüngel is presented with a problem that 

emerges from his localization of God’s trinitarian self-determination in time.  The 

question, now posed with particular acuteness, concerns the subject of this temporal 

determination.  Who is the God who determines God’s self through trinitarian 

identification with the crucified Jesus of Nazareth?  It is this ontological concern that 

becomes paramount in Jüngel’s construal of God’s independence.  Jüngel’s response to 

this concern is, in turn, shaped by his failure to articulate the distinction between love’s 

inter-subjectivity and God’s inalienable spontaneity.  In Jüngel’s account of divine 

determinateness, we will recall, God’s inter-subjectivity became ultimately submerged in 

God’s independence, that is, in the spontaneous and creative dimension of God’s being.  

This called into question the genuineness of divine love.  By contrast, in Jüngel’s account 

of divine independence, it is the moment of independence that, as we are about to see, 

receives its content from God’s determinateness.  To be more precise, determinateness is 

transposed into independence.  The result, oddly enough, is the same: the robustness of 

Jüngel’s model of divine subjectivity loses plausibility. 
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In what follows I shall trace this in more detail.  I shall look closely at Jüngel’s 

postulates of divine self-consistency, the sufficiency of God’s love, and God’s trinitarian 

immanence.  The thesis I wish to advance is, in short, that Jüngel’s construal renders 

divine independence needlessly over-determined to the detriment of divine love. 

 

 

God’s Temporal Self-determination and Its Challenge to Divine Subjectivity 

Jüngel’s temporalization of God’s trinitarian self-determination leads to a head-on 

confrontation with a problem that in Barth’s doctrine of God has the status of a largely 

speculative exercise.103  For Barth, it will be recalled, God’s eternal self-determining 

decision of election takes place in eternity.  God’s triune being is thus none other than the 

unfolding of God’s eternal decision.  One may be led to inquire, in this context, if the 

Trinity logically, and perhaps even ontologically, precedes God’s being his simultaneous 

self- and other-electing.  But whether one affirms such precedence at all, and in whatever 

manner, changes very little about the actuality of God’s being a God who eternally elects 

both the man Jesus and his own, so electing, being.  For this reason, in his paraphrase of 

Barth’s doctrine of God, Jüngel does not even take up the issue of the relation of God’s 

triune being and God’s electing decision.  If a position were to be teased out of Jüngel’s 

exposition, it would be that there is at best only a logical precedence of the Trinity over 

God’s decision: God’s being from eternity to eternity is none other than that of his 

electing decision.  This is God’s becoming: his eternal volitional self-enactment. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
103 This is not to say that it has not been debated quite vigorously. 
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Instead of the question of a prior subjectivity preceding the electing actuality of 

God’s being, Jüngel’s attention in the Paraphrase is focused rather on the implications of 

the actuality of God’s simultaneous self- and other-election.  Jüngel is preoccupied (as 

McCormack correctly recognizes) with “the relation of God’s being ‘in and for himself’ 

to God’s being in the mode of a Subject who suffers and dies.”104  What motivates this 

preoccupation is Jüngel’s desire to affirm God’s aseity – God’s independence – in face of 

God’s revelatory commitment.  But he wishes to do so without separating God’s being 

“in and for himself” from this commitment or making this commitment irrelevant to who 

God is.105  How then is God “in and for himself,” even as he is for humanity.  In answer 

to this question, Jüngel draws attention to Barth’s distinction between God’s primary and 

secondary objectivity.  God’s secondary objectivity – that is, his revelatory giving 

himself to be known as the man Jesus – is rooted in God’s intra-trinitarian, incarnation-

oriented objectivity.  God’s self-disclosure in history is, in other words, anticipated by the 

fact that the man Jesus is caught up into how God eternally wills and knows God’s own 

self.  This primary objectivity – that is, God’s own self-knowledge that includes the man 

Jesus – assures God’s independence from history and his Lordship over history.  At the 

same time it does not result in a metaphysical split between God as he is in God’s self 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
104 McCormack, “God Is His Decision,” 60. 

105 The safeguarding of God’s aseity is aimed against Bultmannian existentialism, whose 
orientation to Christian experience one-sidedly reduces legitimate God-talk to accounts of God-
for-us.   By contrast, Jüngel’s insistence on not separating the objective reality of God, once it has 
been affirmed, from the revelatory experience of God-for-us critiques most of the Western 
formulations of the dogmatic locus de Deo.  What occasioned the actual writing of Jüngel’s 
Paraphrase was a debate between Herbert Brown, a New Testament scholar in the tradition of 
Bultmann, and Helmut Gollwitzer, a Barthian systematic theologian.  Jüngel feared that 
Gollwitzer, in his reaction to Brown, came out too strongly in favor of God’s fundamental being 
in-and-for-himself, thus threatening to make revelation irrelevant to who God is.  Jüngel’s 
Paraphrase is intended to demonstrate that Barth himself offers resources with which one can 
establish a truly mediating position. 
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and the God revealed in Christ; it does not relegate revelation to the status of an 

ontologically irrelevant appendage where God’s being, as such, is concerned.  God’s 

secondary objectivity is an irreducible dimension – but still only a dimension – of his one 

eternal decision. 

Now, in God as the Mystery of the World Jüngel temporalizes God’s self-

determination.  He does so, as we have observed, to give a more robust account of God’s 

inter-subjectivity.  This temporalization critically radicalizes the two sets of questions just 

mentioned that emerge out of Barth’s account of God’s triunity.  For one thing, the 

implicit question of the relation of God’s decision to God’s triune being comes to the fore 

with all explicitness and urgency.  It is no longer a speculative matter of gingerly peeking 

behind God’s eternity, as it were, to find a prior – logical or ontological – subject and 

thereby to satisfy one’s curiosity.  In Jüngel’s account, it becomes a question that asks 

about the subjectivity of the God who in time identifies God’s self with the crucified man, 

with the result that God is now against God.  Is it only this very identification that effects 

a triune differentiation within God’s being?  And if so, how can one speak of the 

continuity of God’s being? 

Second, as for the question which Jüngel judged to be the critical issue in Barth’s 

doctrine of God, namely, the question of linking together God’s commitment to humanity 

and God’s being in and for himself, one now has every reason to ask whether Jüngel has 

all but given up on the elegant structure of his Barthian interpretation and jettisoned any 

notion, however qualified, of God’s being a se.  On Jüngel’s account, God’s temporal 

self-determination seems conclusively to do away with God’s independence.  As an event 

of self-disclosive commitment, an event of love, God’s self-determination appears to 
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have no primary objectivity to ground it; the very idea that it should have such a ground 

seems self-contradictory.  After all, this is what makes it truly an event of love.  It 

“happens,” erupts in a concrete temporal situation, a situation which, moreover, is 

hopeless; and it involves a concrete other, the crucified man Jesus, whose specificity is 

further underscored by his lovelessness.  God’s being “in and for himself” and God’s 

identification with Jesus of Nazareth thus appear to denote two different phases in the 

being of God, with the former dissolved in the unfolding of God’s triune being as love.  

Jüngel does not, of course, wish to reintroduce a metaphysical split within God’s being 

but apparently avoids such a split only thanks to the temporalization of God’s self-

determining decision (In time God becomes!) instead of, like Barth, seeing the temporal 

as inalienably rooted in and presupposed by the eternal. 

This, of course, cannot be the case.  God’s being in-and-for-himself must remain a 

matter of actuality rather than mere logic or a bygone past (however such divine past 

might be understood).  In this way, what in Jüngel’s account of love was a problem of 

distinguishing and relating the reciprocity of love with divine love’s spontaneity has now 

been transformed into a problem of divine subjectivity.  Can one speak of God as a 

subject in such a way that his subjectivity constitutes the ground of his inter-subjective 

being, and yet this inter-subjective determinateness is not reduced to a mere modality of 

divine subjectivity but persists alongside of it, undiminished and constantly reinforced in 

its reception of being by God’s independence?  How would these two dimensions of 

God’s subjectivity be linked and at the same time remain essentially distinct? 

As I will demonstrate in Chapter Five, divine subjectivity is indeed the issue and 

the key to solving it.  Here, however, we must evaluate Jüngel’s own solution to the 
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problem.  Because Jüngel has conflated the uniqueness of God’s love with its essential 

dimension, characteristic also of human love, he seeks to safeguard divine independence 

in an over-determined manner.  This progressing over-determination begins with the 

question of divine self-consistency. 

 

 

The Self-Consistency of the Divine Subject 

It may, at first blush, seem that Jüngel is not really interested in the self-

consistency of God as a subject.  For example, he regards as harmful “the axiom of 

immutability,” which in principle bars any change in God’s being.  Yet, in reality, he 

regards the axiom as harmful precisely because the axiom undermines the self-

consistency of the divine subject and thus fails to do justice to the Christian doctrine of 

God.  Specifically, it renders God’s being indifferent to God’s act at the Cross.  This 

drives a wedge between God’s being in God’s self and God’s being in relation to 

humanity.  The axiom of divine immutability thus, at the very least, turns God, in God’s 

very being, into a deus absconditus, exlex who, as Feuerbach famously put it, is “a 

subject who even without love is something by himself, an unloving monster.”106  When 

viewed through the lens of Jüngel’s anti-metaphysical polemic, the axiom makes God’s 

being uncertain and, as such, constitutes a concession to atheism.  It must thus be 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
106 The quote from Feuerbach, together with Jüngel’s comments, can be found in “Nemo contra 
deum nisi deus ipse,” TE V, 251; cf. Mystery, 336; GGW 460.  In its larger context, Feuerbach’s 
criticism reads as follows: “So long as love is not exalted into a substance, into an essence, so 
long there lurks in the background of love a subject who even without love is something by 
himself, an unloving monster, a diabolical being, whose personality, separable and actually 
separated from love, delights in the blood of heretics and unbelievers, – the phantom of religious 
fanaticism” (The Essence of Christianity, 2nd ed., trans. Marian Evans [London: Trübner, 1881], 
52-53).  
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destroyed, together with other metaphysical attributes of God, through the Cross of Christ 

because “Only the God who is identical with the Crucified One makes us certain of his 

love and thus of himself.”107  Jüngel thus extends the Reformation’s emphasis on the 

certainty of God’s favorable attitude to humanity, a certainty obtainable at the Cross, into 

the very heart of the doctrine of God.108  It is necessary, he insists, to submit “God’s 

absoluteness and independence, his being over us as absolute causality, his infinity and 

his omnipotence, his immutability and his immortality … to perishability and to the 

negating reality of death.”109 

For all its pointedness, this programmatic statement does not, therefore, call for a 

blanket dismissal of divine immutability.  The destruction of immutability through 

perishability does not usher an indiscriminate surrender of, or fluctuation within, God’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
107 Mystery, 373; GGW 511. 

108 Jüngel’s rejection of the immutability axiom may seem, like his entire project, to be spurred by 
post-Enlightenment epistemological concerns.  But this is only part of the picture.  At the center 
of Jüngel’s critical engagement with the metaphysical tradition lies a soteriologically driven 
epistemological concern that has its roots in the Reformation’s question of where one can find 
assurance that God is gracious, an assurance that liberates one from an obsession with doing and 
so also from a debilitating preoccupation with one’s own self.  Jüngel inquires about the basis of 
thinking and speaking God which can furnish faith’s certainty that God is love, such that one is 
elementally interrupted in one’s being.  Now, metaphysically construed immutability seems to 
exclude any personal attributes, let alone the sort of mutuality that characterizes love.  It is 
incompatible with love.  Worse still, it actually indicates nothing specific about God’s ethical 
character.  For Jüngel, as for the Reformers, it is the Cross, as opposed to intellectual speculation, 
that is the locale where God discloses himself and, moreover, where God discloses himself as 
“God the Justifier and Savior” (“deus iustificans vel salvator,” in Luther’s famous words from his 
exposition of Psalm 51, LW 12:311; WA 40II, 328).  But if the Cross is this kind of event in which 
God is infallibly to be found and recognized as love, then the Cross must have an impact not only 
on the believer but also on God, who cannot remain indifferent to the Cross.  Jüngel’s 
christologically-oriented doctrine of God is thus to be seen as a continuation – in formal, if not 
quite material, terms – of the project of aligning the doctrine of God with Luther’s fundamental 
christological emphasis, a project never accomplished during the Reformation.  This project, 
formulated specifically as an engagement with divine immutability, was first undertaken by Isaak 
Dorner in his Divine Immutability: A Critical Reconsideration, trans. Robert P. Williams and 
Claude Welch (1856-58; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1994); see esp. 99-100. 

109 Mystery, 184; GGW 249. 
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being.  Rather it assures that God himself can be present in the event of the Cross, and 

that God’s act in this event neither changes God beyond all recognition nor is somehow 

uncharacteristic.  As we said earlier, God corresponds to himself in the event of the Cross.  

Jüngel comments: “in the special event of God’s identification with the Crucified One, 

God expresses himself as the one who he has always been, in himself”; and further on 

Jüngel adds: “In unity with the man Jesus, God differentiates himself from himself, 

without ceasing to be the one God in this self-differentiation.”110  In McCormack’s words, 

“the being of God undergoes real change.  To be sure, in his insistence that the origin is 

not left behind, Jüngel is making it clear that the being of God is the same being both 

before and after the death/resurrection of Jesus Christ but it is the same being 

differently.”111  McCormack is, of course, essentially correct, just as he is right in 

pointing out that Jüngel’s doctrine of God owes its shape not only to the direct influence 

of Hegel but also, in quite substantial terms, that of Luther.  But McCormack falls short 

of explaining what sort of divine being undergoes a change in the event of the Cross and 

yet remains the same.  It is also unclear what kind of change it is: Is it a transformation?  

An addition?  To be fair to McCormack, Jüngel does not shed enough light on this matter, 

either. 

The change must obviously concern God’s subjective being.  Since Jüngel rejects 

the metaphysical split between God’s essence and God’s existence, the change cannot be 
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110 Mystery, 220, 221; GGW 299, 300 (emphasis added). 

111 McCormack, “Participation in God, Yes, Deification, No,” Dalferth, et al. (eds.), 
Denkwürdiges Geheimnis, 372. 
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a change of substance.112  It must relate to God’s being love.  Even more so when one 

considers that it was for the sake of certainty that God is love that the axiom of 

immutability had to be destroyed in the first place. 

 

 

Love 

“God has shown himself to be human in the execution of his divinity,” writes 

Jüngel.113  This statement points to the extent of God’s love, which will not shrink even 

from human death.  God establishes a loving relationship where all seems to be lost, 

where inhumanity seems to have prevailed, where nothingness seems to have carried the 

day.  God, moreover, exposes God’s self to this relationship and, by identifying with the 

Crucified One, allows this relationship to reconfigure, as it were, God’s self.  In the event 

of the Cross God defines God’s self as the loving relationship forged between the Father 

and the Son, whose mutual dissimilarity is overcome by the Spirit, binding together the 

Father and his human – yet because of this bond also divine – Son.  Such is the extent of 

God’s love.   

But Jüngel’s statement also draws attention to the fact that God’s act of love – 

God’s becoming human – is at the same time an execution of God’s divinity.  The event 

of love is anticipated within God’s divinity, which is thus characterized, at the very least, 

by a predisposition for love.  A predisposition and an event are not, of course, one and the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112 At best, such a change would have to entail a kenotic self-emptying, which Jüngel opposes, or 
a temporal eclipse of the prior substance, which is precisely what Jüngel wishes to avoid; at worst, 
positing a substantive change would mean a plunge into incoherence. 

113 Mystery, 288; GGW 393. 
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same phenomenon.  In the distinction between loving Father and beloved Son, considered 

a-historically, “God is still not love itself,” comments  Jüngel.  “The identifying statement 

‘God is love’ can be made only on the basis of the fact that … the loving one separates 

himself from his Son … [and] subjects himself to lovelessness in the beloved.”114  

Jüngel’s assertion points to love as an abiding characteristic of divine subjectivity, 

without at the same time detracting from the decisive role of the Cross in God’s being 

love.   

But elsewhere Jüngel’s language is more radical.  Responsible for this, as I have 

mentioned several times, is Jüngel’s failure to make the necessary distinction in his 

exposition of God’s love and of God’s self-correspondence in the event of the Cross.  

Jüngel actually goes on to assert not only a mere predisposition but also sufficiency of 

divine love, whose actuality now also appears to be independent of the event of the 

Cross: “God happens as love in the death of Jesus but did not first become love there.”115  

On the face of it, Jüngel’s claim seems to put in question the authenticity and strength of 

God’s commitment to the man Jesus, as well as the genuineness of the divine self’s 

specific determination which takes place in God’s identification with the dead man.  Still, 

the ambiguity of Jüngel’s language notwithstanding, it may be possible to understand his 

claim that God is love in and of himself without at the same time undermining the 

significance of the Cross, or rendering the Cross into a mere function of a prior and fixed 

subject.116  If I am indeed correct in identifying the pivotal element of Jüngel’s doctrine 
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114 Mystery, 327; GGW 448. 

115 Mystery, 221; GGW 301 (emphasis added). 

116 Jüngel has been charged by some of his German interpreters with ultimately turning the Cross 
– despite his own protestations to the contrary – into a mere epiphenomenon of a formalistically 
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of God (namely, that at the Cross God determines his subjectivity in a cruciform manner 

that entails mutuality), then Jüngel’s affirmation of God’s being love ought to be 

interpreted against the backdrop of the difficulties that Jüngel’s view of God’s self-

determination raises.  Among these difficulties is the question of the nature of the subject 

who so determines itself – a question which, as we have noted, Jüngel cannot avoid.  And 

so, to say that God is love in and of himself is not to detract from the cruciform self-

determination of God, but to draw attention to the self-consistency of God in this act.  

God’s identification with the crucified Jesus is not out of character.  Further, to affirm the 

self-sufficiency of divine love is not to turn the Cross into a manifestation of what has 

been the case all along, or an instrument through which an already determined subject 

merely becomes visible, so to speak.  The self-sufficiency of divine love underscores 

instead the initiatory and creative character of God’s love, its self-generating and 

overflowing nature that exists and persists in the midst of God’s self-defining 

commitment to another: “that God is love is the reason that anything exists at all” 

because “God is the one who loves out of himself who does not have to be loved by man 

in order to love.”117  Because God is love “in and of himself,” he can also be the event of 

love in which he involves himself with “nothingness and its representative, death.”118  In 

short, with his claim that God is love in a fundamental and creative manner, Jüngel 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
understood divine love, complete in itself prior to the event of the Cross.   This, Jüngel’s 
opponents hold, in turn renders the Cross into a function, rather than constitutive element, of 
divine subjectivity.  See especially Murrmann-Kahl, “Mysterium trinitatis?” 108-135; Michael 
Korthaus, Kreuzestheologie: Geschichte und Gehalt eines Programmbegriffs in der 
evangelischen Theologie (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 308-309; Matthias Haudel, Die 
Selbsterschliessung des dreieinigen Gottes: Grundlage eines ökumenischen Offenbarungs-, 
Gottes- und Kirchenverständnisses (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2006), 277. 

117 Mystery, 223, 327; GGW 303, 448. 

118 Mystery, 222; GGW 302. 
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provides divine independence with specific content, yet without detracting from the 

radicalness of God’s commitment to the Crucified One. 

Thus far we have observed how God’s subjectivity unfolds itself in the event of 

love par excellence, the Cross.  What still remains to be seen is what sort of subject God, 

as love, is prior to God’s self-determining identification with the crucified Jesus, and in 

what way this subjectivity persists in, even as it becomes imprinted with and critically 

related to, God’s commitment to the creature. 

Jüngel’s conception of God becomes increasingly problematic, as he attempts to 

answer this question.  He wishes to affirm – against the backdrop of God’s cruciform 

self-determination – the self-consistency of the divine subject and, ultimately, divine 

independence.  But he appears to do so in a way that actually threatens to undermine the 

robust view of God’s mutuality-driven relationship to his creature.  He rather 

indiscriminately transposes God’s determinateness into divine freedom’s moment of 

independence.  This renders his account of God’s being love ambiguous, tough a 

generous reading is still possible.  This ambiguity disappears in Jüngel’s 

conceptualization of God’s immanent triunity, to which such interpretive generosity can 

no longer be extended. 

 

 

The Immanent and Economic Trinity 

Jüngel not only claims (somewhat ambiguously, as we have seen) that God is love 

in and of himself, prior to and in distinction from the event of divine love that takes place 

at the Cross.  He actually goes as far as affirming God’s immanent triunity, prior to and 
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in distinction from God’s trinitarian self-definition and self-determination through 

identification with the crucified Jesus.  On the whole, such an affirmation, on Jüngel’s 

part, is not entirely unexpected.  If the event of love entails triunity on God’s part, then 

the divine subject who is love in and of himself must already also be triune.  To assert 

this – that is, to distinguish between the economic and immanent Trinity – does indeed 

cut the knot of God’s subjectivity: it gives concrete shape to the subject’s independence.  

But whether independence, predicated on God’s immanent triunity, can make room for 

the reciprocity of love and give centrality to God’s cruciform self-definition as Father, 

Son and Spirit is a different question.  Let us examine the answer that Jüngel gives. 

To begin with, it must be granted that Jüngel’s postulate of God’s immanent 

triunity has to do with divine independence within the actuality of revelation.  This can be 

seen from Jüngel’s explicit dismissal of two wrongheaded conceptualizations of the 

immanent and economic Trinity.  First of all, Jüngel emphatically rejects the notion that 

the economic Trinity is merely synonymous with the Trinity-in-revelation, or the 

revealed Trinity, while immanence stands for the unrevealed.  On the one hand, the 

Trinity in its immanence belongs as much to revelation, because it is none other than God 

himself who reveals God’s self in the event of Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection.  On the 

other hand, to God’s economy, to his dealings with the world belongs also God’s 

hiddenness – understood as both the God-forsakenness of the Cross, as God’s death in 

identification with the crucified Jesus and, more generally, as “the reality of lacking 

knowledge of God.”119  Jüngel’s goal in making these clarifications is to emphasize that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
119 Mystery, 346; GGW 474.  Ralph Stolina notes that the distinction between ‘immanent Trinity’ 
and ‘economic Trinity’ makes a rather late appearance in the conceptual repertoire of theologians.  
It was unknown as late as the age of Protestant orthodoxy and appeared for the first time in the 
work of Johann August Urlsperger (1728-1806), with the actual phrases making an explicit 
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God truly reveals himself, but he reveals himself on his own initiative and his own terms.  

Second, it is erroneous, as Jüngel has already argued in his Paraphrase of Barth, to view 

the immanent Trinity as referring to “God himself with no regard for his relationship to 

man,” while the economic Trinity is said to comprehend “God’s being in its relationship 

to man and his world.”120  God’s acts with regard to humanity are not detached from 

God’s acts with regard to God’s self.  In summary, God’s independence is intimately 

related to God’s revelation.  It actually safeguards the actuality of revelation as revelation.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
appearance in the 1837-41 discussion between August Detlev Christian Twesten, Friedrich Lücke 
and Carl Immanuel Nitzsch.  See Stolina’s essay “»Ökonomische« und »immanente Trinität«?  
Zur Problematik einer trinitätstheologischen Denkfigur,” Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche 105 
(2008), 170-194; Wolfhart Pannenberg also credits Urlsperger with introducing the distinction: 
Systematic Theology, vol. 1, trans. Geoffrey Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 291.  In 
light of this provenance, Stolina rejects Jüngel’s claim (Mystery, 346) that the distinction between 
the immanent and economic Trinity corresponds to the patristic distinction between theologia and 
oikonomia.  The latter distinction, Stolina claims, juxtaposes God’s triune being and perichoretic 
nature with God’s concrete actions and works in creation and salvation.  Those actions and works, 
however, do not become properties of the divine subject which are then, in a circular manner, 
correlated with historical-revelation (195-96).  Jüngel acknowledges Stolina’s point but regards it 
as a piece of “conceptual scholasticism” – former conceptualities must be subjected to critical 
reception, he insists.  See Jüngel’s response to Stolina: “»Was ist er inwerds?«” Zeitschrift für 
Theologie und Kirche 105 (2008), esp. 451. 

120 Mystery, 346; GGW 474-75.  In light of Stolina’s genealogy of the distinction between the 
immanent and economic Trinity, Jüngel is thus to be seen, in keeping with the goals of his project, 
in a line of post-Enlightenment German theologians for whom the affirmation of the immanent 
and economic Trinity functions as an abstract device to guarantee the reality and reliability of 
God’s revelation, against threats such as pantheism.  If anything, the distinction between, and 
subsequent correlation of, God’s trinitarian immanence and economy makes clear God’s control 
over his revelation.  What is noteworthy is that God is now endowed primarily with the features 
of an absolute personality: he is an “immanent process of self-consciousness which repeats and 
replays itself in revelation” (Twesten; cited by Stolina, “»Ökonomische« und »immanente 
Trinität«?  Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche 105 [2008], 183), an absolute subject engaged in 
self-knowledge and self-love (Nitsch; Stolina, 185), or a personal spirit whose trinitarian 
revelation does not, in the end, do justice to his absolute oneness (Lücke; Stolina, 189).  Echoes 
of such an understanding of God are very strong in Jüngel, though the indebtedness, with the 
exception of Hegel, goes largely unacknowledged.  It is not coincidental that Jüngel has also been 
frequently charged by his German critics with positing what ultimately ends up being a 
superficially trinitarian, monadic understanding of God’s subjectivity. 
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It is, therefore, important that independence remain in some manner an actuality within 

divine revelation. 

This is all well and good.  However, the distinction between the immanent and 

economic Trinity, once introduced, raises more questions than simply an affirmation of 

divine independence.  Most fundamentally: How is one to think of God’s being triune 

and his being love in and of himself, without at the same time undermining God’s triune 

self-determination at the Cross and the mutuality that God’s identification with the 

crucified beloved entails?  Can one conceptualize God’s subjectivity in such a way that, 

in his being love and in his triunity, God remains both independent and self-sacrificially 

open to another?  At bottom, what I am inquiring into is the nature of the distinction, and 

so also of the identity of the economic and immanent Trinity. 

Jüngel holds that the distinction between the immanent and economic Trinity is 

merely a distinctio rationis whose purpose is to assure that God’s revelation is a divine 

act through and through.  This enables him to give robust expression to God’s 

independence.  Specifically, Jüngel insists that “the economic doctrine of the Trinity 

deals with God’s history with man, and the immanent doctrine of the Trinity is its 

summarizing concept.”121  Note that he does not mean that the immanent Trinity, as a 

“summarizing concept,” is less important.  On the contrary: while it is true that one 

derives one’s knowledge of God in God’s self (the immanent Trinity) solely from the 

divine economy, it is divine immanence that, in the order of being, determines the 

economy.  Jüngel makes this point more clearly elsewhere: God’s “identification with the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
121 Mystery, 346; GGW 475. 
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man Jesus is … the revelation of the eternal being of God.”122  Hence, for Jüngel, the 

immanent and economic Trinity are ontologically one.  The conceptual distinction 

between them is introduced only for the sake of making clear God’s independence and 

thoroughgoing control over his self-disclosure.  

Jüngel’s comes very close to Barth’s schema of God’s primary and secondary 

objectivity, in which God’s history with humanity is encapsulated in God’s own 

historicity.123  Jüngel’s affirmation of the eternality of God’s being – its eternal 

anticipatory completeness – does represent, I believe, a Barthian strand in his doctrine of 

God, a strand that, for all his indebtedness to it, Jüngel has wished to submit to a Cross-

centered critique and reconstruction.  In Jüngel’s account of divine love and God’s triune 

inter-subjectivity which unfolds itself in the event of the Cross, Jüngel’s application of 

the corrective is largely successful, even though not entirely so.  But when he takes a step 

back from the radicalness of his notion of love, in order to assert divine independence, he 

does this in a rather Barthian fashion: by falling back on the notion of God’s eternal 

subjectivity playing itself out in temporality.  Jüngel speaks explicitly of “the repetition 

of eternity in time (repetitio aeternitatis in tempore).”124  And in an essay contemporary 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
122 Mystery, 221; GGW 299 (emphasis original). 

123 To Jüngel’s use of these terms, see Mystery, 346-47; GGW 475. 

124 Mystery, 383; GGW 525.  To be sure, Jüngel does assert that this is the sole basis for insight 
into God’s eternal nature: one can speak of an eternal triune self-differentiation of God (repetitio 
aeternitatis in aeternitate) only on the basis of God’s self-differentiating disclosure in history 
(repetito aeternitatis in tempore).  But this precedence of history is true only of the noetic, 
epistemological ratio.  It does not indicate the ontic ratio, the primary location of God’s being.  
That Jüngel’s statement here speaks only to the noetic order is corroborated further by Jüngel’s 
choice of the noun repetitio – eternity only repeats itself in time.  In other words, God can be 
known solely on the basis of his self-revelation.   But, in the ontic order, it is eternity that has 
precedence.  And eternity – even in, or rather because of, its identity with temporality – stands for 
the fixity and self-possession on the part of the divine self. 
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with God as the Mystery of the World, Jüngel defines God’s triunity thus: “As God the 

Son, God is identical with Jesus, as God the Father, God is the ground of this 

identification, as Holy Spirit, God is the eternal and temporal event of this identity.”125  

Noteworthy is not only the sequence, eternal and then temporal, but also the fact that the 

very event (a term Jüngel ordinarily reserves for the temporal) of identity is described as 

taking place eternally. 

What is one to make of all these statements?  Jüngel’s appeal to the immanent 

Trinity (which he makes for the sake of safeguarding divine independence), coupled with 

his subsequent declaration of a mere distinctio rationis between the immanent and 

economic Trinity, tilts Jüngel’s doctrine of God disproportionately and undesirably 

toward God’s independence.  Admittedly, Jüngel does manage to resolve the knotty issue 

of God’s subjectivity.  An appeal to God’s trinitarian immanence enables him to specify 

the nature of the subject who at the Cross, consistently with himself, defines and 

determines himself as triune.  Jüngel thus gives concrete content to God’s self-

consistence.  But he does so at the price of undermining his own proposal for God’s 

cruciform inter-subjectivity.  With eternity repeating itself in time, there appears to be 

little room for the reciprocity of love that God’s self-defining identification with the 

crucified Jesus calls for.  Instead, the divine subject appears to be thoroughly self-

possessed and self-determining, rather than self-sacrificing and inter-subjective.  The 

notion of time repeating itself in eternity (repetitio temporis in aeternitate) does not even 

enter into consideration.  God’s self-determination at the Cross is thus little short of 

tautological, at least as far as divine subjectivity is concerned. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125 “Das Sein Jesu Christi,” TE II, 276. 
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Jüngel’s own warning against tautology, paradoxically, only reinforces this 

perception.  He writes: 

To assert the unity of the ‘immanent’ and ‘economic’ Trinity is 
theologically legitimate only then when this unity is not misjudged 
tautologically in the sense that makes unthinkable the freedom and 
gratuitous grace of God’s self-communication, as well as this self-
communication’s capacity for happening.  Therefore, one should maintain 
theologically the distinctio rationis between the ‘economic’ and 
‘immanent’ Trinity, just in order to be able to articulate as a mystery the 
real identity of ‘immanent’ and ‘economic’ Trinity.126  

What Jüngel is saying is that God’s trinitarian revelation, which is noetically primary, 

does not authorize one to make ontic statements to the effect that in his being God was 

under an inner compulsion to reveal God’s self to humanity.  The anti-Rahnerian thrust of 

this statement is probably the reason why Jüngel never pauses, in his attempt to safeguard 

divine independence, to consider whether tautology is perhaps not located also elsewhere 

and in such a manner as to call into question his own elucidation of God’s being love.  

The caution that we might wish to express in connection with Jüngel’s doctrine of God’s 

trinitarian immanence and economy would thus run as follows: the unity of God’s 

eternity and temporality is not to be misjudged tautologically in the sense that excludes 

God’s reciprocal commitment to another and the impact of God’s history on God’s 

eternal being.  In short, God by all means corresponds to himself, yet not in a way that 

leaves him prisoner to mere self-repetition.   

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
126 “Das Verhältnis von »ökonomischer« und »immanenter« Trinität,” TE II, 275. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The conclusion to be drawn from all this is not that Jüngel’s distinction between 

the immanent and economic Trinity is altogether mistaken.  Not necessarily.  Jüngel is 

right in seeking to give concrete, subjective shape to divine independence.  In affirming 

God’s being love and God’s triunity prior to God’s self-determining identification with 

the crucified Jesus, Jüngel assures the relational self-consistency of the divine subject, 

which was raised as a question by his robust view of divine temporality.  What is 

problematic is rather that Jüngel’s specific appeal to the immanent Trinity, made in the 

interest of giving concrete form to the independence of the divine subject, is coupled with 

his insistence on the merely conceptual character of the distinction.  This renders his 

formulation of divine independence needlessly over-determined, as determinateness, 

rooted in an unreflective concept of love, is transposed into independence.  The over-

determination manifests itself in Jüngel’s legitimate concern about safeguarding God’s 

creative initiative being swallowed up by what emerges as an absolute divine personality.  

This, in turn, nullifies the inter-subjectivity and mutuality of divine love, which Jüngel 

has advocated so vigorously. 

 

 

RESOLVING THE TENSION?  JÜNGEL’S PROPOSAL 

Jüngel, it seems, is not entirely unaware that his construal of divine independence 

stands in tension with his postulate of God’s cruciform, self-surrendering determination 

as Father, Son and Spirit.  God as the Mystery of the World contains passages that, I 

believe, ought to be interpreted as Jüngel’s own proposal to resolve this burning tension.  
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For, in addition to, on the one hand, explicit statements of divine reciprocity and 

cruciform inter-subjectivity and, on the other, clear affirmations of God’s independence, 

Jüngel speaks also of the realization or consummation (Vollziehung) of God’s being in 

his existence with the man Jesus.  While this latter, milder language is certainly oriented 

to the continuity and conservation of God’s being, it also, in its context, draws attention 

to the fact that God’s being “happens” in what is for God a new situation.  In what 

follows, I shall take a look at Jüngel’s proposal.  My conclusion will be that, for all its 

promise, it cannot undo the mutual contradictoriness of the focal points of God’s freedom 

in Jüngel’s theology. 

In order not to compromise God’s historical self-definition, but also not to leave 

God’s being indefinite (deus absconditus), Jüngel posits a kind of proto-determinateness 

in God prior to the event of the Cross.  Being unconditioned does not mean that in his 

being God is arbitrary.  Independence (Unabhängigkeit) does not mean “complete lack of 

motivation [völliger Unmotiviertheit],” such that the majesty of God is “the majesty of 

a[n unpredictable] tyrant.”127  In addition to “motivation,” Jüngel also, rather 

enigmatically, calls this proto-determinateness “divine motive [ein göttliches Motiv].”128  

This motivation does not – Jüngel is quite adamant – have the character of inner necessity.  

Rather, its character, in Jüngel’s own words, is that of “innermost involvement [innerste 

Beteiligung].”129  It moves God to self-determination by identification with the Crucified 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
127 Mystery, 35, 36; GGW 45. 

128 Mystery, 363; GGW 498. 

129 Mystery, 221; GGW 300.  The provenance of the general idea can be traced back to Barth, who 
speaks of God’s “lean[ing] towards ... unity with our life” (CD II/1, 274). 
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One.  “In this existence of God with the man Jesus, the divine being realizes itself 

[vollzieht sich].”130 

What exactly Jüngel might have in mind here is not easy to ascertain.  The 

language appears to be Hegelian save Jüngel’s insistence on the absence of inner 

necessity.  The inner motivation is, of course, established from the reality of revelation – 

revelation is noetically primary.  But what we must inquire after is the ontic antecedence 

of the inner motivation to God’s identification with the crucified Jesus.  What does it 

accomplish?  For one thing, it gives content (of sorts) to God’s being.  In doing so, it 

assures that, in the event of revelation, God reveals himself on his own terms and by his 

own initiative.  In his self-determination “God is motivated by God,” as Jüngel puts it.131  

Further, it assures that in the event of revelation one has to do with God himself: 

revelation neither compromises, nor is irrelevant to, the being of God.  The postulate of 

an inner motivation thus enables Jüngel to shore up divine independence along the lines 

we have seen above.  Outside of, and prior to, his inter-subjective involvement in history, 

there is in God neither indeterminateness nor yet a necessity but an inner motivation to 

make room for and become involved in that which is not God.  This is intended to 

guarantee that, in all his entanglement with history and death, God is and remains who he 

is: God.  Nevertheless, revelation is not, at least not in any straightforward sense, a 

reiteration of God’s “innermost involvement.”  It is rather an outworking and realization, 

overlaid with grace and freedom, of the “divine motive.”  Room thus appears to be made 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
130 Mystery, 191 (translation altered); GGW 259. 

131 Mystery, 36; GGW 45. 
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for a historical self-determination and self-definition of the divine subject, as motivation 

gives way to specific determinateness.132 

If Jüngel’s postulate of an inner “divine motive” is indeed to be seen as an attempt 

at negotiating the contradictoriness of his construal of divine inter-subjectivity and divine 

independence, then it seems that Jüngel does manage to lessen the tension between the 

two foci of divine subjectivity.  Inner motivation constitutes a more modest construal of 

divine independence than Jüngel’s otherwise rather rigid understanding.  Its goal, by and 

large, is to point to the initiative and self-involvement of God in revelation.  So 

understood, divine independence allows for a more robust account of God’s love, without 

the two accounts being in conflict. 

But one is still led to ask whether Jüngel does not perhaps miss the mark here, and 

whether the tension his proposal appears to banish does not come back with a vengeance.  

To be sure, Jüngel’s polemic succeeds in deflecting the Enlightenment pronouncement of 

the uncertainty and unthinkability of God’s being.  But does it also succeed in assuring 

God’s ongoing capacity to create and be the origin of ever-new possibilities?  I argue it 

does not.  First, the “divine motive” appears, in Jüngel’s proposal, to be utterly dissolved 

in God’s cruciform self-differentiation.  It becomes aufgehoben.  God’s inter-subjective 

determinateness thus puts an end to divine independence.  Second, what makes this 

aufhebung inevitable is not only a sequential construal of the “divine motive” but also the 

fact that, as an expression of divine independence, it is simply under-determined.  

Construed as pre-revelatory initiative and revelatory self-investment, it lacks the 

continuing creative dimension that Jüngel otherwise wishes to ascribe to God’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
132 Mystery, 36; GGW 45-46. 
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subjectivity.  It is too thin – incomparably thinner than an assertion of God’s ability to 

love out of God’s self and to create.  There is no reason for its persistence.  But it is not 

only God’s independence, and with it the creative dimension of God’s being, that suffers.  

So does Jüngel’s construal of God’s being love.  The “divine motive” is posited primarily 

in bare terms of initiative and control over self-realization.  It may be understood either as 

closely related to the event of love, that is, in a Hegelian manner as a tendency toward 

relationality through which the divine being becomes complete; or as essentially 

unrelated to love, such that the event of love is only a stepping stone, as it were, on the 

path of the subject’s self-realization.  In other words, love seems either necessary or 

practically accidental, but in either case devalued. 

By postulating the “divine motive,” Jüngel seeks to emphasize the grace but also 

the naturalness of God’s identification with the crucified Jesus.  But it is well-nigh 

impossible to tell what exactly this motivation is.  The connection between the “divine 

motive” and God’s trinitarian self-determination in time is too tenuous.  How does the 

inner motivation relate to God’s being love?  How does it relate to God’s being triune?  

What exactly is it in terms of God’s very being?  As can be seen, Jüngel’s mediating 

proposal (or what I take to be one) actually reinstates the tension and ambiguity evident 

in his more robust elaboration of God’s determinateness and independence, and reinstates 

it with yet further questions that remain unanswered. 
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EVIDENCE FROM JÜNGEL’S INTERPRETERS 

Jüngel’s interpreters do not generally seem to notice that there is a real tension 

between the focal points of divine freedom – between God’s inter-subjective 

determinateness and God’s independence – in Jüngel’s doctrine of God.  A notable 

exception is Nicolaus Klimek, who cursorily points out the inconsistency between the 

ontological self-possession and the relationality of God.  Jüngel, he opines, is unable to 

reconcile those convincingly.133  Other interpreters tend to view Jüngel as simply erring 

on either the side of one or the other, and tend to criticize Jüngel’s construal of God’s 

subjectivity for its one-sidedness, rather than, as I have done here, for its failure to give a 

coherent account of the two dimensions of divine subjectivity.  It is only by surveying a 

number of interpretations of Jüngel’s doctrine of God that one can both see the tension 

reemerge and appreciate the difficulty that it poses. 

Some interpreters in the English-speaking world emphasize the primacy of the 

relational being of God in Jüngel’s thought and conclude that it inevitably undermines 

God’s aseity.  To this camp belong, in very different ways, Bruce McCormack and Paul 

Molnar.  The former, as we have seen, juxtaposes Jüngel with Barth, concluding that, for 

Barth, God’s being – as God’s eternal decision that involves history – is in becoming but 

does not become.  Barth wishes to safeguard divine immutability.  By contrast, for Jüngel, 

notes McCormack, God indeed becomes.  McCormack seems to interpret this becoming 

along the lines of Jüngel’s own mediating proposal: in his becoming God does not leave 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
133 Nicolaus Klimek, Der Gott, der Liebe ist: zur trinitarischen Auslegung des Begriffs “Liebe” 
bei Eberhard Jüngel (Essen: Verlag Die Blaue Eule, 1986), 110. 
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his origin behind yet “is the same being differently.”134  McCormack is largely 

appreciative of Jüngel.  Paul Molnar is less so.  He alleges that Jüngel has compromised 

his commitment to the freedom of revelation by introducing “a kind of mutual 

conditioning”135 into God’s being.  For Molnar, Jüngel’s doctrine of God, especially 

Jüngel’s claim that God’s love “may not contradict what people experience as love,”136 

shatters the integrity of the divine self, reducing its existence to the inter-subjective 

dimension in the economy.137 

An opposing view, namely, that Jüngel has compromised his commitment to the 

robust inter-subjectivity of divine love, is put forth largely by Jüngel’s German 

interpreters.  Michael Korthaus, Michael Murrmann-Kahl, Wolfhart Pannenberg, as well 

as Michael Welker, all allege that Jüngel’s insistence on God’s aseity ultimately 

undermines and renders merely apparent any genuinely relational involvement on God’s 

part.  Jüngel is charged with positing God’s triunity on the basis of an abstract notion of 

love and thus antecedently to the Cross.138  This, in turn, is said to turn God into a self-
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134 McCormack, “Participation in God, Yes, Deification, No,” 372. 

135 Paul D. Molnar, Divine Freedom and the Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity (London: T&T 
Clark, 2002), 268, 270. 

136 Mystery, 315; GGW 430-31. 

137 I find Molnar’s interpretation problematic, in that he locates the problem with Jüngel’s 
theology in Jüngel’s collapsing of the immanent Trinity into the economic Trinity.  Molnar does 
not quite appreciate the vigorous defense of divine independence that Jüngel undertakes through 
his appeal to God’s trinitarian immanence, and he entirely overlooks Jüngel’s insistence, contra 
Rahner, on the gratuitous character of divine revelation, and thus Jüngel’s only conditional 
acceptance of Rahner’s axiom.  Molnar’s goal, it must be said, is to defend divine freedom, a 
project that in his opinion can succeed only by means of a robust doctrine of the immanent 
Trinity.  This is well and good.  My goal is ultimately to give a coherent account of both divine 
independence and the inter-subjective reality of God’s love.  This, as I hope to have shown 
already, cannot be done through an appeal to the immanent Trinity. 

138 Rather absurd in this regard is Murrmann-Kahl’s claim of having uncovered a “concealed 
immanent Trinity” in Jüngel’s doctrine of God; see “Mysterium trinitatis?” 117, cf. also 118, 126, 
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possessed and self-controlled entity139 which is none other than an all-relations-absorbing, 

self-referential hypostasis of the Father.140  These interpreters generally blame Jüngel’s 

alleged failure truly to integrate the Cross into the doctrine of God on Jüngel’s inability to 

free his doctrine of God from what they see as Barth’s eternally self-determined 

subject.141 

One interpreter has even concluded that Jüngel fails both on the side of love’s 

reciprocity and on the side of independence.  According to Michael Schulz, Jüngel’s 

construal of the identity of the immanent and economic Trinity, both essentially and 

structurally, remains no different from the movement of Hegel’s Spirit.  The immanent 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
130; and Korthaus, Kreuzestheologie, 314.  For a view that denies this, see Dvorak, Gott ist Liebe, 
333. 

139 Wolfhart Pannenberg concludes that Jüngel’s doctrine of the Trinity entails a view of “God as 
a transcendent person for whom love is a quality or activity” (Systematic Theology, trans. 
Geoffrey W. Bromiley, vol. 1 [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991], 298).  To this Jüngel replies that 
God, to be sure, is a subject (an ontological one, contra Feuerbach’s claim that God’s subjectivity 
is merely logical, denoting human love), but God’s subjectivity is none other than his concrete 
self-determination as love (“Nihil divinitatis, ubi non fides,” Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche 
86 [1989], 219).  God’s subjectivity is located precisely in his making humanity integral to his 
divinity.  It is not certain whether Jüngel has managed to escape Pannenberg’s charge, given 
Jüngel’s strong account of divine independence.  Michael Welker (God the Spirit, trans. John F. 
Hoffmeyer [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994], 298) applauds Jüngel’s call to give up the Aristotelian 
idea of God as pure actuality, “as the pure activity of having always already actualized oneself.”  
But, notes Welker, Jüngel’s affirmation of the primacy of possibility over actuality still leaves 
unquestioned the notion of actuality itself, and so also of God’s actualization.  For Jüngel does 
not contest that actuality is appropriately defined as self-actualization, “as intellectual self-
possession.”  Even with the primacy of possibility Jüngel’s God thus remains, at least where 
divine independence is concerned, a self-contained subject. 

140 Michael Murrmann-Kahl charges: “Despite the crucifixion of the Son in the personal unity 
with Jesus, the hypostasis of the Father remains identical with itself, a precondition for the event 
of the crucifixion … Therefore, at the foundation of Jüngel’s conception lies an understanding of 
God as an almighty acting and governing subject, superior to the world – a subject which 
continues and upholds itself regardless of self-renunciation in temporality and perishability.  
God’s being ends up painted in the hues of almightiness and aseity of the Father’s hypostasis, 
which is identical with God’s being.  The trinitrian explication of the event of the cross falls back 
into the area of the abstract doctrine of God and consequently belies the program of a 
staurocentrically-mediated doctrine of the Trinity” (“Mysterium trinitatis?” 124). 

141 Murrmann-Kahl, “Mysterium Trinitatis?” 124. 
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Trinity finds its necessary perfection in its economic unfolding.  This does away not only 

with genuine love but also with the freedom of the divine subject who is dependent on 

otherness for his ultimate self-actualization.142 

Finally, there are interpreters who brush aside the ambiguity inherent in Jüngel’s 

doctrine of God by attributing this ambiguity to Jüngel’s not always precise and careful 

his use of certain terms.  Key here are terms such as identity and identification, with 

identification judged to be the more correct notion.143  These interpreters tend to read 

Jüngel’s doctrine of God in close proximity to Barth’s.  They put a high premium on the 

conservation of God’s being along the same lines as those suggested by the schema of 

primary and secondary objectivity.144   History, to be sure, is incorporated in God’s self-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
142 Michael Schulz, Sein und Trinität: systematische Erörterungen zur Religionsphilosophie 
G.W.F. Hegels im ontologiegeschichtlichen Rückblick auf J. Duns Scotus und I. Kant und die 
Hegel-Rezeption in der Seinsauslegung und Trinitätstheologie bei W. Pannenberg, E. Jüngel, K. 
Rahner und H. U. v. Balthasar (St. Ottilien: EOS Verlag, 1997), 562-580.  Schulz’s criticism, 
while not unfounded, seems to me overstated, in that he makes no distinction between the noetic 
and ontic ratio.  From a noetic point of view, God’s being in and for himself finds its necessary 
perfection in the economy; God has made himself knowable.  That this is the case noetically need 
not automatically imply that it is also the case ontically.   

143 Ivor J. Davidson (“Curx probat omnia: Eberhard Jüngel and the Theology of the Crucified 
One,” Scottish Journal of Theology 50:2 [1997], 174-5) claims that Jüngel fails to distinguish 
between the two terms.  As a result, God’s identity with Jesus reduces Jesus’ humanity to an 
appearance (docetism) and renders Jesus only divine (monophysitism).  According to Davidson, 
the only way to salvage Jüngel’s construal, and Jesus’ humanity within it, would be to reduce 
identification to mere moral support.  John Webster, as already noted above (ftn. 91), considers 
Jüngel’s use of the terms ‘identity’ and ‘unity’ confusing and believes ‘identification’ is the only 
proper term to use.  Unlike the former two terms, ‘identification’ “highlight[s] the freedom of 
God in the event of Jesus’ death and, together with Jüngel’s concept of God’s coming to the 
world, “retains a sense of God’s non-identity with the world even in the midst of his intimacy 
with it in the person of Jesus” (“Jesus in Modernity,” 176). 

144 John Webster writes, for example, “God retains his freedom in self-renunciation, because his 
submission to the cross is voluntary, the exercise of his will.  In giving himself up to the cross, 
God actualizes, and does not deny, his freedom” (Eberhard Jüngel: An Introduction to His 
Theology, 66).  What is interesting about this passage is the conceptual shift that the word 
‘freedom’ undergoes.  The second sentence is, of course, true – especially so when we take into 
account Jüngel’s understanding of freedom as both independence and self-determination.  The 
first sentence, however, juxtaposes self-renunciation with freedom, thus restricting the meaning 
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willing, but its role is carefully circumscribed by the divine will.  What goes 

unappreciated is that what Jüngel is perhaps searching after is an understanding of God as 

subject, different from Barth’s, that allows for both the inter-subjectivity and reciprocity 

of love and continued independence of the subject.  What goes unappreciated is that 

Jüngel need not be “careless” in his use of terms such as identity and identification but 

may be pursuing a program that has resulted in a tension, a contradiction even, that needs 

to be taken with all seriousness.145 

As can be seen, Jüngel’s interpreters are generally too hasty in dismissing the 

tension evident in his construal of God’s freedom.  The tendency is to declare one of 

freedom’s dimensions predominant and collapse the other into it.  Accusing Jüngel of 

terminological imprecision is only a variation on this theme.   

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
of freedom to independence.  It inscribes self-renunciation within self-control and suggests that 
self-renunciation lies exclusively within the perimeter of God’s will. 

145 Jüngel’s theology is often – in my judgment too often – presented as simply developing what 
is implicit in Barth (with a sprinkling of Lutheran emphases).  This point has been made, for 
example, by John Thompson in his article “Jüngel on Barth” (in John Webster [ed.], The 
Possibilities of Theology: Studies in the Theology of Eberhard Jüngel in his Sixtieth Year 
[Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994], 143-89).  In his assessment of Jüngel’s christological contribution 
(171-73), Thompson opines that Jüngel’s emphasis on God’s identification with the dead Jesus 
“scarcely … lift[s] what Jüngel says about Jesus beyond a jesuology to a Christology.”  This 
leads Thompson to conclude that there “does not seem to be a better way” than Barth’s 
own.  This is problematic, for to say this is to assume that Jüngel simply shares Barth’s 
christological concerns.  Judged by those, Jüngel’s project will inevitably fall short.  It does not 
seem to occur to Thompson that Jüngel may have concerns of his own, and that the incarnational 
model that Barth puts forth, while more explicitly Chalcedonian, may represent the type of 
subjectivity that Jüngel wishes to overcome.  To claim that Jüngel’s construal of Jesus’ place in 
God’s self-determination amounts to a jesuology is to underestimate the vigorously relational 
model of divine and human subjectivity that Jüngel seeks to put forth; in this model the place of 
Jesus is construed differently from Barth’s understanding of divine subjectivity. 
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CONCLUSION 

The overarching argument of this chapter has been that Jüngel’s formal 

articulation of God’s freedom as independence and determinateness is insufficient.  The 

inter-subjectivity of divine love that emerges from Jüngel’s account of God’s trinitarian 

self-determination in the Cross is made ambiguous by his elaboration of the essence of 

love and then appears to be unexpectedly (and rather unnecessarily) subverted through 

his construal of divine love’s spontaneity and creativity.  Without theorizing the inter-

relation between divine love’s inter-subjectivity and divine creativity, Jüngel 

inadvertently allows the latter to overshadow the former.  Unaware of this Jüngel actually 

proceeds to safeguard divine independence.  Owing to the same untheorized inter-relation, 

Jüngel’s account of divine independence becomes over-determined through an 

unreflective transposition of divine determinateness.  Without the necessary distinction 

between the essential dimension of God’s love and this love’s specifically divine propria, 

all that belongs to God’s love is transposed into the subject’s being-in-itself. 

It is difficult to escape the impression that – when considered in light of the 

anthropological types of freedom which Jüngel rejects as actually concealing unfreedom 

– Jüngel’s construal of divine freedom stands in rather too close proximity to those.  His 

elaboration of divine determinateness, insofar as there seems to be no use for the 

beloved’s reciprocation – borders on the view that freedom lies in the self-relation’s 

control over that which comes, or is allowed, into it.  By contrast, Jüngel’s account of 

God’s independence as an unfolding of divine immanence in the economy is, in its own 

peculiar way, reminiscent of freedom understood as detachment.  In consequence, 
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Jüngel’s entire undertaking is imbued with overtones of an essentially self-related divine 

subject entirely in control of his temporal self-determination. 

All of this yields a highly ambiguous doctrine of God, as is evidenced by the 

range of available interpretations.  On the one hand, there is Jüngel’s vigorously inter-

subjective conception of God’s being and all his protestations; but, on the other hand, 

there is a drastically over-burdened view of God’s independence, no longer focused on 

the spontaneity and creativity of divine love, but threatening Jüngel’s entire cruciform 

construal.  Our task ahead will be to bring the uniqueness of divine love into view again 

and articulate the relation that obtains between God’s spontaneity and creativity, on the 

one hand, and the inter-subjective vulnerability of love, even divine love, on the other.  

This, I believe, can only be done by going beyond a mere formal conception of divine 

freedom and by asking – once more – about the subject who in correspondence to himself 

determines himself in a trinitarian fashion by identifying with a crucified man. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
FREEDOM AS INTERRUPTION OF THE CONTINUITY OF BEING  

 
 
 

In this chapter we return to anthropology.  It will be remembered, however, that 

the discussion ultimately has in view the doctrine of God, which I shall take up again in 

the following chapter.  Our present task is to examine human freedom, in particular 

human subjectivity, as grounded in the event of elemental interruption, which penetrates 

into the core of one’s being.  Since in freedom humans correspond to God, our findings 

will eventually enable us to propose a reconstruction of divine subjectivity that avoids the 

contradictions identified in the previous chapter. 

Jüngel’s articulation of what it means for humans to be free stands in explicit 

opposition to spurious freedom, characterized by a totalizing predominance of one’s 

relation to self.  Jüngel rejects the idea that freedom can be rooted in self-possession and 

self-actualization.  As was argued in Chapter Two, a self-relation that seeks to absorb all 

other relations into itself for the sake of its own preservation leads at best to freedom de 

iure but not freedom de facto, thus belying the spontaneity it promises.  The reason for 

this, as will be recalled, is that humans cannot simply retreat from the world into their 

inner rationality.  Instead, as not only rational but also corporeal beings, they must push 

back against the world; they must wrest their security and their significance from the 

world and at the world’s expense.  But for all their effort, the world’s impingement will 

not be eclipsed, thus exposing the intractable vulnerability of human being.  Crucially, in 

one’s striving to overcome one’s humanness, one reduces oneself to one’s self-making.  

One’s works then begin to tyrannize one.  Their actuality exerts an impact on present 

possibilities.  There are not only failures, which must be lived down or concealed, but 
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also successes, which obligate.  At bottom, the person bent on self-possession is a person 

threatened by the world and tyrannized by his or her own ‘I’, a person at odds with him 

or herself, relationless and shapeless, neither here nor there. 

Before I turn to Jüngel’s own constructive proposal for human freedom, I wish to 

stress again that Jüngel remains in basic agreement with the conceptions of freedom he 

rejects.  For him, too, spontaneity is essential.  But for freedom to become freedom de 

facto, he insists, the self-relation must be stopped in its sterile self-securing and undergo 

an elemental interruption (elementare Unterbrechung). 

I shall begin by taking a brief look at how this interruption is anticipated in 

humans’ ontological constitution, as well as in human proneness to interruptibility.  

Everything else that follows will concern the elemental interruption as a specifically 

Christian event of being liberated by God’s word of address.  This part of my 

investigation will focus primarily on the interrupted self: its self-perception, structure and 

situatedness. 

 

 

THE HUMAN BEING AS FRAGILE 

Ontological Interruptibility 

According to Jüngel, “human beings are ontologically connected with and 

ontically directed toward” an “elemental interruption of the continuity of life.”1  The 

interruption’s ontological inescapability may, at first blush, seem strange, especially 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “Value-Free Truth: The Christian Experience of Truth in the Struggle against the ‘Tyranny of 
Values’,” Essays II, 205. 
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when one considers that it falls to humans to assure the continuity of their own being.  

Some of the perplexity, I believe, stems from Jüngel’s approach to interruption 

exclusively in terms of an event.  Before we follow him in that approach, we ought, 

however, to attend to two more basic questions: What does it mean that human beings are 

“ontologically connected” to interruption?  And how does this connection to interruption 

relate to the need for assuring the continuity of one’s being? 

To answer the first question, let us return to the fundamental spatiotemporal 

structure of human existence.  In Jüngel’s ontology, the self-relation, as a temporal 

phenomenon, is actually enabled and remains persistently accompanied by spatial 

relations to other people and objects.  These relations differentiate one’s present into past, 

present, and future, out of which the self-relation then arises as an integrative mechanism 

providing human existence with continuity.  To put it simply, one relates to oneself 

because others already relate to one.  Interruptedness is then what thematizes the 

spatiotemporal structure of existence by uncovering the plurality of relations inextricably 

woven into its fabric. 

This is confirmed on the ontic level by the impossibility of securing oneself in 

one’s self-relation.  From an ontic perspective, relations to others intractably impinge on 

one’s self-relation, appearing as an ontic threat to one’s being, rather than as its 

precondition.  And yet, in face of this threat, one cannot turn the self-relation into the 

exclusive relation, or make relations to others into its modalities.  Inevitably, one must 

realize that one can neither completely flee from the world nor recast the world in one’s 

image.  Precisely this failure reveals interruptedness to be an ontological characteristic of 

human being, manifested on the ontic level by the persistent interruptibility of one’s self-
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relation, by what I referred to earlier as human fragility.  Humans do not own themselves, 

but relate to themselves by relating to others and by having others relate to them.  

Appearances notwithstanding, the continuity of one’s being is always continuity in the 

midst of, and thanks to, human ontological interruptedness.  To seek it in solitary self-

securing is not only to fail but ultimately to lose oneself. 

In sum, interruptedness constitutes the logical precondition of the continuity of 

human being, and it is in interruption that this continuity must be sought.  But will any 

interruption do?  Clearly, a human being who has no alternative but to secure his or her 

self-relation, or else to allow his or her being to disintegrate has good reason to see the 

world’s impingement as a threat. 

 

 

Interruptions 

The purpose of what Jüngel understands by “elemental interruption of the 

continuity of being” is the bursting apart of one’s totalizing self-relation and of one’s 

flight from interruptibility.  The purpose of the interruption is to ask – in light of the 

glaring and persistent interruptibility of one’s self-relation – what it is that truly 

constitutes the continuity of one’s being and to align this continuity with the human 

being’s fundamental interruptibility.  In other words, the purpose of the interruption is to 

enable one to grasp one’s existence in all of its untruth and to restore one’s being to its 

relationality. 

There are, Jüngel notes, events which come close to doing just that and so offer a 

glimpse of the fundamental interruptibility of human being.  Among those events are 
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experiences of ecstasy or pain, not infrequently accompanied by verbal exclamations.  

Those interjections function quite differently from the conceptual language of thought: 

“exclamation or silence is an interjection in which the I … breaks out of itself and 

thereby gives voice to the fact that something has stepped in between me and myself.”2  

The exclamation will often consist in a swearword, expressing one’s irritation with the 

unruly nature of one’s self-relation or the world.  Whether uttered in ecstasy or in 

frustration, the exclamation is address-like in character.  It may even be an (unwitting) 

invocation of God.  Having said this, we must note that Jüngel makes a careful distinction 

between broadly understood religious experiences and the Christian experience of 

interruption.3  It is not one’s (mis)use of the word God, let alone a short-lived ecstasy, 

that can undo the self-contradiction of human being.  Even less so can this self-

contradiction be undone by pain.  Although pain has the capacity to interrupt the 

continuity of one’s being, sometimes permanently, it is unable to bring about wholeness 

in the wake of this interruption. 

Subjective experiences of interruption, including those that lead to an accidental 

invocation of God, in themselves serve only as a reminder of the interruptibility of human 

being.  The expletives which they elicit are merely an expression of frustration with one’s 

humanity, which will not allow itself to be fully secured from the world; or they are an 

expression of short-lived forgetfulness on the part of the self-relation which, in a moment 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 205.  Jüngel cautions against an indiscriminate condemnation of 
and flight from pain at all costs precisely on account of its being-interrupting capacity; see 
“Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden.  Zum christlichen Verständnis des Menschen aus theologischer 
Sicht,” BR, 31-32. 

3 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 208. 
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of rapture, unwittingly allows somebody or something else to step into its midst and thus 

to uncover its vulnerability. 

These subjective experiences can become an experience of elemental interruption 

if and only if, in the midst of the crisis caused by the interruption, it is God’s Word that is 

heard, that is, a Word by which God, in and through Christ, addresses the human.  This 

christological dimension cannot be overestimated.  It is perfectly possible, as touched on 

in the previous chapter, to interrupt the continuity of a person’s being with a concept of 

‘God’ which has little or nothing to do with God.  The monadic and perfect god of the 

metaphysical tradition – whose love for humans alternates between an appearance and 

possessiveness and whose omnipotence can only terrify – cannot bring about human 

freedom, let alone flourishing, unless he is pushed out of the world and out of human 

thought.  Faced with this god, humans can only cower in their brokenness.  Yet, by 

securing their selves against and without god, by coming, as it were, into their own, they 

repeat in their own actions and conduct towards others all that the dethroned deity stood 

for.  On Jüngel’s account, the god of the metaphysical tradition is, after all, only a mask 

for human self-actualization and desire to dominate.  Simply stripping off the mask does 

not change the one wearing it, or the one who has seen through it.  In sum, the God of the 

metaphysical tradition serves only the twin purpose of interrupting and leaving broken at 

the hands of someone else bent on self-securing.  To experience this god is not yet to 

experience the elemental interruption of the continuity of being. 

Be that as it may, the word ‘God’, when subjectively invoked at a time of 

desperation or spoken in a moment of delight, does, according to Jüngel, effect an 

interruption that could be called elemental.  He comments: “‘God’ is a word of 
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invocation, an interjection, because it has its Sitz im Leben in highly existential 

exclamatory statements before it appears in theological declaratory statements … we can 

elementarily interrupt our life with this word of exclamation and salutation so that we are 

no longer solely and uninterruptedly by ourselves.  Rather, being truly and elementarily 

interrupted in our egocentricity, we are, from now on, close to God.”  This statement, as 

well as the context in which it appears, is somewhat ambiguous and does not seem to 

denote an elemental interruption in the technical sense of the concept, namely, as a 

lasting and being-altering interruption of the continuity of being. 4  What Jüngel appears 

to have in mind, however, is that, even when the word ‘God’ serves as an invocation in a 

context in which it is little understood or is misused, it does effect a closeness to God.  

One could interpret this as follows: It is true that no Word of God in Christ may have 

been heard by the person who makes the invocation.  But this does not change the fact 

that the invocation, as such, constitutes a plea for solidarity that comes from the very 

depths of one’s humanity and is addressed to the God who one wishes had also, in God’s 

very self, shared in the nothingness, brokenness and sheer unpredictability of an 

interrupted life.  It is a cry of God-forsakenness in which there takes place a lingual 

closeness to God.  Yet this lingual relation is, in fact, real closeness, for the address 

which effects it is possible only because God has, in fact, already addressed himself to 

the person.  When the person, with his or her desperate plea for solidarity, reaches into 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Jüngel offers his remark following a lengthy quote by Martin Buber in which the latter discusses 
the widespread misuse of the word ‘God’ coupled with the fact that even its abusers at times feel 
compelled to address the one whom they have abused.  It is not entirely clear who exactly Jüngel 
means by the pronoun ‘we’ which is the subject of his statement.  “What does it mean to say, 
‘God is love’?” T. Hart and D. Thimell (eds.), Christ in our Place: The Humanity of God in 
Christ for the Reconciliation of the World. Essays Presented to Prof. James Torrance (Exeter, 
UK: Paternoster, 1989), 298 (emphasis original); see also Mystery, 11-12; GGW 12-13. 
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the depths of her relationality, he or she comes into the sphere of God’s prior address.  

This is not to say, however, that such an interruption revels God.  God, Jüngel warns, is 

not a predicate of interruption.5 

To sum up, an interruption may not yet be an elemental interruption strictly 

speaking, but, in that it breaks up one’s totalizing self-relation, it brings to light, however 

ephemerally, one’s humanity.  This humanity is characterized by a simultaneous fragility 

and persistence, because it will not allow itself to be turned into a super humanity, and 

any such self-securing attempts can only lead to an exasperated expletive or an 

invocation of God, with which one interrupts the continuity of one’s own being and 

tacitly affirms one’s relationality.  One’s humanity, which thus comes into view, appears 

to be curiously suspended between chance and necessity: one does not possess oneself, 

and yet, despite the failure of one’s self-securing, one exists.  It is this suspension that 

raises the possibility of a prior address to which one’s invocation of God is merely a 

response.  An interruption, despite all the expletives it may lead one to utter, may also be 

a realization that one ought first to hear.  By virtue of this realization, it may become an 

elemental interruption in the strict sense. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 This is contra Lévinas.  “The Dogmatic Significance of the Question of the Historical Jesus,” 
Essays II, 91-93. 
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THE ELEMENTAL INTERRUPTION 

Freedom as Being Liberated 

Jüngel holds, as we have just seen, that it is possible for one temporarily to 

interrupt one’s life by invoking God – usually in response to a crisis or a situation where 

the world breaks into the self-relation and, in doing so, produces either terror or aesthetic 

gratification.  Through such invocation one often catches a glimpse of one’s humanity as 

radically different, richer, and more mysterious than that which emerges from obsessive 

self-securing and colonizing self-actualization.  What requires some clarification is that it 

is only derivatively that one interrupts the continuity of one’s being: human interruptions 

presuppose interruptedness and anticipate the elemental interruption. 

Even though the invocation proceeds from one, ontologically the whole 

experience presupposes a prior relation; it presupposes the fact that, at a level 

inaccessible to the agent bent on self-possession, the human being already exists as 

primordially recognized, as a partaker of divine-human togetherness.  The invocation of 

God, uttered in a moment of exasperation, gives expression to this in the form of an ontic 

longing for such divine-human solidarity; it is a longing for a God in whose nature it is to 

come into human brokenness and who, therefore, would already have done so.  It is 

important to note this aspect in order to draw attention to what our discussion has 

frequently signaled only obliquely, namely, that humans cannot free themselves: they 

cannot free themselves through self-possession, and, what is particularly important in the 

present context, they cannot free themselves from their compulsion toward self-

possession.  When they interrupt their lives with an invocation of God, the invocation 

presupposes that it is God’s nature to be liberator par excellence.  But on the ontic level, 
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such an interruption is only an expression of forlorn hope made amidst depictions of God 

that belie it.  On the level accessible to the person, every such interruption is thus only a 

longing for liberation.  In brief, freedom for human beings means being liberated: letting 

go of one’s freedom, or whatever one imagines it to be, and accepting it from another, 

with all the risk it entails.  But for this freedom to be more than a matter of longing, the 

liberator must first reveal himself. 

This inevitably raises the question of how freedom on someone else’s terms can 

be true freedom.  Jüngel does not need to look for an experience of liberation turning out 

to be the worst kind of bondage any further than the experience of his own nation in the 

wake of its “liberation” from Nazi dictatorship by the Soviet Red Army in 1945.6  We 

must attend to this concern before we may continue our exploration of human freedom as 

divine liberation.  Of crucial significance here is the distinction, already adumbrated, 

between God and the world in relation to human subjectivity.  Because of the triune 

God’s more than necessary character at the ontic level, that is, in relation to worldly 

contingencies, God does not impinge on human subjectivity in the same way the world 

does as both this subjectivity’s precondition and a seemingly deadly threat to it.  Thus, in 

the power of his self-disclosure, God has the freedom to address humanity in its tug-of-

war with the world, to put an end to the reciprocal violence, and to establish mutuality 

between one’s self- and other-relations.  This ontic togetherness, maintained through the 

divine-human relationship, is, as we shall see, structurally constitutive of freedom.  It 

makes one true to one’s ontological being, which the event of divine revelation discloses 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 “Befreiende Freiheit – als Merkmal christlicher Existenz,” Anfänger, 11; see also Die 
Leidenschaft Gott zu denken: Ein Gespräch über Denk- und Lebenserfahrungen (Zürich: 
Theologischer Verlag, 2009), 14. 
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both in its newness, that is, in the ontic reality of freedom, and in its always having been 

the case, in that, “also as a sinner” one has always been ontologically “determined for 

freedom to begin something with oneself and one’s world.”7  In brief, freedom, when it is 

rooted in the triune God’s revelation, is not an imposition of that which is alien but a 

disclosure of that which is intimately one’s own.  It shows that the self-contradiction in 

which one lives is not an affliction to which one is intrinsically doomed. 

As we move on to investigate in more detail the disclosive character of the event 

and experience of elemental interruption, it is important to remember that it is on the 

ontic dimension that our focus rests. 

 

 

The Elemental Interruption as Self-disclosure of God and Disclosure of Humanity 

An interruption that leads to wholeness and flourishing, Jüngel insists, takes place 

when, in an act of faith, one acknowledges the triune God’s relationship to one.  What is 

this relationship?  It corresponds to the longing implicit in human self-interruptions, but it 

corresponds to it with the force, precision and excess of a historical occurrence. 

The elemental interruption finds its raison d’être in the events of Good Friday and 

Easter morning.  Those events, recognized as God’s self-disclosure, constitute the basis 

of the elemental interruption as a subjectively disclosive experience.  The interruption is 

an experience in which those events present themselves as being of immeasurable 

significance to the one who undergoes the experience.  What specifically is disclosed?  In 

the first place, that God has, in fact, in God’s very self experienced the nothingness and 
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7 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 24. 
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brokenness of an interrupted human life, that in his very self God does not exist apart 

from this once-broken life, and that through this life, lovingly taken up into God’s self, he 

acknowledges all of humanity.  Hence the interruption reveals the freedom of God to 

embrace the nothingness of human death within God’s self. 

In addition, what is disclosed is also the being of humanity.  God’s act of self-

identification with the suffering of Christ constitutes an affirmation of the moribund 

human.  It shows that a human being need not be doomed to futile self-securing but rather 

“lives from God’s recognition.”8  It shows, further, that Christ’s humanity, affirmed by 

being taken up into God’s very life, is humanity which precisely as humanity is made in 

God’s image.  The human being is shown to exist in a fundamental relation to God, 

thanks to which it can rest in its humanity, which, in turn, is shown to be infinitely more 

than what any self-transcendence can promise. 

Both living from God’s recognition and thus being renewed in God’s image result 

in human freedom, or rather the sharing, on humanity’s part, in the freedom of God.  

God’s freedom – as freedom that realizes itself in bestowal – liberates humanity from the 

compulsion towards self-affirmation.  “Easter,” Jüngel asserts, “makes it certain that God 

himself not only is the embodiment of all freedom but also uses his infinite freedom in 

order to free us humans from our self-inflicted unfreedom.  In the person of Jesus Christ 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 “On Becoming Truly Human. The Significance of the Reformation Distinction between Person 
and Works for the Self-Understanding of Modern Humanity,” Essays II, 237.  Commenting on 
Barth’s anthropology, Jüngel writes: “The apparent deficiency in Jesus’ humanity [that is, its 
living from God] turns out to be the achievement of a true humanity in the coexistence of the 
God-man” (Karl Barth: A Theological Legacy, trans. Garrett E. Paul [Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1986], 134; cf. Mystery, 358; GGW 491).  As noted earlier, what distinguishes Jüngel from Barth, 
and what makes Jesus unique in Jüngel’s own theology, is the fact that, as he lives from God, 
Jesus does not realize a prior identity assigned to him (see Chapter Three, ftn. 70); his life is 
rather retroactively claimed by God and made God’s own at Jesus’ death.  God’s identification 
with Jesus renders God’s self-determination inter-subjective. 
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– that is where freedom is.  Christ, risen from the dead – he is free and he makes free; he 

is the freeing freedom in person.”9  Christ is the person in whom and as whom God 

discloses himself and, in doing so, discloses humanity to itself as beings that can be 

renewed in God’s image. 

In subjective terms, one experiences this disclosure as God’s justifying Word 

which he – in Christ’s death and resurrection, and as the Word about Christ’s death and 

resurrection – addresses to the sinner.10  In the Lutheran tradition this particular Word is 

known as the gospel.  It proclaims to the sinner, in the midst of his or her compulsive 

self-securing, that not merely Christ, as if his humanity were something different and 

remote from one’s own, but the sinner, too, already is “an irrevocably affirmed and 

recognized person.”11  One experiences Christ’s humanity as one’s own humanity: his 

God-forsakenness as one’s own God-forsakenness, his affirmation by the Father in the 

Spirit as one’s own affirmation by God.  And one experiences the fragility of one’s 

human being as so transcended through God’s act of recognition that one can now allow 

oneself simply to be human in all the relational fragility that being human entails.  It is 

this experience that interrupts, according to Jüngel, the continuity of one’s being, renews 

one in God’s image and makes one free, and, finally, calls one to a life of freedom after 

God’s image. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 13-14. 

10 Jüngel emphasizes the significance of the narrative character of the Word: “[historical] 
narrative [Erzählen] is a powerful kind of talk which should result in past history liberating its 
most authentic possibilities anew.” (Mystery, 305f; GGW 417f).  More specifically, the Jesus 
story has, for Jüngel, a “sacramental function” through which the hearer wins freedom (Mystery, 
309; GGW 422). 

11 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 24.  Cf. “Wertlose Würde – Gewissenhafter 
Gewissenlosigkeit,” EmE, 98; and “Living out of Righteousness: God’s Action – Human 
Agency,” Essays II, 256. 
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I now turn to the human being who has, in his or her very being, experienced the 

elemental interruption.  My discussion, as indicated earlier, will elaborate on the self-

experience, structure and situatedness of the interrupted self. 

 

 

THE FREE PERSON 

What does it mean for a person to be free?  This question can be answered in a 

threefold manner.  Seen from one perspective, the question directs us to the experience 

and self-perception of the free person, whose ontic existence has been aligned with 

humanity’s fundamental relationality.  It asks about the person’s identity.  And it asks this 

while explicitly guarding against the danger of human self-contradiction and the spurious 

freedoms that issue from it.  From another perspective, the question asks about the 

ontology of human freedom as established by the relationship between the triune God, 

who is more than necessary vis-à-vis worldly contingences, and the human being who is 

relationally constituted through participation in God’s freedom.  Put forth this way, the 

question calls for an analysis of the divine-human relationship as constitutive of the 

structural framework and underpinnings of freedom.  Finally, the question may also 

concern the ontic self-expression of the free person as an agent.  It can be phrased as 

follows: what is the ontic reality of freedom for which one has been determined all along 

and which is more than a wild goose chase?  I shall analyze these three dimensions in 

turn. 
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The Experience of Interruption 

Crisis 

Jüngel is quite emphatic that the impact of the elemental interruption extends 

beyond the realm of action and conduct and concerns its very ground.  God’s 

unconditional recognition of humanity does not respond to humanity’s loss of self- and 

world-meaning by aiding the human project of meaning-imposition.  Instead, the entire 

project – what Jüngel refers to as the “the meaning of meaning” – is called into question 

by God’s justifying act.  “Justification is something other than satisfaction of needs.  It is 

something more like transforming needs,” Jüngel writes.12  With this, he wants to affirm 

that the elemental interruption concerns life at its very core.13  It spurs not moral 

betterment, such that the goal of self-securing comes more within human reach; rather, it 

is a radical ontological negation of the being that humans bent on self-possession strive to 

actualize.  It is a repudiation of the very idea of self-actualization.  Only in this way can 

agency itself, in all its self-seeking and attempted self-actualizing, be restructured and 

liberated.  In brief, the elemental interruption involves a radical contradiction of what 

human beings perceive as their own freedom and wholeness. 

This is not to say that what the sinner desires is entirely misdirected.  Hence, I 

believe, Jüngel’s emphasis on the seemingly weaker transformation of needs, as opposed 

to eradication or replacement.  Humans involved in an ontological self-contradiction by 

all accounts do desire wholeness and freedom.  But the point is that wholeness is not to 

be found in superhumanity, that is, through overcoming one’s own human fragility, while 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 Justification, 263. 

13 “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 243. 
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freedom is not to be found in self-security, that is, through simultaneously doing violence 

to the world and securing oneself against it.  What the elemental interruption 

accomplishes is human wholeness and freedom – but it neither makes one superhuman 

nor enables the self to turn into a solitary fortress.  Wholeness and freedom, as they issue 

forth from the elemental interruption, contradict human notions of wholeness and 

freedom. They are, on the one hand, wholeness and freedom on God’s terms.  On the 

other hand, by resolving humans’ ontological self-contradiction, they are wholeness and 

freedom that intimately, and now also really, belong to humanity. 

The revelation of this intimate belonging comes only later, however.  As a 

transformation that entails negation of being, the elemental interruption ushers itself in, 

first of all, as an experience of an all-enveloping crisis.  It is an event which calls into 

question one’s entire life.14  One may ask why this is the case, since the news, after all, is 

good news.  This is true.  The gospel message of God’s self-identification with 

nothingness for humanity’s sake is ultimately a comforting one.  But before it brings 

comfort, it first discloses, with no room for doubt or self-deception, that the nothingness 

which God takes up into God’s being is none other than one’s life’s quest for self-

security.15  God’s self-identification with “the scandalously murdered man Jesus,”16 who 

as righteous dies accused of unrighteousness, puts into sharp relief the project of human 

self-securing and reveals its destructiveness.  The project is shown to be neither a partial 

success that can still, with some aid, be brought to completion nor a temporary failure 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 204. 

15 Jüngel’s christologically-oriented doctrine of sin follows in the footsteps of Barth; see Karl 
Barth, 116. 

16 Mystery, 329; GGW 451. 
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that one can eventually overcome.  In the cross this project is disclosed as a contradictory 

and destructive abandonment of one’s human being, in all its relational richness, for a 

pernicious pipe dream.  It is disclosed as nothingness that is expansive, self-indulgent and 

incapable of relationships, a nothingness that not only has taken over one’s entire life but 

also has no regard for the life and humanity of another. 

Thus the elemental interruption shows sin to be far more egregious than mere 

misconduct, which, when brought to one’s attention, one can strive to correct.  

Recognition of the gravity of sin, of one’s own deformity, must bring with itself 

vulnerability.  It throws the would-be superhuman back onto his or her own mere 

humanity and, in doing so, exposes one to injury or misuse.  It entails a loss of control.17  

“Elemental interruption is a negation that deeply endangers that which is interrupted.  It 

exposes a being to the possibility of non-being.”  It discloses more than the futility of 

one’s self-securing; it shows its deadly nature.  In consequence, the interruption appears 

to leave one suspended between the seemingly impossible life of human vulnerability and 

the even more damaging pursuit of super-humanity.  But just this possibility of non-

being,” says Jüngel, “is creative in the most powerful way.”18  The elemental interruption 

would be an entirely negative experience, a life-shattering event “only if the continuity of 

life remained permanently interrupted,” if the sinner were left with nothing but his or her 

own vulnerability.  But, as Jüngel underscores, it is an interruption not for the sake of a 
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17 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 300. 

18 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 207. 
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crisis but for the sake of a qualitative “enhancement of the continuity of life.”  It makes 

life newer and richer.19 

 

Faith 

How specifically is life’s continuity enhanced?  The short answer is: on account 

of faith.  The proclamation of the Christ narrative not only reveals the nothingness of the 

sinner’s solitude and vulnerability but, above all, it proleptically discloses the sinner’s 

identity as one affirmed and unconditionally recognized.  One embraces God’s act, as 

well as human identity which it discloses, in an act of faith.  In faith one lets go of one’s 

futile self-securing; yet, by doing so, one does not become insecure.  To understand why 

faith does not lead to insecurity, we must, first, return to Jüngel’s engagement with Kant, 

discussed in Chapter Two. 

Kant’s insight that Jüngel highlights is that faith is an inevitable, albeit 

unwelcome, product of a rationality that aims at self-possession.  A consistent pursuit of 

rational self-securing will eventually subvert itself by positing a dimension of faith over 

which reason has no control.  This leads Kant to conclude that faith constitutes an 

essential part of human identity.  Be that as it may, the Kantian faith rests in divine 

hiddenness, which Kant, with thankfulness, regards as mercy.  This hiddenness 

guarantees that the moral law is obeyed for its own sake, rather than because of an 

expected reward or out of fear of punishment.  As far as Jüngel is concerned, humans are 

thus thrown back on their own self-securing, which, however impossible, is reinforced as 
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an inevitable pursuit.20  In other words, while Kant’s faith points to the impossibility of 

rational self-securing, it cannot put an end to the all-embracing pursuit of such self-

security.  It only makes the compulsion toward self-possession more reckless and more 

desperate.  Kant’s celebrated categorical imperative is nothing but making a virtue out of 

necessity. 

Jüngel concurs that faith is a dimension that ineluctably opens up in the midst of a 

totalizing self-relation and destabilizes it.  But for faith to become not just a vague 

intimation of a problem but the solution to the self-contradiction of a self-securing 

existence, faith must be more than Kant’s moral belief.  It must be grounded it God’s 

revelation.  It must thus be understood as Luther understood it, in terms of a divine-

human relation, foundational for one’s entire being.21  So understood, faith is a fissure 

through which humanity’s ontological relationality breaks forth.  The faith that attends 

the elemental interruption, Jüngel holds, is an acknowledgement of, and response to, 

recognition by God.  It is a letting go of oneself and a reception of oneself from God.  It 

is trust.  Trust, notes Jüngel, is the opposite of control.22  Yet, what is significant, though 

trust removes security for the sake of a relationship, it does not make one insecure.  Trust 

in God entails certainty and, as such, is “the basic process between man and God.”  It, so 
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20 Jüngel asks: “Is not ultimately the categorical imperative the grand attempt to establish the 
morally understood security of the human race as its highest good?” (Mystery, 196; GGW 265). 

21 “true faith is not … an absolute … quality in the soul, but it is something which does not allow 
itself to be torn away from Christ” (Against Latomus [1521], LW 32:239; WA 8:114). 

22 “every interpersonal relationship, every contact from person to person, would be destroyed by 
the performance of that securing process which provides for control” (Mystery, 196; GGW 266). 
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to speak, unturns the ego from its compulsion toward itself.  Trust does not make one 

insecure but free.23 

One’s faith relation to God brings with itself a new perspective on oneself.  The 

sterility of one’s self-relation comes into view but does so as transcended.  One sees 

oneself as unconditionally recognized, recognized precisely in one’s nothingness. One 

looks at oneself from a distance, through the eyes of the One whose judgment is 

unconditional recognition.  The disruptions and discontinuities of one’s relation to the 

world are comprehended in a continuity that remains unaffected by them. 

 

Experience with experience 

As one looks at oneself through the eyes of faith, there takes place “an experience 

with experience.”  Jüngel explains: “faith distinguishes itself from an array of worldly 

experiences not (in a negative sense) because it is beyond experience, but it distinguishes 

itself from an array of worldly experiences (in a positive sense) because it is an 

experience with experience [Erfahrung mit der Erfahrung], a peculiar experience with the 

very act of experiencing.”  More than that, “faith makes ever anew an experience with 

experience so that the plural, experiences with experience, is by implication plausible.”24  

Elsewhere Jüngel states this more briefly: “I experience again all that is and all previous 

experiences of self and world.”25 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Mystery, 197; GGW 267.  These ideas are an echo of Luther, e.g., “Experience also teaches that 
even though a man may work himself to death, his heart has no peace until he begins to yield 
himself to God’s grace, and takes the risk of trust in it” (Defense and Explanation of All the 
Articles [1521], LW 32:54; WA 7:386). 

24 EmE, 9-10; cf. Mystery, 168; GGW 225. 

25 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 208. 
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This new perception that springs into being at the event of elemental interruption 

makes “new things … self-evident.”26  It manifests itself as awareness of one’s non-being 

and the possibility of non-being in general – this is the dimension of crisis.  But this gives 

way to an awareness of the fullness of being that exceeds anything that self-possession 

can aim at.  One realizes that one’s true being is not that which is now perceived in its 

untruth but rather that from whose perspective one now perceives, that is, humanity 

unconditionally affirmed by God.  “Faith,” comments Jüngel, “is a self-discovery that 

begins at the same time as we discover God.  It is the discovery of a self-renewal that 

affects the whole person” who now “experiences God as the inexhaustible mystery of 

[the self] and of all things.”27  As someone who has experienced anew all of his 

experiences, the person can now distinguish between being and non-being, a distinction 

that begins with the person him- or herself. 

 

The person as separate from works 

What is experienced as non-being are one’s efforts aimed at self-securing and, 

more generally, the capacity of human actions to effect such self-securing.  What is 

experienced as being is the unconditional affirmation by God – affirmation in the midst 

and in spite of the restless and expansive nothingness which one’s totalizing self-relation 

engenders.  This experience of distance to self, such that the perceiving self and the self 

which is perceived are not mere mirror images, effects a separation between person and 

works, or, to be more precise, the ontic emergence of the person vis-à-vis the person’s 
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26 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 214. 

27 Justification, 241; “My Theology,” Essays II, 7. 
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works.  One experiences oneself as infinitely more than the sum total of one’s actions.  In 

the words of Luther, which Jüngel quotes, “Fides facit personam … opus non facit 

personam, sed persona facit opus.”28  The person is now seen as having priority over any 

work of his or hers, purely by virtue of faith in God’s justifying work and word.  In this 

sense, “faith is irreplaceable.”29  As in Kant’s case, faith preserves human identity; more 

than that, it establishes it.  But it does so not by directing humans back to their own doing, 

but by freeing them from the compulsion toward it. 

The immediate consequence of this is liberation from the tyranny of works (and 

its modalities in the form of the tyrannies of the past, future and values).  Self-securing, 

together with the underlying relationlessness, is forgiven, and conclusively relegated to 

the past.  This does not mean, however, that one’s past is erased.  Rather, the fact that one 

has a past, which one must relate to and appropriate, ceases to be a source of oppression 

and personhood-destroying struggle.  One can now deal with the past out of one’s God’s 

given identity, instead of having the past inexorably impinge on one’s identity-in-the-

making.30  Jüngel expresses this idea by means of mystical concepts, as those were 

appropriated and substantially reworked by Luther: there has now emerged a genuine 

distinction between the inner and the outer in a person.  The inner and the outer are no 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Zirkulardisputation de veste nuptiali (1537); WA 39I:283; cited partially in “On Becoming 
Truly Human,” Essays II, 231; and “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 24.  Cf. also Luther’s 
Lectures on Galatians (1535), LW 26:256; WA 40I:402. 

29 FoC, 30 (emphasis original). 

30 Hence Jüngel’s rejection, as deficient, of John Locke’s understanding of the person as “a 
thinking intelligent being, that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the same 
thinking thing, in different times and places.”  Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1689), 
Bk. II, Ch. XXVII, §9.  For Jüngel, a self-relation rooted in memory is by itself insufficient to 
decide the question of one’s status as person or one’s personal dignity.  Cf. “Hoffen, Handeln – 
und Leiden,” BR, 23, 39. 
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longer mirror images of each other, replicating each other in an endless echo, with 

actuality necessarily producing only more of itself.  Faith has brought a surplus into the 

self-relation.  One consequence of this is that the outer man – understood as a totus homo 

and not just the sensible dimension of human existence – is always in the process of 

becoming old.  As the inner person, who is infinitely more than the sum of works, never 

ceases to be renewed in faith, the outer man is no longer able perilously to linger in the 

present.  The outer man, together with all his works, can safely become old. 

In terms of self-experience, all this means that one is freed from guilt.  With this 

assertion, Jüngel consciously opposes both Heidegger and Hartmann.  He disagrees with 

Heidegger that guilt belongs to the primordial structure of human being.31  For Heidegger, 

wanting to have a conscience is part of authentic existence.  Conscience continually calls 

one face to face with oneself and, in doing so, attests to one’s very own potential for true 

being.32  It seems the motivation behind Jüngel’s rejection is not dissimilar from his 

dismissal of Kantian freedom: a conscience that conjures up a fullness of being as 

something one must never stop pressing toward, makes freedom incomprehensible at best 

and incoherent at worst.  Freedom, for Jüngel, is no longer an oppressive and being-

destroying imperative, a command to possess oneself.  Instead the Cross proclaims the 

“sovereign indicative of freedom.”33  Freedom brings with itself a dimension of rest, in 

which the person comes into view, whereas the person’s works recede into the 

background. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 This disagreement is registered very briefly in “Wertlose Würde,” EmE, 101. 

32 B&T, 285-89. 

33 “Befreiende Freiheit,” Anfänger, 13. 
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Jüngel’s dismissal of Hartmann has to do not so much with guilt as a structural 

characteristic of human being as with an actual feeling of guilt which persists as long as 

values do.  According to Hartmann, guilt assures that one remains a moral being, and, 

therefore, its removal would be an evil greater than its fostering for the sake of continued 

actualization of values.34  Jüngel responds by affirming categorically that “The gospel so 

touches the conscience that it is not tranquillized, but rather cancelled and relieved of its 

post.”35 

Jüngel’s juxtaposition between the tranquilization and the cancellation of 

conscience requires further explanation.  Here Jüngel agrees with Kant that the 

conscience is a faculty of judgment, which adjudicates on the basis of what is given to it 

by another authority.  But he questions whether this authority should be reason judging 

itself.  The task, he maintains, should rather be accorded to God’s word of the gospel.36  

To understand what motivates Jüngel, one need look only to the authority of the law and 

the law’s capacity for anesthetizing the conscience.  Legal penalties, to be sure, inhibit 

transgression.  If one obeys the law, one’s conscience is tranquilized.  A human being 

who considers him- or herself to be law-abiding is obviously a self-satisfied person.  Yet 

even in the case of such a person the demand of the law inevitably towers over the 

conscience and, in the end, splits the person.  It does not matter whether the law is 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 “Value-Free Truth,” Essays II, 210-11.  Hartmann writes: “The state of being guilty on account 
of a bad deed cannot be taken away from anyone, since it is inseparable from the guilty man – 
one would need to deny his guiltiness and impugn his accountability” (Ethics, trans. S. Coit, vol. 
3: Moral Freedom [New Brunswick: Transaction, 2002], 271). 

35 Justification, 230. 

36 “Der Mensch – im Schnittpunkt von Wissen, Glauben, Tun und Hoffen,” Zeitschrift für 
Theologie und Kirche (2004), 343.  Cf. Kant, Religion within the bounds of mere reason (1793).  
In Religion and Rational Theology, trans. and ed. Allen W. Wood and George di Giovanni 
(Cambridge: University Press: 1996), 203 [6:186]. 
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understood as an extraneous, civil code or as an immanent human characteristic (purely 

formal, as in Kant, or bearing a particular content).  A person, however law-abiding, who 

lives under the ever-impending judgment of the law, even if the law’s sole demand is to 

make oneself free, is a person at odds with him- or herself, a person who is never relieved 

of the task of making sure that no single work speaks against him- or herself.  

Tranquilizing the conscience simply will not do.  The conscience can only be cancelled. 

Jüngel’s distinction between the (rational) law and the gospel, with only the latter 

being able to bring peace to the conscience, is a self-aware continuation of the 

Reformation’s heritage.  Salvation cannot come through the law of works, the Wittenberg 

reformers insisted in the spirit of St. Paul.  Peace, as opposed to short-lived self-

satisfaction, cannot be effected through a demand, regardless of who issues it, Jüngel 

holds.  He extends this insight to more modern notions, pertaining to human being in the 

world, such as dignity, uniqueness, personhood and wholeness.  None of these must be 

conditioned on one’s conformity to a law.  None of these is subject to achievement.  They 

are possible only through unconditional recognition.   Because it goes ahead of the 

person’s works, unconditional recognition distinguishes the person from his or her works 

and thus cancels the person’s conscience.37 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Jüngel’s thinking on law and gospel has been shaped as much by Luther as by Barth.  The 
gospel and the law are diametrically opposed to each other (which is the traditional Lutheran 
position), but only, Jüngel avers, where the law remains unrestricted by the gospel.  In other 
words, if individuals are bent on determining themselves definitively through their acts, there is 
no room for the gospel, and, consequently, the demand of the law becomes “an excessive 
demand,” which the gospel opposes with full force.  Jüngel views the gospel – as does Luther in 
his catechetical explanation of the Creed’s first article and as more self-awarely does Barth – as 
the basic dimension of the entirety of human history, evident already in the divine act of creation.  
Though Jüngel gives only a qualified approval to Barth’s designation of “the law as sum and form 
of the gospel” (CD II/2, 509; Karl Barth, 119), he agrees that one can speak of the “imperatives 
of freedom” only in the context of the “indicative of grace.”  Jüngel explains: “The gospel does 
not contradict the law’s demand, but it certainly contradicts the excessive demand of the law by 
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God’s affirmation of humanity, when believed, brings about the freedom of 

conscience.  “Christian freedom in its primary form is freedom of conscience,” Jüngel 

declares.  This freedom must not be understood in the same manner that the phrase 

‘freedom of conscience’ is employed in contemporary political discourse in the West.  

Seen against the backdrop of Jüngel’s anthropology, the political understanding seems to 

exhibit some of the weaknesses that have led Jüngel (via Marcuse) to dismiss Kant’s 

understanding of freedom.  What Jüngel wishes to recover is Luther’s understanding of 

the freedom of conscience as “the royal freedom of the person to be separated from his or 

her guilt and thus liberated for the transformation of the world.”38  Luther, Jüngel notes, 

offers the first known instance of the phrase “libertas conscientiae.”39  It goes without 

saying that it by no means follows from this cancellation of conscience that one can now 

be immoral (to allay Hartmann’s fear). 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
proclaiming the justification of sinners and thereby the distinction between person and work” 
(“On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 236). 

38 “Wertlose Würde,” EmE, 101. 

39 Luther writes: “Christian or evangelical freedom, then, is a freedom of conscience which 
liberates the conscience from works. Not that no works are done, but no faith is put in them. For 
conscience is not the power to do works, but to judge them. The proper work of conscience (as 
Paul says in Romans 2[:15]), is to accuse or excuse, to make guilty or guiltless, uncertain or 
certain. Its purpose is not to do, but to pass judgment on what has been done and what should be 
done, and this judgment makes us stand accused or saved in God’s sight. Christ has freed this 
conscience from works through the gospel and teaches this conscience not to trust in works, but 
to rely only on his mercy.  And so, the conscience of a man of faith depends solely and entirely 
on the works of Christ” (The Judgment of Martin Luther on Monastic Vows [1521], LW 44:298; 
WA 8:606-07; cited partially in “Die Freiheit eines Christenmenschen: Freiheit als Summe des 
Christentums,” Michael Beintker et al. [eds.], Wege zum Einverständnis. Festschrift für Christoph 
Demke [Leipzig: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1997], 128). 
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The person as distinguished from God 

The distinction between person and works is related to another fundamental 

distinction.  In irrevocably affirming the person, God also distinguishes between God and 

the person in his or her humanity.  One no longer needs, as a justified person, to secure 

oneself against one’s human fragility by seeking to transcend it.  As recognized by God, 

one is freed from the urge to remake oneself in the image of what one understands God to 

be.  “To be justified means to be unconditionally distinguished from God for one’s own 

good,” Jüngel observes.40  One’s relation to God does not divinize one but, precisely on 

account of God’s closeness, one becomes determinate as a human person, a creature.  

“The righteous person is … nothing other than the truly human person [der menschliche 

Mensch].”41 

The humanness of the free person cannot be overestimated.  In my engagement 

both with Jüngel’s critique of Kantian freedom and with Jüngel’s construal of divine 

freedom, I noted that freedom consists not only in independence and the capacity to 

determine oneself but also in determinateness.  Freedom involves not only spontaneity 

but also defining what exactly one is as a spontaneous being in the world. 

The freedom of a human subject bent on self-actualization seems to be incapable 

of determinateness.  Human self-determination (in the word’s active sense) does not 

achieve determinateness but rather makes humans lose whatever determinateness they 

have.  They become relationless, at the same time tyrannized and controlling, as well as 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 FoC, 26. 

41 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 216.  Cf. “Grenzen des Menschseins,” TE II, 358; and 
Justification, 199-200 n. 121. 
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boundaryless, moribund in the simultaneous collapse and distendedness of their being.  

This lack of determinateness results from the fact that – for a human in a totalizing self-

relation – self-actualization, self-meaning and so also the self’s freedom are not grounded 

in that which is given and which is perceived as fragile.  They have to be seized from the 

world and over against the world, whose unpredictability and impingement pose a threat 

to the security of the self-relation; they have to be wrested from the world by 

manufacturing the world.  Self-determination entangles humans in an inescapable self-

contradiction, as, through their own humanity, their own capacity for world-being, they 

seek to get ahead of their own humanity and leave behind its world-being, now seen as 

deadly vulnerability.  Thus, at best, self-determination amounts to compulsion toward 

action.  But it cannot bring about determinateness.  In this process, humans destroy their 

relational identity. 

The elemental interruption, by contrast, makes human determinateness possible.  

As it exposes the self-contradiction of human being, the unfreedom and futility of human 

self-determination, it also reestablishes one’s fundamental humanity in its relation to God.  

God is now revealed as the boundary of the human, as the one who gives humanity its 

proper place and proportion.  But this boundary is one of freedom, whereby humanity is 

shown to be infinitely more than mere fragility and limitedness.  The human person is 

essentially a creature, related both to his or her Creator and to everything else, now 

understood as God’s creation.  Yet, because God relates to the contingent as one who is 

more than necessary, the human being, precisely qua creature, is infinitely bounded: “Der 

Mensch ist unendlich begrenzt.”42 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 “Grenzen des Menschseins,” TE II, 360.  Jüngel follows here in the footsteps of Barth, who 
states: “Man as such … has no beyond.  Nor does he need one, for God is his beyond” (CD III/2, 
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The human person is a being determined in a most creative way – by and for 

possibility that embraces actuality in hitherto unforeseen ways.  This becomes apparent 

when we again contrast the sinner’s existence with that of the free person.  The sinner’s 

quest for self-possessed subjectivity, for the closure, so to speak, of the self, renders the 

sinner’s being open, shapeless and indeterminate.  At the same time, the sinner’s world 

becomes increasingly closed and predictable, a product of one’s attempted mastery over 

it.  This fundamental closure of the world in its unruliness – that is, the sinner’s inability 

to receive from the world despite the sinner’s worldly involvement – makes the sinner’s 

being trivial.  It only reproduces itself in its indeterminateness.  By contrast, the person, 

who in faith has received his or her determination from another, from God, remains open 

to the world.  As the distendedness of one’s self-securing being recedes, space is opened 

up for otherness.  In this openness, the world is allowed to exist for its own sake and for 

the sake of one’s action on its behalf.  It comes into one’s self-relation, interrupts the self-

relation, calling for ever-new possibilities for reception and for action, possibilities that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
632; cited in Karl Barth, 46).  This may be a good place to indicate that the concept of 
interruption, too, appears already in Barth, though not as a technical term and in a manner that is 
generally unthematized.  The following quotation from the Church Dogmatics illustrates both 
Jüngel’s indebtedness to Barth, as well as how significantly he develops themes which have only 
an inchoate presence in Barth: “we can and must realise that this participation [in God’s 
revelation] is achieved in our own experience and activity, in that act of self-determination which 
we call our human existence. This participation has nothing whatever to do with a magical 
invasion of the interrelated totality of our physico-psychical human life by supernatural factors 
and forces. It does signify a limitation and interruption [Unterbrechung], a most concrete 
limitation and interruption, of our existence. Our existence is confronted by something outside 
and over against it, by which it is … totally determined. But it is determined as the act of our self-
determination in the totality of its possibilities. Yet not in such a way that we know in advance 
and can usually tell what form the fulfilment of this self-determination will take” (CD I/2, 266, 
translation altered).  Elsewhere Barth also speaks of God’s invading, reaching and piercing; see 
CD III/2, 141-42. 
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cannot be assimilated but only enjoyed, and hence ever fresh and new possibilities.43  

Therefore, paradoxically, even though one’s being is determinate, it is hardly trivial.  I 

believe this is what Jüngel has in mind when he states that “one is … taken away from 

oneself, is destined to be and to become.”44 

In sum, it is the God-effected distinction of the human from God that allows the 

person to relate to God and to fellow humans and, more than that, to be constantly 

enriched in those relations.  God’s relation to the person restores a balance between one’s 

relations to others and one’s relation to self. 

With these last remarks, we have already transcended the realm of self-perception 

and ventured into the territory of Jüngel’s relational ontology.  It is to this that we now 

turn. 

 

 

Human Being Is in Becoming 

The elemental interruption does not exhaust itself simply in subjective perception.  

This would make it hardly different from Kant’s inner freedom as interpreted and 

critiqued by Marcuse and Scheler.  Jüngel is quite emphatic that the elemental 

interruption is, so to speak, ontically available.  It manifests itself as a particular 

relational structure of the person’s being-in-the-world. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 “Humanity in Correspondence to God. Remarks on the Image of God as a Basic Concept in 
Theological Anthropology,” Essays I, 150. 

44 FoC, 82 (emphasis added). 
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A creature of distance 

A person’s freedom from dependence on works for his or her identity is, in fact, 

grounded in a real separation that takes place in the person’s being.  In interrupting the 

sinner’s totalizing self-relation, God has, in fact, come closer to the human than the 

human is to him- or herself.45  As a result of God’s coming, the person has been distanced 

from him- or herself.  This, in turn, has enabled the emergence of a discrete, determinate 

identity.  Personhood, dignity and uniqueness – which hitherto remained beyond the 

reach of the self-relation’s trivial exertions – are now granted to the person in a non-

trivial fashion.  They are granted out of divine excess: not as a possession but as a 

relation, precisely so that they would not become mirror images of the person’s ontic 

existence. 

Because my identity is found in God, as in faith I claim as mine God’s 

identification with the dead Jesus, God’s closeness to me is also my existence outside of 

myself.  A justified person ek-sists (ek-sistiert) – exists from another and, as we are about 

to see, also for another.46  “Faith,” writes Jüngel, “is a participation in God himself.”47 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 “In the gospel … God … draws near to me, indeed nearer to me than I am able to be to myself” 
(“Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 245). 

46 Jüngel comments: “Eine Person sein heißt vielmehr von Anderen her und auf Andere hin 
existieren und in solcher Ek-sistenz ab aliis und ad alios bejaht und anerkannt sein” (“Hoffen, 
Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 23).  In a manner analogous to Jesus, one comes to exist in the world 
in a way that has already surpassed the totality of one’s worldly existence.  One has 
“eschatological spiritual presence” (Mystery, 174; GGW 235).  This means that God has made an 
eschatological claim on, and has vindicated, one’s entire life.  The consequence of God’s claim, 
of one’s standing in this fashion before God, is that one’s life in the here and now is already lived 
out of eschatological excess, out of a future that transcends any future one could ever give to 
oneself. 

The language of ek-sistence is, of course, of Heideggerian provenance.  But it is 
important to stress that, for Jüngel, this language is unmistakably christological (cf. Chapter 
Three, ftn. 68) and harks back to Luther’s understanding of human personhood as constituted 
through a faith-relation to God.  As a matter of fact, Jüngel’s location of the truth of human 
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Thus I am “constituted from outside the self”48 and, as such, become a “creature 

of distance [Wesen der Ferne]” (a Heideggerian phrase that Jüngel invokes49).  The 

dialectic of distance and nearness has several modalities in Jüngel’s thought.  As a person, 

I now exist in a distance from myself, which means that I can no longer destroy myself 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
relationality in the person of Christ (who is to be understood in the larger context of the event of 
God’s triune being) represents a way in which Jüngel disambiguates the ontological character of 
human being in Heidegger’s thought.  Heidegger’s shying away from either making or 
presupposing theological claims in Being and Time, arguably, produces an insurmountable 
ambivalence in his view of Dasein.  The ambivalence has to do, first of all, with whether Dasein’s 
fallenness is its ontic or, more seriously, ontological dimension.  On the one hand, if authenticity, 
taking responsibility for one’s existence and opening oneself up for relational encounter with 
beings, is indeed attainable for humans, fallenness must belong merely to the realm of the ontic.  
On the other hand, if inauthentic existence in the they, that is, merely within socially defined and 
culturally transmitted roles, precedes individual human identity and as such is primordial, as 
Heidegger claims, then it is questionable whether authenticity is in fact achievable.  In short, the 
ambiguity has to do with Heidegger’s insistence that fallenness is more than a mere accident and 
yet less than a necessity.  It comes down to which is the primary characteristic of Dasein: 
authenticity, as Heidegger wishes to assert, or inauthenticity, as he seems to be arguing.  Second, 
the ambivalence manifests itself in Dasein’s being as being-in-the-world.  On the one hand, 
thanks to its world-being, Dasein can and indeed must assume responsibility for its existence in 
the world and acknowledge its own relationality and realize the possibilities it brings with itself.  
On the other hand, it is this very worldly existence that entangles Dasein in inauthentic being.  In 
short, in Heidegger’s account, world-being is for Dasein both a possibility of true being-in-the-
world and a hindrance to it.  For a more detailed analysis of this ambivalence, see Stephen 
Mulhall, Philosophical Myths of the Fall (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005), 49-56. 

Jüngel resolves this ambiguity by locating the truth of human relationality in God’s 
relation to humanity, and, even more specifically, in the event of the Cross.  Relationality is thus 
more than necessary in relation to inauthentic human existence.  What this means is that, by 
themselves, humans must remain a mystery to themselves.  At best they sense, as we have shown, 
that there is something self-contradictory about human world-being.  But inauthentic existence 
does not by itself lead to relationality, it produces all the wrong solutions to its own worldly 
entanglement: turning against the world or away from it.  In this sense, for Jüngel, fallenness is 
primordial and humanly insurmountable.  Yet it is primordial only as an “impossible actuality.”  
More primordial is the presupposition of human relationality in God’s relational being, which 
alone can give rise to authenticity and care for the world.  Cf. in this context Luther’s reference to 
God’s truth (veritas) as that “which makes us truthful [qua nos veraces facit]” in the 
Psalmenvorlesung (1513/15), WA 4:15. 

47 Mystery, 176; GGW 237-38.  

48 FoC, 61. 

49 Martin Heidegger, The Essence of Reasons, trans. T. Malick (Evanston, IL: Northwestern 
University Press, 1969), 133; cited in “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 234. 
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with my actions, whatever they might be, by becoming their sum total.  Yet, in this, I am 

also identical with myself, insofar as I inhabit my ontological humanity.50  I no longer 

exist in a distance from myself and from God, where distance meant my inability to catch 

up with the secured, god-like self I conjured up and quested for.  That I no longer exist in 

this latter distance (actually effected by an excessive closeness to myself) is because God 

has come closer to me than I am able to be to my self.  God’s coming cancelled the 

illusory being-destructive distance (animated by the self-identification of person with 

achievement) and effected another (between person and work), for my sake.51  What all 

these modalities of nearness and distance are meant to emphasize, from various angles, is 

that divine justification, in the end, amounts to liberation from the self, from the tyranny 

of the ‘I’, from “the drive of the ego toward itself.”52  What matters above all is that the 

self has been radically opened up and unfolded, as it were, in its relational capacity. 

 

Love 

Being “elementally interrupted” involves not only closeness to God and a 

simultaneous distance from self, which have largely occupied us thus far.  The elemental 

interruption has as much to do with the closeness of the world, in the sense that the world 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 “In being accepted by God the human person becomes that which he or she is determined to be: 
a whole human person, one who is identical with him- or herself” (“The Mystery of Substitution,” 
Essays II, 161). 

51 “As the one who distances us from ourselves, God is certainly the one who is farthest away 
from the man who seeks to exist in and of himself, who seeks to will in and of himself, and who 
thus insists on himself.  The converse is simultaneously true: this fundamental ‘us being outside 
ourselves’ (nos extra nos esse) is as such identical with the nearness of God” (Mystery, 183; 
GGW 246). 

52 Mystery, 197; GGW 267. 
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is now able to come close to the person.  (By ‘world’ I mean the totality of one’s relations 

other than those to God and to self.)  The world, especially fellow humans are now no 

longer perceived as a threat to the person’s being, a threat against which the person needs 

to secure him- or herself or because of which the person needs to remake the world in a 

way he or she finds palatable.  The world can now come close to the person in its own 

otherness, which lies beyond the person’s control.  The world is, as I have mentioned 

above, allowed to exist for its own sake and for the sake of the person’s action on its 

behalf.  Because God has elementally interrupted the continuity of the person’s being, the 

justified human can now allow the world to interrupt him or her and enter the space 

which God has opened up in the person’s self-relation. 

What I have just described is really none other than the essence of love.  In love, 

we may recall, “the beloved Thou, com[es] closer to me than I am able to be to myself.”53  

This is, of course, paradigmatically true of God.  God alone loves out of God’s self and, 

as God’s love penetrates into nothingness and lovelessness, frees those tyrannized by 

their own selves.  God steps between me and me in the most originary way, in that he is 

the prime mover, so to speak, of love, and his loving act of liberation is unsurpassed.  I 

come to rest in the infinity of God’s unconditionally-affirming love and participate in the 

ever-new possibilities that flow from it.  This is all true.  But, we must also ask, what else 

could the freedom, bestowed through God’s act of elementally interrupting the continuity 

of my own being, the freedom that differentiates between me and me, be other than 

freedom for love?  My love.  Jüngel writes: “To believe in God means to believe in the 

victory of love in view of triumphs of lovelessness and hate and in trust in this divine 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 Mystery, 324, cf. 321; GGW 444, cf. 440. 
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victory of love (which we don’t have to procure) to now oppose in a human way the 

lovelessness in this world with deeds of love.”54 

Therefore, it is not only God who “profoundly [zuinnerst] defines my own being 

from outside of myself.”55 To be sure, the person always rests in God’s definition, being 

unconditionally acknowledged.  But precisely because the person has his or her God-

given, human determinateness, because the person already is – the person can now also 

become by allowing others profoundly to define him or her from outside the self.  Free 

human being is thus a being in becoming.  “Whoever really is for others and seeks to be 

himself in that, always subjects himself immediately to nothingness,” notes Jüngel.56 

It must be noted that the potential of the lover’s own non-being in this context 

transcends the “anticipative exchange of being [Seinswechsel]” in which “the self-loss in 

the event of love is already surpassed by the new being which the loving I receives from 

the beloved Thou in the act of surrender.”57  The risk is real that, as one ventures into the 

loveless world, one’s love will be rejected, that one’s deeds of love will meet only with 

incomprehension or hostility.  In face of such impingement, the loving I may be tempted 

to retreat from his or her self-surrender and again to secure him- or herself within the 

self-relation.  The dimension of death inherent in love is, in this situation, far from 

metaphorical. 

Yet it is precisely “in view of triumphs of lovelessness and hate,” as Jüngel puts it, 

that the risk of love is worth taking.  Not because of any benefit that might accrue to the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 310. 

55 Mystery, 363; GGW 498. 

56 Mystery, 219; GGW 298. 

57 Mystery, 322; GGW 441. 
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lover, but because “a life that is loveless is already in death.”58  Elsewhere Jüngel adds 

that “By himself man likely is the least secure” and goes on compare self-securing to a 

fortress that unavoidably turns out to be one’s prison.59  The free person knows all this 

and cannot simply go back.  And, despite appearances, going forward has much to 

recommend it.  “[L]ove does not even fear its own weakness”60 – for it knows its 

weakness to be a strength that has already, against all odds, transformed one’s self and 

cannot but transform the world. 

 

Community 

Love has already brought about a “successful togetherness [Zusammensein] of 

man with God.”61  What, in turn, emerges from it is a worldly togetherness: what Jüngel 

calls the “togetherness of life [Lebenszusammenhang].”62  It emerges as already a reality 

but also an ever-present task.  What characterizes this togetherness is peace.  Not the 

precarious peace of reconciled self-interests but a shalom, characterized by “creative 

security … ability to trust and … responsibility through which the indicative of peace 

[i.e., its givenness] is preserved.”63  Such peace by definition implies a community, a 

tapestry of relations epitomized in lingual recognition, in the greeting of peace.  In the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
58 “Nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse: Zum Verhältnis von theologia crucis und Trinitätslehre,” 
TE V, 250. 

59 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 34-35. 

60 Mystery, 325; GGW 445. 

61 “Ganzheitsbegriffe – in theologischer Perspective,” TE V, 51. 

62 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 26. 

63 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 33. 
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“Peace be with you!” – Jüngel observes – the statement “homo homini lupus” is falsified 

and replaced with the statement “homo homini homo.”  All this is possible because, 

fundamentally speaking, “Deus homini homo.”64 

The creative security of shalom refers to that activity which celebrates the human 

person’s rich relationality and strives to enhance it and make the most of it.  Such 

creative security is the very essence of freedom; it is the capacity to “begin something 

with oneself and one’s world”65 – again, to become.  The free person lives out of the 

unconditionally justifying divine affirmation.  This means that the free person lives out of 

the infinite horizon of divine possibility, out of the future, unconstrained by the present, 

yet embracing the present as a nothingness that is yet to become something.  Resting in 

God’s affirmation free person is able to bring the unexpected and the unforeseen into 

being.  “Christian existence is existence out of nothingness, because it is all along the line 

existence out of the creative power of God who justifies.”66  Living out of God’s creative 

power, and thus no longer doomed to trivial self-creation, one can now “begin something 

with oneself and one’s world.”  The free person is an inherently creative person.  

This creativity takes the form of affirming another’s dignity, or, to put it in more 

theological terms, of sharing one’s righteousness, the righteousness which one, together 

with all humanity, has received through God’s recognition.  One is called to grant the 

same recognition to others in “the peaceful wholeness of good order, where every single 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 31. 

65 “The Emergence of the New,” Essays II, 57. 

66 “The World as Possibility and Actuality,” Essays I, 108-09. 
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person seeks the rights of the other.”67  Jüngel insists on “the communicability of not only 

divine but also of human righteousness, which does not allow those who exist outside our 

community to remain there, but draws them in, and in this way, for example, allows the 

foreigner to participate in one’s own social justice.”68 

Significantly, it is through this affirmation of others for their sake that one, as an 

unconditionally affirmed person, also affirms oneself.  One’s self-relation is thus 

reconfigured and aligned with the fundamental human relationality.  It is constituted by 

one’s attentive relations to others.  Jüngel writes: “In his created being-other vis-à-vis the 

Creator man is irrevocably affirmed and authorized to affirm himself.  Self-affirmation, 

however, means to have the freedom to begin something with oneself and one’s world.”  

It is by allowing others to interrupt one that one enriches, and begins something with, 

oneself.  It is by engaging otherness in love that one begins something with one’s world.  

One finds one’s being’s continuity in one’s very interruptibility.  “In this freedom of 

being able to begin,” Jüngel adds, “the human is the image of the divine creator.”69 

 

 

The Free Person as Agent 

Passivity and activity 

Our discussion of freedom’s communal expression has already touched on the 

importance of human action as a significant dimension of human freedom in Jüngel’s 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67 Justification, 273; cf. “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 260. 

68 “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 262. 

69 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 23. 
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thought.  Freedom, as we have shown, consists, first and foremost, in being interrupted, 

that is, in passivity through which both recognition and new being are granted to the 

person.  But freedom does not exhaust itself in this passivity.  “The gift (Gabe) of peace 

becomes a task (Aufgabe).”70  Jüngel is careful to emphasize that we are not lifted “out of 

the connection of person and works but simply out of the lordship of the works over the 

person.”71 

These two aspects of freedom, active and passive, correspond to the interrupted 

and non-trivially differentiated self.  Jüngel offers the following elaboration in his 

exposition of Luther’s 1520 treatise, The Freedom of a Christian: 

that distance which is rich in connection and is opened up by the 
distinction between the inner and outer man – i.e., between being and what 
ought to be, between receiving one’s person and acting, between one’s 
most intensive, not lifeless, but most vital passivity and wildest activity – 
is strategic for an understanding of Christian freedom and with it for a 
theological understanding of human being as such.72 

Though Jüngel, following Luther, uses here the mystical categories of inner and outer, 

both of these stand for the total human being, who exists simultaneously in two different 

modes, as it were.  It would be a mistake to associate the inner with the rational and the 

outer merely with one’s sensory and historical existence, or to treat one as desirable and 

the other as unnecessary and burdensome, or, finally to think of one as free and the other 

as enslaved.  To be sure, the outer – understood more generally as one’s self-relation, as 

that which is active – exists prior to the act of faith, exists in a totalizing and exclusive 
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71 “Humanity in Correspondence to God,” Essays I, 150. 
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manner, and so is unfree.  Yet properly speaking the outer is enabled only by the 

emergence of the inner.  As such, both of these dimensions belong to freedom.73 

This intimate connection between passivity and activity in the self ought to make 

clear once again that freedom has everything to do with worldly existence.  It cannot be 

otherwise, given that Jüngel’s entire anthropology is constructed in opposition to 

apparent freedoms which, when it comes to human being in the world, turn out to be 

unfreedom.  Hence Jüngel’s insistence that, though freedom becomes concrete in faith, 

this concreteness unfolds itself as part of human being-in-the-world.  Freedom rooted in 

the elemental interruption is not a mere name that can mask all sorts of bondage.  For 

Jüngel, the freedom of faith and worldly freedom are essentially identical.  There is no 

duality.74  God may be more than necessary in relation to worldly contingencies, but this 

means the exact opposite of divine irrelevance or idleness.75  It means that freedom, 

which lives out of faith in God, is not determined by worldly actuality.  Precisely because 

of this, it is very much relevant, as it makes one free to respond and lovingly to embrace 

and transform what is actual. 

I wish to emphasize further this worldly relevance of freedom.  I shall do so 

briefly under the rubrics of deliberateness and responsibility, which characterize the free 

human’s actions in the world. 
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73 To Luther’s adaptation of these mystical categories – with a view to expressing the ecstatic 
nature of the believer’s existence and a relational, rather than substance-centered, understanding 
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transfiguration of the outer through the emergence of the inner. 

74 “Freiheitsrechte und Gerechtigkeit,” TE I, 246-47. 

75 “Umgang mit der Vergangenheit in theologischer Perspektive,” BR, 48. 
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Deliberateness 

As a being whose personhood, dignity and uniqueness are already infinitely more 

than the sum of his or her actions, the free person is liberated from compulsion towards 

action.  The free person can thus act as a genuine agent – no longer relentlessly 

compelled to act by actuality but called by possibility to “begin something.”  Being able 

to begin means that the free person has been given time to think.  He or she can reflect on 

the range of creative possibilities that open up.  And having taken the time to deliberate, 

the free person can thus truly make a difference by his or her actions.  Jüngel expresses 

this sentiment in a somewhat narrower context when he criticizes the impatience with 

theological thinking and the singular privileging of activism that characterize some parts 

of contemporary Christianity.76 

Jüngel’s call to deliberateness and his plea on behalf of theological reflection are 

not intended to downplay the role of activism, or action in a more general sense.  On the 

contrary, he makes his plea because action matters.  He does admit that “Possibility, 

which unconditionally concerns actuality as a future which results from outside and from 

nothing – from no tendency in the actual – is open to suspicion of being irrelevant to or 

even altogether impossible for actuality.”77  But it is precisely here, in the deliberative 

passage from possibility to actuality, that genuine space for human action opens up.  “We 

now have to make distinction within actuality, we must act, we must decide according to 
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76 “the evidence of ethical immediacy to action may not be permitted to tyrannize over the 
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77 “The World as Possibility and Actuality,” Essays I, 117. 
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the necessity of the time constituted by possibility, sometimes, even, decide for a politics 

… of revolution.”78 

The distinction that the possible enables one to make within actuality is a 

differentiation between the possible and the impossible.  The possible enters actuality as 

“a space for freedom … critically differentiating between actualities.”  The possible can, 

therefore, openly call the impossible, such as an inhuman, self-preserving form of 

government, the impossible without evoking despair over that which actuality has to offer 

as an alternative.79 

Even as it is actualized, the possible never exhausts itself as the possible.  It thus 

continues to exercise its critical function.  On the one hand, it constantly calls one to trust 

in the possible.  On the other hand, it empowers the person who wishes deliberately to 

engage actuality, and especially that actuality which, in light of the possible, is disclosed 

in all its untruth and impossibility.  It is important to note that, in this respect, the 

actualization of the possible is quite different from the actualization of values in 

Hartmann’s ethical system.  The possible, once actualized, does not become one actuality 

among many which then asserts itself by tyrannizing and crowding out actuality’s other 

dimensions.  Rather, the possible never exhausts itself but always enters actuality as a 

surplus, as new possibilities that, when reflected on, subject actuality to constant critique, 
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78 “The World as Possibility and Actuality,” Essays I, 121. 

79 “The World as Possibility and Actuality,” Essays I, 120.  The distinction between possibility 
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preceding and transcending actuality is revealed as a dimension of creative freedom. 
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to becoming old, or simply reveal its impossibility.  “The authority of the possible is 

[instead] the authority of given freedom.”80  This freedom is one in which deliberation 

leads to precise and meaningful engagement. 

 

Responsibility 

The deliberative and critical posture is, we must remember, inscribed into the 

interruptedness of the self, which the world, too, now interrupts, showing itself – even in 

its brokenness and self-seeking – as interesting and worthwhile for its own sake.  

Underlying all deliberation and criticism is thus ultimately responsibility for actuality.  

Without it, we would be dealing merely with another case of a self-relation lording it over 

actuality and, worse still, enlisting God for that purpose. 

How does responsibility manifest itself?  Primarily in attentiveness to another, not 

unrelated distinction that God’s act at the Cross has effected within actuality: the 

distinction between person and works, mentioned earlier.  Precisely because there is a 

distinction between person and works, persons can be addressed about their works.  

Works can be critiqued and, if need be, even condemned, without reducing the person to 

the sum of his or her works.  Jüngel writes: “The dignity of the person is secured by God 

and therefore inviolable; his or her works are, by contrast, subject to discussion, criticism, 

praise or condemnation.  The human is answerable for his or her works.  God, however, 

answers for the human’s personhood”.81  This means specifically that “The right to judge 
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the being of the person is withheld from all earthly persons and authorities.”82  The 

consequences are far-reaching not only for daily human interaction but also for the 

political dimension of human societies: “in justifying the sinner, God’s righteousness 

attaches inviolable value to the human person whose worldly protection must be 

expressed in a number of human rights which ought to be introduced into every 

constitution.”83  This impacts how the elderly and children are to be treated: “In dealing 

with the person who is not yet capable of, or no longer capable of, achieving anything, 

we have a criterion for the humanity of our society,” Jüngel insists.84  It also impacts the 

treatment of criminals, with the abolition of the death penalty being of particular 

urgency.85  For the sake of this broader social impact, Jüngel is very much concerned 

about the preservation of social times and spaces where God’s word of being-interrupting 

address can be heard, such as holy days and worship services.  Without such 

reinforcement, he opines, “in the end a society that destroys institutions in which such 

elemental interruptions have their Sitz im Leben will become overburdened with lack of 

hope.”86 
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82 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II,  229 (emphasis added). 

83 Christ, Justice and Peace: Toward a Theology of the State (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1992), 68.  
Jüngel discusses theology’s potential for contributing to and strengthening human rights 
discourse in his essay, “Zur Verankerung der Menschenrechte im christlichen Glauben,” Günter 
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84 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II,  239. 

85 Death, 134; “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 257-58; “Hoffen, Handeln – und 
Leiden,” BR, 36-37. 

86 “Wertlose Würde,” EmE, 100; cf. “Living out of Righteousness,” Essays II, 255. 
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CONCLUSION 

Our analysis of the ontology of human freedom has shown that God’s act of 

elemental interruption, as apprehended through faith, brings about a fundamental 

restructuring of a person’s being-in-the-world.  Freedom for Jüngel is, above all, freedom 

from the tyranny of the ego.  God’s interruption of the ego’s totalizing self-relation 

effects a non-trivial differentiation within the self: the person, as unconditionally 

recognized, becomes distinct from the person’s works and conclusively distinguished in 

his or her humanity from God.  The person thus gains determinateness, which was 

unavailable through self-actualization.  This renders the person free to commit her actions, 

the self’s other pole, to the neighbor for the neighbor’s sake.  As fundamentally related to 

God, the self thus becomes a fully relational self.  As interrupted by God, one can now 

allow oneself to be interrupted by the world.  With a determinateness bestowed through 

God’s affirmation, one is now able to receive being from another and to act on another’s 

behalf.  One is, and one becomes.  Luther’s statement of this very idea, found in his 

Freiheitsschrift, remains unsurpassed both in theological insight and rhetorical beauty: “a 

Christian lives not in himself, but in Christ and in his neighbor. Otherwise he is not a 

Christian. He lives in Christ through faith, in his neighbor through love. By faith he is 

caught up beyond himself into God. By love he descends beneath himself into his 

neighbor. Yet he always remains in God and in his love.”87 

Our discussion has also shown that freedom is a reality in close proximity to love.  

It finds its perfect and natural expression in love, while love’s capacity for transformation 
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expresses itself in the freedom it bestows on another.  Ultimately, it is not merely the case 

that a person is freed and transformed through God’s act of elemental interruption, but 

rather that a peaceful community comes into being.  In Jüngel’s words, “The personalism 

of love … transforms, along with loved persons, their being-in-the-world and in this 

sense also the being of the world.”88  Love is that thanks to which freedom not only is 

granted but also becomes woven into the structure of the world. 

With this fundamental human relationality in mind, Jüngel rewrites Kant’s famed 

questions by means of which the Prussian philosopher seeks to capture the essence of the 

human.  Kant’s central question is “What is man?”  In order to answer it, he examines the 

intersection of knowledge, action, and faith.  What he finds there is a self-possessed 

rational subject.  Jüngel does not view the nexus itself as wrong but questions the 

possibility of such a subject at this, or any other, nexus.  He argues that, to do justice to 

human freedom, Kant’s original questions must explicitly take into account the 

fundamentally relational character of humanity, which the intersection of knowledge, 

action and faith actually calls for.  Thus, “What can I know?” becomes “Who, when I cry, 

hears me?”  “What ought I to do?” becomes “Who is reliable?”  “What can I hope?” 

becomes “Who is my hope?”  Most importantly, the question “What is man?” becomes 

“In whom can I believe?”89 – in affirmation of faith’s being humanity’s most 

fundamental constituent.  “Faith … is an act of freedom,” insists Jüngel, qualifiedly 
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88 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 311. 

89 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 18.  Kant’s first three questions can be found in his 
Critique of Pure Reason (1781, 1787).  Trans. and ed. Paul Guyer and Allen W. Wood 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1998), 677 [B833].  The final question comes from Kant’s Logic, 
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registering his own agreement with Kant.90  But it is such an act not because faith cannot 

be commanded, as Kant maintains, but because in faith one becomes free. 

With this emphasis on faith as a relation, we come back to the question of God, 

God’s freedom, and human correspondence to it.  These will be taken up in the next, final 

chapter of this study. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
THE TRINITARIAN LOGIC OF FREEDOM 

 
 
 

Jüngel, as we have seen, articulates his doctrine of God and his anthropology in 

very close proximity to each other, far closer than what the traditional metaphysical 

approach can allow.  The death of Jesus is essential for the understanding of God’s 

trinitarian being as the event of love.  The elemental interruption, which reorients one’s 

being toward God’s act at the Cross, is the sine qua non of human freedom. 

All this notwithstanding, it has been my contention throughout the present study 

that Jüngel’s doctrine of God and his anthropology do not fit together as neatly as Jüngel 

expects.  The problems lie in Jüngel’s doctrine of God and are both internal and external 

to it.  Internally, Jüngel’s elaboration of divine freedom’s two constitutive moments – 

independence and determinateness – is afflicted by a contradiction.  They distort each 

other, or rather blend into each other, producing in the case of each the same result: a 

divine subject that appears to be self-related and self-actualizing.  It all happens despite 

Jüngel’s resolve to uphold God’s robustly inter-subjective determinateness, which he 

postulates theoretically in his account of love’s essence and for which he makes 

conceptual room in the notion of God’s trinitarian self-differentiation as withdrawal.  

Besides this internal distortion, the self-possessed divine subject seems to be the 

embodiment not of freedom but what Jüngel might rather consider unfreedom in 

anthropological terms, that is, freedom conceived either in voluntarist terms or as 

detachment.  The upshot of all this is that, at best, the freedom of the divine subject 

remains ambiguous, as love’s reciprocity is called into question; at worst, God’s self-
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determination at the Cross is shown to be nothing but a pre-determined scenario of which 

God remains the author, director, and principal actor. 

The task of the present chapter is to remove this ambiguity.  I shall draw heavily 

on the resources that Jüngel provides, but ultimately it is a constructive undertaking.  I 

shall take quite seriously Jüngel’s insight that in freedom God determines himself as a 

trinitarian event of love by identifying with the crucified man Jesus.  God’s 

determinateness is inter-subjective and is characterized by openness to another, the 

reception of being from this other, and thus also by a real threat of non-being.  At the 

same time, however, God remains the one who loves out of himself in a spontaneous and 

creative fashion.  Even where actuality is all but moribund and all possibility seems to be 

extinguished, God gives rise to new possibilities.  To do justice to both of these 

dimensions of divine subjectivity I shall develop a trinitarian logic of freedom – an 

explication of divine freedom that goes beyond a mere formal specification in terms of 

independence and determinateness. 

Essential in the retrieval of freedom’s logic will be Jüngel’s articulation of the 

anthropological effects of the elemental interruption, here understood in the precise sense 

of communication of freedom, which brings humans into correspondence with God.  My 

focus will be especially on the ontology of human freedom and human agency as those 

follow on the heels of the interruption.  Through this appeal to anthropology I hope not 

only to advance trinitarian thought but also to articulate a more robust notion of human 

freedom in correspondence to God.  All in all, the constructive project which I am about 

to undertake involves rethinking the interface of trinitarian doctrine and anthropology – 
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not with a view to once again distancing the two loci but rather to achieving their even 

better integration (without, of course, collapsing one into the other). 

The argument of this chapter will proceed as follows.  I shall, first, evaluate and 

enlarge on those elements and conclusions of my discussion thus far that point toward the 

necessity of understanding freedom beyond its mere formal specification and suggest 

ways in which such a construal could be obtained.  The second section will then develop 

an ontological understanding of divine freedom as a logic of the divine subject’s self-

relation.  I shall test its plausibility in light of Jüngel’s theological commitment to God’s 

self-determination as an event of love, as well as to God’s abiding creativity. 

 

 

FREEDOM: BEYOND THE FORMAL DEFINITION 

As I argued in Chapter Three, Jüngel unwittingly undermines his own proposal 

for a robustly inter-subjective character of God’s self-determination at the Cross.  Let me 

begin by reviewing the reasons why this happens, followed by a brief assessment of the 

consequences for Jüngel’s doctrine of God.  This will enable me to outline a conceptual 

distinction between God’s love and freedom.  I shall emphasize, at the same time, that 

Jüngel’s trinitarian construal will avoid incoherence only if the distinction has actual 

ontological grounding.  I shall conclude this section by drawing attention to how the free 

person, in corresponding to God, exhibits in his or her own being the distinction between 

love and freedom.  The being of the free person will be of great significance for the 

proposed reconstruction of the doctrine of God. 
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Taking Stock: Divine Creativity and Love’s Self-Surrender 

Jüngel’s doctrine of the Trinity is informed by a desire to give expression to the 

richly relational nature of God’s subjectivity.  To be sure, there are also other concerns.  

Jüngel’s critique of the metaphysical tradition intends to combat the latter’s distancing of 

God from all things human and eventual banishment of God from thought – both 

accompanied by God’s supreme manipulability.  In positive terms, Jüngel’s critique is 

meant to underscore the freedom of God over God’s self – the freedom of God to reveal 

God’s self on God’s own terms and thus truly to reveal God’s self.  By locating the event 

of God’s triune being at the Cross, in God’s identification with the unjustly and cruelly 

murdered Jesus, Jüngel preserves and radicalizes the Reformation’s emphasis on the 

objective certainty of God’s being for his people (pro nobis).  But there is more to 

Jüngel’s cruciform emphasis than the issue of God’s knowability and the certainty of that 

knowledge, important as those are.  Unlike the incarnation, which can be anticipated in 

the eternal structure of God’s being, God’s identification specifically with one crucified 

as a criminal leaves no doubt as to the inter-subjective character of God’s self-

determination.  As an “unconditional subject of himself,”1 God determines himself in an 

inter-subjective manner.  God determines himself as a triune event of love by embracing 

the dead man.   

The event of divine love, Jüngel insists, is not essentially different from human 

love.  Love consists in “the beloved Thou, coming closer to me than I am able to be to 

myself” and thus “profoundly defin[ing] my being from outside of myself.”2  In love 
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2 Mystery, 324, 363; GGW 444, 498. 
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there takes place a “self-surrender” and a “self-sacrifice” on the lover’s part, such that 

one’s “existence from the other is an existence with is burdened with the potential of 

[one’s] own nonbeing.”3  Jüngel elaborates: 

The lover does not exist on the basis of what he has been until now or has 
made of himself.  Instead, in receiving himself from another, the lover 
exists.  Thus he exists only because of the existence which is given to him, 
and apart from that he is nothing.  The loving and beloved I is then totally 
related to the beloved Thou, and thus to his own nonbeing. … Love 
conceals within itself a dimension of death in that it grants new being.4 

What characterizes love is radical openness to another in the depths of one’s very self, a 

desire to receive one’s self form the beloved, and so also a togetherness at which all love 

aims.  Yet, even when the togetherness is successful, the potential of nonbeing is real, 

insofar as the togetherness is not simply reducible without remainder to two individual 

selves.  What alleviates this burden, Jüngel notes, is the fact that “the self-loss in the 

event of love is already surpassed by the new being which the loving I receives from the 

beloved Thou in the act of surrender.”5  However, the lover cannot count on being met by 

the beloved with a surplus of being.  This makes the burden of potential nonbeing real 

regardless of whether love is requited or not.  Love does not calculate before it loves.  

Jüngel, as we have seen, admits that believers will find themselves “oppos[ing] … the 

lovelessness in this world with deeds of love.”6  The Cross, at first blush, also makes it 
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3 “Value-Free Truth: The Christian Experience of Truth in the Struggle against the ‘Tyranny of 
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4 Mystery, 323; GGW 442. 

5 Mystery, 322; GGW 441. 

6 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” T. Hart and D. Thimell (eds.), Christ in our Place: 
The Humanity of God in Christ for the Reconciliation of the World. Essays Presented to Prof. 
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rather difficult to speak of an “anticipative exchange of being”7 between the lover and the 

beloved.  There, Jüngel writes, God … lets himself be interrupted in an elemental way by 

humanity threatened by the possibility of non-being … [and] risks himself for them.”8  In 

sum, what, according to Jüngel, is central to love, be it requited or not, is the lover’s 

posture of openness to the beloved and desire, a real need in fact, to receive one’s being 

from the beloved as the basis for an entirely new self-relation.  It is not loving that 

ultimately contents the lover but the mutual togetherness of lover and beloved. 

Jüngel affirms all this about love in general and God’s love in particular.  But he 

also, as we have seen, wishes to affirm characteristics that are unique to God’s being: 

God’s ability to love out of himself and the creativity that attends God’s love.  It is this 

dimension that comes to the fore in God’s self-differentiating identification with the 

crucified Jesus.  Where death had all but won and all possibility had been extinguished, 

God intervened with new possibilities untethered to the deadly actuality.  God brings life. 

Jüngel, as I argued in Chapter Three, conflates these two dimensions.  His entire 

cruciform construal of God’s subjectivity – with its emphases on God’s self-

determination in time and on the radical otherness of Jesus – aims at the inter-subjective 

openness of divine love.  But Jügnel wishes also, in his consideration of the Cross, to 

emphasize the spontaneity and creativity of divine love.  Because he provides no 

articulation of the interrelation of these two aspects, the essential definition of love is all 

too easily swallowed up by the divine propria.  Specifically, Jüngel displaces – from the 

lover to the beloved – love’s death-to-self and the attendant reception of being.  God’s 
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being, to be sure, is impacted by God’s identification with the crucified Jesus: God now 

stands, as Son, over against God, as Father, and yet as Spirit binds together the Father and 

Son, in order, in this cruciform determinateness, to correspond to God’s self.  There is 

even, as I have also observed, a self-limitation on God’s part, in that God withholds his 

power so as to become one, as Son, with the crucified man.  All this is true and must be 

taken quite seriously.  But one wonders whether this really is a self-surrender in which 

God “risks himself” for humanity, perhaps even without any anticipatory guarantee, and 

receives his being from humanity.  It is difficult to see how God, in any real sense, 

exposes himself to the possibility of non-being.  What is quite certain – and this is what 

Jüngel ends up emphasizing – is that the expansiveness of death is checked, and the 

nothingness of a literally dead-ended human life is turned in new possibility.  But what is 

this rather vaguely articulated possibility?  Throughout God remains in full control of his 

determinateness.  In the final reckoning, given Jüngel’s effort to articulate God’s being as 

inter-subjective – as love – one is led to conclude that at the last, but absolutely crucial, 

step Jüngel unwittingly undermines his own position.  He undermines it, when the 

emphasis on divine creativity actually offers ways of strengthening it, provided this 

creativity is thought through.  As I suggested in Chapter Three, Jüngel’s elucidation of 

God’s cruciform self-determination is not so much a case of “a still greater selflessness in 

the midst of a great (and justifiably so) self-relatedness,”9 as a case of a still greater self-

relatedness in the midst of a great selflessness.10 
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10 Nicolas Klimek makes this point somewhat differently by hinting at the disregard for 
reciprocation that characterizes Jüngel’s God: “What is involved in the self-externalization is at 
most an ecstatic agape, but never an eros, who is fascinated with the other” (Der Gott, der Liebe 
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The consequences of Jüngel’s failure to theorize the two dimensions of God’s 

being – its spontaneity and its capacity for inter-subjective determinateness – are quite far 

reaching.  Most immediately, as we have seen, it is the inter-subjective determinateness 

entailed in God’s being love that is adversely affected.  It is absorbed by those attributes 

that express God’s independence and self-relation.  And yet the latent presence of inter-

subjective determinateness, subsumed under God’s self-actualization, does eventually 

resurface.  It makes itself known when Jüngel sets out to articulate God’s independence.  

This time it is independence that suffers.  Recall that Jüngel’s location of God’s self-

determination in time forces him to account for God’s independence in a twofold manner: 

as a subject who, out of himself, becomes the event of cruciform love and as one who 

amidst his inter-subjective determinateness retains his capacity for spontaneity and 

creativity.  The issue, in other words, has to do with articulating the priority and 

simultaneity of divine independence vis-à-vis God’s trinitarian self-determination at the 

Cross.  It is here that determinateness reappears with a vengeance and renders Jüngel’s 

construal over-determined. 

As he defines the nature of the subject who, in identifying with the dead Jesus, 

corresponds to himself, Jüngel does not even pause to consider, in a more focused fashion, 

God’s spontaneity and creativity as the essence of divine independence.  Instead, he 

indiscriminately transposes the entire event of love and God’s triune self-differentiation 

into the subject’s eternity and immanence.  This done, it then becomes Jüngel’s fear that 

this transposition may undermine God’s freedom and grace by placing God under an 
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inner compulsion.  He, therefore, insists on the necessity of maintaining a merely rational 

distinction between God’s trinitarian immanence and economy. 

However, Jüngel overlooks a far more serious problem.  The transposition so 

impacts God’s self-correspondence that the real identity of God’s trinitiarian immanence 

and economy is now understood as God’s immanence having ontic priority over God’s 

temporal determinateness.  Let me be clear: I am not suggesting that somehow the 

immanent now constitutes a separate and self-contained aspect of God’s being of which 

the economy is but a mere shadow.  The temporal, to be sure, does constitute the one 

subject’s real determinateness.  But it is a determinateness within the parameters of God’s 

immanence, commandeered by its own eternal anticipatedness in the structure of the 

subject’s being.  This renders Jüngel’s claim much stronger than God’s self-

correspondence.  It not only is about God’s identification with the Crucified One not 

being out of character for God, but it is about ontological conservation.  God is turned 

into a self-possessed and self-actualized subject whose temporal becoming proceeds 

strictly in accordance with the prior coordinates of his subjectivity.  God’s cruciform self-

determination, when inscribed into God’s eternity, is only trivial.  The upshot of this is 

that no room is left for the inter-subjectivity of love, or a genuine, even risk-fraught 

openness to and reception of being from another.  

It is deeply ironic, as I noted earlier, that Jüngel’s push to secure God’s freedom 

from metaphysical confines, for the sake of none other than God’s robustly relational, 

inter-subjective self-determination in time, should in the end lapse into the Barthian 

schema of primary and secondary objectivity.  This schema is far better suited to an 

incarnational understanding of God’s subjectivity, whereby the subject’s openness to 
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another is determined in advance and directed by the subject himself.  Here God is, first 

and foremost, the Lord.  It bears repeating, against the stock Lutheran criticism of Barth, 

that the issue is not that history is emptied of salvific significance and that salvation 

drama has already played itself out in the eternity of God’s being.  Rather at issue here is 

whether the Cross, in its historical actuality, truly is the event of God’s self-determination, 

such that, in face of the dead other, God is now inter-subjective in his determinateness.  Is 

the Cross truly the event of God’s love, whereby God enters into a reciprocal relationship 

with humanity?  This is how, I believe, one should understand Michael Korthaus’s 

warning: “Nothing less than Jüngel’s entire doctrine of the Trinity depends on a genuine 

integration of the life and suffering of Jesus into the doctrine of God.”11  That is, one 

should understand it as a call not for the integration of the temporal in God’s 

determinateness (that is not the problem) but as a call for the inter-subjective character of 

God’s determinateness.  The credibility of divine love depends on this integration. 

 

 

Freedom and Love: Distancing Divine Creativity and Love’s Self-surrender 

 Jüngel ultimately fails to arrive at a robustly cruciform construal of divine 

subjectivity despite his location of God’s self-determination not only in time but also in 

God’s identification with the crucified other.  Jüngel’s failure is predicated on the fact 

that, in his account of God’s cruciform self-determination, he overlooks early on the 

distinction between that which pertains to the essence of love and that which constitutes 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Michael Korthaus, Kreuzestheologie: Geschichte und Gehalt eines Programmbegriffs in der 
evangelischen Theologie (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 309. 
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the unique dimension of God’s being love.  He thus remains inattentive to the shift that 

occurs in his interpretation of the Cross – a shift of focus from the reciprocity of love and 

its impact on the being of the lover (what might properly be termed the death of God) to 

the bestowal of being on the beloved (the dead Jesus).  My contention here is that the 

failure of Jüngel’s cruciform construal of divine subjectivity can be avoided by attending 

to the distinction between God’s determinateness as an event of love, on the one hand, 

and the inalienable spontaneity and creativity of God’s being, on the other.  Those 

dimensions of God’s being must not be conflated.  Providing a coherent account of God’s 

subjectivity will thus have to do, first of all, with establishing conceptual clarity.  

Ultimately, however, conceptual distinctions will seem only arbitrary unless they can be 

shown to have an ontological foundation, as well. 

Let me begin with concepts.  It seems that, from a formal point of view, love and 

freedom, when it comes to God’s being, remain indistinguishable, not to say tautological.  

So far I have spoken of Jüngel’s overlooking the distinction between the essential aspect 

of God’s love and this love’s specifically divine dimension.  I have also argued that, 

when confronted with the problem of the self-determining subject, Jüngel transposes 

God’s entire determinateness, that is, all that pertains to God’s being the event of love, 

into God’s independence.  And I have suggested in response that an account of divine 

independence must be more focused and concern itself only with the spontaneity and 

creativity of God’s love.  What is important to note here is that God’s love, like freedom, 

has been shown to involve two moments: independence and determinateness.  Recall that 

God’s freedom, as was noted in Chapter Three, has to do not only with independence 

from any outer or inner compulsion but also concrete determinateness to be an event of 
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love by relating to another.  Jüngel tacitly acknowledges that love likewise consists in 

determinateness: “God is (to be sure) the one who involves himself in nothingness and as 

such is love”; but it also involves independence: “God is (however) love in and of 

himself and not only through the nothingness with which he involves himself.”12   

That love and freedom are formally indistinguishable is corroborated by the fact 

that whether Jüngel speaks of freedom or love seems to be determined largely by the 

context.  He discusses God’s freedom and its two abstract moments when he engages the 

metaphysical tradition.  His goal is to establish and secure God’s subjectivity in 

revelation.  He also, to be sure, acknowledges freedom’s importance as a necessary 

correlate of love.  For the most part, however, his focus remains on God’s love as 

sufficient to do justice to God’s being (with the distinction between love’s inter-

subjectivity and divine love’s propria playing little role in his account).  Jüngel’s 

concentration on love stems, I believe, from his identification of the Cross as the locale 

that makes God certain – both thinkable and speakable.  It stems also from the 

ontological grounding of love in God’s being that characterizes the Western theological 

tradition: God is love, in that the Father is related to the Son in the Spirit, who, as the 

bond of love, proceeds from both.  Finally, it is grounded in his affirmation of the 

distinction between immanent and economic Trinity as a distinction in thought alone. 

I have, for the most part, tacitly acknowledged this formal coincidence of freedom 

and love.  The question is, however: Should freedom and love be distinguished?  Jüngel 

insists that one must “think God’s love as freedom, but also … think his freedom in no 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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other way than love.”13  In this he follows in the footsteps of Karl Barth, who asserted 

famously that God is “the one who loves in freedom”14 – although Barth does 

differentiate between God’s freedom and love by categorizing the divine perfections as 

more properly belonging to one or to the other.  The point here is not to deny the supreme 

closeness of freedom and love.  That they ought to be thought together is an 

indispensable insight.  But I wish to identify this togetherness precisely as closeness, and 

then clarify the relation without collapsing either of the relata into the other in a 

tautological manner. 

For all the formal coincidence of love and freedom in Jüngel’s theology, I have 

shown that there are aspects of God’s subjectivity that – on the conceptual level – more 

properly belong to divine freedom or divine love.  Take God’s ability to be in relation 

and to receive being from another.  As we have seen, this dimension could be regarded as 

the determinateness of divine freedom, insofar as freedom is the opposite of self-

possession and self-actualization, and insofar as love, in order to be love, must be set in 

freedom.  But there is little doubt that this dimension of God’s being is more properly 

described as simply love.  By contrast, spontaneity and creativity could be regarded as an 

expression of love, insofar as true freedom is freedom from the self and for another, and 

insofar as it is out of love that God comes into nothingness so as to engender new 

possibilities within it.  But there is little doubt that a more proper designation for this 

aspect of God’s being is freedom, because it implies independence from actuality, 

including the transcendence of one’s own self.  In sum, the determinateness of God’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Mystery, 221; GGW 301. 

14 CD II/1, 257 et passim. 
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being is more properly correlated with love, whereas independence is to be correlated 

with freedom. 

This means that, as long as we acknowledge that there are two focal points in 

God’s subjectivity: independence and determinateness, we must also recognize freedom 

and love as two distinct dimensions of God’s being.  My argument thus far has been in 

favor of non-trivially differentiating between independence and determinateness.  I have 

argued that the ambiguity and incoherence of Jüngel’s doctrine of God, as well as its 

contradiction of Jüngel’s conception of human freedom, all stem from the fact that Jüngel 

does not in practice distinguish between independence and determinateness.  He assigns 

the same ontological content to both.  As a result, he does not move beyond the formal 

coincidence of freedom and love, and his preference for one term over the other depends 

wholly on the context. 

I, by contrast, with to suggest that freedom and love, for all their closeness and 

necessary relatedness, are to be differentiated.  They represent two distinct, yet mutually 

informing and indispensable dimensions of God’s being, rather than two different 

contextual lenses through which God’s being can be seen.  The distinction, in other words, 

is not a matter of more or less proper categorization of attributes, or, as one might say 

uncharitably, logomachy.  If it is only that, it will not forestall actual conflation of 

distinct aspects of God’s being, and it will in the end produce an incoherent picture of 

God’s freedom, as well as rendering divine love ambiguous.  This said, we must, 

therefore, inquire into the ontological manifestation of this distinction.  Is there such a 

thing?  Are freedom and love ontologically distinct?  And if so, what is the order of being 

corresponding to each? 
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To show that a distinction between freedom and love is, in fact, ontologically 

viable, I shall first take up the being of the elementally interrupted person.  Jüngel’s 

construal of it demonstrates quite clearly the ontological difference between love and 

freedom.  As elementally interrupted, it will be recalled, the person corresponds to God. 

On the basis of this correspondence, I shall eventually propose how God’s subjectivity is 

to be construed in its dual aspect of spontaneity and creativity, on the one hand, and the 

reception of being in love, on the other. 

 

 

Freedom and Love: The Human Person in Correspondence to God 

Two acts of existence 

The elemental interruption, as I showed in Chapter Four, does not exhaust itself in 

an experience, a subjective self-perception.  It is, to be sure, accompanied by a dimension 

of crisis; this, in turn, is followed by faith – a relational sort of certainty, rooted not in 

self-securing but in trust.  However, the elemental interruption also has consequences that 

pertain to the very being of the person.  Those fall into two categories, representing, as it 

were, two acts of existence: the person is and, at the same time, becomes.  It is these two 

ontological aspects of an interrupted existence that we must examine here. 

It will be recalled that self-securing cannot, according to Jüngel, produce a 

discrete identity; it rather distorts one’s being into shapelessness.  The reason for this is 

that self-securing, as a quest for super-humanity, even divinity (or what is understood as 

such), is a quest that is perpetually thwarted by the impingement of the world upon one’s 

fragile being.  One cannot overcome this impingement either by securing oneself against 
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the world or by making the world absolutely safe and secure for oneself.  Freedom lies 

neither in subjecting the world to one’s will nor in subjective detachment from the world.  

In ontological terms, one cannot turn the self-relation into the exclusive relation, or turn 

relations to others into its modalities.  Even the Kantian route, though it restricts the 

scope of self-possession to rationality, simultaneously establishes rationality’s boundaries 

and requires faith as a condition sine qua non for self-possession.  Yet precisely because 

of the hiddenness of faith’s object, it throws one back, and with a vengeance, onto 

incessant self-realization.  The individual is never free from pressing toward an ever-

receding horizon.  The restlessness and relentlessness of the imperative to self-realization 

render one’s self-relation trivial; it becomes suspended in inconclusiveness.  And this 

triviality is only reinforced, as one comes under the “dictatorship of the imperative, 

which people receive in part from others, and in part give to themselves.”15  One begins 

to be tyrannized by one’s past, one’s works, be they good or bad, and by values by means 

of which one’s doing is judged.  Past works inflect one’s present doing, and actuality 

spirals into echoing sameness. 

By contrast, as elementally interrupted, the person is given an identity that 

transcends human action and comes to rest in God’s.  One is “irrevocably affirmed and 

recognized.”16  This recognition transposes one “out of [one’s] activities into a very lively, 

very intensive, indeed highly creative passivity”; one comes to inhabit “the oasis of the 

indicative.”17  The givenness of one’s identity manifests itself in the emergence of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 “On Becoming Truly Human. The Significance of the Reformation Distinction between Person 
and Works for the Self-Understanding of Modern Humanity,” Essays II, 238. 

16 “Hoffen, Handeln – und Leiden,” BR, 24. 

17 “On Becoming Truly Human,” Essays II, 238. 
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person as separate from works.  And it manifests itself in the person’s being separate 

from God, insofar as one is no longer feels compelled to overcome one’s humanity and in 

it comes to enjoy God’s unconditional affirmation.  God’s recognition exceeds the sum 

total of even the best works. 

Jüngel makes it clear that being elementally interrupted involves an actual 

distance to self.  The totalizing self-relation is burst apart.  More than that, it is burst apart 

in a particular fashion.  In elementally interrupting the continuity of one’s being, God 

comes closer to one that one is able to come to oneself.  “[O]ne is … taken away from 

oneself.”18  Through faith one comes to participate in God himself.  This means that the 

poles of one’s self-relation become distinguished.  They are no longer trivial – mere 

mirror images of each other.  Rather, there is now the inner and the outer human who 

relate to each other indirectly.  “Self-differentiation as the implication of identification 

with another is … the expression of the fact that that other profoundly defines my own 

being from outside of myself.  That other one steps between me and me, so to speak.”19  

One relates to oneself only insofar as God first relates to one.  One, first and foremost, 

receives being, and thus one is “constituted from outside the self.”20 

What is crucial to note here is that, as free, the human is a tri-polar being, with 

God’s relation to one constituting the first, most important aspect of the self.  It is in this 

tri-polarity – as a human in relation to God – that the person is.  “In love, having, because 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 FoC, 82. 

19 Mystery, 363; GGW 498.  Jüngel considers the distinction between the outer and inner self to 
have a primary function and to be of ultimate significance; the distinction is indispensable, even if 
the terms themselves are not appropriated; see FoC, 67. 

20 FoC, 61. 
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it is inherently also a being had, becomes a being.”21  This is the person’s identity.  But it 

is an identity of a peculiar sort.  Yes, it consists in liberation from the tyrannous vacuity 

of the ego.  It consists in the celebration of one’s humanity.  But it also consists in sharing 

in God’s freedom.  Participation in God, as I have noted, is participation in that which is 

more than necessary.  By participating in God, one comes to share in God’s creativity, in 

the possibilities untethered to the frequently dead-ended actuality.  Therefore, the free 

person, precisely as human, is “infinitely bounded.”22  One is a creature of openness – not 

only as elementally interrupted in the continuity of one’s being but also as a person who 

can now “begin something with oneself and one’s world.”23  Because one is, one can now 

also become. 

The free person’s becoming is not the opposite of action but is the “wildest 

activity.”24  As such, however, it is to be differentiated from the becoming associated 

with self-realization.  Now that the world and especially fellow humans are no longer 

regarded as a threat to the integrity of one’s being, one can allow the world to come close 

to one in its own otherness.  One can allow oneself to be interrupted.  As a matter of fact, 

one actually anticipates this interruption by going beyond one’s self “to now oppose in a 

human way the lovelessness in this world with deeds of love.”25  As Luther puts it, one 

“descends … into [one’s] neighbor.”26  In other words, the becoming associated with the 
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21 Mystery, 391; GGW 537. 

22 “Grenzen des Menschseins,” TE II, 360. 

23 “The Emergence of the New,” Essays II, 57. 

24 FoC, 83. 

25 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 310. 

26 The Freedom of a Christian, LW 31:371; WA 7:69. 
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elemental interruption has to do not with pre-emptively striking against the world but 

with self-surrender and affirming the world in its otherness.  It has to do with being there 

for others, for their sake subjecting oneself to nothingness, and finding oneself in that.27  

Becoming is love. 

The implications of this becoming, I believe, are even more specific.  It involves 

assumption of responsibility for the world in concrete social and vocational relationships.  

Note that one unconditionally affirms others, for their own sake, only in specific 

situations.  This affirmation is none other than the opening up of new possibilities – 

above all, the possibility of liberation.  As unconditional affirmation, love is always 

liberating.  Hence the granting of freedom inevitably performs a differentiating function: 

it brings to light what is possible and what is impossible.  And so, as one penetrates into 

the concreteness of a given actuality and comes closer to it than it can come to itself, one 

is called to social and vocational responsibility.  In this task, one may find oneself where 

one least expects to be – ever called to become, ever called to express one’s love through 

the liberation of fellow humans and care for the world. 

Still, the possibilities that God brings into human existence are fully actualized 

not merely in the unfolding of human relationality but, above all, in the flourishing of 

actual relationships.  God, as Creator, is the inexhaustible fount of possibility.  But its 

actualization is never individualistic; rather, it takes place within horizontal relationships.  

One naturally hopes that the other will reciprocate one’s becoming for his or her sake.  

For one, too, wishes to be unconditionally recognized.  One hopes that, in freedom, the 

neighbor will affirm one in the concreteness of the identities one has assumed for the 
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other’s sake.  In short, in one’s self-surrender on another’s behalf, one wishes likewise to 

be granted being. God’s creativity is one of love, and it finds its perfection in human love.  

The essence of love, in each and every relation, is reciprocity.28 

One’s works of love, as we have observed, have the capacity to liberate others.  

Hence God’s elemental interruption gives rise to a relational structure that transcends the 

individual: being liberated expresses itself in love, which liberates another for love, 

which liberates, etc.  Personal wholeness, bestowed through God’s relationship to the 

person, brings about a togetherness, a community which is held together through the self-

giving and mutual affirmation of its members. 

As can be seen, the elemental interruption, as well as the relationality it gives rise 

to, is characterized by two distinct, yet inseparable and mutually informing acts of 

existence.  One is passive; the other is active.  The former consists in being liberated, 

when one, in faith, recognizes oneself as embraced by God’s event of love at the Cross.  

This act establishes the person’s identity as independent from the tyranny of the person’s 

own self.  As such, it is not only a participation in, but also a communication of, divine 

freedom.  Distanced from one’s self, one comes to share in the infinite possibilities of 

God’s being.  The elementally interrupted person is characterized by spontaneity and 

creativity.  The other act, then, consists in the exercise of this creative spontaneity 

through works of self-giving.  In one’s God-given identity – in one’s freedom – one can 
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28 That recognition will be given to one and one’s self-giving reciprocated is by no means a 
foregone conclusion.  It is for this reason that Luther identified the Cross as a mark of the 
Christian life.  Luther writes: “the holy Christian people are externally recognized by the holy 
possession of the sacred cross.  They must endure every misfortune and persecution, all kinds of 
trials and evil from the devil, the world, and the flesh…  They must be pious, quiet, obedient, and 
prepared to serve the government and everybody with life and goods, doing no one any harm. … 
No one has compassion on them” (On the Councils and the Church [1539], LW 41:164-165; WA 
50:641-642, emphasis added). 
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allow oneself to be concretely determined for the sake of another and by another.  What 

is important to note here is that the two acts are not discontinuous.  Rather, the free 

person, as a loving agent, corresponds to his or her identity-in-God. 

Taken together, the two acts can be considered from the perspective of either 

freedom or love.  The act of being elementally interrupted, however, is more properly 

categorized as freedom, which, as freedom from the self, naturally brings about the self-

surrender for another’s sake; whereas the act of self-surrender is more properly 

categorized as love, which would not be love if the self-surrender did not flow out of 

freedom.  Formally, then, the being of the elementally interrupted person as a totus homo 

can be described as either freedom or love, both consisting in a moment of independence 

and inter-subjective determinateness.  Yet neither freedom nor love can be collapsed into 

the other without being compromised. 

 

Self-correspondence: The ontology of the person 

What is of particular interest to us here is the ontology of the person in both of 

these acts.  In both the person is a relational being, but differently in each. 

First, as elementally interrupted, the person, as we have noted, is a tri-polar 

subject: the person relates to his or her self only insofar as God is present in the person’s 

self-relation and first relates to the person.  The person is independent and free, as his or 

her self-relation is no longer trivial and threatened by the world’s impingement but 

imbued with the most creative possibility. 

Second, as one who, on account of one’s freedom, affirms another rather than 

oneself – the person is not only a self-differentiated but an inter-subjective being.  The 
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person surrenders his or her self for another’s sake.  That is, in an act of love the person 

assumes a socio-vocational role and becomes a doer of works for this other’s sake.  To 

put it more precisely, one can speak here of the person’s self-withdrawal, accomplished 

insofar as the inner self has its being in God, and the person’s simultaneous identification 

of his or her self – that is, the self’s active, outer dimension – with the other.  Jüngel 

acknowledges this withdrawal of the self when he writes: “the event of love is the most 

intensive event of self-withdrawal [Selbstentzogenheit] and of new and creative self-

relatedness [Selbstbezogenheit].”29  What needs to be underscored more strongly is that 

the new self-relatedness that emerges can only be inter-subjective.  The person trusts that 

the love that motivates his or her self-surrender will so free that other that he or she will, 

in turn, likewise affirm the person in his or her self-giving.  Each act of love is performed, 

as it were, from the horizon of being anticipated by the other’s reciprocity – not in the 

sense of do ut des but in the conviction that “love … is as strong as death and thus 

stronger.”30  Love makes one into a being of hope in the certainty that love does bring 

freedom. 

Earlier I drew attention to the self-correspondence of the person in these two 

distinct, yet inseparable existential acts of freedom and love.  To recognize this 

correspondence is to affirm the conceptual continuity of freedom and love, while assuring 

that there is a logical pause between them.  What our ontological consideration of the 

elementally interrupted person has shown is that this logical pause is, in fact, ontological 

in character.  There first takes place a withdrawal of the self to God, whereby the subject 
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30 Mystery, 392; GGW 538.  Cf. Song of Solomon 6:8. 
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is established as tri-polar.  This then enables the ecstatic self-identification with the 

beloved, whereby the outer self surrenders itself for the sake of the beloved so that a new 

relational reality might come into being through the beloved’s participation.  One can 

now appreciate not only that but also how one’s independence as a subject does not stand 

in opposition to one’s inter-subjectivity. 

Jüngel only in passing mentions the self-correspondence of the elementally 

interrupted person.31  I am emphasizing it here, because it will help us clarify the 

subjective, ontological nature of God’s self-correspondence in the event of the Cross.  

This clarification will become possible, however, only because of the even more 

fundamental fact that the elementally interrupted person, first and foremost, corresponds 

to God. 

 

Correspondence to God 

The correspondence is established by God’s Word of address to which the person 

responds with faith.  God speaks (Gott spricht) – the human co-responds (der Mensch 

entspricht).  Jüngel explains this as follows: 

The essence of faith is the speech event of faith in which God speaks 
[spricht] and the human co-responds [entspricht] to God’s speech.  God 
speaks as the one who called the crucified Jesus into life and now calls the 
human into life.  The human co-responds to the speech of God by 
confessing the dead Jesus as the living Lord and, faced with the crucified 
Jesus, follows him into life.  This is faith’s abundance. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 His focus is on the bare fact (the that rather than the how) of a non-trivial relation of the inner 
and outer self, which makes correspondence, as such, possible in the first place; see FoC, 64, 65. 
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What is initially a fact of address, becomes, through the elemental interruption, a fact of 

being.  In faith’s abundance, a response becomes a correspondence.32 

I have thus far drawn attention to humans’ correspondence to God under the 

rubric of participation in, and communication of, God’s freedom.  But participation and 

communication are none other than the correspondence of the human subject, in one of 

the person’s existential acts, to the subjectivity of God.  They can be correlated as follows.  

Participation is the human counterpart of God’s elementally interrupting identification 

with humanity as the event of love.  Communication is the event in which the human 

beloved becomes a lover descending into the neighbor.  Jüngel himself notes, albeit with 

less clarity, the elementally interrupted person corresponds to God both as lover and 

beloved.33 

It ought to be clear by now that humans do not simply correspond to God by 

virtue of the bare fact of their relationality, by simply desisting from self-actualization.  

Jüngel points out that human relationality unfolds itself analogically to God’s 

relationality.  But the correspondence, as I claim here more specifically, extends also to 

the ontological structure of human relationality.  This is the dimension that Jüngel largely 

overlooks, and which is of particular interest for the project at hand.  Thus I argue that 

being in the image of God (imago dei) has the twofold sense of agreement in mode of 

being and being’s structure, so to speak. 
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32 “Theologische Wissenschaft und Glaube,” TE I, 26; see also Jüngel’s essay, “Humanity in 
Correspondence to God. Remarks on the Image of God as a Basic Concept in Theological 
Anthropology,” Essays I. 

33 Mystery, 392; GGW 538. 
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Let me, first, comment on the former.  Humans correspond to God, Jüngel argues, 

in the very mode of their relational existence.  Just as God corresponds to God’s self by 

identifying with the dead Jesus, so also humans, embraced in God’s cruciform act of 

affirmation, correspond to God by affirming fellow humans.  In other words, God’s 

relation to humanity gives rise to relations between humans, which as its counterparts are 

also embedded within it and propelled by it.34  The elementally interrupted person thus 

becomes a partner of God.35  He or she is not only a considerate agent who initiates and 

brings into being – who makes a difference.  More specifically, the free person’s actions 

become “parables of the kingdom of God on earth.”36  Jüngel writes: “Everything which 

serves love makes man more human, brings man further along the way of becoming a 

humanity which corresponds to God.”37 

Correspondence is here none other than an analogy of relation (analgia relationis), 

which Jüngel has learned from Barth.  It preserves the distinction between God and 

humans and, in doing so, creates a sphere in which human activity is indeed 

indispensable.  It assures that human liberation of fellow humans for communal 

togetherness is truly a human work, which, only as such, must be said to have its impetus 

in and give expression to God’s work in elementally interrupting the continuity of human 

being.  More to this below. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Jüngel discerns a more complex, election-centered chain of correspondences in Barth’s Church 
Dogmatics; see his “Die Möglichkeit theologischer Anthropologie auf dem Grunde der 
Analogie,” Barth-Studien (Zürich: Benziger Verlag, 1982), 225. 

35 “Zum Wesen des Friedens,” TE V, 37. 

36 “My Theology,” Essays II, 16. 

37 Mystery, 392; GGW 538. 
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The other type of correspondence – which is also analogical, but which Jüngel 

does not consider – is the ontological correspondence of the totus homo to God.  Human 

love and freedom, like God’s, consist, as I have shown, of two formal moments of 

independence and determinateness.  In the case of the elementally interrupted person, 

these moments are rooted in what clearly are two ontologically distinct, yet intimately 

interrelated acts of existence: one subjective, the other inter-subjective.  All this is quite 

different from Jüngel’s attempt, in the doctrine of God, to transpose the structure of love 

into God’s freedom.  What is, however, present in Jüngel’s doctrine of God (though only 

as an abstract notion), and what we have also uncovered in his anthropological construal, 

is the self-correspondence of the subject in love and freedom. Ontologically speaking, 

human correspondence to God, as we have observed, hides within itself a self-

correspondence of the person that parallels God’s self-correspondence.  As interrupted by 

God and thus a tri-polar being sharing in God’s possibilities, the person actualizes his or 

her identity by surrendering his or her self in love for another, by effectively allowing 

another to actualize it. The self-differentiated person is able, through a withdrawal of his 

or her self, to give his or her self away.  The anthropological reality of this self-

correspondence shows that, even if love and freedom were founded on two distinct 

ontological acts of existence, those acts need not be discontinuous. 

These two facts – first, of the differentiated ontological underpinnings of human 

freedom and love and, second, of the self-correspondence of the person in these two 

differentiated structures of being – lend support to our conviction that Jüngel’s doctrine 

of God requires an ontological elaboration of divine freedom as distinct from God’s 

being the event of trine love.  Only such an explicit ontological formulation can prevent 
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freedom and love from undermining each other as the theologian tries to do justice to 

both.  To do justice to God’s being both freedom and love, we must thus go beyond a 

mere formal specification of freedom and love as independence and determinateness, 

underwritten by one and the same structure of being.  This said, we must now finally 

inquire into what the trinitarian logic of freedom should look like.  

 

 

THE LOGIC OF FREEDOM 

As the vehicle of God’s spontaneity and creativity, the logic of freedom, I submit, 

has a trinitarian structure.  It is trinitarian, however, in a manner distinct from God’s 

trinitarian self-determination at the Cross.  In what follows I shall outline this structure.  

My original contention was that, despite Jüngel’s inter-subjective construal of divine love, 

love’s reciprocity is unexpectedly (though inevitably, given the single underlying 

ontological structure) swallowed up by divine independence in Jüngel’s doctrine of God.  

In this light, the purpose of the logic of freedom is twofold.  It gives expression to God’s 

inalienable spontaneity and creativity, which Jüngel rightly does not wish to surrender.  

At the same time, however, the logic of freedom makes possible the mutual bestowal of 

being within the divine-human relationship.  It, so to speak, enables the trinitarian logic 

of love.  In short, God’s freedom and God’s love will be shown in what follows to be 

centered in two distinct structures of subjectivity that, for all their distinctiveness, remain 

mutually indispensable, with love corresponding to freedom and freedom reinforcing 

love. 
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Freedom’s Triunity 

The elemental interruption and God’s tri-polar subjectivity 

The human person who has been elementally interrupted in the continuity of his 

or her being becomes, as we have noted, self-differentiated in a tri-polar fashion.  The 

third pole, which interrupts the person’s self-relation, is constituted by none other than 

God, who as Son is identical with the crucified Jesus.  The self-relation undergoes this 

self-differentiation when the elementally interrupted person believes that in Jesus’ 

humanity his or her own humanity is likewise embraced by God and unconditionally 

affirmed.  Importantly, the human person is this tri-polar – and thus free – being only as 

related to God, who overcomes the person’s totalizing self-relation.  I have emphasized 

God’s decisive role before by speaking of the free person as, first and foremost, liberated. 

In the case of God, by contrast, freedom simply belongs to God’s being.  God can 

begin something with God’s self – be spontaneous and creative – out of God’s self.  This 

means that God’s being is inherently tri-polar, rather than self-absorbed and trivial in a 

bi-polar fashion.  God’s self-relation is a naturally open self-relation and as such is the 

source of inexhaustible possibility.  Jüngel hints at a subjective structure of this sort when 

he insists that “in that God is, he is already beyond himself.  And in precisely that, he is 

God.”38  In a manner of speaking (and only so!) God exists then in what seems like an 

eternally interrupted self-relation.  It is to this divine tri-polarity that the interrupted 

human self-relation must correspond.  No less than such subjective correspondence can 

make the communication of divine freedom to the person a reality. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Mystery, 222; GGW 302. 
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What we have just done is indicate, on the basis of human correspondence to God, 

the kind of self-relation that, above all, characterizes divine freedom.  Now we must turn 

to the divine subject to provide this tri-polarity with specific content.  As we do so, we 

must keep in mind that the subject – in his cruciform inter-subjective determinateness – 

actually corresponds to himself.  Freedom’s tri-polarity, which we are seeking to specify, 

actually reinforces the inter-subjectivity of God’s love.  We should, therefore, turn to the 

subject’s determinateness for the specification of freedom’s tri-polarity as divine. 

 

God’s self-correspondence 

The easiest way to provide the tri-polar structure of freedom with content would 

be to copy God’s determinateness as love and, on the basis of God’s self-correspondence, 

to transpose it into the divine subject’s determinateness.  This, as I showed in Chapter 

Three, is exactly what Jüngel does.  The result is an over-determination of divine 

independence, which, in turn, undermines the reality of God’s inter-subjective being.  

The reciprocity of love is reduced to a function of the subject’s self-actualization.  

Freedom swallows up love.  And Jüngel’s doctrine of God becomes fraught with 

ambiguity and contradictoriness.  The irony, as we have observed, is that the very 

temporal self-determination of God, which was to underscore the robust character of 

God’s love, is what in the end threatens to subvert this very love by demanding an 

account of the subject’s independence. 

How then are we to construe the tri-polarity of the subject’s independence in such 

a way that it precedes, accompanies and, not least, translates itself into God’s 

determinateness as love, without undermining the latter?  To answer this question, let us 
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begin with what I shall call here the logic of love – the specific trinitarian relationality 

through which God determines God’s self as love. 

On the face of it, Jüngel’s construal of love’s trinitarian logic represents the 

understanding of God’s triune being that has predominated in Western theology and dates 

at least as far back as Augustine.  This understanding is enshrined in the filoque, the 

distinctly Western assertion of the procession of the Spirit from the Father and the Son as 

“the common charity by which the Father and the Son love each other.”39  However, 

Jüngel’s assertion that God determines God’s self as triune and does so in time introduces 

a novum.  According to Jüngel, God becomes determinate as the event of love at the 

Cross, by identifying God’s self with the crucified Jesus.  In this identification God 

defines God’s self as the Father and Son, who despite their maximal opposition are bound 

together by the Spirit of love.  As observed, Jüngel’s move is motivated by his desire in 

part to oppose the trajectory of Western metaphysics and in part to give expression to 

what Jüngel understands as the early Christian kerygma.  But fundamentally it is 

motivated by his desire to do justice to God’s being love – to allow for inter-subjectivity 

that transcends the self-relatedness of the divine subject and for the elevation of the 

human, in love, to partnership with God.  It is because of this latter concern that the 

Augustinian construct undergoes a modification.  As I noted in Chapter Three, the 

relationship between the Father and the Son is, according to Jüngel, one in which God 

limits God’s self, limits his freedom, for the sake of love.  Self-differentiated in the face 

of the crucified Jesus, God withdraws as Father, so that as Son he might be united with 

the dead man; yet, in this maximal opposition, God as Spirit makes possible the self-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 Augustine, The Trinity, trans. Edmund Hill, O.P. (Hyde Park, NY: New City Press, 1991), 418 
[Bk. XV, Ch. 5].  Cf. Mystery, 388; GGW 532. 
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correspondence of God in his identity with Jesus.  What was a withholding of divine 

power becomes an eruption of divine life. 

What we see here closely parallels the self-correspondence of the elementally 

interrupted person in the two existential acts.  The person’s inner self is withdrawn into 

God.  This makes possible the non-trivial determination of the outer self by another, who 

can now step in and concretely differentiate me from my own self.  One identifies 

(identifizieren) oneself with the other in one’s outer self, allowing the other profoundly to 

define one’s own being from outside the self.  The identification takes place for the 

other’s sake and, as I have stressed with particular care, in the hope that this other will 

affirm and reciprocate one’s self-giving and thus return one’s being in a loving 

togetherness.  But the unity of the lover with the beloved does not hinge on the prior 

assurance of such reciprocation: love does not first calculate the odds in order to be 

loving.  For this reason, Jüngel simply (and somewhat unreflectively) assumes the lover’s 

unity with the beloved.  He contends that “one does not have to be in disunity with 

oneself in order to be quite unified [ganz einig] with another person.”40  Though Jüngel’s 

focus in this comment is on the absence of subjective disunity, we must keep in mind that 

all the while the determination of the outer self by another is nothing but the actualization 

of the possibilities that inhere in the elementally interrupted self-relation, where the self 

has been differentiated into the inner and outer and where one’s freedom from oneself has 

its locale. 

What does this mean for the logic of freedom we are tying to establish?  If the 

human self is so interrupted that, in the differentiation that ensues, the inner assures that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 Mystery, 363; GGW 498. 
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there is no self-abandonment, no renunciation of one’s fundamental human identity – 

then, when we read God’s self-determination through this lens, it must mean that the 

inner corresponds to the Father.  In more conventional trinitarian language, the Father is 

the source of God’s triune life, the eternal “fons et principium divinitatis et omnium 

rerum.”41  The outer then – as determined by, and in unity with, another – corresponds to 

the Son.  The mode of Sonship is God’s determination for Jesus’s sake.  (In what sense 

we have to do here also with reciprocal affirmation is still for us to establish.)  What is of 

immediate interest to us is how these modes of God’s being, revealed in God’s cruciform 

determinateness as love, are represented in the tri-polarity of God’s freedom.  To invoke 

the human analogy again, what is the trinitarian structure of freedom to which there 

corresponds the elementally interrupted human self-relation? 

The only answer to this question seems to be that the trinitarian logic of freedom 

has the form of the Father’s fundamental relation to the Spirit which is, as it were, 

eternally interrupted by the Son.  Put differently, the triune logic of freedom posits and 

shows that there is a fundamental relationship between the Father, as origin, and the 

Spirit, as “goal” of God’s being.42  This relationship is, or rather would be, self-referential 

in nature, but it exists eternally only as interrupted and re-directed by the presence of that 

mode of divine subjectivity which, for Jesus’ sake, is revealed as the Son.  The logic of 

freedom thus indicates that there is in God a capacity for love and, further, for genuine 

creaturely interruption, because from eternity to eternity, from origin to goal, God’s being 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 Cf. “Nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse: Zum Verhältnis von theologia crucis und 
Trinitätslehre,” TE V, 252. 

42 Note that Jüngel ordinarily speaks of the Son as the goal of the Father (e.g., Mystery, 382ff; 
GGW 524ff), since for Jüngel the only ontological structure in the Trinity is the logic of love. 
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does not have the form of a bi-polar self-relation aimed at self-maintenance but is rather a 

triune self-transcendence.  God is free even with regard to his own freedom, free from the 

compulsive preservation of his freedom.  This makes God a living subject, one that can 

go into otherness and bring its livingness with it.  In brief, God’s being in freedom is such 

that God inclines to define the other not by God’s own goal, God’s future (a 

fundamentally self-related subject), but rather to define God’s own future by the other (a 

subject open to self-differentiation and inter-subjectivity).43  Or, to put it in terms of 

established trinitarian conceptualities, in the logic of divine freedom the Spirit proceeds 

from the Father but does so only through the Logos, the creative word that God speaks 

out of God’s self.44 

Before I enlarge on this logic and its relationship to the logic of love, it must be 

briefly noted here that Jüngel, for his part, speaks of God’s coming from God, to God and 

as God.45  This complex assertion constitutes his own, more robustly relational 

restatement of the Augustinian logic of love.  God comes from God – as Father, to God – 

as Son, and as God – that is, as Spirit, who as the chain of love (vinculum caritatis) binds 

the Father and the Son together.  God comes in such a way that temporality plays a 

constitutive a role in his coming.  However, Jüngel’s elaboration of this construal suffers 

from the same ambiguity as his doctrine of God in general.  What Jüngel ostensibly 

wishes to convey is the logic of love, but any reciprocity or threat of non-being seems to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 I borrow this notion, though with considerable freedom, from Immanuel Lévinas’ Time and the 
Other (1947).  Cf. Seán Hand (ed.), The Levinas Reader (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), 47. 

44 The echo of the traditional Eastern construal of the Spirit’s procession, as opposed to the 
Western model, is quite deliberate. 

45 Mystery, 380-389; GGW 521-534. 
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be excluded even as a mere possibility.  There is to be sure relationality, even a relation 

to an other, but is is all submerged in the even greater self-relatedness (self-coming) of 

the divine subject.  Now, it may be possible to read Jüngel’s’ trinitarian construct as an 

expression of the logic of freedom.  He writes: “God is eternally his own goal … 

wherever he goes, he always comes to God.”  Jüngel explains further that God “is as goal 

distinct from himself as origin,”46 even though he “does not leave himself as origin 

behind.”47  These statements may be interpreted as affirmations of God’s being the 

inexhaustible fount of possibility who, as one who is always in coming, prevails even 

over nothingness yet does so for another’s, rather than his own, sake.  That something 

akin to the logic of freedom is indeed implied in Jüngel’s construal is supported by the 

fact that God’s coming to God’s self at the Cross forms the basis, as analogans, for the 

elementally interrupted person’s renewed relationship to the world, as analogatum.  In 

other words, God’s coming to Jesus in an act of love liberates one for a loving 

relationship to the world.48  However, if the logic of freedom is indeed implied here, then 

we shall still have an incomplete depiction of God’s subjectivity, because the focus rests 

on God’s spontaneity and creativity.  God’s being is in coming – in this liberating act 

God is; but there seems to be no corresponding act of becoming.  Love, in the robust 

sense of reciprocal togetherness, remains conspicuously absent. 

My claim here is that, where God’s revelation is concerned, God’s being exhibits 

two subjective structures.  Just as the elementally interrupted human being exists in two 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 Mystery, 383; GGW 525. 

47 Mystery, 380; GGW 521. 

48 For Jüngel’s extended discussion of what he terms “the analogy of advent,” see Mystery, 281-
298; GGW 383-408. 
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distinct acts, so does God in God’s revelation.  These ontological structures, 

corresponding to both creative spontaneity and love, must, therefore, be accounted for in 

order to do justice to God’s subjectivity.  What follows is an account of the subjective 

inter-relation of freedom and love.  I shall develop it by, first, speaking to three issues 

which are also potential objections.  The first concerns the question of determinateness, 

the second God’s self-realization through temporal self-determination, and the third the 

logic of freedom’s self-sufficient character.  This discussion will then be a springboard 

for further elucidation of freedom’s distinctive role within God’s subjectivity. 

 

Determinateness 

With God’s freedom specified as the originary relational openness, whereby the 

Spirit proceeds from the Father but does so only through the Logos, it may seem that we 

are detracting from God’s determinateness as love.  After all, I have maintained all along 

that it is in the event of love that, by identifying God’s self with the crucified Jesus, God 

defines God’s self as Father, Son and Spirit.  In addition, I have repeatedly pointed out 

that Jüngel’s doctrine of God becomes contradictory, in part, when he transposes God’s 

triunity from love into independence; he is thereby able to account for the temporally 

self-determining subject but at the cost of effectively undermining divine love in its 

temporal dimension.  In order to clarify this issue, we need to ask about the triunity of 

freedom in relation to that of love, as well as whether it can in any way be regarded as 

(and so confused with) God’s cruciform determinateness. 

To begin with, it should be noted that what gives rise to confusion in Jüngel’s 

doctrine of God is not so much the transposition of God’s triunity as the transposition, 
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more specifically, of the triune logic of love into God’s freedom.  There is, as I pointed 

out in Chapter Three, a legitimate way of conceptualizing God’s freedom as triune, prior 

to, and alongside of, God’s trinitarian self-determination at the Cross.  But there are two 

caveats: first, this conceptualization cannot be merely a matter of predication concealing 

the same ontological structure, or else freedom and love will both become ambiguous; 

and second, this conceptualization must let love be love and center rather on the divine 

propria, spontaneity and creativity.  When one takes those into account, it turns out that 

no transposition is actually necessary.  Only a subject whose self-relatedness is tri-polar 

is a free subject who can then determine him- or herself through a reciprocal relation with 

another.  Only a tri-polar subject has the capacity to interrupt others’ totalizing self-

relation.  No human being is such a subject out of him- or herself.  Only God is.  Thus 

only God can in freedom determine God’s self as love and through this love free 

creatures who are hopelessly mired in themselves.  The bottom line, then, is that there is 

in God an original triunity of sorts, a triunity that belongs to the divine subject prior to his 

cruciform self-determination.  It factors, as we have seen, into the subject’s self-

determination, in that the poles of this triune self reconfigure in a logic of love yet do so 

in accordance with their original openness.  It is this triunity – the original, exclusive and 

vital freedom of God – that needs to be conceptualized in itself. 

Jüngel actually suggests that there may be an originary structure to God’s being, 

distinct from God’s self-determination as an event of love, when he puts forth his 

mediating proposal for an inner motivation that leads God, without any inner necessity, to 

a cruciform self-determination.  But motivation is simply too vague a concept.  It may 

help dispel the shadow of a Hegelian inner necessity but not quite that of the subject’s 
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development.  Unlike the over-determination through transposition of the logic of love, it 

leaves God’s freedom under-specified.  Who is the subject of this gracious motivation?  

Does this motivation give way to relationality?  More promising is Jüngel’s use of the 

term ‘modes of being’ (Seinsweisen), which he takes over from Barth.  It is Barth’s 

preferred way of referring to the trinitarian hypostases, in order to rule out their 

misunderstanding as persons in the modern sense of an autonomous personality.  In 

Jüngel’s case, the term may be taken to imply the subject’s self-relatedness, what I have 

called here the logic of freedom, prior to God’s inter-subjective self-determination at the 

Cross.  Jüngel writes, for example: “The death of Jesus Christ … forced a differentiation 

between God and God…  [T]he divine modes of being, Father and Son, … in this death 

separated into such a great differentiation than which nothing greater can be imagined.”49  

However, this construal also seems not specific enough.  It is not merely a matter of what 

kind of dimensions make up God’s subjectivity as free, but of their particular 

configuration, their particular logic, their apparent interruptedness, which will allow us to 

glimpse how the subject – in freedom over himself – determines himself in an inter-

subjective way. 

What contributes to the impression that divine freedom, conceptualized as a 

distinct triune structure, may detract from God’s determinateness as a triune event of love 

is the fact that we can only speak of God’s freedom in the revelatory concreteness of 

God’s being.  The only noetically admissible starting point is God’s self-determination in 

its totality as independence and determinateness.  It is, first and foremost, God’s love that 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 Mystery, 374; GGW 513 (emphases added).  Reiner Dvorak claims that Jüngel actually uses the 
terms ‘person’ and ‘mode of being’ interchangeably; see Gott ist Liebe: Eine Studie zur 
Grundlegung der Trinitätslehre bei Eberhard Jüngel (Würzburg: Echter Verlag, 1999), 321. 
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leads us to pose the question of God’s freedom.  Only as one confesses God’s identity 

with the crucified Jesus is one led to ask about the identity of the God who is capable of 

such selflessness.  As one experiences oneself as freed through God’s love and having 

now the capacity to be selfless and so free others for love – one is led to ask about the 

unsurpassable freedom of God which has made it possible for God in love to embrace the 

utterly loveless corpse of one crucified as a criminal and through him to embrace all of 

humanity in its compulsive self-seeking.  In short, only on the basis of God’s 

determinateness as love is one led to ask about the freedom which has made the actuality 

of such love possible.  Second, God’s determinateness as love also enables us to name the 

modes of being that constitute the triune structure of divine freedom.  This is done not by 

copying the logic of love but by tracing the inter-subjective character of God’s 

determinateness to the creative spontaneity which alone can make love into what it is, a 

self-giving bestowal of being. 

Yet even with this much specificity, divine freedom is not determinateness and 

thus cannot in itself be a source of knowledge of God or certainty of God’s being.  All 

one can really do is specify divine freedom’s tri-polar structure, and, with reference to 

God’s inter-subjective determinateness, name the free subject’s modes of being.  Besides 

this, freedom remains characterized primarily by hiddenness.  For in freedom God is the 

fount of possibility that is unconstrained by actuality.  God is spontaneous, “the 

unconditional subject of himself.”50  Only because this hiddenness belongs to revelation 

is it shown to be a hiddenness that is in the service of love – not merely spontaneity but 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 Mystery, 158; GGW 212. 
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also creativity.51  But it remains hiddenness, the liveliest of possibility.  The logic of 

freedom is decidedly not determinateness.52 

 

Subjective development? 

The other point of clarification, in addition to the question of where to locate 

divine determinateness, has to do with the proper way to understand God’s self-

realization through temporal self-determination.  The notion of God coming into view 

from within divine hiddenness may suggest that God’s cruciform self-determination 

constitutes an unfolding of the being of God akin to that of the movement of the Hegelian 

Geist toward self-consciousness.  It may imply the subject’s incompleteness or deficiency, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 Jüngel warns that “If God’s hiddenness as such (and with it the hidden God himself) is not 
identified concretely, the hiddenness of God escalates.  A godhood that cannot be identified 
concretely,” even if that identification is only of divine hiddenness, “is of the devil” (“Zum 
Begriff der Offenbarung,” Gerhard Besier and Eduard Lohse (eds.), Glaube – Bekenntnis – 
Kirchenrecht (Hannover: Lutherisches Verlaghaus, 1989), 218.  Elsewhere he cautions: “there 
may well be something like the ‘hidden work of God’ (opus dei absconditum).  But if God is the 
one who speaks of himself, then there is no deus absconditus (‘hidden God’) in the sense of the 
principle of the unrecognizability of God” (Mystery, 177; GGW 238). 

52 For Jüngel’s account of God’s creative hiddenness in the world, put forth in conversation with 
Luther, see FoC, 34-37.  I am largely in agreement with Daryl Ellis’s spirited defense of divine 
hiddenness as an essential element of Jüngel’s doctrine of God (“God’s Hiddenness as Trinitarian 
Grace and Miracle: A Response to Christopher R. J. Holmes’s Critique of Eberhard Jüngel’s 
Conception of Divine Hiddenness,” Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische Theologie und 
Religionsphilosophie 52:1 [2010], 82-101).  Ellis makes his argument against Christopher R. J. 
Holmes, who has argued that any residue of divine hiddenness detracts from the clarity of God’s 
self-disclosure in Jesus (“Disclosure without Reservation: Re-evaluating Divine Hiddenness,” 
Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische Theologie und Religionsphilosophie 48:3 [2006], 367–379).  
My only quibble with Ellis’s interpretation is that he views Jüngel’s insistence on divine 
hiddenness largely through the lens of Jüngel’s polemic with post-Cartesian theism: God’s 
primary hiddenness is the unspeakable excess of God’s being that cannot be mediated to creatures.  
I argue here that hiddenness belongs to divine revelation and its chief function is not so much 
polemical as kerygmatic.  Hiddenness stands for the logic of freedom, for the spontaneous 
creativity of God, which, as separate from the logic of love, both makes possible God’s revelation 
as an event of love and assures that the ensuing inter-subjectivity is none other than God’s 
actualization of his freedom.  In brief, hiddenness is a corollary of Jüngel’s view of divine self-
limitation for the sake of love, rather than for the sake of speakability. 
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and thus an inner compulsion toward self-determination.  This mistaken impression is 

inadvertently strengthened by Jüngel’s own mediating proposal, despite his protestations 

that no inner compulsion is involved.  “In this existence of God with the man Jesus, the 

divine being realizes itself [vollzieht sich],” Jüngel writes.53  He portrays God’s trinitarian 

self-determination as an unfolding of a proto-determinateness, a “divine motive.”54  At 

issue here, then, are the necessity of God’s temporal self-determination and its apparent 

sequentiality, whereby the subject transitions from one developmental stage to another. 

The advantage of positing a fundamental and inalienable structure of freedom is 

that it actually rules out the divine subject’s incompleteness prior to identification with 

the crucified Jesus.  It does so in two ways.  First, excluded in God’s case is the notion of 

transformation from a subjectivity centered on self-possession to inter-subjectivity, after 

the fashion of human liberation.  What the logic of freedom indicates is that the 

relationship between the Father and the Spirit does not, and cannot, as such constitute the 

possibility of an interrupted, triune, being of God, but rather its impossibility.  A purely 

self-referential relationship like that cannot interrupt itself, since the interruption must 

come from outside the relationship.  It thus cannot exist.  Even when such dualist self-

determination is said to exist, as is the case with sinful humanity, it is precisely in its 

impossibility that it exists, in so far as there exists a triune God who upholds it in its 

ontological relationality and guarantees the possibility of its interruption (only thanks to 

God does the sinner exist, though even then only as a possible impossibility).  In sum, the 

logic of freedom shows that God’s subjectivity is fundamentally complete aside from 
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God’s cruciform self-determination.  The latter is a self-realization of the divine subject 

in an event of love but is not a perfecting of divine subjectivity’s imperfections. 

Second, the subject’s incompleteness is likewise ruled out by the fact that God’s 

being is simply not motivated by self-interest.  The logic of freedom shows that God is 

not like a human being questing for self-possession, suspended between a humanity that 

has been discarded and the godhood that has not yet been gained.  God does not need 

actuality to be neutralized by incorporating it into his self-relation; nor does he need to 

render his self-relation immune to actuality’s invasiveness.  God’s freedom lies in 

originary openness, which makes God the inexhaustible fount of possibility.  It is in this 

manner that God’s self-sufficiency must be understood.  God is a subject who, out of 

God’s self, can be there for another, and whose spontaneity is creativity for another’s 

sake.  It is rather creaturely actuality that has no freedom, no being without God and 

needs God as its redeemer.  Out of love, by sheer grace, God can grant it freedom and a 

share in his being by so determining himself for its sake that it can now be there for his 

sake and so be liberated and thus also be: not through its jealously guarded freedoms but 

through God’s freedom.  God’s involvement in creaturely actuality is, therefore, not an 

addition to God of something God is not but the self-sameness of God who in all his 

relations makes new actuality possible and relegates old actuality to the past.  Briefly put, 

the logic of divine freedom allows for the deepest involvement with otherness, but it 

reveals God’s involvement to be always grace. 
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Freedom’s self-sufficiency 

The ascription of determinateness solely to God’s identification with the crucified 

Jesus, coupled with the structurally irreducible character of freedom, places the two 

existential acts of the self in a rather complex relation.  To recapitulate: that 

determinateness does not belong to God’s freedom, whose chief characteristics are 

openness and hiddenness, might suggest that determinateness is then a necessary 

completion of an otherwise incomplete subjectivity.  However, as we have seen, the 

structure of divine freedom prevents one from considering freedom as an incomplete 

dimension of God’s subjectivity, a dimension that must then of necessity be submerged in 

God’s determinateness as the cruciform event of love.  Freedom’s logic does not show 

that, as free, God’s subjectivity requires completion; instead the logic makes possible 

God’s gracious self-realization for another’s sake.  Let me clarify this role further. 

It may be useful to draw again the anthropological parallel based on the 

correspondence of the liberated person to God.  Recall that human love – that is, acts of 

becoming through (reciprocal) identification with fellow humans – does not detract from 

the person’s liberating rootedness in God’s love.  On the contrary, the deeper one’s 

involvement in the other’s otherness, the more is human freedom a reality.  Freedom 

becomes magnified precisely because of the works of self-giving which flow from it.  

The same is true the other way round: the interruptedness of the human self-relation and 

one’s participation in God’s freedom do not diminish one’s commitment to the other or 

make it any less serious (à la Marcuse’s critique of Luther).  Rather, actuality’s ever-

narrowing range of options finds its refreshment in freedom’s new possibilities.  Freedom 

does not undermine commitment but renews it and gives it unexpected depth.  In the 
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same manner, God’s loving identification with the crucified Jesus neither does away with 

nor detracts from the tri-polar structure of God’s independence.  And vice versa: the 

trinitarian structure of the subject’s freedom does not diminish the robustness of the event 

of love, which God is, but reinforces it as an event of love.  Love is what it is – grace and 

solidarity – only in freedom. 

This general compatibility of love and freedom, with freedom reinforcing love 

and love manifesting freedom, must by all means be emphasized.  But we must also 

consider freedom and love in their specificity.  For it is here that we shall still find some 

lingering questions about freedom and love as two co-present subjective acts.  Jüngel, as I 

showed earlier, conflates the two dimensions and consequently undercuts love.  In 

response, it will not do simply to separate the two structurally and then assert their 

theoretical compatibility.  We must rather consider the actual concerns that lead Jüngel to 

make the moves he makes and respond to those.  Thus, when it comes to the inter-

subjective character of God’s identification with the crucified Jesus, an identification 

through which God’s being becomes an event of love – Jüngel, nonetheless, wishes to 

uphold God’s spontaneity and creativity.  Jüngel’s account of the temporally self-

determining subject, however, manifests a different concern.  It is driven by a desire not 

to leave the subject in himself as simply blank.  Jüngel aims to protect the subject’s self-

consistence and so also the graciousness of the subject’s cruciform self-determination.  In 

our construal of the trinitarian logic of freedom, we must take these concerns into account 

and do justice to the two dimensions of God’s freedom which they represent, namely, (a) 

freedom’s distinctiveness as a subjective structure alongside of love and (b) its 

precedence in relation to God’s determinateness.  Only then will we be able to turn to 
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love to find out whether a subjective structure of freedom thus posited allows for and 

makes the most of the inter-subjective, robust character of divine love. 

Let me address the latter concern first, since it is a corollary of what I referred to 

above as the subjective self-sufficiency of divine freedom.  (I will speak to the former in 

the following sub-section.)  The point that was made was that God’s is not a half-formed 

subjectivity that must necessarily find its completion in the logic of love.  Freedom does 

not morph into love.  Rather, out of freedom God graciously determines God’s self to be 

a temporal event of love.  In God’s determination, freedom does not give way to love but 

rather persists as a subjective structure alongside of love, so that in his revelation God 

exists in two simultaneous subjective acts. 

Although this eliminates a crassly Hegelian understanding of God’s subjectivity, 

characterized by a progressing phasal perfection of the subject, it does not quite do away 

with the lingering impression that necessity is nonetheless involved.  What creates this 

impression, first of all, is the fact that, though freedom’s tripolar structure is in no way 

incomplete or imperfect, it nonetheless precedes God’s temporal determinateness.  It is its 

sine qua non condition.  What then turns the possibility into a distinct impression that 

necessity is involved after all is the character of the elementally interrupted human person 

in correspondence to God.  As free, a human being not only comes to be but necessarily 

also becomes.  Works of love, whereby one allows another to determine one’s self, 

necessarily follow upon the event of interruption.  Of course, necessity here has nothing 

to do with coercion but with the fact that as elementally interrupted one is so freed from 

the tyranny of one’s ego that one can, and one does, now relate to the world in a new way. 
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It would seem that the anthropological analogy calls into question the gracious 

character of God’s cruciform self-determination.  On its strength, God’s freedom seems 

to require God’s commitment to another: God’s freedom requires an event of love, and so 

God, as subject, needs the world.  I wish to argue, however, that this objection to the 

sufficiency of divine freedom is only apparent, and that for two reasons.  First of all, as I 

pointed out in Chapter Two, human existence, regardless of its modality, is inextricably 

bound with the existence of the world.  Human being is always given together with that 

of the world, whereas God’s being, by contrast, does not presuppose the existence of the 

world.  Even prior to the elemental interruption, humans already exist in a necessary 

relation to the world, insofar as one’s self-securing is aimed at the world’s impingement 

on one’s self-relation and also insofar as it remains an ever-elusive goal.  The elemental 

interruption only changes how one now relates to the world, rooting this relation in 

freedom, that is, in the power of God-given possibilities and in the absence of fear for 

one’s self-relation.  Instead of securing oneself against the world’s self-securing, one can 

now go with love’s works into places devoid of love.  In other words, humanity’s relation 

to the world is never merely a possibility that becomes real with the elemental 

interruption.  Rather, it is simply given with being human.  Thus the inextricability of 

becoming for the world’s sake does not, strictly speaking, flow from the freedom 

bestowed by the elemental interruption but from the person’s very humanity, as it is re-

established through God-given freedom. 

Second, we must also take into account humanity’s relation to God, which is of 

even greater significance for settling the question of the non-necessity of God’s 

determinateness as an event of love in contradistinction to the necessary character of 
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human becoming.  Humans, as I have emphasized on a number of occasions, can only be 

liberated.  The elemental interruption thus automatically puts a person in a relationship 

with God.  This relationship is one of love, in that God has determined God’s self for 

humanity’s sake.  He has moreover done so in such a manner that the only appropriate 

response to the elementally interrupting capacity of God’s self-determination is a 

recognition of God’s love.  In the freedom which God’s love has bestowed, one is called 

to reciprocate the love offered.  God, by contrast, is a free subject in God’s self.  God’s 

freedom is not established through a relationship.  Thus, while it enables God to enter 

into a creative relationship with humanity, there is no compulsion, either internal or 

external, for God to do so.  God’s identification with the crucified Jesus is an act of grace. 

 

The logic of freedom as subjective creativity 

In addition to freedom’s antecedent self-sufficiency, its persistence as a distinct 

subjective structure is important if one wishes to uphold God’s (and by extension also 

human) spontaneity and creativity.  This matters especially when one considers that love, 

in its essence, has to do with self-surrender.  It manifests itself in death to self and in the 

desire to receive oneself from, through, and with the beloved.  Putting it rather pointedly, 

the lover is reduced to nothing so that he or she might be recreated as a new kind of self 

alongside of the beloved.  The lover desires to become.  Love thus brings with itself, as 

Jüngel repeatedly underscores, the threat of non-being.  We must take this dimension of 

the subject’s existence in all seriousness.  But if we do, how then is freedom to be 

conceptualized alongside of such robustly understood love? 
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To begin with, we must make sure that freedom, as a distinct structure of 

subjectivity, does not constitute an escape hatch for the subject to avoid love’s risk when 

it becomes too perilous.  Freedom is not a structure that guarantees the subject’s self-

maintenance.  It is not there to assure that, regardless of the risk, the subject will at the 

last moment still come out relatively unscathed.  In its most perverse form, we will recall, 

this would be the mechanism that, according to Marcuse, is evident in Luther’s view of 

Christian freedom.  The subject submits to the coerciveness of social structures, perhaps 

justifying it as an act of love; at the same time the subject disengages from this act of 

submission, maintaining that he or she remains free in the inner self.  Jüngel, as we have 

seen, denies that this is Luther’s view, or the proper view of freedom in general (though 

he does associate it with Kant).  Freedom does not turn love into a low-commitment 

relationship, or one that splits the self.  God’s freedom is not escapist, even though it 

deals with possibility. 

Freedom does not safeguard the subject’s self-maintenance, not even in the 

interest of the subject’s creativity.  Rather, freedom safeguards the subject’s creativity.  

This, I believe, is how one must interpret the assertion that love is what it is only in 

freedom.  That is, freedom does not accompany love to make it uncoerced but at the same 

time to place it under one’s control, so that one might disengage from, and secure oneself 

against, a love that turns out too threatening or too hopeless.  Instead, freedom radicalizes 

love.  The structure of freedom, with its self-transcendence, is the locus of creativity.  

Through its presence alongside of love’s concrete determinations, the structure gives love 

a particular orientation – toward the loveless, and thus gives love the widest possible 

scope.  In freedom one loves not only that which is already lovable but above all that 
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which is unlovable and undeserving of love.  Freedom makes love into an agape.  

Paradigmatically such, according to Luther, is God’s love.55  It is such because God loves 

in freedom.  To put it more specifically, freedom enables the lover to turn to the 

unlovable in a situation where there is self-evidently no guarantee, not even the slightest 

indication, that one’s being for another’s sake will be recognized and returned to one.  

Moreover, freedom gives meaning to love in situations where no compassion is offered in 

return and where one might consequently be tempted to withdraw into one’s self.  

Freedom constantly refreshes love where calculation of personal cost, which suddenly 

invades one’s vulnerability, seems to be the only soberly real thing amidst the stubborn 

unreality of love.  In those situations, freedom, instead of being an escape hatch, upholds 

the lover with the force of its creativity in the conviction that no one is beyond the reach 

of love and in the certainty that love is stronger.  Buoyed by freedom, God’s 

identification with the dead man Jesus is not merely an act of solidarity with one unjustly 

condemned but a creative act from which surely life must spring again. 

Before I say more about God, let me underscore freedom’s creativity from an 

anthropological angle.  This is best expressed, I believe, by the biblical affirmation that a 

person’s “life is hidden with Christ in God” (Colossians 3:3).  In the context of our 

discussion of freedom, one could interpret this verse in the following manner.  One’s 

identity lies in God’s love, in the concreteness of God’s cruciform self-determination for 

the sake of moribund humanity – that is, one’s identity lies in Christ.  This christological 

location of human identity is not to be overestimated.  One is defined by God’s love, in 

that God has defined God’s self for the sake of one.  As an elementally interrupted person, 
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whose self is thus withdrawn into God, not only is one free, but what this freedom means 

more specifically is that one has now become a creature of hiddenness.  One is no longer 

trivially indeterminate.  Rather, one has gained quite remarkable specificity – one’s life is 

hidden in God.  One shares in the creative hiddenness through which one may now 

likewise become determinate through love for another.  This is how freedom is creative, 

as a hiddenness that enables one to become determinate for – and, as is to be hoped, also 

together with – another. 

A human being becomes a creature of hiddenness only because of God’s love.  

God, however, in the freedom that belongs to his being, has this creative hiddenness in 

himself.  On its account God can not only determine God’s self as an event of love but, 

above all, can be this event for the sake of a loveless, dead man and in him for the sake of 

sinful humanity.  As free God is not motivated by anticipated reciprocation; God does not, 

so to speak, play it safe.  His love can, therefore, penetrate into nothingness itself.  In the 

power of divine freedom God’s love is love imbued with the most creative and originary 

possibilities – possibilities that, first and foremost, touch God’s very self.  To those 

possibilities belongs God’s self-determination for the sake of another, or to put it more 

specifically, becoming the other in God’s own self.  This is what God’s identity with the 

crucified Jesus means.  It means, moreover, that the other can now also be for the sake of 

God.  I shall return to the issue of love’s reciprocity presently.  Here it will suffice to 

underscore briefly that God’s freedom is hiddenness precisely because it enables the 

concreteness and determinateness of the self in no other way than as a loving self for the 

sake of the loveless. 
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The question of human reciprocation brings us at long last into the territory of the 

divine logic of love.  As will be recalled, I have put forth an argument in favor of a 

distinct logic of freedom within God’s subjectivity, in order precisely to do justice to 

God’s self-determination as an event of love.  In Jüngel’s account of God’s triune being, 

love – in its essential character of an act that involves a threat of nonbeing and calls for 

reciprocity – is ultimately sacrificed to the need to shore up God’s spontaneity and 

creativity.  Love falls victim to what I have referred to as the divine propria.  The 

outcome is that, despite Jüngel’s protestations to the contrary, God emerges as a subject 

who is fundamentally self-related and whose love is carefully circumscribed within the 

subject’s self-control.  This, I believe, is not an inevitable consequence.  In what follows I 

shall give an account of divine love that does justice – in light of God’s act of freedom – 

to its reciprocal character.  At the same time, I propose, it does not surrender the 

creativity that properly belongs to God’s being. 

 

 

The Reciprocity of Divine Love 

As I have already briefly indicated, the obvious challenge to the possibility of 

reciprocating divine love is the fact the beloved with whom God identifies God’s self is 

dead.  The equally obvious riposte, however, is the creativity that accompanies God’s 

identification with Jesus.  This creativity has as its corollary the fact that, by virtue of this 

very identification, Jesus’ humanity becomes a surrogate for all humanity.  This happens 

in two ways.  First of all, God’s identification with Jesus vindicates Jesus’ humanity as 

true humanity.  Jesus’ relation to God that defined his entire life exhibited the anticipative 
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exchange that belongs to love.  “In that Jesus existed completely from the kingdom of 

God, deriving his own being entirely from God’s fatherly act of majesty, his life and then 

his death were emphatic insistence on God’s coming.”56  Jesus’ certainty of God made 

him “absolutely free” and allowed him to perform works of love with reckless abandon.  

The last of these, his death as a righteous man condemned for unrighteousness by self-

righteous men, brought with itself a God-forsakenness which underscored, however, that 

the anticipatory character of love is never based on self-securing calculation.  Still, even 

in his God-forsakenness, Jesus turned to God.  At the moment when the risk undertaken 

by love must have appeared insuperable and the path of self-securing, belatedly, as the 

only one worth taking, Jesus turned to God with a reproachful plea for solidarity.  Jesus’ 

plea was for divine recognition, yet as such, as coming from the depths of his love, this 

was a plea based not on do ut des, calling on God to do his part of the bargain, but on the 

confession that without God all human love must falter.  The moment of God-

forsakenness, as Jesus final act of self-conscious love, was thus disclosed as a moment 

pregnant with the closeness of God.  In that very moment God vindicated Jesus’ 

humanity by becoming identical (identisch)57 with the dead man in an act of all-

embracing divine love.  God has given Jesus’ humanity a universal dimension by 

affirming that to be human means to love in the freedom of God. 

Second, in addition to the vindication of Jesus’ humanity as true humanity 

(menschliche Menschlichkeit), God’s act of identification with Jesus enables one, through 

its capacity for elemental interruption, to recognize one’s own humanity in this act.   To 
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begin with, in Jesus’ God-forsakenness one recognizes the failure of one’s own humanity.  

One sees this both by recognizing oneself in the self-righteousness of those condemning 

Jesus and by contrasting oneself with how Jesus reacts to his God-forsakenness.  A self-

relation that does not need God, as it seeks to construct its own security, pushes others 

into self-securing.  God is pushed out of the world.  But Jesus, even in a moment of his 

death, will not let this happen; Jesus calls on God even when all hope seems to be lost.  

Thus, in Jesus’ death one comes to see one’s own sin with its dire consequences: one’s 

bondage to self-remaking, one’s active propagation of God-forsakenness, and one’s lack 

of love.  But in God’s affirmation of Jesus’ humanity one also sees what one’s humanity 

can be as a humanity that lives from God.  The death of Jesus discloses the persistent love 

that flows from it and offers forgiveness to those who know not what they do.  And it 

discloses the living love that embraces it.  In the death of Jesus love, not death, is shown 

to have the last word.  In his identity with God, Jesus is God’s Word of love.  As 

elementally interrupted, one now sees oneself as addressed by this Word and embraced 

by its unconditional forgiveness.  Briefly put, in one’s own frantic livingness, in one’s 

self-securing, one now comes to perceive death, a death that affects not only one but also 

those one relates to; in the death of Jesus, by contrast, one comes to see life: a love that is 

stronger than death.  I shall address how one is led to this perception later. 

As can be seen, the death of the beloved may not really be an obstacle to 

considering the issue of reciprocating divine love.  Jesus’ death makes possible 

humanity’s inclusion within his own humanity, both because God acknowledges Christ’s 

humanity as true humanity and because this recognition, in turn, enables the self-

identification of the elementally interrupted person with Christ’s humanity.  Jesus’ death 
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thus actually constitutes the possibility of a far wider reciprocation – indeed, a 

reciprocation that aims at all of humanity.  Besides clarifying this point, the above 

introduction has also suggested two ways for human reciprocation of divine love to take 

place.  One has to do with counteracting God-forsakenness, the other with the recognition 

of the dead Jesus as the Son of God.  Let me explore those in turn. 

 

Partnership with God 

Jüngel’s critique of the metaphysical tradition, as we have observed, is intended to 

highlight that the tradition itself, with its “false presupposition” of the absolute necessity 

of God vis-à-vis the world,58 has laid the foundation for God’s eventually being pushed 

out of the world.  Where the actuality of God is merely the guarantee of the actuality of 

humanity, there may come a time – and such time has indeed come – when humans 

“understand[] [themselves] on the basis of [themselves], whether accidentally or 

necessarily.”59  There is no more need for the hypothesis of God to aid human self-

securing: “if God has been established as the securing factor for man, has not then the 

decision been already made that from now on the securing must become the god of 

man?”60  The awareness that such indeed had been the function of God’s absoluteness 

came too late in the course of Western metaphysics.  When it did, humans no longer had 

much reason to appeal to God, while the metaphysical enterprise had for the most part 

plunged into silence in a desperate attempt to safeguard God’s divinity from the 
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straightjacket of human conceptualizations.  The result was in both cases exactly the 

same: the God who was absolutely necessary became unnecessary. 

Jüngel, as we have seen, does not regard this metaphysical death of God as a 

tragedy but rather as a welcome opportunity to think afresh God’s relation to the world 

from the perspective of that death of God which took place on Good Friday.  It is by 

returning to and thinking through the early Christina kerygma that Jüngel comes to assert 

the more than necessary character of God in relation to the world.  He intends this claim 

to counter humans’ self-serving objectification of God in the metaphysical tradition and 

to uphold the subjective freedom of God in the act of divine revelation.  Being more than 

necessary, conceptually speaking, liberates God’s divinity from dependence on the being 

of some other being, or the being of being as such.  But it would be illicit to infer that 

God is, therefore, unnecessary, as if God’s being were accidental and thus irrelevant to 

the being of the world.  Rather, more than necessary means that in freedom, coming out 

of God’s self, God “disposes over being and non-being.”61  This latter statement indicates 

that Jüngel’s assertion is not only aimed critically and polemically at metaphysical 

constructs but also has a positive role to play in the doctrine of God.  Let us examine its 

implications. 

That God’s relation to the world is one of freedom means, first of all, that the 

rigid and, in fact, competitive relation between God and world, posited by the 

metaphysical tradition no longer obtains.  According to the latter, God is the ens 

realissimum, to whom supremely belong being, agency, and above all freedom.  For 

humans to claim those in any real sense dissolves the boundary between humanity and 
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God and constitutes an assault on God’s omnipotence, omniscience and omnipresence.  

These realities can, of course, be ascribed to humans but as such are only feeble shadows 

of the attributes which not only are properly God’s but can really be affirmed only of God.  

Ironically, as I noted earlier, this absolutely necessary deity, for all his jealously guarded 

attributes, submits with absolute ease to ruthless and self-seeking manipulation.  That 

human self-deprecation in the face of God’s power should hide within itself exploitative 

self-empowerment is actually a corollary of the non-necessity of God concealed within 

his absolute necessity.  By contrast, when God is thought as more than necessary, the 

relation between God and humanity is not given in the order of being to which even God 

must submit.  It is thus a relation of greater distance, a relation over a chasm that is 

humanly untraversable.  But at the same time, it is a relation of unparalleled nearness, in 

that, in the absence of a predetermined relation between God and world, God himself can 

negotiate it and come to the world closer than the world can come to itself. 

This, according to Jüngel, is how one must understand God as Creator.  To be 

sure, the world necessarily presupposes a creator if it is to be thought of as created.  But, 

as such, this assertion goes only so far as making humanity “the product of creative 

arbitrariness.”62  It has, of course, been made as a corollary of God’s absoluteness, which 

“was in an earlier age the guarantor of the coherence of the world and human societies.”63  

But now, that the absolute God has been at best rendered unspeakable and at worst 

revealed as a figment of human desire for security, the assertion has become irrelevant.  

In any case, as Jüngel points out, “the absoluteness of God … now appears to modern 
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man to be a power which paralyzes responsibility for the world and society.”64  Therefore, 

it belongs to our affirmation of God as Creator that “God would have us know that we 

must live as [humans] who manage our lives without him.”65  Yet this living without God 

must not be understood as living without God!  For in freedom God can come closer to us 

than we can come to ourselves.  Indeed, God has done so, and the Cross is the locale of 

God’s coming. 

The affirmation of God as Creator can be made meaningfully only on account of 

God’s coming to the world from within divine hiddenness, that is, on the basis of God’s 

cruciform self-determination.  “[T]he theological concept of the Creator cannot simply be 

derived from the creation,” Jüngel insists.66  But God’s creativity, although crucially 

rooted in the Cross, extends beyond it.  It is an integral dimension of divine subjectivity; 

it attends God’s love.  “Every creative act of divine power is as such an act of divine love 

in action, which not only establishes reality as realized possibility but also creates still 

more possibilities with every reality.”67  As a loving subject, God is Creator who 

continues to create, who brings new possibilities where nothingness seems to have gained 

the upper hand, or where actuality only replicates itself in its ugliness.  As a loving 

subject, God continues elementally to interrupt the continuity of being which has fallen 

prey to the undertow of nothingness.  Yet, crucially, all these creative acts return to the 

Cross.  The Cross is the noetic source of one’s self-recognition as a creature, in that it is 
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65 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “[Letter] To Eberhard Bethge, [Tegel Prison] 16 July [1944],” Letters and 
Papers from Prison, ed. Eberhard Bethge (New York: Touchstone, 1997), 360; cited in Mystery, 
59; GGW 77. 

66 Mystery, 218; GGW 296. 

67 Mystery, 339; GGW 464-65. 
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the Word of the Cross that, in the first place, raises the question of one’s createdness, as it 

elementally interrupts human self-creation.  In sum, it is to the Cross that one must look 

for the meaning of God’s relation, as Creator, to his creation. 

What then does one affirm when, on the basis of the Cross, one affirms God as 

Creator and oneself as a creature?  First of all, one affirms the being of God and the being 

of humanity.  God’s coming to the Cross is simultaneously a judgment over being and a 

revelation of being.  God’s coming is a judgment on human self-creation, the human 

quest for divinity, understood as securing oneself within one’s self-relation.  And it is a 

revelation of human being-in-relation to God.  What faith perceives in the Cross is God’s 

self-limitation for the sake of self-identification, as Son, with the Crucified One.  And, 

insofar as Christ’s humanity is also true humanity, faith sees that inscribed into God’s 

self-limitation is God’s ongoing concern for his creation.  Thus God’s identification with 

the dead Jesus makes God’s relation to his creatures one in which there likewise takes 

place a withholding, as it were, of God’s overwhelming might for the sake of 

identification with those who are in Christ.  On the one hand, this withholding, which is 

God’s very relation to the creature, establishes the creature as only that, a creature.  On 

the other hand, to be a creature of God means that the person is “hidden with Christ in 

God” and is thus a being of possibility.  As can be seen, the Cross thematizes God’s 

polemically established distance and capacity for closeness as love.  It reveals God’s 

being as an event of love and human being as freed through God’s love.68   
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68 God could, of course, have come to the world without withholding himself and identifying with 
a creature.  But this would not have been a coming of love which brings the world to a turning 
point.  Such a visible coming of God in majesty could only have been the end of the world.  See 
Mystery, 379; GGW 519. 
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Second, in addition to this disclosure, the Cross shows that it is an act of God’s 

love that, also as free persons, we must manage our lives without God. To understand 

what is being said here, we must look more closely at the event of God’s cruciform self-

determination.  Together with God’s identification, as Son, with the crucified Jesus, there 

takes place a self-withholding of God, as Father, for the sake of this identification.  This, 

as observed earlier, enables God to become the other in God’s own self, yet in such a way 

that neither does God abandon God’s self and transform into the other, nor is the beloved 

absorbed into God’s self-relation.  The beloved belongs to God’s self, yet in such a way 

that the integrity of the beloved is preserved.  God so determines God’s self that God 

does not wish to have his self without the beloved.  In short, the beloved is given a 

constitutive role within God’s triune life.  In Christ’s death, all of humanity is addressed 

about this role and called to belong to God’s self-determination.  God’s relation to 

humanity is thus to be seen as a self-determination for humanity’s sake in such a way that 

humanity can now be there for God’s sake. 

This does not render humanity anything other than human.  From the perspective 

of one loved by God, one experiences God’s self-differentiation simultaneously as a call 

into being through God’s identification with the creature and as God’s self-withholding.  

As elementally interrupted, one participates in God through faith.  One stands continually 

before God.  At the same time, one finds oneself in a world which is without God.  “The 

God who lets us live in the world without the working hypothesis of God is the God 

before whom we stand continually,” as Dietrich Bonhoeffer pointed out.69  Yet when 

humans respond with love to God’s loving self-determination for humanity’s sake, when 
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they acknowledge themselves as constituted by God’s love which does not wish to be 

without them – they themselves become the presence of God in the world.  “Loving, God 

shares his power with the creature he loves.”70  More than that: in love God entrusts 

himself to humanity, God trusts humanity with God’s own self.71  The beloved who 

responds with love to the lover’s love becomes the presence of the lover who does not 

wish to be himself without the beloved and who is his self only with the beloved.  The 

love of the beloved becomes the lover’s presence wherever the beloved is found.  How do 

humans respond?  By living their lives as lives embraced by God, by living out of God’s 

creative possibilities.  They respond by living out of their God-given freedom in such a 

way that they, like God, they can become, for others’ sake.  Human works of love – as 

the actualization of possibilities inherent in one’s being-in-God – are the presence of God 

in the world.  In the visible works of human love, “God … as love works invisibly.”72  In 

this way God’s being, God’s self, is returned to God.  In summary, that in this world 

humans must manage without God is an expression of God’s love, for, as God’s beloved, 

humans are the ones who actualize the lover’s presence in the world.  In doing so, 

humans reciprocate God’s love and return God’s being to God. 

 It is essential to emphasize at this point that it is not that, without human 

reciprocation, God would simply cease to exist.  Rather, without human reciprocation the 

world would truly be without God.  The reciprocity of love threatens the being of God, 

who is coming to the world, with non-existence in the world and for the world’s sake.  
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70 “Gottes ursprüngliches Anfangen,” TE III, 159. 

71 On faith as both trust and trustworthiness, in a more general, less pointed way, see Mystery, 
197; GGW 266-67.  

72 Mystery, 392; GGW 538. 
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This is best understood in terms of the two existential acts of the divine subject.  The self-

differentiation of God in the event of the Cross is none other than the rise of a different 

logic of subjective being alongside of that of freedom – the logic of love.  The subject’s 

self-withholding attests to the persistence of the subjective structure of divine freedom.  

But it shows this structure to be not one of self-conservation but one that enables the 

going of God where the return of being cannot be guaranteed in advance.  The logic of 

freedom enables God’s going into what is engulfed in nothingness and becoming for the 

sake of another – without being motivated by the beloved’s reciprocation.  But, as self-

withdrawal, it does make this reciprocation possible and, as we have just seen, even 

necessary.  Without human reciprocation – without humans living the lives of freedom 

which God’s love bestows – God would have no being in the world.  God would be only 

a dead God.  To be sure, the divine subject would continue in the subjective act which is 

the subject’s freedom.  But as such, God would remain hidden in God’s being, not given 

by anything, not even himself, indeterminate.  The world without God would then cease 

to be the world which, as such, can become the object of God’s love but would become a 

Godless and a God-forsaken world. 

There is, of course, something counterfactual in the above scenario, 

counterfactual but not impossible.  It is not impossible, because Jesus himself 

experienced the judgment of the Godless and God-forsaken world.  In what should be 

seen as an act of atonement, he freely took upon himself the violent assault of the world’s 

God-forsakenness and responded to it in the least likely of ways – with love.  Yet the 

above scenario is counterfactual precisely on account of the Cross, that is, because God 

responded to the world’s judgment on Jesus by comprehending it in a judgment and a 
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determination of God’s own.  God uniquely embraced the dead man and gave an eternal 

significance to Jesus’ atoning death, and with it to his entire life of love – all this so that 

humanity might not be mired all the more in its deadly and expansive Godlessness.  In 

the crucified beloved, God claimed the world’s self-chosen Godlessness and, in doing so, 

made it into an absence which, as such, is God’s presence through love.  By claiming 

Jesus’ death and life as God’s own, God has now put God’s own love on the line.   

Through the Cross, God’s love, for all its feebleness, has actually shown itself to 

be a force of liberation in a God-forsaken world.  And it has shown itself to be this force 

in a world that already is a God-forsaken world.  God persistently comes to the world out 

of the inexhaustible possibilities for love that spring from divine freedom.  God comes, 

even though the world which is the aim of God’s love is a world seeking its own divinity, 

a world whose gods are mere stepping-stones to its own self-divinization.  This is a world 

in which a righteous man gets condemned for unrighteousness by self-righteous men, a 

world hell-bent on self-securing, and rife with triumphs of lovelessness.  This world 

desires being but cannot tell the difference between being and non-being.  Those whom 

God’s love embraces in this world are not, therefore, encountered in the neutral condition 

of simply inhabiting a world to which God is coming.  They must be elementally 

interrupted in the compulsion of their self-securing.  They must be freed. 

But this freedom is not an easy freedom.  To be sure, “The human lives 

ontologically from the indicative of peace which God creates.”  This indicative is neither 

humanly constituted nor guaranteed.  But for this reason “The moral imperative to make 

peace oneself … is in fact an unprecedentedly urgent, categorical imperative.”73  In 
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describing the situation of those who in this world are freed by God’s love, Jüngel 

appeals (via Dietrich Bonhoeffer) to the imagery of the Passion: “The God who is with us 

is the God who forsakes us.”74  I believe this statement needs to be interpreted in stronger 

terms than the highlighting of the world’s autonomy suggested by Jüngel.  It must be 

understood, closer to Bonhoeffer’s context, through the lens of Jesus’ Passion.  If human 

works of love, too, involve a becoming for another’s sake in such a way that the other, as 

one loved, plays a constitutive role in the existence of the self – then, like God, one 

becomes threatened with non-existence at the hands of fellow humans.  Love’s 

vulnerability exposes one to lack of compassion and even outright hostility and abuse.  

One might be tempted to respond to this with similar self-securing.  Jüngel recognizes 

this predicament when he writes: “Love does not yet rule on earth.”  But the ultimate test 

of love comes when love can dare to have the final word where prudence has all but 

given up.  If it can, then “It can moderate the ruling powers and thereby make the 

ambivalences and ambiguities of life in the kingdoms of the world more bearable.”75  

One is called, as a person free from the tyranny of the ego, to courage to oppose the 

world’s lovelessness with deeds of love.  One is called to turn the world’s god-

forsakenness, despite the world’s prudent opinions, into the presence of God to the world.  

And if God’s love has managed to free one, only God can tell how far its freeing power 

can reach. 

What I have said here is not new.  There are resources in the theological tradition 

of the Church that point to such robustly conceptualized human role in response to God’s 
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75 “My Theology,” Essays II, 16. 
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love.  Here I wish to highlight only two: the apostle Paul and Martin Luther.  Paul’s harsh 

words, directed at the disunity of the Corinthian assembly in his First Letter to the Church 

at Corinth, do not merely indicate that those who believe in Christ come to form a 

community.  Rather, Paul sets before the Corinthian assembly a vision of a community 

where specifically not only is each member attuned to the others’ needs but the whole 

community, in its togetherness, becomes the presence of Christ’s risen body (1 

Corinthians 12).  It is as a community that love’s final Word, expressed in Christ’s cry of 

dereliction, becomes the presence of the body of Christ embraced by God. 

Somewhat different is Luther’s emphasis in his less known, though not 

uncontroversial adage, “fides creatrix divinitatis.”  According to Luther, when God 

justifies one by grace, one becomes incomparably more than one could ever make of 

oneself.  One becomes a person, rather than the sum total of one’s works.  One becomes a 

doer who precedes actual doing76 and who thus can direct one’s works to the neighbor 

instead of one’s self-making.  As justified by God, one can now justify the neighbor – 

one can offer the neighbor one’s righteousness.77  In this way, that is, by first and 

foremost believing that God is “the Author and Donor of every God,” Luther maintains, 

one also justifies God.  One justifies God as the giver of freedom, which not only frees 

one from restless working but also enables one effectively to counter the unfreedom that 

surrounds one.  Thus, Luther holds, “faith … consummates the Deity … it is the creator 

of the Deity, not in the substance of God but in us.  For without faith God loses His glory, 

wisdom, righteousness, truthfulness, mercy, etc., in us; in short, God has none of His 
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76 Martin Luther, Lectures on Galatians (1535), LW 26:256; WA 40I:402. 

77 “das groest [werck der liebe] ist das, wenn ich mein gerechtigkeit hyn gib und dienen lassz des 
nechsten sünde” (Predigt am 3. Sonntag nach Trinitatis [1522]; WA 10III:217). 
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majesty or divinity where faith is absent.”78  For Luther, faith (and that includes the 

person’s entire fundamentally reoriented life) is the presence of God among humans and 

the worldly actuality of God’s kingdom.  Through faith humans return God’s being to 

God, they justify him as the giver of an enduring identity in which, to put it now in 

Jüngel’s categories, are their freedom, their becoming, and the togetherness of the 

community.79 

 

The Spirit and faith 

Luther, as we have just seen, points to faith as responsible for the transformation 

of one’s entire being, thanks to which one can now counteract the world’s God-

forsakenness and, through works of love, actualize God’s presence in the world.  But 

Luther’s emphasis on faith suggests also another mode in which humans reciprocate 

divine love – faith itself.  Reciprocation here has to do specifically with the agency of 

faith and its connection to the Holy Spirit.  Let us investigate this connection. 
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78 Lectures on Galatians, LW 26:227, 233; WA 40I:360, 369 (emphasis added).  Cf. also the 
explanation of The Second Petition of the Lord’s Prayer (“Thy kingdom come”) in Luther’s 
Catechisms. 

79 Jüngel does refer to Luther’s adage, directly or indirectly, a handful of times, but he does not 
mine its potential for conceptualizing human reciprocation of divine love.  In his essay, “Gott – 
als Wort unserer Sprache” (TE I, 101), Jüngel invokes the adage both to emphasize that God and 
faith belong inseparably together and to deny, therefore, the possibility of God’s verification 
outside of faith.  Jüngel admits in passing that “What it means that God and faith belong together 
is quite unfathomable.”  In his essay, “Die Freiheit der Theologie” (TE II, 25), Jüngel cites 
Luther’s adage, while warning that one must, nonetheless, maintain a distinction between God 
and faith because it is God who creates faith.  Our distinction between the logic of love and the 
logic of freedom has observed this distinction, while also allowing for the possibility of humans’ 
returning God’s self to God.  Finally, in The Freedom of a Christian, Jüngel cautions that faith is 
not a doing, on the person’s part, to which God responds with gifts.  Faith, Jüngel writes, means 
“to allow oneself to be given something, to receive” (FoC, 67, 70).  We have heeded this warning 
here by insisting that human actualization of God’s presence in the world flows from the passivity 
of being liberated by God’s Word. 
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Interpreters generally point out a binitarian tendency in Jüngel’s doctrine of God, 

in that it centers largely on the agency of God and Jesus.  To be sure the Spirit is present 

in Jüngel’s account of the events of Good Friday.  But, unlike the Father, who lovingly 

identifies himself with the crucified Jesus, and unlike Jesus, who loves even when God-

forsakenness appears to be overwhelming – the Spirit has no role to play.  John Webster 

comments that Jüngel’s “account of the Spirit is not so much an account of a personal 

agent as a description of a state of affairs, of the fact, that is, that ‘God’s being remains in 

coming.’  Language about the Spirit as ‘the relation between the relations of the Father 

and the Son’ simply serves to denote the quality of relationship between the Father and 

the Son.”80 

This apparent passivity of the Spirit need not be seen as a weakness in the context 

of our re-articulation of the doctrine of God.  Nor need it be seen as a weakness that the 

Spirit is introduced by Jüngel as a deus ex machina to provide a resolution to the drama 

of Golgotha.  For Michael Murrmann-Kahl the fact that the Spirit appears suddenly in the 

function of the reconciling bond between the maximally alienated divine modes of Father 

and Son indicates that the Spirit belongs to the subject’s self-relatedness into which Jesus 

is simply absorbed.  The Spirit, in other words, guarantees the self-maintenance of the 

divine subject in the face of that which threatens it.81  This, however, is not an inevitable 

conclusion.  Just as the death of Christ made possible the reciprocation of God’s love on 
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80 John Webster, Eberhard Jüngel: An Introduction to his Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986), 77 (second emphasis added).  The Jüngel citations come from Mystery, 
387 and 375 respectively; GGW 531, 513.  Michael Murrmann-Kahl concludes that “the 
perichoretic moment of the three hypostases is de facto identified with the hypostasis of the 
Spirit” (“Mysterium trinitatis?”  Fallstudien zur Trinitätslehre in der evangelischen Dogmatik 
des 20. Jahrhunderts [Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1997], 132).  

81 Murrmann-Kahl, “Mysterium trinitatis?” 121, 125. 
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the part of the entire community as the body of Christ, so also the Spirit, as the bond of 

love, may constitute an opening for human agency.  The Spirit’s coming from within 

God’s freedom may then be viewed not as evidence of an absolute subject who 

reproduces his own self-relatedness in the economy but rather as the possibility of a 

spiritual response on humanity’s part. 

How would such a response be construed?  I believe it has to do with faith’s 

perception, with what faith proclaims on the basis of what it perceives, and with the 

locatedness of faith.  To begin with, we should note that the identity of God and Jesus 

belongs to faith.  It is faith that, so to speak, puts two and two together and recognizes the 

brutally murdered Jesus as God’s Son.  To worldly eyes, Jesus is at best only a savior 

who in the end could not save even himself (Mark 15:29-30).  But faith perceives in 

Jesus’ cry of God-forsakenness the presence of God’s love.  The Father’s love embraces 

Jesus’ unwavering love and makes him the Father’s own Word of love.  Despite his 

repugnant death, faith insists, the Son is embraced by the Father through the Father’s 

Spirit.  Further, faith not only perceives – or thinks – the Word but also proclaims it for 

all its apparent foolishness and offensiveness, though to the world that is divinizing itself 

the Word of faith cannot seem anything other than scandalous.  Jüngel suggests that this 

is indeed what faith does when he writes: 

Trust and faith are nothing other than those human acts with which man 
affirms God for God’s sake (and not for the sake of some other necessity) 
in such a way that he allows him to be there where he is, which is with 
man. … Faith preserves the identity of God’s being and existence in that it 
perceives God’s being as a being with the man Jesus and thus as a being 
for all people.82 
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Jüngel means this passage in the weaker sense of doing justice to God, that is, 

recognizing God in Jesus death.  But the passage could – and I believe, should – also be 

understood in Luther’s stronger sense of doing justice, namely, that of justifying God and 

so actualizing God’s self in the world. 

For this sort of understanding it will not do, however, to speak merely of faith’s 

perception and proclamation.  Here we must take into account the locatedness of faith.  

What is significant is that the identity of God and Jesus belongs to the Easter faith in the 

risen Christ.  What faith also perceives, therefore, is that Jesus’ life has been saved – not 

in the sense that Jesus has been saved out of this life but rather that his life has been 

gathered into a believing community – the body of Christ – and so made eternal and 

made manifest.83  It is as coming from this locale that faith turns out to be that act which, 

as it were, co-responds to the movement of the Spirit.  In this broader context, it now 

becomes explainable why the Spirit in faith’s proclamation of the Cross may appear 

passive or a deus ex machina.  If the Spirit were anything more than that, the Spirit would 

become a vehicle of absorption of the dead Jesus into God’s subjectivity.  As the Spirit is, 

however, the Spirit constitutes an opening for the agency of the believing community as 

the body of Christ.  The community actualizes its Spirit-role by now embracing the 

Father who, in God’s eternal coming, embraced the Son on the cross of Golgotha.  To the 

coming of God in Spirit there corresponds the present confession of the body of believers 

in such a way that both converge in the past event, which, in this convergence, gains an 

eternal significance in the here and now.  The Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son.  

Hence it makes sense to speak of the Spirit only where God and the body of believers are 
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involved together, just as it is proper to speak of faith only where both are involved as 

well.  Spirit and faith become one and the same reality, insofar as, as two constituents of 

one inter-subjective act, they actualize the presence of the triune God to the world. 

But here one might, and actually should, ask: Whence faith?  John Webster has 

perceptively pointed out that in Jüngel’s theology “there is also need for some account of 

how we are able to recognise that it is God who is hidden in the cross, of how the cross 

comes to be seen as God’s revelation rather than simply a human tragedy in which no 

features of divinity can be traced.”84  Here, I believe, the logic of divine freedom comes 

in good stead.  What we have just outlined is the logic of love: the manner in which the 

believing community plays a constitutive role in the subjectivity of God, who does not 

wish, as subject, to be without the beloved.  The community is the body of Christ, which 

– through its confession of God’s identity with the crucified Jesus – makes God present.  

But for all this, the community does not create its own faith.  Faith is not grounded in 
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84 Webster, Eberhard Jüngel, 68.  Webster’s observation turns, in Steven Paulson’s study of 
Luther and Jüngel, into a complex charge that Jüngel’s analogy- and correspondence-based 
conception of the divine-human relationship is, fundamentally, an intellectual conception which 
does not lend itself to proclamation.  Its essence is the narration of a past event which can at best 
only intellectually convince one of the thinkability of God and so also of the continuity of one’s 
being with God’s.  But Jüngel’s notion of analogy, Paulson claims, even as it makes God 
speakable, precludes God’s speaking in the present through the word of the law and that of the 
gospel, through judgment and through grace.  Paulson comments that Jüngel’s “is a theology of 
the cross without proclamation. …  What is missing … is the recognition that God’s advent is 
always present in the moment of preaching to individuals, i.e., in an act or deed that is … the 
actual God-happening, or doing of God to the hearers, with or without – but not because of – the 
thought that follows.  The present act of proclamation is God’s becoming …  God comes to love 
us, and proclamation done properly is where this love happens, not in mentis, but in actuality” 
(Steven D. Paulson, Analogy and Proclamation: The Struggle over God’s Hiddenness in the 
Theology of Martin Luther and Eberhard Juengel [unpublished Th.D. dissertation, Lutheran 
School of Theology, Chicago, 1992], 470).  What, according to Paulson, is responsible for the 
proclamatory deficiency of Jüngel’s doctrine of God is its basis in analogy.  Analogy inscribes the 
doctrine of God into an exitus-reditus schema and, through its principles of plentitude, continuity, 
hierarchy and theophany, “ontologically secures God’s being for human thought” (249).  For 
Paulson, then, Jüngel’s entire doctrine of God is irredeemable for proclamation.  This latter 
conclusion I wish to challenge here. 
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itself.  To create faith belongs rather to God’s Spirit, who, through the proclaimed Word, 

creates faith “ubi et quando visum est Deo,” as the Augsburg Confession aptly puts it.85  

What is implied here is that, in the actualization of God’s self by the Church, God himself 

is present also in the hidden act of his freedom.  In this act God is not coming to the 

Cross, but through the Cross to humanity.  Without the Spirit proceeding from the Father, 

yet through the Son, the Word of the community would not elementally interrupt a single 

existence.  It would only sound scandalously foolish.  In the logic of freedom, the Spirit 

is not the bond of love but the vehicle of eternity (vehiculum aeternitatis),86 an eternity 

defined by the beloved, the Church, which is Christ’s body.  Without the Spirit’s creative 

coming, the confession of the community would become less and less audible and more 

and more obsolete, and the community itself would dwindle into nonexistence.  But with 

the Spirit’s coming, the Church, as Jüngel puts it, 

represents God as the one who liberates from self-incurred slavery and 
immaturity by granting a share in his freedom.  In this way, also, it 
represents God as the one who makes self-deceiving people true by 
granting a share in his truth.  In this way, finally, it represents God as the 
one who reconciles the world by granting a share in the peace of his life as 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in which the deepest opposites are united.87 

It is from the perspective of the logic of freedom that the Spirit is an agent in the Spirit’s 

own right.  God alone is the creator of faith, through which the community can proclaim 

the Cross for the well-being of the world (cf. John 6:51).88 
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85 “where and when it pleases God” (Article V; Die Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-
lutherischen Kirche [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1930, 1991], 58). 

86 Cf. Mystery, 388; GGW 532. 

87 “My Theology,” Essays II, 17. 

88 Steven Paulson is quite right to have identified a proclamatory weakness in Jüngel’s 
formulation of the doctrine of God.  This weakness has to do with the absence of an account of 
God’s coming as belonging also to the proclamation of the Cross and, further, with Jüngel’s 
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reluctance to distinguish between God’s relation to the person as self-securing and as believing.  
However, I do not think this is a weakness that necessarily inheres in Jüngel’s analogical 
conception of the human-divine relation.  Paulson reads Jüngel in close proximity to Barth and 
does not quite appreciate the proclamatory significance of those points where Jüngel also 
distances himself from Barth, especially the temporal and inter-subjective character of God’s self-
determination.  It is the cruciform character of God’s revelation that enables one to recover a 
notion of divine hiddenness (which Jüngel himself is loath to surrender) as integral to revelation.  
If divine hiddenness is to be correlated not only with the sub contrario of the Cross but also, as I 
have suggested here, with the divine logic of freedom – then, on the one hand, the hiddenness of 
God’s freedom makes conceptual room for God’s continued coming to humanity, and, on the 
other, it might also make it possible to conceptualize an experience of God’s wrath. 

First, God’s hidden act of being is revealed, in light of God’s identification with the 
Crucified One, as a most creative hiddenness.  For in the narration of the Cross, as I have 
proposed, the Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son and, in this procession, reaches into 
and interrupts human lives (the logic of freedom).  In so creating faith, the Spirit then comes to 
proceed also from the Body of Christ, which here and now, embraced out of nothingness, 
embraces the Father (the logic of love).  Why some believe and not others must remain the crux 
theologorum.  Importantly, however, God’s act of coming in freedom, even as hidden, does not 
stand at odds with God’s act of love.  This preserves Jüngel’s emphasis on faith’s certainty that 
God’s being is as God has determined God’s self, that is, none other than love.  In 
contradistinction to Luther (and by extension Paulson), already the light of grace, rather than 
glory, shows the unity of God’s being in hiddenness and in love.  God’s love is shown to 
presuppose the hiddenness of divine freedom and to correspond to it.  Faith, in other words, does 
not believe, as it does for Luther, that God is love in spite of God who “saves so few and damns 
so many.”  For Luther, faith is indispensable, because one cannot understand how the same God 
is “righteous when by his own will he makes us necessarily damnable” (The Bondage of the Will, 
LW 33:62, cf. 292; WA 18:633, cf. 785).  But, for Jüngel, faith is a mode of being in which the 
elementally interrupted person recognizes God in the crucified Jesus and lets go of him- or herself.   
This interplay of love and hiddenness, to be sure, is undeveloped by Jüngel.  That being the case, 
it is still quite certain that Jüngel’s analogical construal of the divine-human relationship does not 
in principle make it impossible to account for God’s coming in the proclamation of the Cross. 

Second, it is likewise an overstatement to say that Jüngel’s doctrine of God lends itself, at 
best, only to an intellectual argument, aimed at the self-proclaimed atheist, to the effect that faith 
in God is not only possible but intellectually reputable.  Paulson notes that, by contrast, “In 
proclamation God’s being changes from wrath to love, from naked hiddenness to hiddenness 
clothed in the word” (Analogy and Proclamation, 19).  This need not be antithetical to Jüngel’s 
account.  According to Jüngel, the Word of God does not meet humans in a condition of 
intellectual unbelief but as hopelessly contradictory and afflicted beings.  In this contradiction lies 
an impossible demand – to receive oneself, from the world and in faith – impossible precisely in 
face of God’s absence.  And yet, insofar as one’s self-contradiction is a fissure into the underlying 
relationality, this self-contradiction, the fact that humans cannot create themselves from nothing, 
inescapably raises the question of humanity as given to itself.  It is this nagging questions and the 
attendant experience of God’s absence that could be seen as an experience of divine wrath, of 
God-forsakenness.  As self-contradictory, one stands before the hiddenness of a God who has 
withdrawn from one.  One thus stands before a God who judges one’s self-securing and with his 
absence passes a death sentence: as you want it, so you shall have it.  Yet God has withdrawn 
from humanity because God has already assured a place for humanity through God’s self-
determination.  God’s judgment can thus be overridden only by an equally unlikely faith in the 
impossible: the gospel of the God who is one with the dead Jesus.  This faith only God’s coming 
can create, as one is embraced by God’s love to be God’s beloved, without whom God can only 
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Concluding remarks 

The foregoing discussion of the trinitarian logic of love has been intended to 

demonstrate that it is possible to hold to a robustly inter-subjective view of divine love, 

without at the same time surrendering the spontaneity and creativity that properly belong 

to God’s being.  I have discussed two modes in which humans reciprocate God’s love: 

love and faith.  In both, humans not only recognize God’s gracious self-determination for 

humanity’s sake but also co-respond to it with their entire being and, in doing so, return 

God’s being to God.  Human agency is that which renders God present to the world, 

insofar as God does not wish to have God’s self without the beloved.  Neither mode, 

however, renders the individual or the community divine.  They are both thoroughly 

relational and inter-subjective. 

There is also an important difference between the two modes of human 

reciprocation.  In works of love, human agency, established through participation in the 

very freedom of God, carries on (so to speak) the work of divine love.  Human works of 

love, precisely as human, become the presence of God who is love and who wishes to be 

the event of love only together with beloved humanity.  The Church’s faith is similar only 

up to a point.  It also has to do with actually making present God’s Word of love, instead 

of merely retelling the community’s founding story.  Yet crucially, and this is where the 

difference appears, concealed in this act of spiritual re-presenting – in which the Church 

is the body of Christ, a community marked by the Cross – is also God in God’s freedom.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
be absent in the world under divine judgment.  The logic of freedom – though it does not furnish 
(and for good reasons) as strong a sense of divine hiddenness and wrath as Paulson might wish – 
does, I believe, make it possible to proclaim the Cross and, through this proclamation, to place a 
self-securing human being in a fundamentally different relation to God: as God’s beloved. 
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It is this coming of God in freedom that makes faith-full participation in God’s freedom 

for love’s sake possible in the first place.  In other words, the difference between love and 

faith, as human modes of reciprocating God’s love, is that, in love human agency 

represents God’s agency, insofar as God in God’s being has determined to identify his 

agency with human agency and thus to entrust God’s self to the beloved; in faith, 

however, divine and human agencies are most carefully distinguished, though without 

either being dissolved or made redundant.  Faith ultimately depends not only on the act of 

the believing community but also on God’s creative act of elemental interruption.  This 

status that faith has assures that Jüngel’s Feuerbachian criticism is met: God is love, but 

love, the love of the believing community, is not God.  It belongs to faith to recognize 

this.89 

All in all, in contradistinction to the metaphysical tradition, analogy, for Jüngel, 

means being God’s counterpart, rather than a feeble reflection of this or that attribute of 

the divine being. 

 

 

CONCLUSION: DIVINE-HUMAN TOGETHERNESS 

My goal in this study of divine and human freedom has been to think through 

Jüngel’s interweaving of the doctrine of God and anthropology – not with a view to 

distancing the two but rather for the purpose of bringing them more seamlessly together.  

In broad outline, the task involved, on the one hand, examining Jüngel’s doctrine of God 

both in light of its internal coherence and clarity and in light of the anthropological 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89 Cf. Mystery, 339; GGW 464-65. 
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effects that Jüngel ascribes to it.  It was by recourse to the latter that I proposed to 

identify and remove the ambiguities pervading Jüngel’s account of God’s subjectivity.  

On the other hand, this engagement with the doctrine of God allowed us at the same time 

to put forth a precise and rich account of the anthropological correspondences that God 

enjoys as the world’s mystery. 

Central to Jüngel’s construal of God’s freedom is his insistence that freedom 

consists in both independence and determinateness.  But these two moments, already on 

the conceptual level, exist in tension, insofar as in God’s being in either cannot be 

anything less than fully actualized.  What the foregoing analysis has shown is that Jüngel 

does not, in practice, discriminate between freedom’s two moments and is able to 

consider God’s spontaneity and God’s identification with Jesus under either rubric.  This 

observation, while indicating a lack of clarity, has allowed us to cast Jüngel’s rather 

marginal discussion of God’s freedom (outside of his engagement with the metaphysical 

tradition, that is) onto a much larger canvas.  We have been able to restate it terms of a 

set of concerns that underlie Jüngel’s doctrine of God in its non-polemical aspect.  To 

those concerns belongs the safeguarding of God’s spontaneity and creativity, as well as 

the inter-subjective character of God’s self-determination as an event of love.  This inter-

subjectivity, it must be said, is not always robustly articulated, insofar as the beloved’s 

response often seems to be taken for granted, which makes the beloved appear rather 

impassive at times.  Yet Jüngel’s entire construal of love as a successful togetherness, 

evident especially in his anthropologically oriented essays, calls quite unambiguously for 

such inter-subjective mutuality.  So does his location of God’s trinitarian self-

determination at the Cross. 
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With Jüngel’s concerns carefully distinguished, we have been able to examine 

freedom and creativity in their togetherness, as well as, more importantly, the possibility 

of the lover’s own non-being in the event of love.  My argument for two distinct 

subjective structures underlying and distinguishing these (as I called them) existential 

acts has involved, in part, a re-deployment of the immanent and economic Trinity as 

intimately connected yet distinct aspects of divine subjectivity.  In support, I have also 

invoked the presence of such acts in the elementally interrupted human being who – in 

those two acts of being and becoming, freedom and love – corresponds to God.  All this 

has allowed me to posit an inalienable tri-polarity by which God’s subjectivity is 

primordially characterized.  Through it, God is able – in a decision of unmerited grace – 

to generate a different set of self-relations that allows God, in God’s very being, to 

identify with another, to free this other into partnership with God’s self, and to depend on 

the beloved’s free response for God’s own being in the world. 

The logic of freedom may be considered a development of Jüngel’s mediating 

proposal which seeks to do justice both to the freedom of God’s self-revelation (though 

without saying much more about this freedom) and to God’s self-determination by 

identifying with the crucified Jesus.  But the logic of freedom is not fraught with the 

necessitarian and developmental overtones that attend Jüngel’s construal of an inner 

motivation in God.  Besides this, there are other considerable advantages to positing a 

distinct logic of freedom within God’s subjective being, that is, the Spirit’s procession 

from the Father which, as the Father’s self-future, is “interrupted” by the Son, in such a 

way that the Father’s future is non-tautologously defined by the Son and so truly is Spirit.  

What are those advantages? 
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First of all, the logic unambiguously rules out a variety of deficient subjectivities 

that may lurk in the shadows of Jüngel’s articulation of the doctrine of God.  To begin 

with, it does not leave the subject who determines himself as an event of love empty.  

Without leaving the subject indeterminate but not detracting from the subject’s 

determinateness, the logic of freedom makes the subject specific in the most pregnant of 

ways.  Further, the logic explicitly rules out that in God’s self-determination God could 

be a self-related subject tenaciously in control of his self-determination, or a subject who 

out of his detachment merely actualizes himself in the world.  It disambiguates statements 

such as “God indeed comes form God, but God does not want to come to himself without 

having come to humankind.”90  What it all boils down to is whether the beloved is merely 

accommodated within God’s fundamental relationality, or whether out of this subjective 

relationality there now arises a genuinely inter-subjective relation.  The logic of freedom 

points unambiguously to the latter. 

Second, freedom’s tri-polar structure at the same time does not turn God into a 

subject who needs the world.  It rather shows God as self-sufficient a se.  Specifically, it 

makes it possible to give an account of God as subject of God’s self-determination.  It 

shows precisely how God’s self-determination as an event of love belongs intimately to 

God’s being, so much so that God corresponds to, rather than abandons, God’s self in the 

event.  And it shows further that in God there is no self-love but a motivation for love 

that does not detract from the possibility of God’s being an event of love in life-giving 

togetherness with another.  It is in this manner – as a subject that overflows with being in 

his very subjectivity and so is able to love even the loveless – that God is love. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
90 “What does it mean to say, ‘God is love’?” 307 
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Third, the logic of freedom enables God’s self-limitation for the sake of the 

beloved and indicates precisely how this self-limitation takes place within the self.  God 

is “in utmost concord with himself.”91  The self-limitation, in turn, involves God in a 

struggle between being and nonbeing.  The logic of freedom renders the character of this 

struggle specific as a struggle for God’s presence as the absent one – as lover – in the 

world.  The logic of freedom thus makes possible a death on God’s part, which is the 

possibility of the impossible – of God’s nonexistence in the world and the world’s dying 

in its godlessness and God-forsakenness. 

Fourth, the logic of freedom demonstrates that divine immanence has a concrete 

function alongside of God’s determinateness, instead of being a mere (ad hoc?) 

distinction in thought for the sake of divine grace.  It is God’s subjective act of freedom 

that is “the most specific hiddenness of God in this world.”92  It enables one to account 

for the elemental interruption, faith, and one’s incorporation into the community, insofar 

as the logic of freedom, alongside of the logic of love, shows God to be in coming.  God 

comes through the Cross, through God’s own determinateness, as the future defined by 

the other and always, on his account, creatively defining itself by the other.  The 

immanent Trinity belongs firmly to God’s revelation. 

Fifth, the logic of freedom discloses how humanity, not merely in its actions, but 

in its very being, in the subjective acts of freedom and love, is in correspondence to God. 

At the end of his magnum opus Jüngel only signals that there are “human acts and 

modes of being” in which one “enters into the fact that God is coming to the world and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 Justification, 83. 

92 FoC, 34. 
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that therefore [one] is not destined to possess [oneself].”93  Jüngel categorizes those 

correspondences as falling under faith, hope and love.  In our account, we have correlated 

those correspondences rather more precisely with the two subjective acts in which the 

elementally interrupted person exists.  Those human acts, we have claimed further, are in 

correspondence to God’s being subject both in God’s act of freedom and in God’s 

specific determinateness as an act of love.  I have not correlated hope with either of the 

human acts but have emphasized it throughout as belonging to both, or rather lying in-

between them.  I do think one can actually be more specific than that.  Hope is the now 

and not yet of the worldly presence of the God who loves us in freedom and into freedom.  

It is the logical pause that separates the two acts of an elementally interrupted existence.  

It is the point at which freedom becomes love, without ever ceasing to be freedom; it is 

the moment where the self-relation of freedom gives rise to rich inter-subjective 

relationality.  Love does not calculate, love hopes out of faith.  This makes it stronger 

than death.  Both for God and for us. 

One might object perhaps that God’s trinitarian self-determination understood as 

inter-subjective identification with the crucified Jesus undercuts Christianity’s 

fundamental commitment to the unity of God.  Jüngel diffuses this criticism by pointing 

to the unity of love which God is: “Under the category of love, the being of the triune 

God is so understood that, with the three Persons of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, defined 

as relations, one grasps at the same time one divine being.”94  To state the obvious, one 

might also add that, from the perspective of Christology, the doctrine of the Trinity is 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 Mystery, 390; GGW 535. 

94 “Das Sein Jesu Christi als Ereignis der Versöhnung Gottes mit einer gottlosen Welt: Die 
Hingabe des Gekreuzigten,” TE II, 277. 
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always in some (though rather vague) sense inter-subjective, insofar as Christ is also fully 

human.  What our investigation has made clear, however, is that in freedom relationality 

becomes the fabric of reality, so much so that reality can no longer be broken into self-

contained selves, or persons, without an infinite loss.  God is one in that God is freedom 

in and of God’s self.  But even as such God transcends the category of being not only 

because God is not a creature but fundamentally because God is being that overflows 

itself.  Insofar as we have shown that freedom never pertains to a self-contained subject, 

the rest is simply togetherness. 
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